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>;~ ~ "The greatest contribution to cOllllnunicati~ns since the synchronous satellite" was
), the promise 'made by a Hughes official for the tri-service Joint Tactical Infor-

: ;:,' rilationSystem (JTIDS). It is being developed to deliver critical command-concro'l -
, ;" corinnunications securely, with resistance to countermeasures. In a totally iIiter-
: C'" 'operational manner for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the system could feature' three
".\ , basic teminal types: Class I for large platfoms like the USAFIBoeing E-3A
,ii,"~"~ ~ Airborne Warning and Control System and the Navy's Naval Tactical Display System

,,carriers; Class II for air superiority aircraft such as the F-14, F-1S, A-lO and
F~4;, Class III for Manpack radios and remote piloted vehicles.

" Television'broadcasting direct from satellites to schools, hospitals, hotel and
, 'motel chains, and other institutional users may be one result of a new NASA program.

'~, Hughes will' develop for NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center a low-cost, mass-pro-
, ; 'ducible l2-GHz receiver for TV reception from broadcast satellites. Objective:

a"smailer, less expensive receiver to sell for under $1000. Current ground ter-
, ~niinals ,are in the 4-GHz frequency range, and cost between $20,000 and $30,000.
~"The higher frequency range has already been approved by the FCC for domestic TV
',satellite systems.

, ..,;...-../;.:,,:.:..: -/ ',' _ .

,CieatinQIl,new world with el~t,onics
~-.,.-.,.,.,. ",:,."".-"'.- - - -.-- - -.- - -,
t ->.,",_;.: .···i -. I

i HUGHES iJ_::, "': >' " ,I

~------------------~HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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SEE FOR YOURSELF WITH A FREE,
TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION

electronics professional to stay on top of the
news.

Justreturn the coupon below, and we'll start a
subscription to Electronic News in your name.
If after an issue or two Electronic News
disappoints you, simply write "cancel" on the
invoice you'll receive and return it to us. There
will be no cost, no obligation. And you keep all
copies with our compliments.

MICRODATAintroduces Vantage, a small
business system for the first-time user market ...
Sales of computers and peripherals are expected to
increase by 20 to 25% annually in Israelfor the next
fiveyears ... INTERDATA cutsprice of itsPack 160
packaged system by 10.6% ... SPERRY UNIVAC
offers new familyof terminals forOEMs and end
users ... Shortage of C/MOS circuitsfor LCDs is
forcingsome suppliers to turn down parts orders
from watchmakers for' 78 delivery ... OPTRON
markets infrared LEOs in 0.2-inch diameter plastic
pack ... SIGNETICS introduces two 8-bit,
MPU-compatible digital-to-analogconverters ...
PANASONIC announces line of miniature
electrolyticcapacitors from Japan ... MATERIALS
RESEARCH CORP enters the plasma etching
field... SPECTRA STRIP sells its flexible circuits
product line to UNIVERSAL CIRCUITS ...

Name Tit1e ~ _

Principalfunction: 0 Management D Engineering

Company'__~_~ ~_
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City State Zip _
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~b9~tIndus~people (your customers,
sIlBpliersandcompetitors) news from
YJasllington and overseas stock market
q~Clt.ations.•.. In short, each issue delivers the
~ptiregarputof the news of the electronics
Indus~.It's the fast, simple way for the

....hErengineer who reads Electronic News knew
abOut these events when they happened:

IBM splitsits Systems MfgDivinto two units for
medium and big systems... fORD AEROSPACE
Br(J()l\1MUNICATIONS wins $19Mincrement of

.{jS AIRFORCE Ateccommunications monitoring
ilpdfault detection system... ZENITH RADIO
~~~es prices on its17-,19- and 25-inch colorlV sets
.•. WESTERN OIGITALand NATIONAL

·V$Er.iICOl\lJ)0CTOR agree to exchange data on
WI?'~qataCommunications circuitsand National's

• irydustrial control systems... HEWLETf
Pi\<::KARD is awarded $3.3M contracts to supply
1'1pClel.8640Bsignal generators to US AIR FORCE
apciySNAVY ..•.BROWN-BOVERI and GOULD
fgrmi()il)tventure to operate Gould's Electrical
Systems group... HONEYWELLintroduces Model
1Qtportable tape recorder for use with scientific
instrumentsensors ... MOTOROLA will unveil its
flfstsr<:>up of switchingpower supplies this fall ...
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DIGITAL SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed.
Hardware Organizathm and Design
FredrickJ. Hill& Gerald R. Peterson, both of the
University-of Arizona
The Second Edition of this successful text describes hardware
organization and system architecture by involving readers in the
design process. Borrowing a technique from software, control
sequences are written in higher language form. The authors use
a reqtster-transfer and control-sequence design language
AHPL(A Hardware Programming Language)-to explore the
design of a wide variety of digital hardware systems. They
illustrate the implementation of each important subsystem of a
digital computer in terms of this language and present concrete
design examples. In this new edition,AHPLhas been revised
and made even more systematic to further clarify its rela
tionship to hardware.
One of the most 'important changes in this edition is the
replacing of a control unit based on control delays with one
based on standard memory elements or flip-flops. The control
unit is thus tied to traditional sequential circuit theory and is
implementable in terms of standard integrated circuit parts. A
new chapter has been added to provide examples of interlace
design and to consider, for the first time, digital communica
tions at the logic design level. Another new chapter presents a
thorough 'treatment of microprocessors within a systematic
design framework In addition, material on memories has been
reorganized and consolidated and input!output intersystem
communications sections have been expanded.
0471-39608-7 1978 701 pp. $23.95

COMPUTER ARITHMETIC
Principles. Architecture, and Design
Kai Hwang, Purdue University
This book presents a comprehensive and up-to-date treatment
of machine arithmetic theories, computing algorithms, process
or architectures, logic design and implementation techniques
for the design, construction, and applications of hiqh-perfor
mance arithmetic processors in-modern digital computer
systems.
Topics covered include: machine arithmetic characteris-
tics; internal number representations; digital arithmetic devices;
high-speed fixed-point adders/subtractors, multipliers, and
dividers; signed-digit arithmetic; cellular arithmetic arrays; mul
tioperand addition; multiplier receding; SRT and convergence
division methods; floating-point arithmetic and error analysis;
axiomatic rounding theory; multiple-recision computation; eval
uation of elementary functions; pipe-lined arithmetic design,
and error control techniques in arithmetic processors.
Case studies include arithmetic processor in IBM System/
360 Model 91, lLLIAC Ill, Texas Instruments ASC, and Control
Data STAR-100.
There are over 230 illustrations, up-to-date reference lists
and bibliographic notes at the end of each chapter, andover

'100 problems to help your students comprehend the essential
points in the text.
0471-03496-7 1978 approx. 528 pp. $21.95 (tent.)

To be considered for complimentary copies, write to Art Beck,
Dept. 3283. Please include course name, enrollment. and title
of present text.

O JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
~" 605 Third Avenue

NewYork, N.Y 10016
• .'" Canadat Zz _ ",00.,Rexdale, Ontario
• ' ,Prices subject to change without notice.
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General Motors
Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan 48090~

There"s no fuel
like the old fuel
But there are
alternatives_

..~ffJ'I;f,ytjJ k~t-

COAL BIOMASS
(Synthetic (Synthesis Gas)
Crude Oil)

-- _.~ ....

POTENTIAL AUTOMOTIVE FUELS

PETROLEUM OIL SHALE
(Methanol is made
from natural gas)

Hydrogen

IIJ Methane

_lnAmm6nia,--~-----------~ "
< , - - - -~
~Propane--.---

Acetylene

~'DjeSeIFUel ---- ..

~'MethanOI _

:i··Eth~nOI

2f-:----I

Which brings us to gasoline and diesel fuel
derived from oil shale. Environmental, social, and
political factors may favor other alternatives. But our
studies, based on energy efficiency and economics,
indicate that these two derivatives have the greatest
potential for being the automotive fuels of tomorrow.

Alternative fuel research. It's one of the many
ways General Motors is'preparing for the future.

'0 00 • 0 Although the principal aim was to understand the
sombustion process, the overall system - from
resources in the ground to power at the wheels 
Was also considered.

So what have we learned? Hydrogen, for exam
ple,.behaves well enough in an engine. However,
storage and control problems in a car severely limitits
prospects.

Methanol, on the other hand, is more manage
. able. And we have modified production vehicles to run

011 this fuel. But methanol poses a serious starting
difficulty below 5° C. Moreover, it wouldbe costly.

';1 RELATIVE COST OF FUEL FROM SOURCE i
(Estimated on an Energy Basis)

III Gasoline • Diesel Fuel

/).Wecurrently have openings for Ph.D,s in engineering
or the physical, mathematical, or biomedical sciences. If
interested, please send your resume to: GMR Personnel,

. Dept. 1012. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

.Bythe end of this .century, when the world's
demand for petroleum will exceed what it can pro
duce?alternative fuels will have already begun phasing

'into the.energy picture.
•• 'yhatwill these new fuels be? Scientists here at

.' I the General Motors Research Laboratorieslong ago
"s\artedexploringthe possibilities. They've conducted
e~giIle studies with hydrogen, methane, ammonia,
ilfoB<lIle,acetylene, methanol, ethanol, and with liquid

. hydrocarbons from coaland oilshale.
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instruments available for
week or month! ... And more

every day. You get the test
irrients you need for short-term projects

situations from General Electric
stock in depth. Immediate ship

the newest and most up-to-date
riornent from all of the top manufacturers

Tektronix, Honeywell, Gould Brush,
and hundreds of others, all calibrated

specs and thoroughly

GeneralElectric has six stocking inventory
40 rental sales offices; you
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Tremendous
Inventory

are never more than a phone call away from
the instruments you need.

For your FREE RENTAL CATALOG Call
Collect (518) 372-9900 or your nearest sales
office listed below or write General Electric
Company, APParatus Service Division, Build
ing 4, Room 210, SChenectady, N.Y. 12345.

ALA.BIRMINGHAM (205) 925·9449 _ARIZ.PHOENIX (602) 278-8515 or8516, TUCSON (602)
294·3139 - CAl. LOS ANGELES (213) 642·5350 SACRAMENTO (916) 383-4986, SAN FRAN·
CISCO (415) 436·9260.COL.DENVER (303) 320·3255-CONN.SOUTHINGTON (203) 621·
4059. FLA. JACKSONVILLE 19041751·0615, MIAMI (305) 696·0811 - GA.ATlANTA 1404)
457·5563 - ILL. CHICAGO (219) 93H500 or (312) 854·2994 -IND. INDIANAPOLIS 3171
639·1565 - KV.·LOUISVILLE (502)452·3311-LA. NEW ORLEANS (504) 367-6528 - MD.BAL·
TlMORE (301 \ 332·4713 - MASS.BOSTON (617) 396·9600 - MICH. DETROITJ313) 285·
6700 - MINN. MINNEAPOLIS (612) 522-4396 • MO.KANSAS CITY (816) 231-43 7or(816)
231-4620, S1. lOUIS (314) 965·7115 _NEWJERSEV CLIFTON (201) 471·6556 - N.V.BUF·
FALO P16}876·1200, SCHENECTADY (518) 385·2195 - N.V.C.CLIFTON, N.J. (201}471·6556
- N.C. CHARLOTTE (104) 525·0311 _ OH. CINCINNATI (513) 874·8512, CLEVELAND (216)

·1 441·6111, TOLEDO (419) 69t:3501 • ORE. PORTLAND (503) 221·5101 • PA.PHILADELPHIA
(609) 424·4450, PITISBURGH (412) 462·7400 - S.C:GREENVILLE (803} 277-4093 - TENN.
MEMPHIS 1901} 527·3709 - TEX. BEAUMONT (713) 842-4514, DALLAS (2141 357-7341,
HOUSTON 713) 672-3570 - VA.RICHMOND(804}232-4576 • WASH.SEATTLE (206) 854
0211-W.V.CHARLESTON (304) 345·0920 _WISC.MILWAUKEE (414) 744·0110 - PUERTO
RICOPONCE (809) 843·4225 or 4625.

GENERAL" ELECTRIC
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FROM THE SPECIALISTS IN HIGH POWER TRANSMITTERS

,

accelerator is powered by nine rf amplifiers 5 GAS-CAP fixed
and variable pressure capacitors are used in high power VLF,
LF and MF transmitters and antenna systems. Continental's
Torusolenoid, shown at the top of the picture, is a self
shielding, high-Q, adjustable inductor. 6 Continental's
AN/FRT-85 40,000 watt PEP HF iSB communications trans
mitter. 7 2,000,000 wattAM MW broadcast transmitter auring
factory test at the Continental plant in Dallas, Texas. For
information on these and other unique high power rf products,
write for a copy of our bookiet, "Specialist in' high power";
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.; Box 270879 Dallas, Texas
75227

Clrcle'No.210

Electronics specializes in the design, develop-
d production of high power rf equipment for communi

cations.radio broadcast, radar and scientific research applica
.' slnce 1946. Continental has built and installed transmit

projects around the world.
4bU,UUU wan s-oanoraaar transmitter for Cornell University
t the National Science Foundation Arecibo Observatory.
Continental has designed many unique rf components for

transmitter systems. This variometer coil
provides -inductance variation for tuning a VLF antenna.

Continental's 2,000,000 watt VLF transmitter built for the
and installed in Australia. 4 FERMILAB's Linear



1978's biggest innovation
FFT Spectrum Analysis

•In

~li. Spectral Dynamics
A Scientific-Atlanta Subsidiary

P,O. Box 671, San Diego, Calif. 92112 j714) S6S.:s211

Fingertip convenience ... digital accuracy ... clear, easy-to
read instant results - that's the new S0345. Send for the.
complete story so you can analyze. the real difference in a
really different spectrum 'analyzer.

8G

Suddenly, every other spectrum analyzer on the market is
old hat.
Our all new (an oft-used phrase, but this one really is!) 5D345
FFT Signal· Analyzer has capabilities and conveniences no
other instrument can match. It looks different, and is different.
. . . and you shouldn't even consider another spectrum analyzer
until you've looked at it in detail. Just quickly, here are some
of its highlights:

• Touch-control graphic display panel - fast and
sure and immune to contact noise and failure
• Dual time-domain and frequency-domain
displays on the same screen
• _Crisp video display with clear-across X and. Y
grids, alpha-numeric annotation and data scaling
• 70 dB dynamic .range displayed
• 400-line spectrum analysis to 100 kHz
• .Time-signal averaging plus .synchronous
spectrum averaging for maximum signal-to-noise
enhancement
• Selectable A or B acoustic weighting
• 1/3-octave and octave analysis from continuous
or transient signals (optional)
• Digital input-output for complete computer
control via IEEE 488jR5 232 interfaces (optional)
• Digital translator for expansion of specific
spectrum areas by as much as 100X (optional)

Signal processing at a mere touch

Circle No. 205
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C
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No guesswork: you see complete annotation,
s~aling and a full grid for immediate, easily
measured soectral values.



News from Washington

OMB TIGHTENS UP ON RBTURN OF UNUSED R&D GRANTS

A little-noted directive from the head of the Office of Management
and Budget is likely to have a big fiscal impact on institutions that re
ceive Federal grants for research and development. Addressed to the heads
of Government departments and agencies, the directive requires that funds
remaining unexpended at the completion of a project be returned promptly
to the U.S. Treasury, rather than kept on hand by the recipients until
the project is officially reported as completed. Since the time lag be
tween the actual end of a project and the completion of paperwork formal
ly closing it down may be considerable, the new requirement terminates
what has been, in effect, an interest-free loan system that many institu
tions have found beneficial.

As stated in the directive by OMB Director James T. McIntyre, Jr.,
"It has come to our attention that grant closeouts in a number of agencies
are running behind schedule. This sometimes means that funds advanced
to grantees, but not spent for program purposes, are held by them awaiting
closeout." Mr. McIntyre said that many millions of dollars may be in
volved, adding, '~here is no reason why Federal funds should be held out
side the Treasury awaiting closeout of a grant."

ACADEMY SAYS INVIVIDUAL CHOICE SHOULD GUIDE DEALINGS WITH UoS.SoR.

The Committee on Human Rights of the National Academy of Sciences,
which has deplored Soviet repression of dissident scientists, has urged
the scientific community to refrain from attempting to develop any blan
ket rule on contact with Soviet individuals and organizations. In a pol
icy statement issued last month, the committee said that although it is
seeking to induce the Soviets to release three recently imprisoned dissi
dents, it feels that "each American scientist contemplating a visit to
the U.S.S.R. (or asked to host a Soviet scientist in the U.S.) must de
terminehis or her own course of action." It noted, however, that cooper
ation with the Soviets cannot "be commanded" and that "a tide of·spontan
eous response" is causing U.S. sciEmtists to reconsider their relations
with Soviet colleagues "in the absence of some judicious and humanitar
ian actions by Soviet authorities."

NUCLEAR STOCKPILE BECOMES ISSUE IN BAN NEGOTIATIONS

Key officials of the Defense Department and the Department of Energy
are arguing that periodic testing of nuclear components of stockpiled
weapons is necessary for maintaining the reliability of the U.S. nuclear
arsenal, and, therefore, a comprehensive test ban would threaten U.S.
security. This argument, which was stated before the House Armed Services
Committee last month by Donald Kerr, acting assistant secretary at DOE,
has drawn a sharp rejoinder from several persons long associated with the
U.S. nuclear weapons program--among them, Norris Bradbury, director of
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory from 1945 to 1970. In a joint state
ment with Richard Garwin, of IBM, and Carson Marks, former head of the
Theoretical Division at Los Alamos, Mr. Bradbury argued that "proof test
ing" heretofore has been a rarity and can be safety replaced by nonde
structive testing techniques.

.IEEE spectrum OCTOBER 1978 9



Power. Total software support. Flexibility;
QualitJr. Value.

Solid State Sof'tware"?' modules.
Magnetic card storage capability.
Printer/plotter. Professional Pr-o
gram Exchange.

Evaluate programmable calcula
tor systems on the basis of power,
total software support, flexibility
and price/performance. You'll find
there's one clear-cut answer: The TI
Programmable 59.

Leading the field in performance,
quality and value, Texas Instru
ments can get you into the power of
programming at a price you can
afford. Then, add more capability as
you need it.

With up to 960 program steps or
up to 100 memories, the computer
like TI Programmable 59, at $299.95*,
features magnetic card read/write
capability which means you can re
cord your own programs and make
them part of your own library.

The TI Programmable 59 and the

non-card programmable 58 (with up
to 480 program steps or up to 60
memories) at $124.95* can also ac
cess additional 5,OOORstep libraries
of prewritten programs in tiny inter
changeable Solid State Sottuiare">
modules.

Available now are nine libraries,
including Master Library, Applied
Statistics, Business Decisions, Sur
veying, Securities Analysis, Marine
Navigation, Aviation, Real Estate!
Investment and Leisure Library.

Coming this fall are Electrical En
gineering, with the most needed and
used formulas and equations in the
field, and MathlUtility, which will
include differential and numeric
analysis and utility programs for
printing/plotting applications.

TI's Professional Program Ex
change (PPX'-"j and Specialty Pack
ettes also offer hundreds of programs
in a variety of fields. Custom Soft-

ware Modules can be developed for
specialized applications. Complete
user training programs, and a unique
Professional Productivity Program
are available for corporate use.

Completing this TI programmable
system is the PC-lOOA printer/plotter
at $199.95*, which allows you to
print, list or trace your programs,
plot curves and histograms, and
print outalpha headings.
Free literature.
We want to tell you more about TI
programmable calculators, software
and the PC-100A printer/plotter. Cir
cle the reader service number shown
below. Or, write Texas Instruments,
Programmable Calculators, P. O.
Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408.
*U.S. suggested retail pr-ice.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ~o
... INNOVATORSIN VI

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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For additional information, write or call the listed contact; or' IEEE conference coer
dination, 345 E~8t 47 St., New York, N.Y. 10017; (212) 644·7895.

Other meetings of interest

* Optical SOciety, of. America 1978 Annual
Meeting (OSA) Oct. 3D-Nov. 3, 1978. Jack Tar
Hotel, Golden Gateway Holiday Inn, San Fran
cisco, Calif. Contact: Optical Society of
America, 2000 L sr, N.W., #620, WaShington,
D.C. 20038 (202) 293·1420

International Workshop on Biomedical
Transducers and Measurements, (Nov. 6-11,
1978. Hotel Melia Castilla, Madrid, Spain, con.
tact: M. R._ Neuman, Biomedical Electronics
Resource" Engineering Design 'center, Case
Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Optical Data Display Processing and Storage
Symposium (SPSE) Jan. 23-26, 1979. Marriott
Inn, Orlando, Fla. Contact: R. H. Wood, Society
of Photographic Scientists and Engineers,
1411 K Street, N.W., #930, waehtnoton, D.C.
20005

* International Conference on Fast Breeder
Reactor Fuel Performance (ANS) Mar. 5-8,
1979.Hilton Inn, Monterey, Calif. Contact: E. C.'
Norman, Fuel Systems Branch, Div. of Res. &
Tech., DOE, Washington, D.C. 20545 (301)
353·4471

* 1979 Conference on.Information Sciences'and
System's. Mar. 28-30,' 1979. Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md. Contact: G. G. L
Meyer, Dept. of EE, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md. 21218

*IFAC Workshop on High Level Systems Con'
trol in and by Man (IFAC Comm. on Biomedical
Engineering) Apr. 5-6, 1979. Karlsruhe, F.R.
Germany. Contact: VDIIVDE-Gesellschaft
Mess- und Regelungstechnik, Postfach 1139,
D·4000 Duesseldorf 1/F.R. Germany

6thAnnuaiConference oil the Physics of com
pound Semlcoriductor Interfaces (Office of
Naval, Research, Army Research Office,
American Vacuum Society) Jan 3D-Feb. 2,
1979. Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific
Grove, Calif. Contact: R. S. Bauer, Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center, 3333 Coyote Hill Road,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 (415) 494·4118

4th 'International Symposium .cn Computer
Performance, Modellngl Measurement,. and
Evaluation (IFIP Working Group 7.3) Feb. 6--'8,
1979. ViennalLaxenburg, Austria, Contact: M.
Arato, SZAMKI, P.O, Box 227,H·1536,
Budapest, Hungary; or H. Kobayshl, IBM
Research, Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 10598

1979 San Diego Biomedical Symposiutn(San
Diego Biomedical Society) Feb. 7-9, 1979.
Kona Kal Club, San Diego, Calif. Contact: San.
Diego Biomedical Society, Inc., P.O. Box
80543. San Diego, Calif. 92138

* 3rd Software Conference and Workshop (NSIA)
Feb. 13-15, 1979. Buena Park, Calif. Contact:
(609)234·1100, ext. ~584

6th Energy Technology Conference and EXPO
'79, Feb. 26,:,,28, 1979. Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D.C. Contact: Martin Heavner,
Energy Technology Conference,4733
Bethesda Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20014 (301) 656·10190

Cherry HIli '78 Test Conference, Oct. 31-Nov.
2, 1978. Cherry Hill, N.J. Contact: Pat Regan,
Secretary/Reglstrar,Test Conference Commit
tee.. P.O. Box 2340, Cherry Hill, N.J.
08034 (609) 983·3100

* Conference on Computer Graphics .In
CAD/CAM Systems (M.I.T.) Nov. 1-3, 1978.
M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass. Contact: Conference
Coordinator, M.I.T./Center for Advanced
Engineering Study, Bldg. #9, Rm. 268, 77
Massachusetts Ave:, Cambridge, Mass.
02139 (617) 253·7411

* International Sclld-Stete Circuits (SSG) Feb.
15-17,1979. Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Contactt.L. Winner, 301 Almeria Ave., P.O. Box
343788, Coral Gables, Fla. 33135 (305)
446-8193

'" Optical Fiber communication (QEA, OSA),
Mar. 6-8, 1979. Shoreham Americana Hotel,
weshlnqton, D.C. Contact: Optical. Society of
America, 2000 L St., N.W., Suite 620,
wasntnoton, D.C. 20036 (202) 293-1420

Winter Simulation: Conference (S·SMC;NBS)
Dec. 4-6,1978, Deauvllle Hotel, Miami Beach,
Fla. Contact: L G. 'HuH, Code 533.,1, Goddard
Space Flight center, Greenbelt, Md.
20771 (301) 982'5308

.. Aerospace and Electronic Systems .Winter
Conference~WINCON (AES, Los Angeles
Council) Feb. 6-8,1979. Los Angeles, Calif.
Contact: S. Jones, Aerojet Electrosystems,
P.O. Box 296, Azuza; Calif. 91702 (213)
334·6211

* Particle Accelerator Conference (NPS) Mar.
12-14, 1979. Sheraton Palace, San Francisco',
Calif. Contact: R. B. Neal, SLAC, P.O. Box
4349, Stanford, Calif. 94305

* Simulation Symposlum(C; ACM, SCS) Mar.
14-16, 1.979. Tampa,Fla.Contact: J. creme,
Slmulatlcn Tecn., 4124 Linden Ave., Dayton,
Ohl045432

* 4th Annual control' of Power' Systems
(Houston Sect.; Texas A&M Univ.) Mar. 19-'21,
1979. Texas A&M Univ., College Station, Tex.
Contact: B. D. Russell, Electric Power ln-

f~~~t~t~fb~: ~e;~7;:~~s A&M umvsrsttycoi-

* Florida·Electric '79 (Florida Sects.) Mar. 22-23,
1979. Florida Institute of Teoh., Melbourne,
Fla. Contact: G. F. McClaure, Martin Marietta
Aerospace, P.O. Box 5837, MP·362, Orlando,
Fla. 32855 (305)352·2782

.. Vehicular Technology (VT) Mar; 27-30, 1979.
Arlington Heights, Chicago, Ill. Contact: A.
Goldstein, Motorola, tnc., 1301 E. Algonquin
Rd" Schaumburg, III. 60196

MIDCON(Los Angeles & San Francisco Ooun
cils,Reg,'6) Dec. 12-14, 1978. Dallas Oonven
tlon Center; nauas.rrex. Contact: W.C. Weber,
Jr., EEEI, 999 N. Sepulveda ,Blvd., EI Segundo,
Calif. 90245

" Third Biennial uni~ersity/lndusti'y/Government
Microelectronics Symposium (Reg. 5, South
Plains Sect) Jan". 3'-4, 1979.Texas Tech Unlvar
sity, Lubbock, Tex. Contact: W. M. Portnoy,
Dept of EE, Texas Tech University, LUbbock,
Tex. 79049 (806)]42·3532

" Conference on Decision and Control (CS) Jan.
10-12,1979, Islandia Hyatt House, San Diego,
Calif. Contact: Dr.R. E. Larson, Systems Con
trol, rnc., 1801 Paqe Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.
94304 (415)494·1164

..' Reliability and Malntainability(R) Jan. 23-25,
1979..Shoreham Americana, Washington, D.C.
Contact: D. F. Barber, P.O. Box 1401, Branch
PO,.Grtfftss AFB, tjl.Y. 13441

.. PowerEllglneering Society Winter Meeting
(PEr Feb. 4-'9,1979. Statler Hilton Hotel, New
York, N.Y. Contact: J. G.- Derse, Bedminster,
N.J. (201) 725·4388

AS1BriSK uenores new listing

P:osition,.Location and Navigation Sym·
'·PClsium~PLANS(S·AES; San Diego Sect.)
f\lov;'7~9;' 1978. Hilton Mission Bay, Los
Angeles,Calif. Contact: N. Harnois, Cubic
Corp., P.O.,Box. 80787, San Diego, Calif.
92138 (714)277·6780 OX!. 555

Advanced Techniques in Failure Anj:llysis
(Reg. 6, Los Angeles ccuncrn Nov. 6-9,1978.
Marriott Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif. Contact: R.
J.Kolb, TRW Defense &Space Systems, 1
Space ParkR6f2184,' Redondo Beach, Calif:
90278 . (213) 536·3430

_C()nf~~ence .cn-Oybemetles and Society (s
SMG,Jokyo'Sect.) Nov; 3-:7, 1978. Tokyo,
Japan. Contact: M.S. Watianabe,Management
scrence.nev Fund,Seikyo Kaikan Bldg., 4-1-13
Sendagaya"Shibuya·ku, Tokyo, Japan

Symposium on-Campier Applications in
Medical Care (Northern Virginia Sect., como
Soc,G·EMB) Nov. 5-8, .1978. Marlett Twin
Bridges Hotel, Washington, D.C. Contact: F. H.
Orthner, George Washington Univ., Dept. of
Clinical Engineering,. 2300 K Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20037 (202)676·3866

1.2thAnnual.AsiiomarConference on Circuits,
Systems, and Computers (CompSoc) N9v. 6-8,
1978. pacific Grove,Calif. Contact G. G.
Hsieh,5855.Naples Plaza,Suite 301, Long
Beach,.Calif.90803 (213)438·9951

Computer,'Software' .• and'. Applic.ations con
Aerence....COMPSAC'78. rcompsccj .Nov.
13~16,J978.rhePalmer House, Chicago, Ill.
Contact: H. Hayman, Computer Society, P.O.
Box'639,Silver Spring, Md. 20902

M~gnetism:and Ma'gneUcsMaterial Con
f,er~nce(S-Mag) Nov. 14-17, 1978. Stouffer's
IJlnontheSqu~re,Cleveland, Ohio. Contact: J.
J,i={hyne,··. Reactor .Haolatlon Div., National
Bureau ofStandards, washtncton, D.C. 20234

International Elect rcn. Devices Meeting (S·ED)
Dec. 4-'6, 1978.Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oontact.r.Susan-Henman, Courtesy Aesocl
ates, 1629 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006 (202)296·8100

IEEE·sponsored meetings
TEu:hnologyof Electroluminescent Diodes
(OEA; S-ED) Nov. 1-2, 1978. Sheraton
Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco, Calif. Con
tact: A.N~ Bhargava, Phillips Lab., Briarcliff
Manor"N,Y.10510 (914)"762·0300

Conference' on Pattern Recognition (ComSoc)
Nov, 7'~10,1978.' Kyoto International Con
fere.nceHall,.Kyoto,Japan. Contact: Prof.
fv1,aka,hJ :Nagao,Dept. of EE, Kyoto Univ.,
Sakyo,Kyot0606, Japan

Chicago Fall Conference on ConsumerElec·
.tronlcs .(S·BOCE,· Chicago Sect} Nov. 6..7,
- 1978. Hamada-O'Hare lnn, Rosemont, III. Can
tact RPodowski, Zenith Radio Corp." 1000 N.
.Mttwaukee, Glenview; IlL 60025

Calendar

National Telecommunications Conference
(CSC-B;Alabama aect.j Dec. 4-6, 1978. Hyatt
,H()tel,Blrmingham,.Ala.Contact H, T. Uthlaut,
Jr;"N:r9~7~'(3eneral,Chairman,P.O. Box 771,
f3irrfling~arn,:~la.3520,1 (205).321·4469

?~
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Last year Lgbt a great job offer. It meant
moving p to more money, more
responsi ility, greater security for my family.'
. Ital 0 could have meant a waiting
period w thout Tife,insurance.

One of the biggest benefits of our
supplemental Group Life Insurance is that
no matte[ how often I change jobs,it
automatically goes with me. .

GroUp Life Insurance has many other
adv.antag~~,to? For ~me, it can. cover my
entire familY-including the children. '.
. To filnd out what mobile Group Life
InsurancJ could .mean to your family, simply
fill out arid return the coupon.

r---·------·-:.---- ..I .. G-9-B IAdmlnlstra.tor ..' ,

I Group Insurance Program for IEEEMembers I
1707 LStreet, N.W.-Suite 700

I Washington, DC 20036 •

I'Please sendme additional information on the I
Life Insurance Plan for myself and my femilv..

, I. . I
.• Name Age I
I Address I
I City I
• State Zip I
1'1, am also interested in the: D Major ~osp.ital-" I
•

0 Disability ~~come Plan.Nurse~SurglcalPlan

o Excess MaJor 0 High-Limit Accidentall
• Medical Plan Death and •10 In-Hospital Plan ,Dismemberment Plan I

I MEMBERSHIP •I . GROUP I
I INSURANCE I
L ....__. --_..._.

Circle No.6



Radio Shack's personal computer~ystem?
This ad just might make you a believer.

So how are you gonnabeat the system that
does this much for this little? No way!

You can't beat
the 4Ksystem at

$599

'.' . or the step-up
16K system at

$899

... or the fast
4K/printer system at

$1198

.. . or the Level-II
16K/printer/disk

system at

$2385

.. .The amazing new
32K/Level-II/2-disk/

line printer system at

$3874

TRS-80 ~'Breakthru"
• TRS-BO· microcomputer
012" video display
• Professional keyboard
• Power supply
• Cassette' tape recorder
• 4KRAM,Level-l BASIC
• 232-page manual
• 2 9amecasselles

TRS-80 "Sweet 16"
• Above, except

includes 16K RAM

TRS~80 "Educator"
• Above, except

includes 4K RAM and
screen printer

TRS-80 "Professional"
• Above, except

includes 16K RAM,
disk drive, expansion
interiace, and
Levei-II BASIC

fRS-SO" Business"
• Above, except

incl udes 32K RAM,
line printer,
and two disk drives

Get details and order now at Radio Shack stores and dealers in the USA, Canada, UK, Australia. Belgium, Holland, France, Japan,
Write Radio Shack, Division of Tandy Corporation, Dept.C-069, 1400 One Tandy Center; Fort Worth. Texas 76102. Ask for Catalog TRS-BO.

lt~dl./llaeK
The biggest name in little computers
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...thats why we're using the Control Data Dispatcher Training Simulator;'

"Our dispatchers have long experience and
practical on-the-job training. We have every
confidence in them and their ability to do
their job.

"But the unexpected can and sometimes does
happen.

"Sowe're using the same tool used by other
industries with complex or critical control
problems, Simulation. Airline pilots use simu
lation to maintain their proficiency. Our
dispatchers are using simulation so they can
better handle the power system during
emergency conditions. .

"Operatiori ofour power system is simulated
by thy computer, and presented to the dis
patcher via color CRT displays. The operator
is presented with tasks like AGC administra
tion, sudden loss of generation or transmission
capability, generation scheduling, interchange
scheduling, transmission dispatching and control.

presented as though the
operating a real power system

through a real communications and control
system.

"Florida Power & Light is constantly working to
operate the power system in a reliable manner.

"But if the unexpected doesoccur, we'll be ready
to respond quickly because of 'crisis training'
received on the Dispatcher Training Simulator:'

For more information on a Control Data
.Training Simulator, contact the Energy Manage
ment System Division. Call 612/553-4813. Or
write 2300 Berkshire Lane No., Minneapolis,
MN 55441.

I':J c:\ CONTl\.OL DATA
\::I r:::J CORPOR(\TION

.More than acomputer company
Circle No.3
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for this survey is' not, a measure of job
performance. Many job activities of
engineers do not result in papers,
presentations, patents, or awards, and
the achievement index per se has not, to
the best of our knowledge, been studied
in relation to job performance. However,
certain of the factors that make up the
Index have been so related. For example,
D. C. Pelz and F. M. Andrews (Scientists
inOrganizaNons, University of Michigan"
1966) found 'a positive relationship be
tween' job performance and the produc
tlon of papers and' reports.T. J. Allen
(Managing the Flow' of Technology,
M.I.T."1977) found a positive relation
ship between technical performance
and "gatekeeping"-a concept similar
to effectlveness as an information
source as used in the lndex, A. Grasberg
(IRE Trans. Engineering Management,
Mar. 19~9) concluded that, in industrial
research organizations, the average
merit rating of a researcher correlates
fairly, wel] with the rate at which that

,researcher produces internal reports,
papers,' and patents. Thus,although we
make no claim of a relationship between
the achievement index and job perter
mance,sufficientevidence exists to suq
gest further study."

FinallY,readers of the article will note
that the Hlustration on page 67, which
shows the distribution of respondents to
1he survey, was mislabeled. The "low
group" should have been at the left and
the "high group" at the right.-Ed.

Tenney's
thermal shock

chambers test resistance
to sudden and extreme

temperature change by a rapid
transfer of specimen to alternate

compartments. Available in two or
three compartment models.

Both environmental chambers are designed to induce
failures. in sub-standard components and assemblies
and offer the superior reliability of Tenney's 45years
experience.

• Standard or custom designed
• -100°F(-73°C) to +400°F(204°C) temrerature range
• Thermal shock available in vertica or horizontal

configUration.. .' '.. ' Single chamt.er

~
' ~. with automatic thermal cycl.". .n~ 1090Springfield Road. se-t

, . ~A " .lJII[/'"4 Union, New Jersey 07083
. ENG/NEEI/NG, INC.~,)686-7870'.(212) 962-0332

Circle No. 39

.0.
,"dNSTIT'UTE'OF

. ELECTRICAL AND

. EL·ECTRONICS

ENGINEERS,tNC
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IEEE SERVICE CENTER
445 Hoes tane
Piscataway, N.J. 08854

purchase/sale. insurance
... scholarships and

fellowships ... and travel
expenses are well covered inthe

book THE ENGINEER AND
FEDERAL TAXES, sponsored by

the IEEE. Chances are you will
save on taxes. Even more

important, you gain peace of
mind .

IEEE members -$3.00; non
members - $6.00. (New Jersey

residents add 5%sales tax.) List
title and code number

(UH0121-4) and send orderwith
payment to:

••••
You will be if. your records are k.ep.t • L.,

organi.z,ed all year long. '.' andmif(P-you know which ones you must _ ~

keep tosatisfy IRS Rfl'-
requirements. And you can .
help yourself byknowing -, F
how togain tax
advantages from every ,
source of professional 1\/"" ...,..-

. income and expense.

Items such as dues
... self education,
home-business ...
retirement plan. ' .
patents and royalties '
... prizes and awards
... self-employment

, residence

TVA interview

Author of the Spectrum interview (Sept.,
p;64) wit~ new Tennessee Valley
Authority Chairman S. David Freeman
was Spectrum Contributing Editor
Judith Michal.

Prior to her assignment for Spectrum,
Ms. Michal was an associate engineer
for applied mechanics with Gibbs and
Hill, Inc., New York, N.Y. Before that, she
had been an assistant enqlneer in the
Applied Physics Department of Ebasco
Services; a professor. of' physics at the
University of Northern Colorado,
Greeley; and a physicist with Esso
Research and Engineering, Linden, N.J.
She,:holds,the B.::;. and M.S. degrees in
physlcs: from Upsala College and
Stevens Institute of Technology respec
tively. At the latter school, she has com
pleted her course work toward a Ph.D.
degree,-Ed.

Corrections
The following corrections should be
made lri P. N. Ewart'a artlcle, "Whys and
wherefores of-power system .blackouts'
(Apr., pp. 36c41). On page,36, column 2:
In the first paragraph, delete reference
to Fig.1.,ln the second paragraph, Fig. 1
should read Fig.3. In the first statement
of the first listing, 2900 MW should be
corrected to 650MW, and in the first
statement of the second group, the time
referedtois20 minutes (not one hour).
Finally! on pa,ge 38 in the caption for Fig.
3 and on 'page 41, column 2, last
paraqraph.u Hz should be 1 Hz/s.
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o I'm enclosing my' check in the amt. of s., _
o Please charge this to my credit card:

o Master Charge 0 BankAmericard/VISA
o American Express

My Card No. Expires _

City State__ Zip _

*Calif. residentsadd 6%sales tax (Santa Clara CountY-60%).

o Please sendme information on the KIM Expansion Modules.__

o Please supply me with the name of your nearest dealer.

Commodore/MOS. 901 California Ave.• CA 94304
Dealer Inquiries invited (475) 326-4000

r-----------------------
o Yes... 1want KIM-1s@ $179.95 now.*

Name (print) _~~---,- ___,_---~

"Address ---___,_---~~-

~1 .....1.... tJ... ?n'.l:

And now the
KlM.system is.the

"gl()st expandable
at li,ny price. A motherboard (KIM-4), memory expansion board

(KIM:3B), editor/assembler (KIM-5), prototyping
board (KIM-6). All available now.

Just about the only problem potential
KIM-1 users encountered was the

fact that the KIM-1 was in short
supply: demand kept growing faster

than ourexpanding production.
But not any more.

Wewonder what our competitors
are saying now!

registered.trademark of Commodore Bus.~ach" Inc.

Rockwell Synertek RCA VIP Commodore
" AIM 65 VIM MaS KIM-1

$375 $269 $245 $17995

Will they hate KIM-I
even more at $1799 51

No wonder; the KIM-1 microcomputer was less money for more
features than other microcomputer boards.

But KIM-I users loved us. up until this week,foronly $245,
you could own a completely assembled microcomputer board with
1K RAM, 2K ROM, cassette and serial interfaces, 151/0 lines,
2 interval timers and a six digit LED display. With MaS Technology's
comprehensive 6502 mpu instruction set. And the best documen
tation in the business.

That's right: $179.95.For the same, superb
microcomputer. And available now. Further
evidence of the power and ability of Commo
dore's semiconductor and computer divisions.
A'svnergism of MaS Technology's leadership
in the design and development ofmpus, RAMs
and. ROMs together with Commodore'sknow
how in mass production and mass marketing.

Here'show theJine-up looks now:

'Our competitors hated
the KIM-l*at $245!
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"Who's worried ahd why?"~has been contributed
by the most knowledgeable people our editors
could tlnd. Some are Well known-s-such as inventor
Jacob Hablnow and Texas Instruments. president J.
Fred Bucy.Others, perhaps hot as well known,
have made detailed studies of productivity matters
for years. The latter experts include Edgar
Weinberg,who has written countless reports on
productivity for the Government's now-defunct Na
tional Center for Productivity and Quality of Work
ing Ufe, and Ernst R. Berndt and Dale W.
Jorgensen, economists at the University of British
Columbla and Harvard University, respectively.

'Just because Spectrum's authors in this issue's
first section are long-time students of productivity
does not mean their conclusions are correct,
however. To ensure a balanced presentation of
views for our readers, Spectrum Contributing Editor
Tom Collins has assembled a variety of "counter
views" into a single package (pageAO), ranging
from an attack on some of the conventional
measures of productivity to questions regarding
such assumptions as "Productivity must continue
to rise .. for the common good."

The authors include the president-elect of the
American Assoclatlon for the Advancement of
Science, staffers of the National Science Founda
tion and IEEE Fellow and M.I.T. Professor Jay For
rester.The balance of the issue is devoted to ex
piorations of possible means to improve productivl
ty growth. Both staff and expert authors have..con
tributed artlcles on how technology can play a role.

Associate Editor Robert Sugarman (page 53)
looks at computers and controls in the continuous
process industries, especially in the currently limp
ing United States steel industry, and, at the unique
ly skyrocketing productlvlty of the semiconductor
industry. Associate Editor Roger Allan (page 60)
has assembled articles On computer-aided
manufacturing and robotics, and Spectrum power
expert Gadi Kaplan (page 70) investigates state-of- .
the-art hardware and approaches to curtail peak
power demand on the utilities,

Senior Associate Editor Edward Torrero then
takes up the topic of how corporate management
can improve productivity. Articles beginning on
page 74 deal With enhancing product innovation
and motivating the production worker-the latter
topic is addressed by ASsociate Editor Don Mennie.

On pag~ 85, Editorial Director Ronald Jurgen
leads off a section on what government can do. in
cluded among the expert authors in this section is
IEEE Fellow, and Assistant Secretary of Commerce
tor Science and Technology, Jordan Baruch.

We know we will not solve today's problems
here, but if we are to deal with them intelligently,
we must begin with a greater understanding of the
factors involved. Spectrum hopes to have con
tributed in some measure to that understanding.•

Ruoinstein--Productivity

The game and the players .34
Why productivity is important 34
A minority report 40
Exploding some myths 45
Stimulating productivity 47
Improving the U.S. patent system 48
Energy and productivity 49

II Electl'otechnology
to the rescue 53

. Computers make strides 53
The automatic factory 60
Robots raise productivity 66
Optimizing the use of energy 70

III Management to the rescue 74
Measuring technical and marketing

risk 74
Texas Instruments' programs

stimulate innovation 78
In praise of small companies 80
StimUlating the production

worker 81

IV . What can Government do? 85
CI.assic examples of government

influence 85
NSF's three-phase

program 86
USAB's recommend·

ations 87

More to read 88
The authors 89
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ductivity increaseduring the Current 'ex-
has already tailed off

markedly-ooly 2.4 percent in 1977
compared with a 4.2-percent increase in
1976.

Admittedly, it is difficult to project pro
ductivity in view of the multiplicity of fac
tors that influence the trend-changes. in
production techniques, the volume of
capital investment, the education and ex
perience of the work force, the quality of
management, the rate of capacity utiliza
tion, the scale of operations; the state of
labor-management relations, and the im
pact of government regulation. The pro
ductivity' of the economy is also affected by
changes in the industrial composition of
employment, such as the shift from the
farm to the nonfarm sector. These factors
are interdependent and the interaction
among them is of considerable importance
in the overall picture.

Still, as' the experts point out, the long
term outlook for U.S. productivity is dis
quieting. The BLS,for example, projects a
rate of 2.4 percent for 19S0-S5-higher
than in the I96S-79 decade, but still
significantly below the postwar, 2O-year
3:2-percent trend. Other experts project an
even lower productivity rate of 2.0 percent

Productivityl-c-Defining the game and the players

per year.
The productivity climate in Europe and

Japan is not all rosy either, but while
growth there has slowed.of late, its pace is
stillfaster than in the United States. Output
per employee-hour in Japan, for example,
is projected to grow at a rate of 6 percent a
'year, and worldwide communication -and
transportation, investment capital, advanc
ed technology, and skillful management are
so transferrable across borders that higher
productivity is, a realistic national goal
throughout the industrial world.

The measurable factors that contribute to'
the low U.S. growth rate in the past decade
have been delineatedby economistsin great
detail. They include the end of the shift
from farm to nonfarm employment; the in
flux of a substantial number of inexper
ienced young people and women into the
labor market; and the slowdown in the
growth of the capital/labor ratio. The shift
to businessand personal services was not a
major source of the slowdown. (Because
adequate measures of government output
are not available, the impact ofthe growth
of this major service sector on the
economy's performance cannot be fully
assessed. ) .

On the other hand, the intangible in-

fluences of theeconomic and social setting
on productivity are too often overlooked.
The past decade was characterized'by an
unusual accumulation of disturbances. Not
only were there exceptionally sharp fluctua
tions in output and employment, but
shocks'were produced by sharp rises in the
price of energy, materials, and food. And
the expansion of government regulation
resulted in businessuneasiness that, in tum,
may have resulted in conservative manage
ment practices not conducive to.continued
high productivity.

Why productivity matters
One cause of the lack of concern over

U.S. productivity performance is the
failure of policy makers' to appreciate
fully the relationship of productivity to
major national veconomic and social
goals. Improved productive efficiency
means better control of inflation, con
servation of jobs, higher living stan
dards, and a better quality of life in
general.

The Japanese oil industry in 1836-not
the petroleum industry; the extraction of
oil. from rapeseed..The' productivity
spurring technology shown is from a

.book, Seiyu Roku, lent by Bern Dibner,
director of the Burndy Library..
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working(an area that is vital to productivity
improvement). The Japanese Government
is .giving full support to R&D'on automa
tion (flexible manufacturing systems). The
only reasonable conclusion, from all this is
that the U.S. no longer has sole control of
technical leadership in manufacturing tech
nology developments.

The reasons for this slowdown are dif-
ficult to,determine. Economists often treat
technological' innovation as exogenous andl'.,'
subject to its own laws of development. At '.
a recent conference on the future of pro- 'I'·

ductivity, Simon Ramo stated, "The bot- 16K'
tleneckis not S.Cience .andtechnologyperse, ~.'.. j

but lies'instead.in,the arrangement-making . ..'.
process among government, private enter- ( r)
prise, and science and technology." Thus, \J/
the pace of innovation is affected by many
nontechnical factors, including the state of
the economy; the profitability of invest-
ment; the patent, tax, antitrust, and
regulatory policies; the structure of in-
dustry; the skill and knowledgeof manage-
ment and the work force; and the pressures
of organized interests.

Resolving the bottleneck.involves closer
cooperation among the different groups in
the process-scientists, engineers, invert
tors.vmanufacturers, distributors, users,
consultants, and others. The groups in this
complex chain pursue different and some
times conflicting goals, are motivated by

The assembly line-that famous productivity tnnovettcnc-Ie shown here as it existed
in 1928 in the Ford motor works. Photo from the Henry Ford Museum, Dearborn, Mich.

'/ ,,',' ,."
evidence' of large private and social return
from R&D, total spending for R&D by in
dustry, government,and universities
dropped from 3.0 percent of GNP in 1%4
to 2.2 in 1977. The National Science Foun
dation expects the ratio to decline to 2.0
percent by 1985. Total R&D dollars spent
increase each year,but when adjusted for
inflation, the realvolume of R&D spending
has been declining. -

Comparative data for major industrial
nations show a slippagein the U.S. position
sincethe mid-I960s, relative to Japan and
the U.S.S.R. These nations are devotingan
increasingproportion of GNP to R&D. Pa
tent activity by non-U.S. inventors is also
rising; for example, 37 percent of all U.S.
patents went to "foreigners" in 1976, com
pared with 17percent in 1%1. This increase
in "foreign" patents is disquieting not
because it is a reflectionof a lossof creativi
ty of U'S. scientistsor the quality of their
inventions or discoveries (which it is not),
but rather because R&D outlays tend to
have a positivecorrelation with productivity
growth and a declinein the Ll.S.proportion
of patents could foreshadow a slowdownin
the' flow of new products and processes.

The .lack of adequate support . for.ire
search and development of manufacturing
technologies is especially disturbing. Forex
ample, experts have reported that the U.S.
trails West Germany in R&D in' rnetal-

How to improve productivity
From the point of view of the Na

tional Center for Productivity and the
Quality of Life (described in thebox,
p. 38 ),there are four broad areas for
improving productivity: accelerating
technological innovation; enlarging
capital investment; enhancing human
resources; and improving government
business .relationships. In developing a
perspective onrnaior opportunities in
these complex areas, the Center con
vened panels of experts, from business,
labor, and government, and commis
sionedistudies to supplement existing
research. The following highlights of
this experience are presented not as a
final consensus' but rather as a summary
of preliminary findings in a continuing
search for possibilities for productivity
improvement,

Productivity improvements come
about through changes, in production,
methods, materials, and machinery,
which; in turn.istem from the accumula
tion of scientific and technological
knowledge. The technology factor is
credited with at least 40 percent of the
growth in productivity over the past 50
years.

Technological change has an impact
on productivity at the time when' a new
technology is put into place and efficien
des are achieved. Before this can hap
pen, an innovation must be conceived,
information regarding it must be dif
fused to potential users, and the innova
tion must be implemented. Therefore,
the entire process must be considered
before productivity improvements can
be realized.

We have no definitive indicators on
whether the process of new develop
ments has slowed recently, except in
terms of one final result-the slowdown
in productivity growth. In the opinion of
the National Science Board and other
authorities, the environment for innova
tion seems to be less favorable and the
momentum of technological progress is
waning. It would be useful to have com
prehensive data on the speed of adop
tion of new technology, the time period
between stages, and the comparative
status of U.S. technology in relation to
other countries in order to be able to
gauge the pace of change. In the absence
of such data, we must be willing to draw
conclusions from a number of more in
direct indicators.

One unfavorable trend is declining sup
port by the U.S. Government and industry
for research and development. Despite

work; for someone" born in 1970, that
period should increase to 27 years.

/
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including recognition for .performance,
training, a. voice in plans and decisions
about how work is done, safety and
health protection, and, appropriate
equipment to do the job.

So far; we have discussed ways of af
fecting productivity that are largely in
the control of private' industry, but
government actions can, affect the
private sector in several 'important
ways-including .establishing the en
vironmentdegal, economic, and social)
within which private enterprise operates;
affecting levels and priorities of R&D;
and, of course, by regulating the private
sector. Because of the significance of the
governmental affect on productivity, a
special section has been set aside in. this
issue (p.85) to express diverse viewpoints
on government's current and potential
role in the productivity question. •

1970s,theTate'of gain was only2 percent
annually.tThe recovery in investment
since 1975 has been weaker than in the
typical postwar cyclical upswing. To e
great extent, this -lag in expenditures on'
plant and equipment contributed to the
slowness 'of U.S. 'industry in installing
automated, technology that could boost
productivity growth.

Third, the composition of capital ex
penditures has' shifted markedly. Of the
dollars invested, larger amounts are ear
marked for meeting environmental and
occupational health and safety regula
tion requirements. Investment in capital
equipment for' environmental goals now
accounts for about 9 percent of invest
ment outlays in the manufacturing sec
tor. If these mandated capital expen
ditures are excluded, investment, as a
share of value added, has actually
declined in the manufacturing sector'
since '1966.

Fourth, and finally, lagging invest
ment seems to be the result of a de
teriorationin profitability. There are
many ways to measure profitability, but
all tend to snow similar trends. In 1977,
after-tax rate's' of ,return 'on capital
averaged 5-9 percent, compared with an
average of 8 percent during the mid
1960s.' These rates are considered 'par
ticularly low in viewof the greater risks
and uncertainties of investment today. A
factor in this low rate of return may be
the continued low', rate of capacity
utilization, which depresses productivity
and discourages investment.

We must keep in perspective the con
tribution' of capital investment relative
toother sources of productivity growth.
Depending on the concept used, about
15 percent of the postwar increase in
productivity came from growth of tangi
ble capital (including' structures, equip
ment, and inventories). This about
equalled in importance the contribution
of advances in education and training of
the workforce, a form of intangible in
vestment in human skill and knowledge,
which: complements physical capital.
However, since capital investment is in
tertwined with the technology it carries,
it is difficult to estimate the effect that
an increase incapital investment by itself
would have on productivity growth.

Many economists believe that a faster
rate' of 'economic 'recovery would stim
ulate significant savings and investment
to, expand productive capacity and up
date aging facilities-in the private and
public sectors. Others feel that addi
tional incentives will be necessary to en-,
courage productivity-enhancing capital,
particularly investment in capital
intensive energy production. Whatever

the mix of monetary and fiscalpolicies
to increase tangible capital investments
for productivity improvement, they will
have to be balanced against the re
quirements for investments in R&D and
intangible human capital, including the
education, training, and health of the
work force.

When engineers and scientists address
the topic of productivity, their tendency
is to concentrate on innovation and

'capital investment. Too often, the
management/worker interface is over
looked. However, there is increasing
recognition that better'management of
today's work force is vital to productivi
ty improvement. By 1985, nearly two
fifths of the work force will have at least
one year of college education and one
fifth will have four or more years. Ef
forts to meet the expectations of workers
for better working conditions and to
make more effective use of their ingenui
ty and creativity represent one of the
significant economic changes taking
place today.

Surveys of job expectations reveal,in
addition to traditional concerns about
pay and working conditions, a variety of
other interests. For example, the Labor
Department's Quality of" Employment
survey, taken in 1969 and 1972, ranked
pay high, but also found that workers
want many other opportunities-e-tc ob
tain training; to, use their talents more
fully; to have greater flexibility in work
patterns, education, leisure, and retire
ment; to have health and safety protec
tion on the job; and to exercise greater
control over performance of work. Only
a small m inorit y-c-not over 20
percent-express dissatisfaction with
their jobs; however, these are concen
trated among young, educated workers
whoseviews may dominate in the future.

To achieve the twin objectives of
greater productivity and worker satisfac
tion, a variety of human resource pro
grams are being tested. New'techniques,
such as group incentive systems, flexible
work schedules; autonomous work
teams, job design, and goal-setting ap
proaches, have had varying degrees of
success; According to a Work In
America Institute study of 103 ex
periments; techniques that identify ef
fective work behavior, furnish feedback
on results, and reward effective perfor
mance have significant potential for
reducing absenteeism and turnover and
improving the performance of the
organization. The programs that show
the most promise in improving both pro
ductivity and job satisfaction seem to be
sociotechnical systems that take into ac
count various aspects of the workplace,

'-

What is productivity?
There are two basic measures of
gross output. The, gross national
product (GNP) is the value of
everything that is produced by the
citizens of a country, including
goods and services produced
overseas. Gross domestic product
(GOP) is the total produced within
a national boundary, whether the
producers are citizens or not.

Since productlvtty is defined as
output per unit of input, the out
puts just described need to be
divided by, some measure of in
put-labor (man-hours), for exam
pie, or labor plus available plant
and equipment, or labor as
measured by number of persons
in the labor force. They also need
to be corrected for inflation,
seasonal changes, and statistical
error.

The productivity statistics used
by authors thoughout this issue
are those prepared by the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of
Labor Statistics referring to what
BLS call's the "private business"
sector of the U.S. economy. They
have been derived by subtracting
from the GNP all output produced
(1) outside the U.S., (2) by govern
ment, (3) by nonprofit institutions,
and (4) in private homes. The
resulting output total is then divid·
ed by labor as measured in total
man-hours.

Other key BLS productivity
statistics (not referred to
elsewhere in this issue) measure
the "non farm" portion of the U.S.
private business sector of the
economy and the manufacturing
portion of the nonfarm segment.
Services are included in both the
private business and nonfarm
breakdowns-not in the manufac
turing statistics.-E.R.

.J
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I. GNP and pall as indicators of
progress

NOTE:The POll ratings (as well as Hteexpectancy, iri
fant mortality, and literacy figures) of all countries are
provided In The United States and World Develop
menf:Agenda 1977,by JohnW. Sewell and the staff of
the .overseae . Development Council, pp. 160-71.
Boldface numbers above are averages for all ooun
tries in each Income group.

GNP understates the output of developing
countries in particular, because so much
larger a proportion of their total activity is
performed at home.

Morris DavidMorris,
Flor/zelle B. Liser
Overseas Development. Council

Lower~middle-incomecouritries:
($300-$699 per
capita GNP) 338 69

Albania 530 76
Cuba 640 86
Ghana 430 31
Guyana 500 84
Honduras 340 50
Korea, Republic of 480 80
Morocco 430 40
Thailand 310 70
Tunisia 650 44

There are many productivity concepts-a
whole spectrum of them. They all involve a
ratio of some kind of output to some kind
of input. Productivity increases when out
put per unit". of input rises. Productivity,

_therefore, .is closely related to the efficiency
concept; indeed' they are virtually the same
thing. There are as many such concepts as
there are processes that transform inputs in
to outputs. For example, there are par
ticular productivity concepts in which one
output of a process is related to one input,
like output of wheat per acre of land.

There. are. also general productivity con
cepts in which some measure of total output
of a process is related, to some measure of
total input. These are more difficult, as vir
tually ali processes have many inputs and
outputs, so that to measure general produc
tivity we must have a set of •'shadow
prices" or valuation coefficients by which
these various inputs and outputs can be
reduced to a common measure. Of course,
by far the commonest.measure, though not
alwaysthe most significant, is the monetary
unit, where the valuation coefficients con
sist of the relative price structure.

From the human point of view, all other
measures of productivity or efficiency are
'subordinate to the fundamental concept of
human. value productivity. Human life is a
constant process of transforming inputs of
various kinds into outputs of various kinds
and the valuations· placed on these inputs
and outputs and the efficiencies or produc
tivities they represent are a most essential
measure of the quality of human life. A
high quality of life'is one where the ratio of
outputs to inputs is high in terms' of some
process of human valuation.

The human being is unique in the bio
sphere because of the enormous capacity to
receive, process, generate, and transmit in
formation. This has made the human race
an enormous producer of artifacts:
material, like an automobile; organiza
tional, like a church or a corporation or a
state; and personal, in the form of human
beings with complex knowledge and skills,
tastes, and personalities. Production,
whether ofa chicken from the egg or an
automobile from the ideas and the blue
prints and the human knowledge that pro
duces it, originates with "know-how,'.' that
is, knowledge of the human being.

The processes of production are limited
also by the natureof the. genetic informa-

Also, when the, changing figures are
lookedat overtime, it becomes clear thatat
least these minimum human requirements
can be provided much more quickly than
We can realistically expect the GNP to rise,
even under the best circumstances. After
all, there are those who insist the bollom
lineon allproductivity ishuman value... . .

152 39
110 19
280 46
100 16
140 41
110 69
170 50
80 15

290 25
130 83

Per Capita
GNP, $ pall

Upper-mlddle-lncome countries:
($700-$1 999 per
capit.GNP) 1091 67

Alqerla '710 42
Argentina 1 520 84
Brazil, 920 68
Gabon 1 960 21
Iran 1250 38
Iraq 1 160 46
Mexico 1090 63
South Africa 1 210 48
Taiwan 810 88
Yugoslavia 1 310 85

High';'incomecountries:
($2 000 or more per
capita GNP) 4361 96

Kuwait 11 770 76
Libya 4640 42
Sweden 7240 100
United Kingdom 3590 97
United States 6670 96

Low-tnecme countries:
(under $300 per
capita GNP)

Afghanistan
Egypt
Ethiopia
India

Kerala State
Indonesia
Mali
Nigeria
Sri Lanka

When compared with the GNP, the
PQLI can reveal some very interesting
things. Generally,' there is a. direct relation
ship between the two figures, but Cuba,
Guyana, Korea, SriLanka, and the Indian
state of Kerala all, have PQLIs above
average for countries withmuch higher in
comes. In fact, they arejar aboveGabon,
Iran, Kuwait, and Libya, allof which have
high GNPs (see Table I).

Vast resources have been devoted to eco
nomic 'development'since '1950. In general,
development policiesof poor countries and
support 'from, abroad were designed to in
crease'their total GNPs as quickly as possi
ble. Rapidgrowth would increase per capita
income and this; according to the theory,
would quickly "trickle down" to improve
human' well-being. While total output in
many' previously stagnant, economies has
grown much faster in the past 25 years than
ever before, the results of that development
strategy have been ,disappointing.

In many developing countries, including
several of'. the' most' populous, per capita
GNP has grown so slowly that few benefits
have' been reaped by any segment of their
societies.In some, per capita GNP has risen
rapidly, but the gains have tended to flow to
the few who were already better off, with
few appreciable gains for the poorest billion
peoplein the world. In stillothers, GNP has
risen only slowly,but the physicalqualityof
life of the poor majority has improved sub
stantially. To date, only a very small
number of countries have been able to com
bine rapid rises in GNP with rapid rises in
physical well-being.

For many' reasons, the traditional GNP
indicator of : national economic pro
gress-whether recorded as a national total
or on .a per capita basis-c-does not tell us
much about the quality-of-life .results
achieved. It cannot satisfactorily measure
the extent to which the human needs of in
dividuals are being met. Nor should it be
expected to do so, since there is no auto
matic relationship between any particular
level or-rate of growth of GNP and im
provement in life expectancy, death, rates,
infant mortality.vor literacy.

Moreover,' 'even -if rising incomes are
shared with the poorest,groups, there is no
guarantee that these increasesin income will
improve physical well-being. In some
societies 'rising income has been accom
paniedby adverse' dietary changes or the
pollution of uncontrolled urbanization; for
example, in some poor countries the shift to
breast-milk substitutes that often accom
panies rising income seems to have led to
higher infant mortality rates.

Finally; a considerable proportion of any
society's activity never gets incorporated in
to GNP; for example, household work per
formed by family members is not included,
although this type of work is included if

the outside is paid to do it.

productivity with''environmental damage,
thetime lost in .urban traffic congestion,
and other'"bads" that reduce thatproduc
tivity.

One of the simplest and most interesting
measures available isthe PQLI, which tells
.whathappens to people. . ..
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II; RlItio of R&D expenditures to value added in manufacturing, in percent

Enterprise-Funded Total

1963-64 1967 1969 1971 1973 1963-64 1967 1969 1971 1973
Belgium 2.3 2.1 n/a 2.1 2.4 2.4 2.3 n/a 2.4 2.6
Canada 1.1 1.4 1,3 1.2 1.2' 1.3 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6
Denmark n/a n/a n/a 1.9 1.9 n/a 1.4 n/a 2.0 2.0
France 1.4 n/a 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.2 3.3 2.8 2.7 2.8
Germany 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.3 2.1 2.6 2.6 3.0 2.9
Italy 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 2.1 1.5
Japan 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.6 2.2 2.2 2.6 2.8 3.7
Netherlands n/a hla 4.1 n/a nfa n/a 4.7 4.3 4.3 nfa .
Norway 0.9 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.7 2.1
Sweden 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.8 2.8 3:3 3.3 2.8 3.3 3.3
United Kingdom n/a n/a nfa n/a 2.0 n/a nfa n/a n/a 3.5
Unite,d States 2.7 2.7 3.2 3.3 3.1, 6.3 5.8 5.9 5.6 5.0
Sources: OECD,Survey of the Resources Devoted to R&Dby DECO Member Countries, International Statistical years, 1963-64, 1967, 1969, 1971,1973; United

Natlons, The Growth of World Industry, 1967,197.1; and 1974 editions.

ingof industrial R&D.
For the period covered and the countries

inspected-several conclusions emergefrom
thesedata:
• u.s. R&D funded privately exceeded
that of all other nations in its intensity, with
the'single exception of the Netherlands, and
also exceeded the total R&D intensity of
most other nations.
• The U.S. was surpassed. by Japan in
1973 in the ratio of R&D to value added.
.' The increase in' U.S. R&D intensity
compared favorably with that of other na
tions.
.···The U.S; maintained its relative position
in the rate of enterprise-funded R&D activi
ty.texcept in regard to Japan.
• Government funding had an important
influence on R&D i intensity only for three
of the 12 nations.
•. A nation's size did not seem to be a.tac
tor in the rate of enterprise funding of
R&D.

Our second .step was to estimate the
distribution of enterprise-funded R&D ex
pendituresacross industry groupings; in
order to see the extent towhich the .disper
sian or concentration of enterprise-funded
R&D differed from country to country.
The. percentage distribution, averaged for
the period 1963..,.1973, of enterprise-funded
R&D, was estimated for the eight industrial
groups.

In. terms of views frequently' expressed,
the data indicate three findings about
enterprise-funded R&D:

.' It was more widely dispersed among in
dustry groupings in the U.S. than in other
industrial' nations.
• .For nearly all industrial nations 40-60
percent was accounted for by two in
dustries-chemicals and electric machinery.
• .Available data indicate that aircraft ac
counted for a relatively modest proportion
of it.

The detailed data for the eight industrial
groups, when studied for alternate years, in
dicated most industrial nations had an in
crease·· in .enterprise-funded R&D in

Producriviryl-c-Defining the game and the players

transportation manufacturing (largely
automobiles). In the three countries where
government funding was an important part
of the R&Din manufacturing, 50to 60 per
cent of these funds went to the aircraft in
dustry and 30 to 40 percent was dispersed to
the'electric machinery and equipment .in
dustry.Declines in government-funded
R&D in the U.S. mostly affected the air
craft industry and left the electric machinery
and equipment industry more or less un-
touched. '

Next we tested by industry across the 12
industrial OECDnations for possible rela
tionships between enterprise-funded R&D
and economic performance. For the four
industries for which 'sufficient data were
available (chemicals, metals, electrical
machinery, nonelectrical machinery and in
struments), we examined output growth
(expressed as output per unit labor) in rela
tion to the average R&D intensity for the
1963-73 period. We also examined the total
manufacturing sector for such relation
ships..Our correlation analyses came up
with only a single statistically significant
relationship out of the ten cases ex
amined-between total output and R&D
intensity for chemical industries,

Our findings indicate that international
comparison of R&D intensity and industrial
composition and the influence of R&D on
output growth do not support 'a case for
Federal actions to stimulate industrial R&D.
Taking enterprise-funded R&D in the
manufacturing sector, our results show
that, in terms of both levels and trends, the
U.S. industrial R&D experience in the re
cent past compares favorably with nearly all
other Western industrial nations. Inaddi
tion, we could not find in international
comparisons of individual-industries a clear
relationship between differences-in R&D ef
fort and output growth or productivity im
provement.

Sumiye Okubo
Rolf Piekarz
Eleanor Thomas
National Science Foundation

One conclusion that can certainly' be
drawn from all of the-data in this issue, .is
that there isno certainty to befound. There
is.no fundamental agreement on how to
measure productivity or whether it isdeclin
ing. But there isalso no agreement thateven
if it isdeclining, the situation is a bad one.
In fact, some of the experts think itis right
and proper, possibly. even a very good
thing. . . .

Mature industrial countries are now facing
an inevitable transition from maximizing of
production, consumption, and waste based
on nonrenewable resources to the capi
talization of newly designed production sys
tems based on renewable' resources and
managed for sustained-yield productivity
over the long term. Fanners understand
sustained-yield management and now we're
going to have to teach it to economists.

Currently we exist on a technological
plateau that I call the "entropy state't-e-a
society where the technological innovation
process has generated such scale and com
plexity andinterlinkage that it has become
unmodelable and therefore unmanageable.
The soaring, unanticipated social impacts
and costs that, illogically, we add to the
GNP as if they were real production begin
to exceed the real productivity of our
economy. In fact, these mature .industrial
societies-may eventually reach a point of
"maximum entropy" where they are gen
erating social and transaction costs (i.e., In
.formation requirements) that exceed real
productivity. Such costs include unan
ticipated social consequences, social and en
vironmental disruptions and depletion, and
the proliferation of bureaucratic attempts to
coordinate 'and regulate the situation.

Since the social, costs· are added to the
GNP instead of subtracted, the GNP goes
up and inflation begins to mask the declin
ing economy. The only fraction of the GNP
that is growing at that point is the "social
cost fraction." I think one of the most per
suasive pieces of evidence of this entropy
state is cited in the monthly review of the
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Exploding a few myths about productivity
and presenting a formula for the future

cr~ase productivity and does not pay for
itself. The answer' to more than adequate
capital plant is not still more capital invest
ment, as much of the business press would
have one believe. The challenge now is to
find ways to relocate people out of the
capital-producing sectors and into
consumer-product and food sectors where
they can fully use the capital plant that has
already been brought into existence.

Furthermore, one needs to distinguish
productivity per person on the assemblyline
and 'per person in the agricultural field from
productivity per person in the total popula
tion; Total productivity for the economy
has been declining because of the rapid in
crease in overhead' activities. Government
employment '. is part of that overhead.
About,30 percent of the population is'now
being supported by tax payments; that is
about as high a percentage of the economy
devoted to Government overhead as is
possible. We also have a very high overhead
in corporations. In manufacturing corpora
tions, overhead on direct labor often runs

There is ample evidence that in the past 17
years annual gains in productivity in the,
United States have lagged behind those of
other advanced industrialized countries.
Between 1960 and 1977, the U.S. could
boast productivity increasesof only 2.8 per
cent per year, compared with 5.7 percent
for West Germany and 8.4 percent for
Japan (Fig. 1). However; it should also be
emphasized that the absolute productivity
level in the U.S. is still high compared with
other countries, even though the rate of im
provement' may be lower.

To assess the relative impact of various
factors on the deceleration of U:S. produc
tivity, one must analyze the relative impor
tance of sources of productivity growth in
the U.S. economy.

Robert Solow, at the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology, utilizing his own
methods of analysis and corroborating the
independent findings of numerous scholars
at the National Bureau of Economic
Research, has reached the conclusion that
"more than half of the increase in produc
tivity' is a residual that seems to be at-

J. Fred Bucy
Texas Instruments
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above 300percent-that means three' times
as many'people around the fringes of the
production' process as directly makirig pro
ducts. About another third of the economy
is in the service sectors-much of which is
not serving. When one runs through the en
tire society, one finds that weare operating
with about 90 percent overhead. The under
lying base of people making. products and
food has dwindled alarmingly.

One part of the service'sector that seems
to be moving toward marginal service is
electronics and communications. We suffer
today from information pollution. I am
skeptical about the idea that our problems
will be alleviated by more satellites, more
telephone lines, and more computer ter
minals. I feel we are now in the last
marginal thrust of the present expansion
into communications devices.

I went to a computer trade show a
couple' of years ago' and found that
about two thirds of the exhibits were
devoted .to almost identical keyboard
terminals. It made me think of the

tributable to technical change-e-tc scientific
and' engineering advance, to industrial im
provement, and to know-how of manage
ment methods."

Similarly, Edward F. Denison, at the
Brookings Institution, finds that almost one
half of the U.S. increases in productivity
can, be attributed to technological innova
tion (Fig. 2). By contrast, only 16 percent is
attributable to capital formation (automa
tion). The remainder is apportioned among
scale economies (16 percent), education It?
percent), and better resource allocation'{lz
percent).

The message is clear. In order to obtain
step-function increases in productivity, the
accumulation of capital must be joined by
more R&D and technology to increase the
effectiveness of the capital investment.

Based on these findings, we can reach the
following conclusions: Although important
factors in the deceleration of U.S. produc
tivity gains have included reduced capital
formation, environmental requirements, a
shift of the labor force to the servicesector,
a deterioration of the "work ethic," and the
orientation of our educational system (too
often, young people leave school either
uneducated or educated in the wrong
things), the most important element appears

automobile industry when there were
200 to 300 U. S. car manufacturers.
There was not enough product-differ
entiation to support the different en
tries. The remaining third of the display
arena was devoted to electronic fun and
games, whichsuggests that we are at the
stage where it is aims and not utility that
is the last frontier of the field.

I think in the future we will shift our.
attention away from technology as the
great frontier' challenge and toward
developing an understanding of social
and economic processes. We have very
little understanding of people and social
systems. There is not much more
understanding of social systems than
there' was in the days of the ancient
Greeks. There is.Tiowever, every reason
to be hopeful, if weare willing to set our
minds to understanding social problems
with the same vigor that has been
devoted to technological problems.

iayW. Forrester
Massachusetts Institute 'oj Technology

to have been a deterioration of tech
nological innovation.

ProductiVity myths
One of the most pervasive myths re

garding productivity is that increases' in
output per man-hour lead to increases in
unemployment. Productivity in the past
has beentied closely to the use of capital
in, labor-intensive industries. Thus, if
output per worker were to increase
without a corresponding increase in de
mand, .employrnent would decrease. To
some extent this is true, but only in the
very short run. History has shown that
productivity gains 'not only, increase the
living standard but also increase the
economy's ability to create jobs.

Contributions of high-technology in
dustries to the U.S. economy havebeen
possible because of a continuous and
deliberate effort to increase productivity
through technological ,innovation
spawned by research and development.
During the past quarter century, produc
tivity in the high-technology industries
increased at an annual rate of 4.1 per;'
cent, compared with 2.2 percent and 1.6
percent for the low- and mixed-tech
nology sectors respectivey.

Contrary to the prevailingviews of some
of the more vocal groups-In the U.S.,'pro
ductivity gains have riot been at the expense
of employment. Advanced industries
generate innovative products, for which
there are high-growth markets both at
horne and overseas. The large demand for
these products attracts workers' into oc-
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On stimulating productivity in the U.S.:
The need to encourage innovation is broadly
supported, and a program is sought

This decrease Was accompanied by a
drop of 77 percept in Federal support for
basic research in industry. While we can on
ly speculate as to the effects of this reduc
tion, in longer-term, 'high-risk investment,
we do know that some of the most, striking
and .useful . innovations often arise' from
basic work. In one area-s-solld-state
physics-a-shares of four Nobel Prizes have
been awarded to industrial scientists. It is no
coincidence that' the fruits of this science
have led to U.8. dominance in solid-state
technology. The transistor" the supercon
ducting magnet, the electroluminescent
display,' the" new ',magnet materials, the
large-scale integrated circuit,and all the rest
of.a multibillion dollar industry [testify] to
the effectiveness of that enterprise."

Removing the obstacles
. 'What can be done to lower or remove

these barriers? Mainly, U.S. public

Technological .innovation is the application
of the industrial arts and sciences; along
with the human intellect, to change the way
society creates its goods and services" or the
very nature of those goods and services.
Despite the, fact that technological innova
tion can', secure large benefits for society,
and that small businesses secure those
benefits out of all proportion to their size,
the rate of creation of small businesses in
the United States has fallen 'dramatically
over recent years. From 1964 to 1974, the
number of new public issues for small high
technology companies dropped from $349
million to $6 million. -Even more tragic is
the fact that in the-firsthalf of 1975, there
was' not a single new-issue for a small high
technology company.

Even. for the larger U.S. firms, the drop
in, significant new technological advances
has, been noted .by writer after writerc by
scholar, 'businessman, and Government
observer alike. Specific data are hard to
come by,butthepercePtuai evidence is
clear. Most of the dictating machines in the
offices of the U.S. Congress and of the Ad-

, ministration come from Germany or Japan.
No home videotape recorders are made in
the U.S. Machine tools, nuts and bolts, and

Jordan, J. Baruch
U. S. Department of Commerce
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policies must be redirected 'toward the
creation of an economic climate that is
conducive to innovation. Therefore:
.' Government spending at the Federal,
state, 'and local level must be curtailed.
Reduced' Government spending will lead
to lower:defidts',a smaller rate of
growth of-the money supply, and lower
rates of inflation. This, in turn,will
reduce economic uncertainty, 'promote
longer-range planning, reward savings,
make, more capital' available to private
investors, and stimulate capital forma
tion andinnovation.
.- Government .regulation must be cur
tailed or eliminated. This will go a long
waytoward restoring the vitality of the
U .Scproductive systern.
• The tax laws must be changed. Few
corporations can self-fund an increased
rate of growth, given the current tax
policies. It follows that, if the U.S. in-

even skis have, invaded U.S. markets in
unprecedented numbers from overseas. The
U.S. trade deficit from the importation of
machinery recently exceeded that from the
importation of oil. ~

Whether or not one can prove statistical
ly that there has been a decline in U.S. 'in
novation, the need to .encourage further in
novation iselear. One can demonstrate con
elusively that the ,rate of a country's in
dustrial advancement is intimately linked to
its fate' of industrial technological innova
tion. There is .little doubt that U.S. in-'
dustrial development desperately needs in
vigoration, if it is to meet the demands of
society for better goods and services, if it is
to generate the national surplus that enables
the United States to continue its,social pro
grams and redeem its environment from the
excesses of the past, and if it. is to give the
country' control of its position in World
trade so that it can negotiate with others
from a position of strength. That vigor can
corne only from an ongoing aggressive
policy of innovation.

Because' that policy is' in the public in
terest, because innovation takes place
almost entirely within the 'private sector,
and because there isa elear 'nationalJm
perative for its attainment, the United
States faces a new opportunity for develop
ing a rational setof Federal policies that will
encourage effective technological- innova-

terids to remain competitive and at the
same time to avoid a capital shortage,
appropriate corporate tax cuts to
stimulate investment and R&D expen
ditures are in order.

In addition, a permanent rather thah a
temporary increase in the investment-tax
credit would allow the business corn
munity to formulate .optimal long-term
investment plans. Finally, a' tax credit
for research and development expen
ditures would not only free corporate
funds for investment purposes', but
would also channel funds to' those
businesses-the high-technology in
dustries with heavy R&D expen
ditures-that can make the greatest con
tribution to' economic growth, employ
ment, and reduced inflation. •

For a further exploration of this area by Mr.
Bucy, see the article beginning on page"(e.

tion in the private sector. Such policiesin
volve almost every aspect of Government.
Hence, developing them and integrating
them into a consistent strategy is.a complex
and wide-ranging task. 'What willencourage
innovation in small flrms may only generate
windfall profits for investors in large
What will encourage innovation in
technology firms may have no impact

more mature ones. Policies that encourag~
innovation in response to domestic deman _...
may have little impact on international "
trade position.

Since the problem is so complex, Presi
dent Carter has directed that the Secretary
of Commerce conduct a wide-ranging in
terdepartmental study to develop the policy
options-and their implications-that the
Administration can use to encourage in
dustrial innovation in the national interest.
The Secretary has asked me, as the chief
science and technology policy officer in the
Department, to undertake, under her super
vision, the design and conducttof that
study. The study will focus on what Federal
options are' available for encouraging in
novation at the level of the individual
firm-large or small, new or established. It
also will concern itself with the individual
inventor (for that is where much of innova
tion starts) whether the inventor is an
employee or is self-employed.

The initial input to the study is to come
from, the private sector-from business,
labor, public-interest groups, and aca
demics. The business portion, will' involve
the leaders of some of the most innovative
large firms; representatives from less in
novative, mature industries; and members
of the venture-capital industry, successful
small-business leaders, and those who 'are
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titanium, shell molding, .the zipper,
automatic transmission, helicopters, power
steering, and color photography.

And in the same category are"such inven
dons· .as air conditioning, the Polaroid
camera.vcellophane, tungsten carbide,
Bakelite, Velcro fasteners, Hovercraft,
magnetic-core- memories, catalytic cracking
of petroleum, the oxygen steel-makingpro
cess, shrinkproof knitted wear, the Dacron
polyester fiber "Terylene," continuous hot
strip rolling of steel, continuous casting of
metals, and foam rubber.

Finally, the third class of inventors in
cludes the vast number of professionals
who work for large corporations, Govern
ment laboratories, and other institutions
that take full rights to the inventions made
as part of the job.

However, when discussing inventions
made by largecorporations, one should not
minimizethe contributions of the large cor
porate research staff in reducing an'innova
tion to its final, practical, mass-produced
form. And, of course, one should not over
look such tremendous efforts as the inven
tion of the transistor by BellLaboratories or
the final development of television, as we
know it, by RCA.

Technological climate
There is no doubt in the minds of many

technical people that the technological
climate ofthe U.S. needs to be improved.
And there is ample evidence that such ,im
provement could be accomplished best by
encouraging the formation of new. enter
prises, particularly small, new technological
companies that have to innovate to stay in
business and that c~not depend simplyon
traditional market strength. Such small
companies clearly will .have an uncertain
future. Many will go bankrupt. A few will
become" large corporations. Others will be
bought by, or otherwisejoin.Iarge corpora
tions and thus transfer their technologyinto
the mainstream of our economic life.

A great deal has been written and said
about why large corporations are unwilling
to· support radical. innovations, ~referring
insteadto spend R~D money on improve
ment of old technology. Among the usual
reasons given ate the following:
• High interest rates make it easierto earn
money by lending it rather than investing it
in risky inventions.
• Government regulations make it
necessary for large R&D institutions to
spend more time and effort in meetingthese
regulations than in developing new pro
ducts.
• Bonusesand other incentivesystemsfor
executives of large corporations are based
on' short-term profit and the. best way to
make short-term profit is to "play it safe"
in technology.

Productlvityl-"-Defining the game and the players

• Large and multinational .corporations
prefer to do their R&D outside the u.s.
both beca:u~ of lower costs and less
stringeIit~te~lations and because the R&D"
will then be done closer to where the pro
duct will be produced.
• When Business is slow, the profits are
low and, under such conditions, the
business manager doesn't warit to spend
money on risky ventures.
• The investing public, particularly as
represented by Wall Street, is disillusioned
because. of .the failure of many high
technology ventures after World War II.

All of these arguments are true to a
greater or lesser extent, depending on the
point of view. But a reason that is not men
tioned very often is that many of the 'large
corporations are no longer run by their
founders or, for that matter, by the off
spring of their founders. Instead, their
direction comes from "professional
managers" who do not know much about
the .products the company produces and
certainly have no emotional involvement in
those products or the technology that sur
rounds them.

In my view; this situation is much more
'important and tragic than is commonly
believed. An invention is like'a child: it has
to be nurtured, protected, and defended.
Unless the child has the love of its parents,
its chance of survival'is small. Similarly, a
new technology is full of trouble. It has
bugs in its basic approach; it has difficulties
in production; and it encounters opposition
from the sales staff,' the service staff, the
suppliers, and often the customers.

The larger the. corporation, the more
traumatic the introduction of a new pro
duct. It is relatively easy for a small corn
pany to produce a new product and debug,
sell, and service it. It is much harder for a
corporation with .branches all over .the
world when the product represents an in
vestment of millions of "dollars and neces
sitates retraining of sales, service, and sup
ly personnel. A mistake in this process, or a
difficulty in the field, can givea corporation
manager nightmares. On the other hand,
making gradual improvement in an e"fist~l1g

product is safe, the market is predi~~?I~'
the sales and servicepeople can easily learn
about the changes, and the overall riskis
small.

Government support of R&D
The U.S. Government spends roughly

half the R&D dollars of the U.S., yet the
patents that result from Government R&D
are no more than about l/6Oth the number
that result from private R&D. In other
words, the Government R&D dollar.'pro
duces only about 1.5 percent as many
patents as the private R&D dollar. This
figure is amazing when,one considers that

the Govemmentsupports far-out tech
nologies and the number of inventions in
the two areas shouldn't be too different.

What has happened in recent years, in
my opinion, .is that the motivation and
patriotism characteristicof inventors during
World War II are not present to the same
extent today. If I were running a company
doing R&D for. the Government, for 'in
stance, I would be certain that any really
brilliant idea I might have would be de
veloped with my own money. If it were
assigned to the Government, it would
receive the kiss of death of a "free licen
sing" policy. Many companies refuse to do
Government R&D in fields that are impor- "
tant to them., They prefer to spend their
own money and to' control their own
patents.

Government R&D is often carried out by
a "two-platoon" system. The first platoon
consists of brilliant designers" and inventors
who write proposals and convincethe Go
vernment that the company can do a par
ticular job. After the contract is let, the.first
platoon does littleOrnone of the work, but
it is passed on to a less competent group.
Some corporations hire outside firms to
writeproposals; they know that if they write
enough of them, they will get some Govern
ment work. This situation is less true with
smaIlcompanies where the boss is the chief
engineer, the proposal writer, and . the
supervisor of the project.

One of the problems with Government
support of R&D is that, in mostcases, the
Government follows a policy of taking title
to the invention and only releases it to the
company that created it under special cir
cumstances, and then seldom with a simple
totally exclusive license. The pressures. for
using this "title policy" are many. There is
the argument that if the Government paid
for it, it should own it.. If the Government
paid for it, why shouldn't everyone get the
benefit of the free invention? If the Govern
ment paid for it, how can it possiblygiveall _
the commercial rights to one company? If
the Government pald for it, why should it
permit a "monopoly" to be set up? (A pa
tent, however, is not a monopoly; it is a
piece of property limited in area and in
durarion.)

The question should not be, "Who paid
for an invention?" What should be asked
is: What will happen to it afterward? Willit
become a product? Will it contribute to a
series of other inventions? Will it create
employment? Will it enable U.S. products
to be sold overseas?

One should also ask: Does the Govern
ment "title policy" give the Government
the best rather than the second- or. third
best effort? Why is it that governments
(city,state, and Federal), which provide free
education to citizens..support families of
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ofwhich are combined to produce goods
services. 'For. example, fuel, in com

bination with transportation equipment,
can" provide .motive power. However, to
transport goods and people, the fuel and
equipment must be combined with labor to
operate the,equipment.

To link energy use and productivity, we
examine the relationship between capital
and energy on the one hand and labor and
materials on the other.

An unambiguous finding of recent em
pirical research is that energy and labor are
substitutable inputs. This agrees with basic
intuition. In the field,of transport, for ex
ample, energy conservation and labor time

are clearlysubstitutable. Truck' drivers have
become militant over the 88 km/h speed
limitin the United States, since such energy
conservation requires more time to travel
given distances. On the other .hand, the
supersonic Concorde jet uses more fuel per
passenger km than, other similarly sized
planes, 'but it conserves time. In the residen
tial sector, .self-defrostingrefrigerators or
self-cleaning-ovens use more energy .but
save human labor.

Since energy and labor are substitutes,
energy prices rises imply a tendency to in- ,
crease labor input to obtain' a given output.
This implies further at least a reduction in
the rate-of increase in labor productivity.

But the impact of higher energy priceson
productivity growth depends not only on
energy prices but also on wage trends. If
future wages increase more rapidly than
energy prices-the historical pattern' until
1973 in post-World War II America-then
both energy and capital spending will con
tinue to be substituted for labor.

Although empirical evidence and simple
intuition support the notion of energy-labor
substitutability, more careful analysis is reR

quired for the energy-capital relationship.
The discussion so far suggests' that energy.
conservation is possible, but only by use of
more capital input. On the other hand, if an
increase in energy prices reduces the de-
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A thermodynamic optimum of fuel use is not necessarily the most economical one.
Economic considerations show that to accomplish a task with the theroretical minimum
amount of fuel would require infinite physical capital.
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Tasks,fuel,and capital
If 'we denote .a task by. T, and the input of
fuel and "physical" capital equipment by F
and K, respectively, we can' represent the
process of transforming fuel and capital in
puts into the task output by a -production
function, T = f(F,K).

The various fuel-capital combinations
capable of performing a specific task at a
given level, To, are represented as coor
dinates of a curve called an "isoquant" (see
graph). .slnce fuel and physical capital are
substitutable inputs-an increase in the
price of one decreases the demand for that
input and increases the demand for its
counterpart, for a given task. The isoquant
is convex to the origin. The larger the task,
the farther away from the orlqln is the iso
quant.

To determine which combinations of fuel
and capital will be,chosen'fora given task,
we assume that companies choose fuel
and capital to mlnimfze total costs. If we
now denote the unit prices' of capital, ser
vicesand fuels as PK and.Pe, respectively,
then the total cost, C, in dollars.Is given by
thelinear equation C = PKK+PFFdepicting
an "lsocost'' line.' (PK may be the annual
cost of a furnace and PF dollars per ton of
coal.) For example, at the lsocost lineAB in
the graph,Fo units of fuel and K 0 units of
physical, capital cost, C 0 dollars. tsocost
lines corresponding tolarqer total costs but
identical, prices of, capital services and
fuels would be parallel toand to the right of
line AB. jn the illustration, the minimum
cost combination of fuel and capital for one
set of PKand PFis at point' 0 where AB is
tangent to ,the lsoquant. At this cost
minimizing point, the derived demand for
fuel is much larger' than the minimum possj
ble value based on the Second Law.of.Ther
modynamics (F. min). Indeed,the ratio of line
segments ,OF.minto OF. in the graph
represents" the" actual, efficiency of fuel
usage; in this case it is considerably
smaller than unity.

The effects.of recent fuel price increases
on fuel efflclency can be seen. Increases, in
the unit price of fuel will make the negative
ly sloped isocost line steeper (isocost line
A'B', tangent at E), and thus will decrease
the economlcejty optimal amount 'of fuel
demanded (Fj ) , ' at the expense of higher
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PRODUCTIVITY II

Electrotechnology,
to the rescue

luxury of the foregoing sentiment, and
semiconductors and computers hold the
hope for giving the steel (and other) tn
dustries a series of "booster shots" to spur
their productivity further.· For example,
author Munson stresses that electronics
makes robots easily programmable with
built-in nonobsolescence .and long-term
cost effectiveness. And author OIling
observes that computerized systems for
machine tools can minimize in-process in
ventory, lead time, direct and indirect
labor, tool changing, and setups, while
maximizing equipment utilization and
flexibility.

through innovative design of product. Of
this last method, the integrated circuit is
clearly a .classic example. The ability to
cram more and more electronics (func
tions) into the same space, and at lower
cost, exceeds in its effect on productivity
that achieved through "merely" produc
ing rc packages more rapidly. Thus,as
Associate Editor Sugarman points. out,
mostof the semiconductor industry, in the
assembly of these rc packages, still
employs what steel makers would regard
as stone-age manufacturing technology.

In another twist of irony, semiconduc
tor products permit the steel industry' the

Productivity is a' complex measure. The
factors affecting it involve substitutions
and equivalents. For example, Texas In
struments' Patrick Haggerty has
postulated that a "unit" of electronics' (the
"active element group") can replace a
givenamount of energy that would other
wise he required in specific manufacturing
operations. And; as Associate Editor
Kaplanstates in the introduction to hisart
icle,every fluctuation in availability and
price of energy affects both the world
economy and national productivity.

Productivity can be increased in various
ways; the' most elegant and promising is

C()mp~ters.are making giant strid~s
in automating production-but human
decision making is still crucial

Inthe 1960s, computers were considered
by many as' an infallible future way of
boosting productivity , since they
worked faster and had more memory
than humans.

But the then high-cost computers, the
need to place them in central locations,
and a gross underestimation of the com
plexityof programs required to outper
form humans even at routine tasks
doomed many of the early efforts.

By the early '70s, a better understand
ing of both computers and human
operations, plus cheaper computer
power, finally made computers
legitimate productivity boosters.

Today, with microprocessors and
more sophisticated hierarchical pro
gramming concepts, (see Fig. 1), it is
theoretically possible, though not always
cost-effective, to replace or parallel
humans in many continuous-flow and

.batch-flow operations. For industries re
quiring .a lot of assembly steps, like
automobile making, however, even
theoretical total automation seems a

Robert Sugarman
Associate Editor

long way off. (See page 60 of this issue.)
Semiconductor and steel makers,

whose processing uses a variety of both
batch and continuous-flow operations,
could not operate today, without com
puters, and both industries are extremely
sophisticated about their use. But there
are present limitsto further automation
in both industries.

In the semiconductor field, no 'one
sees the computer replacing the human
designer, except to uncover design errors
and help to generate the artwork from
which semiconductor .circuits are made.
But if the computer isn't being creative
in this process, it is surely being produc
tive. If productivity is measured as the
number of functions a month a designer
can put on a chip from product defini
tion to final artworkv then computers
have boosted this rate a factor of three
to seven for random logic circuits like
microprocessors and 15 to 35 for
memory circuits.

In steelmaking, complete computer
control is at least five years away,
according to even .the most optimistic
process-control experts. And no one is
even planning such control for the
manufacturing of". semiconductor cir-

cuits.
In the U.S., no one suggests that all

steel plants; particularly those with anti
quated productionmachinery,ever be:
completely automated .. Japanese" steel
makers, with newer plants than the
U.S., seem to be ahead in automation.
But some specialists feel that Japan's
automation edge may be, to some ex'"
tent, overkill in that some of it has been
installed for prestige value rather than
for proven gains.

Fragments of total computer hierar
chical control (Fig. 1) are in place in the
steel industry for controlling furnaces,
rolling millsv and continuous casting; as
well as in other industries such as paper
and pulp (see July, p. 48) and in such
continuous-flow industries as oil. But-no
one, not even the Japanese steel mills,
has completely unassisted computer con
trol from purchase order to final
fabrication. So the final assessment of
such a program on productivity has yet
to be made.

Increased use of computers and
microprocessors in both industries even
without such control has also brought
about better product uniformity and
smaller inventory levels and promises to
continue to do so in the future .

In some cases, these gains are
translated to increased productivity but
in others they-are hard to quantify.

The gains to be made by future hierar
chical computer control in both in
dustries are also difficult to pin down,
because they will probably involve new
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. thick; The coils then go to a cold strip
mill for final shaping, finishing, and an
nealing.

Continuous casting cuts out some of
these intermediate ingot-to-slab opera
tions by pouring steel directly from the
basic oxygen furnace or equivalent
through an open-bottom mold do_wn a
long, right-angle bend, where it is water
cooled precisely and then cut into slabs
for hot rolling.

Continuous-casting and electric-scrap
furnaces are both popular. operations
these days because of high return on in
vestment. When the two are combined,
as in U.S. Steel's pipe-making operation
in Houston, more automation is sure to
follow'. So' the Houston plant in Texas,
which is a good place to sellpipe, is be
ing updated with a computerized super
visory system to control its four electric
furnaces and the three continuous
casters. This should provide more
uniform product, with better yield, and
cut the big power bills incurred by the
electric furnaces. However, the saving
will be, in dollars, not Btu's, since the

Supervisor's
console

y ,
rl I. I I~

Levell

Level 2

LevelS

[1]The baslclayers of hierarchical control are conceptually the same for any indu~try.

heat furnace-and making substantial
fuel and energy savings, it is not a typical
illustration, since the hot strip mill
operates at high, speed and needs faster
input changes than almost any other
equipment in the yard. The other mill
furnaces operate on far slower cycles,
such as 20' minutes for a' basic oxygen
furnace or continuously for a blast fur
nace. Updating analog controllers with
digital computers will hardly make a
dent in the efficiency of these furnaces
until steel makers can predict the
behavior of their' furnaces under dif
ferent operating conditions.

For those readers unfamiliar with
steel-making technology, ablast furnace
is used to convert iron-bearing raw
materials to molten iron. Then a basic
oxygen furnace refines a mix of molten
iron and scrap steel to make molten
steel. The latter is eithercut into slabs Or
poured into ingot molds, reheated, and
then rolled into 20-ton slabs. The slabs
are the raw material for the hot strip
rolling mill. Here, the slabs are squeezed
down to a coiled strip about a 1/10 inch

Investment in automation
With the U.S. steel industry closing

down some 3 percent of its raw steel
capacity in 1977, one wonders why steel
makers - bother to' invest in such ap
parentlymarginalluxuries as computers.
But the fact is that steel companies in the
U.S, have spent some $30 billion on
capital improvements since 1960; not
only Inland but Armco, U.S. Steel, and
others are, also making such investments.
Even 'after' .replacemerit of antiquated
machinery or other production bot
tlenecks and the investing of about 20
percent of available capital in com
puterized pollution-control facilities that

I contribute nothing to productivity, the
steel industry still has some discretionary
capital left for productivity automation.

U:S. Steel, for example, is updating
the controls of itshot-strip mill at Gary,
Ind. By, adjusting the furnace heating
rate-to mill-rolling rate, the controls
should save several million dollars in real
energy (Btu's) a year. The Inland Steel
designers, who are also planning such
furnace' control in their hot strip mills,
estimate spot fuel savings of some 15to
25 percent a year.

While this is a good example of a layer
of hierarchical control linking two pro
cesses-the hot strip mill and the pre-

preaching a peak-demand-rate penalty.
Indiana Harbor Works

energy-data-collecting and
system'operating next year

check out where and how much
energy. is being consumed in that mill,
the largest steel producer in the U.S. The
'company's analysts expect' that as a
result of their data studies, they maybe
able to use more 'coal and less oil but
that the total energy saving in Btu's,
even with a master plan' for the whole
plant, may be only one percent or less.
This is simply because the .plant is
already using energy efficiently without
complete computer control. But, again,
small percentage' points are the name of
the game in' steel making.

Dr. Williams is a little more optimistic
about the energy savings possible with
hierarchical computer control. He
estimates that a' 5-to e-percent overall
saving has been obtained so far, with
purely local controls on' boilers and
furnaces, and that adding more control
levels might double the saving. But he
cautions about the interpretation of such
an estimate. It may be, as with the In:'
diana Harbor Works, that control
systems. already installed by the steel
makers have already accounted for
much of the potential energy saving per
ton of finished product.
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rolls is installed, with an analog system
the rolling parameters will be slightly off
for half an hour before the rolls heat up,
but not enough off for the system to
make accurate on-line changes. With the
digital system, knowledge of what
variables to change, during warmup is
prestored in program memory and ac
tivated at roll change.

The hardware engineers have also
connected two 8-:bit microprocessors to
the computer hierarchy. These control
the crane and walking-beam conveyor
system that picks up the finished 20-ton
steel coils and passes them' along to in
spection, annealing, and storage sta
tions.

Will steel automation cost jobs?
While automation inthe long run has

historically created more jobs, whether
in the short run it can safely cut the work
forte' is a continuing argument in the
U.S. between, steel labor and manage
ment.

In Japan, the Sumitomo Company
has claimed a 3D-percent worker reduc-

these mills' is continuously being heated,
roller-squeezed, cooled, and coiled,
with, typically, ten different roll stands
used in sequence. The sheet steel has to
run faster, as it gets thinner, with max
imum speeds up to 1000 meters a
minute.

Theold Indiana Harbor analog roll
conttolsat, the 80-inchhot-stripmill. are
now being changed over to' direct digital
control by a Digital PDP 11 computer
connected to existing Westinghouse
supervisory 'computers. The Indiana
Harbor plant's computer staff has putin
some 20 programming-person-yeats on
the hot strip mills and as part of a conti
nuing computer-updating program.

Rolling temperature and' pressure
variations outside of preset limits have
to be sensed and compensated for within
a fraction of. a second-more quickly
and accurately, .the designers believe,
than could' be done with the old analog
system.

The all-digital controls should give
greater product uniformity in other ways
as well. When, forexample, a' new set of

(2] Many of the 'layers' of ,local hierarchical control; shown here in complete form for a basic
oxygen'furnace, are already installed, even if some_ of the controllers are still analog - for
example, the one lowering the oxygen lance into the melt.,-.,.

The payoff in hot strip
rolling mills

While furnace behavior is still
enigmatic" and continuous casting.: at
some 60 inches a minute, can survive
with'I ocal,an~l()g¢().ntrois under ,'digital
supervision, the hotstripmill operating
at a much higher speed 'benefits from ,a
direct digital control hierarchy. Steel in

blowing oxygen through' pig iron to cut
content. 'During the blowing

the .operator does not know what's hap
without a lot of expensive ther

mocouples shot at the melt and/or a halt
in the 'blow for time-consuming
metallurgical analysis.

Dr.. Williams estimates that perhaps a
20-percentirhprovement could be made
in basic oxygen furnace "throughput if
one could obtain by accurate computer
modeling the details of what is happen
ing during the blow step. A blast fur
nace, he' feels, could also make a better
grade of pig iron more consistently if its
dynamics were better understood. Dr.
Williams' .associates, as well, as Inland
Steel 'and the, Japanese 'designers, are
developing computer models to further
explore the behavior of both furnace
types.
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define functionality-and
process engineers, who create workable

from the masks.
is nothing routine about either

tasks because of yield-the ratio
dies that pass inspection to all dies

made. Yield is a critical function of cir
cuit size, minimum geometry, and the
number of masks needed to make a cir
cuit. The IC designer usually can't pull
some standard function designs or cells
out of a 'computer library and then ask
the computer to interconnect them with
out his help; because the' computer
might waste 20 to 50 percent more space
than a human, which is not acceptable
except for rush designs or someone who
may want smallquantities 'of parts.

Wasted silicon in 'design means a
lower production rate. Going to a bigger
diecuts the yield, because it increasesthe
chance of, an impurity defect in the
silicon or in the mask. Trying to raise
productivity by scaling down an ineffi
'cient mask to fit a smaller die can ruin a
die, because if the process isn't set up to
work with the finer line widths, there
will be no yield at all.

The mask design is turned into an ac
tive semiconductor by repeated mask
photoexposure and etching followed by
various combinations of silicon impurity
doping, growth, and deposition.

After the process is complete,
computer-controlled sortersv assisted by
computer-driven testers, separate the
good dies from the bad ones. The yield
at this, point might' horrify a steel
processing expert, who expects to
rework a slab now and then but not to
have to destroy 70 to 95 percent or more
of a,run-typical figures in the semicon
ductor industry.

Stone-age assembly
At present, the bulk of the semicon

ductor industry still resorts to what steel
people .would regard as stone-age tech
nology. The good dies are shipped to
Hong Kong; Korea, 'Malaysia, and In
donesia for attaching to lead frames, for
bonding electrical wire connections from
the die pads to the frame leads, and for
encapsulating and 'checkout on com
puter-driven testers.

The"dies travel around the world to
take advantage of cheap assembly labor,
because the wire attach process is still
largely done by"hand. The semiconduc
tor managers are frankly canvassing the
world for low-priced human labor.

"The impact of computerson our in
dustry's assembly lines is still very low,"
says Pierre Lammond, chief technical
officer' at National Semiconductor.
FederlcoFaggin, .president of the Zilog
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Company, feels it will be .another .five
years before the semiconductor as
semblyprocess becomes autorriatedv Mr.
Lammond 'notes that the. recent use of
microprocessors for automating
assembly has potentially improved
worker productivity tenfold. National is
experimenting overseas with such auto
mation,as are other companies for "jel
·ly bean" consumer products, but the
price of such machines at some $20k to
$50k per station is not' a fast write-off
when the yearly wages of the operators
are taken into' account. The automated
die-attachers come in various states of
sophistication. In most common setups
the operator sequentially lines up two
preselected points of each die with a
microscope. With the die position then
embedded in the microprocessor
memory, the machine proceeds to bond
wires at the rate of two or so per second.

In a more elaborate and more expen
sive version made by Kulicke and Soffa,
the model 1414, a television scanner fed
to a pattern-recognizer microprocessor,
performs the initial alignment auto
matically, without operator assistance'.
The company, which' makes the wire
bonders in all grades of, automation,
says one operator can handle two of the
human-aided versions. The latter take
some Y2 t01 seconds to attach a wire to
each,die bond, and an operator can, in
some cases, run four to six of the
machines with a special optional con
sole. The pattern-recognizer lead bonder
is a less fatiguing operation; it requires
only loading and spot-checking, with
perhaps six to seven machines per
operator. All of the automatic K&S
bonders are user programmable, in the
sense that the operator does a manual

! bond cycle for each new production run.
The wiring sequence is then stored in
memory.

Although, like the steel companies-all
the semiconductor companies have
sophisticated computer order-entry and
management information systems, .few
semiconductor' companies are thinking
about physically connecting computers
to the production machinery, for the
very good reason. that ,there are no
hierarchical computer layers linking the
production-line machines yet in place',
although a few are planned. With the
whole production process changing
every two years, .such a linkage is
premature, many feel, at the present
state of the computer art.

The designer/computer
interaction

If one argues that the semiconductor
industry's great productive- edge is its

ability to come up with increased pro
duct functionality each year, then de
creasing design time must be assessed as
a true productivity -gain.

The computer interacts with the semi
conductor designer at many levels, in
creasing its usefulness almost exponen
tially toward the end of the design pro
cess. At the beginning the designer, as
architect, struggles with alternate
strategies and, of course, the usual con
flicting goals of customer needs, yield,
and cost. Few on-line computer aids
other than a pocket calculator are yet
available to help in the designer's
creative compromises.

The next step after a design is created
is either building a working model from
a collection of discrete logic and/or
memory elements or simulating the
model. The trouble with building a
model, says Dr. Faggin, who was a de
signer before founding the Zilog Com
pany, is that such' complete" simulation
of high-density logic may require 1000
discrete packages. Just the· problem of
debugging the' physical connections to
get anything working would be so time
consuming that today's designers have
responded by going to logic simulations
with commercially available computer
programs.

If the logic is correct, the next step for
the designer -is to computer model the
transientanalysis to ensure correct elec
trical. behavior. Modeling by mode
analysis of a complete LSI or VLSI circuit
with thousands or tens of thousands of
active circuits would require a staggering
amount of matrix inversion calculation
time on a computer'. Designers at Intel,
for example, claim even the part-time
loan of the world's fastest computer, the
Cray-I,wouldn't 'suffice. Dr. Faggin
says designers will reluctantly settle in
stead for analysis of critical paths within
the circuits, which can lead to some sur
prises later, he adds, if the wrong paths
are chosen.

The next step is to draw the basic
functional logic elements, or cells, usual
ly with a "hand-draw" approach but
sometimes with computer aids. The
hand-draw (even with a pen at a CRT

console and the ability to recall often
used routines) is better, many feel, than
any computer at minimizing die area
allocated to each cell:

If the basic cells and the interconnect
listing are both-in the computer, it can
then direct a plotter to draw a greatly
enlarged replica of the mask on a layout
table about 6 by 12 feet.

After the designers study the layout
and make topology corrections for best
yield, the circuit is ready for masking. At
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[1] A turn·key Sundstrand ONC system used by the Caterpillar Tractor Company to inass ~ro

duce transmission cases comprises four OM·3 Omnimils, three OQ.3Omni.drills, two vertical
turret lathes, and an inspection machine,

only to load and unload
workpieces in a centralized area, and to

replacements. The system is
a wide range of machinable

its 'control strategy is, such
maximum utilization is achieved.

Batch-type manufacturing
Job-lot manufacturers in the United

.States need production equipment that is
as cost effective as the highly automated
transfer lines employed by high-volume
producers. The advent of NC and the
subsequent development of NC machin
ing centers have' improved the situation
somewhat for the low-volume producers
of many parts;' Nevertheless, most mid-'
volume inanu facturerscontin ue to
search for"production systems that can
reduce per-piece partcosts significantly
below those of the job-shop level that
use traditional technologies. .

Computerized mariufacturing.systems
(CMS)," flexible manufacturing systems,
'higher-level. direct numerical control
(DNC) 'systems, and variable mission
manufacturing (VMM) systems are some
of' the' more promising answers offered
by 'builders ofmachine tools to the mid
volume manufacturers. Although 'the
approach varies with each machine-tool
builderv all-stress the same objectives:
(1) minimize in-process inventory;
(2) minimize lead time; (3)minimize
direct labor;" (4)'minimize indirect labor;
(5) minimize tool changing and setups;
(6) maximize equipment utilization; and
(7) maximize flexibility.

Midvolume processing
The first integrated or computerized

system in the U.S. was the Sundstrand
Omniline installed at the Ingersoll Rand
Company in Roanoke, Va., in 1970.
This ONC system employs two five-axis
OM-3 machining centers, two four-axis
Omnimils, three four-axis OD-3 drilling
machines, and a powered roller con
veyor. It shuttles palletized parts to the
correct tool, automatically loads them
onto the machine tool, and returns them
to the materials-handling conveyor
system after they have been processed.

The system handles up to 150 dif
ferent part numbers, in scheduled lots of
two to ten pieces, with three operators
doing all tool setting and pallet loading
and unloading. Compared with stand
-alone machines, its output reportedly
matches that of 30 machines plus 30
operators in a conventional machine
shop, and has reduced parts costs by an
average of 45 percent. Two more of
these systems have since been installed,
at Sundstrand and at the Caterpillar
Tractor Company in East Peoria, Ill.

Caterpillar's need _was' for transmis
sion cases for the company's articulated
motor grader being built at theDecatur,
Ill., facility. Since this was a new pro
duct with no existing production, pro
cess, several approaches for making the
transmission cases were considered: con
ventional "machining, utilization- of
transfer-equipment, 'and utilization of a
computerized manufacturing system for
machining the 'transmission cases from
rough castings.

Conventional machining was not a
solution since it would have required 13
machine tools and ten men per shift. A
transfer system was also ruled out since
it Was felt that it would have been too
rigid, particularly when considering the
dynamic nature of the transmission
design. The computerized manufactur
ing system (a Sundstrand Omnicontrol
DNC line), was selected primarily
because of its flexibility and the reduced
need for machine tools and manpower,
and because of Caterpillar's interest in
gaining more experience with DNC
systems at that technological level.

The system' was purchased by the
company in 1971 asa ·tlirnkey,installa
tion.In this case, turnkey refers to the
entire system, including machine tools,
material-handling equipment, computer
and peripherals, the system software,

and the parts programs. Caterpillar per
sonnel participated in the initial software
design and parts programming. to some
degree, and experience Indicated that
their greater involvement in the design
of the system would be beneficial to
both companies.

The line consists of nine machines ful
ly integrated with a material-handling
system and a Digital Electronic Automa
tion (DEA) coordinate-inspection
machine. A remotely located Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP }.1/20
minicomputer with 48k of core-type
memory and four RKO 3 (Rotating Kar
tridgeZero) disk-type drives (1.2 million
words of storage each), a Centronics
Company line printer, a paper-type,
reader /punch, and one Bon-b/ln tape
drive control the entire system in' real
time.

Metal-cutting machines in the line,
(Fig. 1) include four OM-3 Omnimils,
five-axis machining centers with 60-tool
capacity for precision boring and mill
ing; three OD-3 Omnidrills, four-axis
machining centers ·with60-tool capacity
for drilling, boring, and tapping; and
two Gidding and Lewis vertical turret
lathes for boring and turning. The
machines are arranged on opposite sides
of a center rail, on which are two
automatically controlled CONCO
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lnternatlonal.Jnc. -(CAM-I), was formed in
I .. Afli~gto,n,· Tex. It grew out of the co

operativedevelopment of machine-tool
andcontrol companies that found mutual

1 benefit ln working together to find solu
'ttons .tor their NC problems. These com
. panles, ,frorn the United States, Europe,
andJapan, were encouraged by their ef
forts. in worklnqtoqether and decided to
broaden' their ,scope to other areas of
manutacturlnp and design, not only in the
application' of computers, but also in
system organization.

Except for a small technical' and ad
ministrative staff,all CAM-I work is done

I through, its' members.' They' set up long
range-plans- and specify projects, which
are then contracted out to competent
organizations throughout the world. '
, _Th~',CAM·I 'general manager, and staff
are responsible to a board- of directors,

, who are elected, from the member Com
panies. 'As -a result, corporate members
can consolidate and coordinate 'their ef
forts" ,thereby' reducing 'duplication. The
CAM~I'objective is to bring together the
various technicaland managerial abilities
'to work as a cornrnunlty, solving problems

1 associated with, the,developmE!ntof a
viable cornputer-lnteqrated rnanufacturtnq
system.-CAM~I's development program is
structured to include, the following:
• Long-range planning_ Through plan
ning committees and Interest-qroup for
-matron,CAM-I members prepare their spe
cificationsfor project work. 'Project
development is then contracted out in ac
cordance with the needs 'and require
ments of supporting companies. The
most important" group is the Advanced
TechniCal Planning Committee, which is
responsible for long-range planninq.Thls
committee is divided into three regions-·
the United' States,Europe, and Japan--

-I each with its tnotvldualchatrperson. The
committee has produced a long-range de
velopment , plan, covering thevdurable
goods industry tor the next ten years.
., Pr.ocess planning_ The process plan
ning development, .Hke most CAM·l pro
jects, is split into two major areas: short
and long-term development. The Icing-term
development aims at evolving 'a frame
work or model of manufacturing;' and in
troductnqvmetncde for automatically
generating' process plans. In the short
term, a system has, been developed to

·1 utilize existing technology and to create
new process plans that are variants of ex
isting standard plans.

The short-term project is the CAP?
(computer-aided process planning)
system development, which is 'available

"for useby manufacturing managers. It is
designed to bring"order out of 'confusion
to the process planriing engineer, and is
based on the principles of group tech
nology. standard plans are developed for
part farnllles, and are stored under a cod
ed part descrlption. New parts are coded,
and with this information, CAPP'svariants
system,enables the process planner to r&

trieve standard operating plAns developed
for a parttamtly, if a similarpart has been
previously. pl~nned. This creates more
uniform, manufacturing pl~n's in a struc
turedformat. The operational details of
these planscallIor the dey~,16pment of a
series ofapplication programs to cover all
technology ',aspects of, process plann
ing-includi.~g, machine-topl selection,
tool and fixture ',selectio~'~ feeds and
speeds, time study-and numerically con
trolled interfaces.

Flnally.and most lrnportent, the project
is responsible for the development of a
lonq-ranqe total architecture for process
planning. This system attempts to utilize
information em machine:',tools, ,tooling,
and other resources of,material data,
component description" and planning
know-hcwtoqenerate prOC,E:tSS plans us
ing the planner in an lnteractlve role.
• Geoli1etricmodeling. This major pro
ject aims at devetoplnqetechnoloqy by
which users will be able to create a three
dimensiona,l model and part description
that can' be stored in thecomputer, and
used for .a whote hoat otmanutacturtnq
subsystema -;"

Because the lnforrnation.would be in
itially captured at' the de~iQn stage" the
capability would immeasurably improve
the accuracy of communlcatton through
the entire:' manufacturlnqIenvlronrnent,
The model' will contain-not only the
geometric, description, bufcther lnforrna
tion ,required by the marl,lJ.~~cturing sub
systems. It is envisloned that this
computer-stored master-part description
of a component or-assembly could re
place the traditional engineering drawing.

However, i,fnecessary, drawings can be
produced from the modetaeceuae a tun
three-olmenslonal description' can be
stored, any views or sections can be pro
duced at will. For example, in process
planning, sketches of operational setups
could be produced; or if it W.tgre required to
view the oomponent thrccqh.a particular
section,then a call would .be made for
that particular section tobs displayed.
The framework of tntorrnatton storage and
communication, from product design to
manufacturing, will be develcped, initially.
The framework Will be designed to allow

, common interfaces wit~· geometric
modeling systems that are-either being
developed, or that will be developed, COm
puter graphics are expectedto be the key
Communication tool.
• Numerical control. When' CAM-I was
formed in 1972, it took over custodianship
of the APT-Long Range erqgram, provi
ding a continuous updati~g' of the APT
computer language for unlversal accep
tance. Whereas most large computer
houses furnish APT coded in their par
ticular language, the basic,:APT system
c()mes from the cooperative develop
ments of CAM-l members. Initial NC
development was in 'three special
projects-CAM-I APT, ARLELEM, and
sculptured surfaces, Today, all these pro
jects are altering their objectives to meet

'\

added demands for computer-aided
manufacturing.

Of particular interest is a new CAM-I
development called Advanced NC.
Systems such as the Geometric Modeling
Project aim to create and store geometric
information at the design stage in what is
termed "bounded form." NC programmers
and process .planners will not need to
respecify the geometry, as is now done in
APT-like systems. Although this permits
the description of any geometry, it does
not describe the part; the programmer's
definition of the tool-motion statement
(which defines the path of the tool uolnq
around the co~ponentj. describes the
geometry of the shape.

In APT, the bounded-component
geometry is not defined. Using bounded
geometry for the shape definition, the
computation of the tool path is less dif
ficult. Advanced NO will capitalize, on
pounded, geometry definition develop
ments in the CAD field, and will provide an
NC processing capability to the geometric
modeling project.
• Job-shop control. Another important I
area is in shop-floor management
Although many companies have produc
tion scheduling, they lack effective shop
floor management systems. CAM-I
member companies have decided to ex
amine this area to develop a system that
will attack the problems encountered in
meeting production schedules. Many ma
jor companies already have software
systems operatlnq.tor this purpose, albeit
with unsatisfactory results.

CAM-I'saim is to develop computer
aided control systems so that planned
procedures can be followed to insure
work schedules and quality. Further,
modules will be developed within the pro
ject covering the coordination of material
flow relating to machine availability, supp
ly of tools, fixtures, and NC programs, in
spection, machine maintenance, etc.
• Standards for CAM.CAM-I'sStandards
Committee works with various standards
organizations around the world, since
consensus standards are required in
future manufacturing systems to preserve
user freedom of 'choice 'and equipment.
Standards promote simplicity and
economic advantage. Standards allow
varied industries to cooperate in.solving
universal manufacturing problems.
• Industry/education. CAD/CAM system
development is, bringing about a change
in the educational requirements for engi
neers interested in' entering rnanutactur-.
ing: It will slowly change the nature of cur
rent tasks and require retraining of ex
isting employees.

The objective of the Education Industry
Committee is to stimulate interaction and

, cooperation between industrial and
education' member groups, as well with
other professional organizations, in terms
of information exchange, common
research areas, faculty and student ex

'change, and the ,development of
CAD/CAM educational programs.
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The objective of long·range manufacturing planning is to create an orderly interactive net
work of system functions, with a common data base, to insure accuracy of communication
among the functions.

are integrated into a single coherent pro
cess will computers be used economical
ly and on a wide scale for both CAM
and computer-aided design (CAD).

, Professionals on both sides of the
design/manufacturing interface have
felt there is no reason why engineering
data generated by design people should
be recreated to satisfy manufacturing
needs. Many believe that a single tech
nical data base, if properly constructed,
would be sufficient. Hence; the so-called
CAD/CAM interface' is envisioned as a
computerized data base that can be ac
cessed and enriched by either design or
manu fact uri rig professionals during
various stages of the product develop
ment and production cycle. Most impor
tant, the computer is the first
sophisticated management tool that en
ables managers to make scientific de
cisions based on fact, rather than on
previous experience and intuition.

CAD and CAM mean different things
to different people' in ·different in
dustries; The 'automobile industry , for
example, may identify CAM with the
mathematical definition of body sur
faces for use in producing body dies by
NC, whereas Some aerospace industries
associate CAD combined with DNC as
synonymous with CAM. The term CAM
should thus represent a 'total systems
concept-a system that relies on the in
tegraluse of a computer to assist in the
operation and management of manufac
turingprocesses, with applications
extending from raw materials to the
delivery of a completed product.

Crucial to the effectiveness of a CAM

Integrating CAD and .CAM
The 'manufacturing system centers

around process selection-s-which must
be a joint effort of the design and
manufacturing sectors. Process changes
to reduce' cost and/or improve quality
require economic analysis and a 'thor
oughuriderstanding of the relationship
between cost, design intent, processes,
and materials. At present, CAM ex
perience suggests that only when all of
the design-to-manufacturing processes

mine the efficiency ofa VMM system.
Today, there are perhaps no more

than a dozen or so such systems
operating in the United States. Of these,
about ten are' as complex as the Sund
strand Omnilineat the Caterpillar Trac
tor Co. and the Kearney .and Trecker
system at Allis-Chalmers. This number
is' expected to increase substantially
within the next five years..Most pro
gressivemanufacturingcompanies are
now' planning toward an eventual com
puter-integrated plant. As multiunit
manufacturing systems take on greater
significance," communications and trans
port 'within each system will present new
demands for more efficient, reactive,
and' reliable tooling and parts storage,
retrlevalv and delivery to and from the
machining systems, with precise timing,
The computer-or probably a hierar
chical system of computers-c-wlll .in
tegrate all operations, aided byinterac
tive computer graphics, and eventually
will provide instant, real-time, two-way
communication between' many aspects
of a plant.

solution to the deficiency by apro
creative innovation within the

framework of new technology.
Attempt to develop .a new

philosophy that would
overcome many of the deficiencies pre
sent in today's solution.

5. Subject the new philosophy to
rigorous technical and economic
feasibility analyses.

The' concept of VMM emerged from
this broad-scope developmental study.
In the' original VMM approach; a system
consisted of a group of work stations
serviced by a material-handling system,
all operating under the control of a cen
tral data source;· A prototype of such a
system operated.for many months in the
early I970s, to identify product goals,
and tofurther research and development
tasks essential to bringing such a high
level system' to maturity. Cincinnati
Milacron reports that it has learned
much from the early 'stages of that
development program, which peaked in
a prototype "automatic factory" that
was .terminated after extensive testing
and evaluation.

TheVMMprototype included noton-
, ly general characteristics 'Of computer
managed parts manufacturing, but also
provided better processing {or low
volume parts at higher production rates
than possible with more- conventional
NC' machiningcenters. It also allowed
the processing of entirely different parts
in random order, the use of process
specialized work-station modules, and
the complete handling of workpieces
from above-e-thus permitting efficient
handling of coolants and chips, and easy,
access for .inspection and servicing of
machines and tooling. One central com
puter •was .in total command of all
machine units and materials,handling,
and provided other management and
processing services.

In addition to contributing directly to
the development' of other lower-level but
very advanced, multiunit manufacturing
systems, experience. with the prototype
has had numerous spinoffs that have
reached economic viability.

Carl J ..Rogan, manager of Advanced
Systems for the Machine Tool Group,
Cincinnati, Ohio, notes that two
varieties of work 'stations can be
employed in a VMM system. One type,
such as machining centers, emphasizes
versatility, and the ability to perform a
wide variety of operations. The other
type emphasizes' specialization, and in
cludes stations dedicated to special
operations, such as special drill heads.
The number and mix of versatile and
specialized machines ultimately deter-
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A typical robot, in this case manufactured by Cincinnati,Milacron.

Certain axioms of robotics
What kinds of production lend

themselves to robotics'L Perhaps the
most prudent answer is to cite certain ax-

one purpose or 'one product and seldom
flexible enough for changeover to others as
business climate dictates.

Most 'U.S. manufacturers employ batch
production. It is this fact that motivated a
statement in a recent National Science
Foundation report on productivity im
provement to the effect that industry should
emphasize more flexible approaches to
automation. Robots fill that need. They are
easily programmable and' therefore adap
table not only to model changes but also to
ftindamental product changes, and thefr
growing sophistication invests them with
built-in nonobsolescenceand long-term cost
effectiveness.

Many examples can bcgiven of how
robotic machine-tool loading and unloading
is increasing productivity. At Xerox in
Rochester, N.Y." for instance, three robots
load and urlload six machine tools, in
cluding a pair of CNC lathes. The two
handed robots insert the workpieces in less
than 2 seconds. At a OM diesel plant in
Detroit, a line of machines is fed connecting
rods and caps by a robot that has increased
productivity 25 percent 'and freed the
human operator to handle tooling; check
automated gauging, and make adjustments.
It is clear that 'in the automated plant of the
future, robots will link standard machines
and tools, all under computer control.

robots, but, by any name, they constitute
an increasing share of 'production, equip
ment at that company.

In' Europe and Japan, robotics is taking
over in automotive production at a pace
even faster than that in the U.S. 'Fiat doub

led its production of auto bodies in Italy
with the installation of robot welders and
estimated ail overall.Zf-percent production
increase from their use. Volvo, in Sweden
installedover 50 respot welderswith signifi
cant increases in productivity. Peugeot and
Renault in France also use robots for .re
spot assembly operations, as do Damler
Benz and Volkswagen in West Germany
and Saab in Sweden. 'At Toyota, Mit
subishi, and Nissan in Japan, robots are in
use not only for spot welding but also in a
variety of other processes, including forg
ing, painting, die casting, heat treatment,
machine-tool loading and unloading, and
palletizing. In many instance's, the robots
are suspended from overhead. trolleys .to
-conserve floor space and introduce mobili
ty.

Many other applications in the auto
motive, chemical, basic-metals, and plastics
industries, as well as in materials-handling
functions throughout industry in general;
could be cited. But the area that typifiesthe
truly unique role, of' robots in improving
productivity is machine-tool loading and
unloading. Here robots are intrinsically
flexible automation, in contrast with the
"hard," or fixed, automation of single
purpose machines. The latter are generally
high-capital-investment machines useful for

Contemporary applications
The suitability of robotics 'to a range of

industrial production is illustrated by some
outstanding, current' applications. Figure 2
shows some of the gripping devices for
handling workpieces or tools.

Since 1970spot, welding of automobile
bodies has become a major area of robot
usevboth in the U.S. and elsewhere. In
1970, the first breakthrough in robot in
dustrial applications came with the installa
tion of 26 Unimate robots for spot welding
car bodies at the General Motors Vega
plant 'at~ordstoWl1, Ohio. .Three facts
stand "out about the historic event: The
robots were aproduction item, not designed
expresslyfor OM. The Lordstown situation
was tailored for the robot approach (as op
posed to earlier islands of robots in in
dustrial plants). And the installation was a
"first" in the.automotive industry. This last
gave rise to a mixed blessing, for it tended
to identify 'robots with" large-scale con-

_'tinuous production' and to disqualify them
, for low-volume "batch" production, an er

ror that took a while to.dispel.
Today GM uses robots at its Tarrytown,

N.Y., assembly plant for spot welding
automobile floorpans on a highly
mechanized shuttle conveyor. Each spot
welding head weighs 225 pounds. The
extra-large memory allows for weld-pattern
variations according to car model. A similar
installation has been put in at a OM plant in
Wilmington, Del., and the costs are
reported to be lower than those for any
other spot-weld setup at OM. The company
is also using robots to load machine tools,
assemble small parts, and paint under
bodies. Coming soon at OM is robotic
painting of car bodies, a job that has always
beendifficult and unhealthy for the workers
assigned to it.

At Chrysler, "respotting;" the final spot
welding of body parts already tacked
together, is done with some 80 robots at
four of its assembly plants.

Ford employs robotics extensively.
Throughout its plants about 200 robots-are
used for spot welding, die casting, painting,
materials handling, and assembly opera
tions. Ford engineers prefer to call them
"universal transfer devices" rather than

interfaced with an external
as in the case of computer-aided

manufacturing systems. This can be
done through already available channels
to'accomplish the following: synchron
ization of the robot with other
machinery in real time; external com
puter control of robot memory address,
so that robot actions can' be a function
of external data and commands; and
mass storage of programs in the external
computer:
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Nordson .Corporation
555 Jackson Street
Amherst, Ohio 44001

Prab Conveyors Inc.
5944 East Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49003

Pratt & WhHney Machine Tool
Charter Oak Boulevard
West Hartford, Conn, 06101 I
Unimation Inc.
Shelter Rock lane
Danbury, Conn. 06810

The leading manufacturers
Though robot development in the
United States traces its roots to
the 1950s, there are still relatively
few manufacturers of these
machines. The Robot Institute of
America, headquartered. in Detroit
and managed by the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers, lists
the following as the ten leading
manufacturers of robots in the
United States:

AMF Electrical Products
Development Division
Herndon, Va. 22070

ASEA Inc.
4 New King Street
White Plains, N.Y. 10604

Auto Place Inc.
1401 East 14 Mile Road
Troy, Mich. 46084

....,

Cincinnati Milacron Inc.
4701 Marburg Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 44001

DeVilbiss Company
Division of Champion Spark
Plug Company
300 Phillips Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43692

General Electric Company
3198 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

/

lagging that of other advanced na
tions-thus fueling inflationary forces
and contributing .to the U.S. un
favorable balance of trade.

In addition, the economic pressure to
convert from human labor to robots is
strong and getting stronger. In terms of
return on investment, payback period
analysis is particularly telling. The payback
period is the cost of the machine divided by
the annual labor savings, minus the annual
robot upkeep cost.. Typically robots pay
back their investment in far less time than
the maximum allowable period of three
years.. And in terms of return-on-invest
ment, robots offer handsome returns, even
in some industries with single-shift daily
operations. And, indeed, these economic
justifications lead to conservative market

and precision. Though-they can now ex
ceed human speeds for large loads and
motions, they do not yet excel in' critical
timing areas, such as load/unload
manipulations. Unloading, reloading, or
reorienting of a workpiece, for example,
needs to be done in less than 5 seconds to
optimize machine-tool-cutting opera
tions. One approach is to equip the
robot with 8., dual hand, with one gripper
to unload and the other ready to reload a
new workpiece. ,

Certain major improvements are
already available or in the immediate of
fing:
• Conveyor-synchronization robots
that work on assembliesasthey travel.
along a conveyor line,
• Two-armed (and even multiarmed)
robots with arm-to-arm coordination,
computer-generated trajectories; resolu
tion of fOmilsc and very high speed,
• Small, precise, lightweight robots for
detailed assembly work . under micro
computer control,
• Robots with sensory perception, in
cluding visual and tactile faculties.
Several developmental models of robots
with sensory perception have already
been demonstrated..And computer
generated robot trajectories, which are
more time- and energy-efficient,' are
rapidly coming into use.

""'----- r,r<. ~
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[2)Tools that industrial robots can. use ln
elude: (A)Spot·welding gun. (B) Inert gas
arc-welding torch. (C)Spray gun. (0) Tool
changers.

Robotics and society
The impact of robotics on in

dustrialized nations needs to be viewed
in the light of facts that appear in
disputable because they are reinforced
by studies and new evidence each year.
For one thing, the world is entering what
has been called the post-industrial socie
ty. In the United States, for example,a
Rand Corporation study indicates that
only 2 percent of the work force will be
employed in manufacturing by the year
2000-, And also in the U.S., productivity
gain is widely reported to .be seriously

Robotics of the future
What of robots of the future? In

general, they. will have increased speed

materials-handlingjobs. The
certain common traits:

Workpleces were already oriented or easily
oriented; robots served discontinuous pro
cesses. no extreme positioning accuracy was
demanded; equipment interfacing was sim
ple. But the paramount aspect was the at
tractive payout of robots when used on a
two-shift-a-day basis, a fact of industrial
production economics that has become
more attractive every year.

As shown in Fig. 3, in the early 19508 the
annual cost to employers of the pay and
fringe benefits of a semi skilled factory
worker was about $3 an hour. By 1974this
had climbed to $10 an hour, and at present
it is as high asSzr) an hour. Current book
keepingshows that an industrial robot costs
about $4.50 an hour to operate on a single
shift basis, or $3.50 when operated on two
shifts, These figures will vary somewhat,
based ontypes of applications and the type
of robot .employed. Obviously, robots are
not cheaper to usethan humans in all in
dustrial jobs. But where they· can be
used-and their potential applications are
growing-they yield increased productivity,
reduced scrap and higher-quality of pro
duct. And thesebenefits often outweigh the
cost of the replaced labor.

Throughout the 1960s Unimation Inc.
was the. major source .of commercially
availablerobots. Since then closeto ,200 dif
ferent. iridustrial: robots have been intro
duced worldwide. Most of these efforts
have aborted through lack of staying
power, but .. about adozen manufacturers
hang on in the convictionthat robotics is an
idea whose time has come.
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(1lPeriods for the "tlme-of-day" rate for electric·powerdemandby residential customers, as
proposed in an experiment planned by the Long Island Lighting Company, Hicksville, N.Y.
The rate involves on- andoff·peak periods, as well as premium rate, to be initiated
automatically by .sensing an outside temperature. at. a specified site.· This temperature
(28.33°C) was correlated to a massive turning on ot alr ccndltloners by customers.

load on power-generating equip
ment over a designated period of time to
the peak load occurring in that period.
Load factor is one of several measures of
the extent to which utilities use their in
vestment -in equipment. Increasing that
figure up to a point is beneficial. This
can also be construed as one indication
of the "productivity" of the electricity
generation process.

Implementation of so-called' 'time of
day" rates is expected to improve the
load factor-s-that is, to even out "the
valleys and the peaks in a typical utility's
daily demand curve .. How will this be
achieved? The rates are structured to en-

,\ courage the use of electricity during off
peak hours (roughly weekends and
nighttime) through a substantially lower
power-demand charge for those periods,
compared with the charge for daytime
use during the week.

A-number of utilities are testing this
approach. One pioneer is the Long
Island Lighting Company (LILCO) of
Hicksville, N.Y., whose time-of-day
rates' for commercial customers with a
power demand higher than 750 kW have
been in effect 'since February 1977. In
the LILeO experiment-which involves
'some 200. customers, mostly big stores
.and "other commercial facilities-the
utility employs magnetic-tape recorders
that are attached to the power and
energy meter of each customer. Using a
technique.that translates the rotation of
the disk into pulses, LILCO employs
mostly<two-track magneticMtape. car
tridges. One track is used for recording
time sigrials generated within the re
corder; the other contains the pulse data
for the meter. Each cartridge can record
up to 36 days' w?rth of information of
this type.

•'Translating" equipment converts
the data from the cartridges into a
computer-compatible format ona larger

magnetic tape. This information is
subsequently processed for billing.

Residential rate tests
LILeo is planning to expand its ap

plication of time-of-day rates to include
residential customers who consume
more than45 000 kWh in a year. That
phase of the testing, which will involve
some 1200customers, is to be based on a
different type of rate. It will include, in
addition to regular daily on-peak and
off-peak periods in .the commercialex
periment, a premium rate period (Fig.
1). This rate is to be determined by the
outside temperature at a predetermined
point on Long Island. Whenever this
temperature reaches28.33 °C on a sum
mer day, the premium rate period will
begin, and it will remain in effect until
the end of the on-peak period. The
aforementioned temperature was sta
tistically correlated to a massive turning
on of air conditioners, the biggest drain
on LILCO's power supply.

To indicate the onset of the premium
rate period, a radio signal will be sent
from a central location to all par
ticipating customers, whose meters will
be equipped with small receivers. An ad
ditional component, a prototype of
which has recently been developed, is a
device with an indicator lamp, which will
be plugged into a regular power outlet in
the customer's residence to alert the
customer to the onset of the 'premium
rate period.

For the time being; however, this
residential time-of-day rate program has
been somewhat slowed. The reason: a
pending court case related to the com
mercial experiment. Some customers are
alleging that the mandatory nature of
the rate discriminates against some of
those customers who qualify. The lower
court decided that there was some basis
to this argument. The Public Service

Commission of the State of New York is
appealing that court's decision with
LILCO's support. In the meantime, the
commercial time-of-day rates go.on.

The success of the time-of-day rates at
LILCO and elsewhere depends not only
on the resolution of the legal question,
but also on a number of other
unknowns, primarily of technical and
economic nature. For example, a bot
tleneck in the commercial experiment at
LILCO is the high cost of processing the
data from the field tapes. This makes the
cost-benefit of large-scale use of tape
recorders questionable. Another ques
tion facing the industry is the reliability
of new components that the utilities
must add to conventional customer
meters to implement time-of-day billing.

Time-of-day billing is costly
The cost of the components, as well as

the processing of data, are no small
items for utilities. While a conventional
residential meter costs about $25, one of
the new meters, along with its receiver, is
costing LILCO about $450 in quantities
of 1200 in the residential time-of-day eXM
periment. The tape recorder and addi
tional equipment for LILCO's cornmer
cialexperiment cost about $750 for each
unit, and the yearly data-processing cost
associated with each is $250. Thus,
before there is any large-scale implemen
tation of ,time-of-day metering, these
costs must come down by at least an
order of magnitude. (With its 870 000
customers, LILCO's total costs for new
equipment would be in the
neighborhood of half a billion dollars!)

Fcrvthe data-processing aspect, one
solution contemplated at LILCOand
elsewhere is automatic meter reading,
with use of two-way communication be
tween the utility and the individual
customer's meters. For economic
reasons, however, such systems must
also serve other purposes, such as con
trol functions.

Several techniques for communicating
between customers' meters, or devices
for controlling equipment of power'

the reSClle .

\:
Moment when temperature reaches 28.33 0 C
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Electronics: power challenges
Part of the aforementioned discussion

may well be crystalized into a key ques
tion-e-can electronics be used to improve
the efficiency with which we use energy
in our society? .Patrick E. Haggerty,
general director and honorary chairman
of the board of Texas Instruments, ex
pressed his ideas on this subject in a
speech delivered in May 1977 in San
Francisco. The question is not so easily
answered, unless·· we establish some
quantitative measures of the "amount"
of electronics' in a given application and
the value of its energy "equivalent." Ac
cording to Mr.Haggerty, with a few
assumptions, electronics can indeed be
quantified. And, at least based on ex
perience gained in the manufacturing
and service areas at Texas Instruments,
the "quantity" of electronics installed
per capita can be correlated to an
amount of energy saving.

To an extent, this conclusion can De
cautiously applied even to fuel savings in
automobiles and homes. Data on the use
of electronics in these two areas, though
limited, seem to indicate a measurable
amount of energy saving.

To the power engineer, the challenge
of improving the productivity of delivery
of electric energy means more than just
improving the load factor; it also in
valves the reduction in system reserve
margins, while, at least, maintaining the
overall system reliability. Another' factor
is the reduction of "heat rate" of
delivered energy-the amount of Btu's
of input fuel for each kWh delivered to
the customer. Not the least challenging
is the recycling of valuable resources,
such as cooling water, for such uses as
growing-agricultural crops. •

ladder' 'logic format. Plug-in, dedicated
microprocessor-based systems, on the
other hand, are preprogrammed for a
specific task, and thus require nopro
gramming expertise. But their costs may
run up to $40000 apiece for control of
eight to 100 points.

Mr. Caloz says that at the onset of the
"energy-conservation trend a few years
ago, there was a tendency toward
overkill. Users would employ large com
puters at enormous cost for just turning
equipment on and off-atask that much)
less sophisticated equipment would do at
a fraction of the cost; Even today, he in
dicates, psychology is an important fac
tor in selecting equipment. Many energy
users would prefer a sophisticated,
computer-based system costing
$100 000, even if a simple $3000
machine could do the job-the cheaper
equipment isn't impressive enough.

tings; the modification of design criteria;
the reduction of ventilation rates; and
the general "fine tuning" of mechanical
and electrical systems.

The second level calls for minor fixing
and refitting measures at minimal costs
($8000 at one university). Generally,
these measures involve modification of
controls and minor component addi
tions to mechanical and electrical
systems to improve operating efficiency
(for example, the use of time switches to
reduce the use of unnecessary lighting).

The third level involves more signifi
cant retrofit measures and other steps,
such as the introduction of heat
recovery -hardware (Dec. '77, pp.
27-28), "duty cyclers"(devices that shut
off equipment on a cycling basis), and
even computer-based, central super
visory control systems. The costs can be
substantial. Third-level investments may
not always be economically feasible-for
energy users.

Commenting on the use of electrical
hardware, generally associated with the
third level, Jack Caloz, a consultant
with Flack & Kurtz, has provided a
valuable insight into the economics of.
such use. For example, he indicates that,
in some cases, equipment for handling
air for ventilation of a building can be
turned on for 15 minutes and off for
three minutes without a noticeable effect
on the building's environment. This can
be done by using anything from hard
wired relay systems to programmable
controllers and' dedicated micro
processor-based systems.

Programmable controllers are
reiatively cheap-about $1000 to $3000
for a controller of about eight to 100
points-and they are flexible. But they
require expertise to, program in "relay

eferrable loads

errable loads

S§' .. ,.""Nand--...:.:.::::.=====----1 ,(for example,computers
- and chiller systems)

Dffi I I ;

Demand-relatedsignal

====t Deferrable(noncritical) loads
====tCfor example,air-handling unit,
====t water pumps,battery chargers,
====tand lights)

[3] One possibility for curtailing the demand on an electric power system is to use demand
controllers devices with logic and memory. In a simple example, -these are set to dlscon-
nect "deferrable" loads accordingto a predetermined sequence whenever the total powerat
the load site exceeds an allowed value.

some energy-conserving techniques are
very promising. A large man-made fiber
plant in South Carolina, for example,
has been advised by a consultant to
reduce the pressure in a- number of
water-pump systems with a total poten
tial demand for electricity of more than
4. MW. The equipment includes vertical
turbine pumps with power requirements
ranging from about 75 to 225 kW (100to
300 horsepower).

It is anticipated that by trimming the
sizeor reducing the number of impellers
for each pump, the company can reduce
the excessive pressure caused by
"overdesign II at no sacrifice in required
flow of water. The price tag for a one
time investment in equipment and in
strumentation to carry out the modifica
tions, which are now under waY,has
been estimated at $120000, and that is
expected to result in a yearly saving on
the.energy bill of $100 000.

,Power 'utilities distinguish between in
dustrial users-factories, refineries, and
the like-and commercial and residen
tial customers. The commercial category
includes schools, -department stores, and
other moderateusers of energy.

A large consulting firm, Flack & Kurtz
Energy Management Corp. of New
York City.Hasbeen helping anumber of
facilities -in the - aforementioned cate- '
gories. The firm has broken down
energy-conservation techniques into
three successive levels_that have proved
to be successful (Table 1).

The first level involves no capital cost
for material or labor, yet it isde~'ignedto
reduce the "energy fat"on the premises.
It mostly involves 'changes in the
schedules of equipment, such 'as heating
and cooling systems; the adjustment of
temperatures, pressures, and control set-
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[1] Product technology/marketing capability matrix for two degrees of departure from
existing products.

tool for encouraging the innovation of
product ideas relatively close to areas of
existing success and capability. Or the
matrix can discourage the expenditure of
time and creative energy on "far out"
product ideas, unless theyhave potential
benefits to the company commensurate
with the levels of investment and risk in
dicated.

The use ofthe matrix concept can lead to
provocative and creativity-stimulating ques
tions:
.··If each currently 'successful product
does,in fact, represent a set of technical.
and marketing capabilities, what 'exactlyare
these capabilities and how can they be ex
plaited?
• If products are sold successfully to an
identifiable set of customers, what else can
be developed for these customers? Should
not their needs. be explored intensively to
develop "need-driven' product ideas with
reasonable chances of success?This kind of
curiosity and thinking may have sparked
the introduction in 1956 of Raid dual
purpose insecticide by S. C. Johnson and
Son, Inc. From a strong marketposition in
household cleaners and polishes, Johnson
moved successfully to household insecti
cides; a field in which it had no previous
technical background.
• Conversely, do existing products incor
porate unique technical ideas or indicate
some unusual .technical capability that
might be exploited in another market area?
If so, what has to be done to develop a mar
keting capability in this area? Is the new
market understood well enough to pene
trate it successfully?· If not, how can this
knowledge be obtained? This area of
"technology-driven" innovation is one in
which the primary stimulus is the desire to
find an application and a market to exploit
a new technical opportunity. A technical
opportunity is not only a technical advance,
which is new in a global sense, but also a

level of product technology is .appropriate
to 'that.market. In such a case,·the product
design might be a technical success, in a
sense;.but it might be unacceptable in the
marketplace.

The C-3 block implies maximum risk in
both dimensions, Any product innovation
in this classification would not be pursued
intelligently unless'there was a potential. for
high reward relative to investment. But a
number-of spectacular- successes can be
identified as CR3 products; e.g., the original
Polaroid instant camera, the Xerox electro
static copier," and the. original hand-held
calculator developed. by Bowmar Instru
ments. The C-3 failures can be equally spec
tacular but tend to be less well known.
Among these: Du Pont's long and costly
development .ofCorfam, a synthetic
leather, that, proved to be insufficiently
acceptable-to the shoe industry.

The. matrix chart and its accompanying
propositions can be seen as a rather simple
distillation of common wisdom. Yet it is
evident from the high mortality rate of new
products. and the low batting average of
product innovations that the product-plan
ning process in most companies does not in
elude adequate analysis of these primary
risk factors.

.On the other hand, the growth pattern of
a number of successful "innovation" com
panies .appears to consist primarily of "a
large number. of small moves from their
base technology and market positions. it
has been observed, for example, that 95
percent of the 3M Company's products can
be traced to its basic technologies-and its
markets-in coatings, and .adhesives. -This
type of growth pattern will be discussed in
some detail later.

Opportunities in innovation
The matrix concept, in addition to

providing a framework for systematic
risk analysis, can also be an educational
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technical capability that is new to the com
pany. An example is a new or improved
corporate capability to integrate electronic,
optical; and mechanical technologies in
order to create new and better process
control systems.

In general, more successful products
come out of need-driven innovation than
out of technology-driven innovation.
Studies indicate that about 70 percent of in
novations are stimulated by knowledge of
market, mission, or ,production needs,
whereas only about 30 percent .are gen-l
erated by technical opportunities. Still, the
many successful technology-driven innova
tions indicate that this area should not be
neglected.

For many years after its invention almost
two decades ago, the laser was referredto as
a solution in search of a. problem. Now
lasers are applied in a. variety .of markets
with a level of business estimated at $200
million, and with no apparent limit to fur
ther growth. And it is reported that the
stimulus behind Bowrnar's development of
the hand-held calculator in the late 1960s
was the need to find a market for a light
emitting-diode (LED) display capability that
the·company had developed and to exploit
low-power, large-scale integrated-circuit
technology.

Defensive technology
In the area of technology-driven innova

tion, companies. should consider not only ,
exploitive innovations but also defensive
innovarions-c-innovations .to protect the
viability of existing products and markets
from new technologies being exploited by
others. .

A classical case of the lack of defensive
innovation involved a number of compan
ies firmly entrenched in the desk calculator
field. When electronic technology suddenly
began to replace electromechanical systems',
at least three major companies-SCM,
Remington-Rand, andSinger-were unable·
to convert to the new-technology and com
pete with new electronically oriented sup
pliers, and so dropped out of the business
entirely.

The practice of defensive innovation im
plies that companies should actively assess
new technology and projections of technical
progress as they relate to existing products,
and consciously develop the capabilities
needed to cope with technological change.
Lewis Branscomb, chief scientist for IBM,
describes IBM's defensive innovation this
way: HAt IBM, for instance, management
invests money in central research out of the
profits of the company, and there is no
return-an-investment test applied to our
central research' organization. Weare
measured not by what products and busi
nessescome from the research department's
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one with limited technological background,
can' have in markets with which it is not
familiar are illustrated by the Gillette Com
pany's three' attempts to compete in. con
sumer electronics. In 1974, Gillette began
test marketing pocket calculators but found
itself unable to cope with the rapidly falling
market prices' for these products. In early
1977, it pulled out of digital watches after
trying for only three months to sell them in
13 major cities, Here" the big marketer of
razors andtoiletries _was hurt not only by
declining prices, but by the shift in the
market from push-button LED models to
continuous-indication watches _using Leos.

Gillette executives indicated that one prob
lemwas that marketing these products was
not the same as selling razors, and that lack
of technological background and depen
dence on _outside sources of supply were
also major factors in' the failures.

In April 1978, GllIette decided to with
draw from smoke detectors after extensive
nationwide marketing efforts. Again,

, -Gillette was caught in a situation in which
prices dropped' rapidly as many companies
were attracted to a large and growing
market. AB was the case with its other elec
tronic products, Gillette did not manufac
ture its own smoke detectors. As a result, it
could' not move quickly to low-cost mass
production using a substantial degree of
vertical. integration and' -process-oriented
manufacture.

Developing capabilities too
Companies seeking' to grow through

new-product innovation will not necessarily
succeed by confining themselves to their ex
isting markets and technologies. Risks must
be taken, and growth in capability in both
dimensions may be required; if long-term
progress is to be achieved. Here, thematrix
concept has further implications that seem
to be of value in analyzing the strategies that
have been followed-either consciously or
intuitively-by .several successful tech
nology- and .innovation-oriented com
parties. These strategies should be con
'sidered in developing a new-product
strategy.

The principal proposition is that each
successful .new product that penetrates a
new market area or incorporates technology
new to the company creates a new and
dernonstrable set of marketing and tech
nical capabilities (a new A-I product) that
can be further exploited. The potential
values of these capabilities should be con
sidered in' product 'planning.

This proposition also implies that if a
new product is perceived to have value in
capability development-if it represents,' for
example, a company's flrst effort to estab

, lish itself in a new market area or with a
, specific new customer-its development,
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testing, and marketing should be pushed
with particular .vigor and should receive in
creased management attention. If success
has the potential to breed more success,
every resource' needed to achieve the initial
success should be applied. A frrsHime'
failure in a new product area usually dis
courages any further effort. The Gillette ex
perience indicates that this may be a wise
decision.

The remarkable history of success of the
3M Company in bringing to fruition a con
tinuous stream .of innovative products is
largely a' case of continued exploitation of
the market-technology bases of existing
products, and the expansion of these bases
by the success of new products. The com
pany appears" to have achieved its steady
rate of growth by many successful moves
into 'A-2' and 'B-1' products with relatively
few high-risk product adventures. To what
extent this pattern has been a conscious
strategy or merely happenstance' as a result
of the creation of a highly innovative
organization and product-development en
vironment is an interesting question. It
should not be overlooked that 3M does not
stint on product-development funds: Its
rate of ~&D expenditure at 4.4 percent of
total revenue is probably the highest of all
U.S. companies of comparable size and
nature.

HowHP gotinto computers
Another case history relevant to the

proposition of capability growth by pro
duct success is the set ofinitial steps that
led to the emergence of the Hewlett
Packard Company as a significant factor
in the computer industry.

The company initiated its efforts in
digital.computation in 1966 in order to add
computational capability to its line of scien
tific instruments to provide immediate data
analysis and to facilitate the use of the in
struments in real-time control systems.
Capabilities in this area led to the introduc
tion in 1968 of HP's first calculator/com
puter product as such, the model 9100 desk
model programmable scientific calculator.
This product could be classified as "A-3,"
Its technology was new to the company, but
its market consisted of the scientists and
engineers who had been using HP scientific
instruments and electronic test equipment
for many years.

The success of the 9100 calculator led to
another A-3 product, the HP-35 hand-held
scientific calculator .. It performs .many of
the same functions as the model 9100, but
incorporates integrateddrcuits and
miniature' LED display technologies. Sold.to
the same customers, its initial price was
$395. Owning one became a status symbol
among engineers and. scientists.

At this point, someone at HP must have

asked, "Who other than engineers and
scientists have to make a lot of calculations
that could be programmed into an LSI

calculator chip?" The answer. apparently
. was that it might be people in the financial
area, who had to' depend oncompound-in
terest tables and laborious calculations to
obtain the numbers needed for analysis of
mortgages and other investments. Then,
when some innovative financial people at
HP,' recognizing- the usefulness, of the
HP~35 to HP's own technical personnel,
suggested that a calculator be made for
them, the result was the model 80 hand-held
financial calculator. This can be classifiedas
a "C-l.5" product, since it was essentially a
modified and reprogrammed HP-35 that
sold very successfully in a market not
previously addressed by the company.

HP now markets a wide variety of
calculator and computer products for both
technical and business purposes, but it must
be acknowledged that it has had its fair
share of problems, in programming-and in
the development and production of advan
ced ICS. The company expresses its general
product-planning strategy with the analogy _
that if more than one leg of the three-legged
stool of technical, marketing, and manufac
turing capability is missing, the product idea
will probably not be considered. IUs evi
dent that HP expends quite a bit of effort in
making new legs for its stools.

The value of capability enhancements re
sulting from product success depends, of
course, on the desire and ability of the com
pany to exploit them.Tf no further use for
them can be foreseen, their value is prob
ably negligible. But in many product areas,
getting an initial. toehold in the market
seems essential to future success, probably
because at least some experiential
knowledge is needed to prevent the kind of
management and marketing judgment
failures described in the Denver study.

In dealing with sophisticated customers,
demonstrable technical capability is often
essential in making the sale. In defense pro

,curement, successful. technical experience
relevant to a new procurement is an impor
tant factor. in the formal source-selection
process. A company without. a solid and
well-documented technical background-has
little chance of being awarded a significant
development contract. It is. also generally
recognized that perforiningsuccessfully on
a small project for a specific agency is often
a key factor in being awarded larger pro
jects by that agency.

It is difficult," if not impossible" to put
meaningful numbers on the value of tech
nical or marketing capabilities that will
result from the success of a new product.
An innovator attempting to sell a new-pro
duct idea on the basis' of its capability
enhancement value in a company run by a
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thinking about the nature of the com
pany's business and how to improve it
instead of concentrating exclusively on
current administrative -duties. Thinking
about innovations is thinking about
strategy"; Thus, as a manager one would
develop the self-discipline needed to
divide one's time wisely between today's
demands and tomorrow's needs.

Successful execution of strategy
benefits everyone in the company.
Though the private benefits to a
manager, may be •low, the corporate
benefits are by no means small.
Therefore, .innovation must be a cor
porateundertaking, initiated and con
doned .by the corporation as a whole.
The discipline of looking ahead must be
strong at the very top. The importance
of long-term objectives must be com
municated to all employees,' thus calling
their collective wisdom and social values
into play.

Impact of market factors
Marketing management is rlsk

management. It must be approached as
a process of risk reduction through plan
ning and control.

In the United States, manufacturers
have always enjoyed the 'advantage of
selling to the largest national market.
Thus, most companies became inward
looking. New domestic ventures could
enjoy long periods of growth without
tapping overseas markets. However, the
increase in the speed of the flow of in
formation and the improvement in
transportation technologies' have forced
domestic producers to compete
vigorously against overseas firms. In
novation alone no longer affords long
term protection. A firm must move fast
to. commercialize new ideas if it is to
become the dominant force in the new
market. Therefore, it must learn to ex
port and develop world markets simul
taneously with the. .development of
domestic markets.

Often the need for capital, coupled
with the high cost and unavailability of
funds, significantly erodes the advantage
of being first in the field. Sometimes it is
cheaper to utilize the existing sales force
and distribution channel to promote new
products. However, if the innovation is
significant, it should not be 'coupled. to
existing departments-It should be given
sufficient individual attention to en
courage it to flourish on its own.

To .match manufacturing capabilities
to market need," we need to develop a
better understandingof end-use markets
and how they are affected by the
economy.

Salespeople can confidently forecast de-
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mand for the short run and. a trend line is
sufficient for' the long run, but the demand
in between (two to five years) is. highly
uncertain. One who guesses wrong' will
either be saddled with unused ·capacity·or
will miss. major market opportunities. In
addition, new markets are maturing faster
and product life cycles are shorter. One can
only reduce' the uncertainty by. investing
resources in intelligent forecasting, plan
ning, and review.

Assessing needs is a learning process.
when- the market is dominated by few
buyers, understanding their needs can be
relatively simple. This process requires
cooperation, between the seller and user,
and short communication channels.

A different approach is needed when
marketing to millions of consumers. Here,
a company can minimizethe probability of
failure by test marketing the product, and
reevaluating its potential at each decision
point.

Government-industry links
Government-industry relationships

have deteriorated because of poor
management on the part of both-a-but
these-relations can be improved if in
dustry takes a more' active 'role in policy
formulation. This means making the
public arid regulators aware of the cost
of nonsensical decisions and offering in
genious solutions to problems that arise.

Our present problems of low produc
tivity and high inflation are symptoms
that the U.S. may be heading down the
road to socialism that has already been
tfaveled'by Great Britain. To change the
Course of its development as a nation,
the United States must establish a set of
national goals that are solid enough to
stand for a decade, or. perhaps' for a
generation,

How can this be accomplished? One
approach could be through the establish
ment of a Board for National Goals. Its
members, who would be appointed. for
terms extending beyond normal political
tenures, would include ex-members of
the U.S. Congress, ex-Presidents of the
United States, and representatives from
labor, business, and the general public.
The charter of the board would' be to
formulate-through studies, public
debate, and the evolution of a national
consensus-a set 'of national goals, with
'the highest priority initially in the
economic- area.

One danger in a Board for National
Goals involves the question of how to
limit its power. A way in which this
could be done would be to give the
board only the right of recommenda
tion-with legislating reserved to the.
Congress and the execution to the Ad-

ministration, in the traditional way.
A vital part of establishing a consen

sus on national goals is an intensive
educational thrust. Knowledge concern
ing the free enterprise system and the
many issues to be resolved is at such a
level that the public is simply not
equipped to make the difficult choices.
And many educators don't understand
the system either, since they" generally
don't become involved in it.

The people of the United States cer
tainly have the ability to cope with the
key issues and thecourage to make dif
ficult, intelligent decisions-but they
must be aware of the facts underlying
these decisions.

In. addition, industry should take a
preventive approach; i.e., provide in
telligent inputs to the decision-making
process before the damage is done. To
implement that approach, industry
should: (1) organize and take the issues
to the public; (2) remain constantly on
the lookout for regulations that mayap
pear in the 'near future; (3) concentrate
on the issues that really matter; 'and (4)
supply the agencies with information
about the costs of pending regulation
and alternatives to the problem.

One would expect the climate most con
ducive to innovation' to be competition.
Arid from an industry point of view, this is
true. However" from the social viewpoint,
this free-market solution.would be subop
timal. In a 1958 McGraw-Hill survey' of
manufacturers, 41 percent of the re
spondents gave as the main purpose of their
research programs improvement in present
products, 48 percent gave new products,
and, only 11 percent gave new processes.
This is not a surprising result. Sincepatents
on methods or processesare more easilyin
fringed than product patents, new-product
investments are more profitable. In a pure
free-market framework, a nation ..is more
likelyto devote most of its researcheffort to
applied technology and too little to either
basic research or research in management
techniques.

Would a shift of emphasis from the
private to the public sector solve the prob
lem? Of course not, Without the profit
motive, a public approach to R&D.would
probably be random. Since there is no
mechanism to order the priorities, and with
the public agencies'. tendency .to serve
themselves, the allocation picture would be
even worse.

What is needed, therefore, is an at
locative system that. combines the best
features of the two extreme cases. Since the
private sector Will respond to profit incen
tives, it is in industry where need assess
ment, commercialization, and .. cost reduc
tion should be initiated. The public sector
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Most are hardened skeptics, yet production
workers may be guided to higher productivity
and greater job satisfaction

to repay the loan taken Out to exercise the
option.

One may argue that long-rangeR&D in
vestment 'is clearly of benefit to the
stockholders, particularlythose who are in
vesting rather than speculating, and that
their interestswillprevail-either becauseof
the dedication of the top executives or
becausethe stockholderswillinsistthat their
interests be served. The first part' of this
argument 'iscertainlyvalid, but the sequel is
dubious.

Stockholders are generally not very well
equipped, by background as well as by
knowledge, to appreciate a company's
R&D effort. In fact, for competitive
reasons the details of the company's R&D
objectivesare,usuallykept from: the public;
and hence'from the stockholders. Sincethe
annual report that explains poor perfor
mance as due to large investment'in R&D
for future profits is generally distrusted and
,oft~n suspected, why should the chief ex-

What makes workers want to do a good
job? The answer, if indeed one relatively
straightforward explanation can be
found, has thus far proved most elusive.
However,' elaborate theories, often ex
trapolated from seemingly successful
case histories, abound. Money, promo
tions,status- symbols; working condi-:
tions, peer-group pressure, pride, team- .
work, enrichment programs... all have
been thought to provide the key, yet
each is but a single dimension of an in
triguing social and political 'landscape
that shapes attitudes and thereby in
dividual actions.

Blue-collar workers are not' stupid,
and-they are generally suspicious of any
new' scheme to boost productivity. It is
pretty obvious that their own short-term
interests are not' well served by speed
ups, automation, and restructured job
assignments .that result in layoffs
... regardless of "positive". benefits to
the' corporate profit margin or the na
tional economy.

On the other hand, management must
somehow cope with' the rising costs of
materials, capital goods, labor, taxes,
energy, and' interest ratesv Dften fhese

Don Mennie Associate Editor
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ecutivetake the risk?
Although there is no quantitative

measure of the impact of this motivational
phenomenon on corporate R&D policies,
one could believe that it is quite significant.
But there is no valid reason why retirement
annuities of top corporate executivescould
not be tied to future corporate profits in
stead of being fixed dollar amounts as'they
generally are now in the United States. A
.company might combine a smaller fixed
dollar portion with a participation in a fixed
portion of corporate profits earned during
the retired life of the executive. Thus" the
future' welfare of the executive would be
coupled closely to the long-term welfare of
the company.

A key question, of course, is how one
can implement this concept. What
mechanism and leverage can be employed
to encourage the boards of directors of
large Corporations to modify their pension
plans in this way? Actually, this may not be

costs can only be partially offset by
charging more for the' finished product.
Some form of increased productivity
must be successfully implemented ,to
make up the difference. And if cor
porate growth is to occur, increased pro
ductivity is absolutely mandatory.

The Hawthorne studies
From 1924 to 1933 the Western Elec

tric Company conducted at its
Hawthorne works a series of ex
periments ,on those factors thought to
affect the morale and productive effi
ciency of workers (e.g., lighting condi
tions, rest periods, group size, shorter
and longer work days and work weeks,
methods of compensation, and incen
tives). Today's ongoing efforts to stem
worker dissatisfaction and rebelliousness
have their roots in the data collected 50
years' ago byWestern Electric.

A synopsis of the original work and its
major conclusions is provided by
Eugene L. Cass and- Frederick G. Zim
mer in their 'book Man and Work in
Society, published by the Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1'975. Cass and
Zimmer report that, observers' were
assigned to the Hawthorne test areas' to
note all activities engaged in by the
workers. From these data it was

difficult-Most stockholders are investors
rather than speculators and, as such, their
primary interest is in the company's long
term performance. Clearly, it is to their
benefit to identify the top executives' finan
cialwelfarewith their primary interest. And
the company's current balance sheet would
improve because of the reduced fixed pen
sion costs.

Furthermore, aside from problems of
pension erosion by future inflation, a com
pany, through its board of directors, is like
ly to' be more' generous' if the payments
come from future earningsrather than from
current contributions to a retirement plan.

What is needed is' publicdiscussion of the
concept, thus leading, perhaps, to endorse
ment by influentialgroups or, alternatively,
to the exposure of the concept's flaws. The
IEEE Task Force on U.S. Innovation in
Electrotechnology has already begun to do
carry on such a discussion. Reader com
ments are welcomed. •

discovered that workers quickly develop
their own unwritten code about what
constitutes acceptable behavior and
work output. These groups brought im
mediate pressure on individuals to con
trol deviant conduct. They ostracized
persons whose behavior was against
their interests.

Hawthorne also provided some in
sight as to, why workers resist supervi
sion and work rule changes that manage
ment introduced. to promote efficiency.
Technical specialists-cengineers, cost
accountants, rate setters-look at the
worker with a critical eye, thinking of
ways his job can be improved. To the
worker, however, his job, the way he
does it, and his relation with other
workers, are not objective matters. They
are full of social significance. Changes in
them affect his status, and may upset his
feelings of self-importance.

Another ,important observation de
rived from Hawthorne illustrates the dif
ficulty of isolating variables for study
among groups of working people. The
illumination experiments are a: case in
point. To quote Cass and Zimmer, "In
these experiments the intensity of il
lumination was increased and decreased
and the effect on output was observed.
The effect was puzzling. Output bobbed
up and down in some groups or in
creased and 'stayed level in still others;
But in no 'case was the increase or
decrease in proportion to the increase or
decrease in illumination. where a
parallel control group was set up for
comparison with the test group undergo
ing changes in lighting, the production
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From 1927 to 1932, six volunteer relay assemblers at Western Electric's Hawthorne
works were subjected to' various changes in their work environment. Observers at
tempted to correlate these changes with measurable variations in relay production.

pay 'nearly,' equal' to ,earned wages. Extra
"holidays" can be taken at virtuallyno risk
to the worker's pocketbook.

Community effort
Productivity need not be considered

the sole concern of industry and labor.
When serious problems develop,they
can effect 'the economy of a whole
region because expansion ceases and
new businesses stay away. Then local
merchants begin to close up shop and
the whole • area' becomes economically
depressed. '

This is what had been happening to
Jamestown, N.Y. In late 1971,
Jamestown, with a population of
40'000,was:experiencing'its'most severe
economic downturn since the depres
stone.One of the largest local firms had
gone bankrupt two years earlier,and
unemployment" had reached 10 percent.
In this near-crisis atmosphere,
Jamestown Mayor Stanley N. Lundine
encouraged local company managers
and union leaders to talk out problems,
leading to the formation of the
Jamestown Labor-Management Com
mittee early in 1972. However, com
munications alone wasn't enough.

In 1973,members of the Management
and Behavioral Science Center (MBSC)
of the Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania, studying the area found
that Jamestown industry was
characterized by old buildings, old work
forces, and a lack of systematic training
programs. Most firms had fewer than
300 employees, and all were job shops of
small-batch production operations.
They shared' common problems in
scheduling and materials handling. But
MBSC's recommendations were dis
missed by managers as "some sort of job
enrichment." Jamestown companies,
barely breaking even, considered these
suggestions irrelevant when their
primary concern was staying afloat.

However, between 1975 and 1977,
many of the recommendations, in
cluding training programs and profit
sharing programs wherein workers could
benefit financially, did take root.
Jamestown's success is probably based
in part on the communications network
set up by its mayor, in part on a restruc
turing of the labor-management en
vironment, and, no doubt, in part on
Federal monies that sent productivity ex
perts like Robert W. Keidel to
Jamestown as one of two MBSC
consultants-in-residence. While none
of the ideas introduced at Jamestown
were new phenomena, they had never
been tried there. What brought about
the economic turnabout?Says Mr.Keidel,

"With the exception of skills develop
ment,' a gestation period was necessary
during which "interesting ideas' could
mature into 'meaningful alternatives.' "

Time off instead of money
But most productivity problems will

never be' resolved- by building: a new
muItimilliondollar factory (Volvo) or
employing the diplomatic' skills of a
socially conscious local 'politician
(Jamestown). Can an ordinary com
pany, struggling to stay in business, af
ford to engage in anything except the
usual squabbles when resolving labor
management differences? The answer is
a resounding "yes" according to social
psychologist Michael Maccoby, who
points to the example of Harman, Inter
national Industries, Bolivar, Tenn. This
experiment in industrial democracy was
initiated by Sidney Harman, chief ex
ecutive of the company (now Under
Secretary of Commerce for the Carter
Administration) and Irving Bluestone,
vice-president of the United Auto
Workers.

Before he describes the details of the
Bolivar experiment, Maccoby cautions
that management efforts to "enrich"
jobs are often seen by workers as at
tempts to' manipulate or pacify them,
and to undermine unions. He says, "If
management merely wants to increase
production, it would be better advised to

refrain from humanistic language and to
adopt less pretentious methods, such as
better pay incentives." Otherwise, "a
sense of bad faith and distrust is in
evitable.."

The Harman plant was never a
showcase for labor-management
cooperation prior to the experimental
period. Maccoby explains "the Harman
auto mirror factory in Bolivar is in the
highly competitive auto parts industry
where many companies, hover on the
edge of survival. At the start of the pro
ject, the spirit was one of distrust,
resignation, and some hostility. There
was little open conflict, other than
grievances, but workers did not expect
much from management.

"Unlike experiments that have com
biped work redesign with a new plant
and carefully selected workers, the
Bolivar project took on 'an existing plant
competing in a tough market. From the
start, the project included all the 600
employees (managers .and workers)
rather than a limited, experimental
group; The plant population was 50 per
cent black, 50 pe'rcent'white, and di'vided
equally between men and women. And
there was a history of management-
union struggle. '

"The agreement worked out between
management and union stated that the
aim of the project W3$ not to increase
productivity" but rather to make work
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PRODUCTIVITY IV

What can
Government do?

Classic examples show how the Government
can influence, directly or indirectly,
innovation·and productivity

Government clout, when used wisely, can
have an extremely positive effect on pro
ductivity.The problem is that there is no
clear-cut path to efficacyof government in
fluence for that purpose. What looks wise
in retrospect may have been, at the time of
.decision, no more or less brilliant than other
comparable decisions that proved to be in
effective;Of evenadverse. In fact, as author
Nash points out in the following article,
goverrtmentinfluence is frequently ignored
because maier technological innovation
and the attendant productivity improve
.ment-e-do look so simple in retrospect.

Historical examples of'.governments in-

Because the 'technological innovation
process is so 'complex, ranging from
basic research to the retirement of old
technology, it is influenced by a broad
spectrum of public policies. At times,
this influence is intentional; in other
cases, it happens indirectly-When inten
tional, technological opportunity,

. societal (market) needs,and timing have
combined in such a way that" public
policy initiatives .have contributed
significantly to ultimate success.

The U.S. Government has influenced
technological innovation for over 150
years. This influence has been exercised
directly in three' areas of innovation:
creation, diffusion, and implementa
tion. And, in addition, various areas are
affected indirectly.

One ofthe earliest, if not the first, ex
amples of its direct influence was the
U.S. Government's retention' of the
Franklin Institute during the 1820s to
determine the reason for the widespread
bursting of boilers on steamboats plying
the western rivers. The lively discussions

Robert Nash
Vanderbi It UnIversity
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fluencing productivity in a positive waytend
to be significant and dramatic. Mr. Nash,
for .example, cites the cases in the U.S. of
the telegraph and rural electrification. To
day, however, the examples tend to be less
dramatic, though not necessarily lesssignifi
cant in the long run. One present-dayexam
ple is given by author Tibbetts. The U.S.
Government program he describes is still
too new to be rated in any meaningful way.
But it does show promise. 'Ashe phrases it,
the program may prove to be one of the
fastest and most capital-efficient ways to
bring new technological' ideas to commer
cial attention and to the marketplace. And,

that ensued in the Journal of the
Franklin Institute attest to the con
siderable impact of the investigations. In
contrast to the Franklin Institute's
retrospective evaluation of the sloppy
practice of a technology, the U.S. Con
gress actively -supported the develop
ment of the first practical application of
electric energy with its grant of "$30 000
to Samuel F. B. Morse in 1843 to con
struct a telegraph line from Baltimore to
Washington. This grant led to private
commercial development-Congress
had no interest in establishing- a public
system when offered the opportunity by
Morse. Within 20 years, no developed
area in the U.S. was without telegraphic
service and submarine cables were in
regular operation under the Atlantic
Ocean. Thus, evaluation of operating
boilers on -steamboats led to the diffu
sion of information concerning the best
practices; and the grant to Morse aided
directly in the development of a pilot
system.

In -certain instances, inadequate rates
of return on capital preclude the im
plementation of _primary innovations.
By 1925, for example, 47 million horse
power was in use on farms-twice that
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as is stressed throughout this Spectrum
special issue, increased innovation, in turn,
tends to enhance the opportunity for im- \
proved productivity.

What seems to be needed, and isalreadft
in operation in some countries, are mean
for getting government and business to I .
work together t0v.:ard the common goal of \'
increasing productivity. Too often, par- 'I

ticularly in the U.S; government and
business are at loggerheads over issuesthat
ought not to be disputable. Any mechanism
for bringingthe factions together to work
for 'improved productivity deserves' serious
consideration.

in manufacturing-but only 4 percent of
that horsepower was electrical. In 1935,
no more than 10 percent of the farmers
in the U.S. had access to central station
electric power, whereas in Holland no
farmer was without it. The Rural Elec
trification Authority (REA), created in
the 1930s, stimulated the diffusion of
electric power to nearly 90 percent of
U.S. farmers. Another benefit to tech
nology through the REA was reduction
of the cost of installing, rural power lines
from $1500-$2000 per mile to $841 per
mile by 1939. The social rate. of return
from this innovation is incalculable for it
led to vast increases in productivity that
created first -order changes in rural life
during the next generation.

The indirect influences of military
procurement had a major effect on the
development of the semiconductor in
dustry during the 1950s and 1960s.
Aerospace procurement contributed
significantly to" markets for the semicon
ductor manufacturers during this
period. And this demand spurred in
creases in output, cost reduction, and
the rapid diffusion of the technology in
to the commercial sector.

The most readily Identifiable Federal
influence on technological innovation
todayis the U.S. Government's support
of research and. development. Direct
Federal support accounts for more than
half of all R&D expenditures. Also, the
expensing of private expenditures pro
vides a subsidy to the developer.

Although the support of R&D can
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tMi~'~' Activities Board of IEEE recommends
aeti~~s 90ngress could take on behalf
oftheU.S~technologist and businessman

What-can COngressdo to spur u.s. produc
tivity?···The question.Was' addressed in the
writer's. May 16· statement to the U.S.
Senate ... Subcommittees on International
Finance and on Science, Technology, and
Space, in testimony on behalf 0/ the Task
Force on U.S. Innovation in Electro
technologyof the Institute's U.S. Activities
Board (USAB). The/ollowing isan excerpt
from that statement.

IEEE has developed a set of initial
recommendations for consideration by the
U.S. Congress. The first group of recom
mendations, which call for direct Congres
sional.action, include the following items:

I. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should examine the desirability and fea
sibility of specific legislation requiring
evaluation and approval of the transfer of
high technology to overseas industrial pro"
duction facilities. On a more general level,
monitoring and/or controls should be con
sidered in connection with the: transfer off
shore of any high technology. An appro
priate component of the monitoring process
would be the requirement for filing a
"technology impact statement" in advance
of any potential technology transfer off
shore.

2. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should examine the charter and experience
of the National Research Development
Corporation in Great Britain. This organ
ization funds the development of innova
tions and provides some mechanisms for
the transfer of these innovations into in
dustry. The establishment of a similar body
in the U.S. could be useful in view of cur
rent needs. Its members might include: one
each from the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Academy of
Engineering, from the appropriate disci
pline;one from the President's Economic
Advisory Council; one from the relevant
technical society (e.g., IEEE or the
American Chemical Society); and one from
the appropriate industry association (e.g.,
the Electronic Industries Association or the
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associa
tion).

3.The Small Business Administration
could play a significant role in support
ing high-technology ventures in small
organizations. The, Commerce Department

BrunoO. Weinschel
IEEEVice President,
Professional Activities
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could be redirected so that itnot only would
provide advice to industry concerning over
seas and domestic market potential but
could also assume the leadership tole in a
manner somewhat similar to that of Japan's
Ministry of International Technology and
Industry (MITI), which has been very suc
cessful in that country.

4. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should reexamine the current antitrust
policy and statutes. The competitive status
of the U.S. could benefit from appropriate
ly monitored cooperative ventures involving
industry leaders and from the encourage
ment of internationally recognized centers
of excellence.

5. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should explore methods of allowing rapid
write-off for capital investments that are re
quired for environmental protection or oc
cupational safety; this would effectively in
crease the amount of venture capital avail
able for industrial research.

6. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should examine the problem of establishing
equitable methods of depreciating high re
placement-equipment costs due to inflation
and, at the. same time, consider more
favorable approaches to depreciating'
capital expenditures required for R&D.

7. A committee of the U.S. Congress
should explore the feasibility of extend
ing the concept and coverage provided by
U.S. patent laws to such new arts as the
development of computer software and
semiconductor device masks.

General recommendations
The remaining recommendations are

less well focused but also merit serious
consideration. They include:

I. Methods of encouraging and fa
cilitating Government.-industry-·
academic cooperation should be exam
ined. One such mechanism could be a
series of Governmental/industrial com
mittees, similar to the ones 'assisting
MITI in Japan, to offset the adversary
relationships "that frequently exist be
tween Government and industry.

2. Efforts should be made to
strengthen Government.laboratories and
to increase the expertise needed to
facilitate the commercialization of the

. results of mission-oriented R&D. The
National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration has instituted various. pro
grams of this type, but more are needed,

3. Organizations such as the National
Bureau of Standards, and similar centers
of excellence, should be funded on a
long-term basis and permitted to per
form non-mission-oriented research to
provide the scientific foundation for
future innovations and their diffusion
throughout U.S. industry.

4. A means should be found to permit
the exchange of personnel between Govern
ment laboratories, industry, and the.univer
sities so that interpersonal expertise and in
formation can flow more readily through
the "technology system."

5. The U.S. Government should support
graduate engineering and sciencestudents in
their initial attempts to adapt to, and be
employed by, industry. A program could be
established to fund a portion of the salaries
of graduate students willingto work, during
summer vacations, in both small and large
R&D-oriented .corporations throughout the
U.S.

6. Methods should.be examined whereby
merged or combined cooperative research
can be performed in the U.S. in such vital
areas. as very-large-scale integration, taking
into account the current antitrust laws.

7. An urgent need exists for the proper
definition and description of the dynamic
system we call technology . The effort must
be undertaken not by just one organization,
but by several groups whose results can be

. merged. In time, possibly five to ten years, a
better understanding of the complete in
teractions between the developing tech
nology, its industrial application, and the
economics involved in funding the industry
and in the return oninvestment can be ob
tained. The initial stimulus for such an
undertaking should come froin the Con
gress.

8. There is a need to identify future
technologies that are likely to become im
portant to the national interest. The iden
tification 'of these technologies and their
nurturing over a long period of time should
be the responsibility of several organiza
tions.

In summary, USAB is in favor of a
policy designed to increase the supply of
technology and thus the amount that may
be safely exported at a .reasonable price.
The Government can significantly foster
and encourage the process of technological
innovation 'and sharpen the U.S. com
petitive edge in the world economy. And
the Congress can act as a spearhead not on
ly in investigating and providing the legal
foundations for some of the actions re
quired, but in stimulating universities, in
dustrial organizations, and the Federal
government to undertake and carry to frui
tion those activities necessary to maintain a
vital and dynamic United States of America
in the third century of its existence. •
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and operational details.
• "Proceedings of Conference on Pro
ductivity .Through Engineering," spon
sored by Engineers Joint Council and
NCPWQ, Oct. 1975, pts. II and III.

Part II consists of seven case studies
of successful examples of productivity
accomplished either in the engineering
process itself or through the applications
of engineering techniques. Part III
discusses some of the forces shaping the
future trends of engineering productivity
in U.S. industry. and response to these
forces by the engineering community.

Also of note:
• Barash, Moshe M., "Optimal plan
ning of computerized manufacturing
systems (CMS)," Proceedings, Fifth
Annual Meeting of CMM-I Members,
Dallas, rex., Nov. 1976.
• Carter, ,C. F., "Trends in machine
tool' development and application;"
Proceedings, Second International Con
ference on Product' Development and
Manufacturing Technology, London,
England, 1972.
• Ennis, Jerry, "Marrying the elements
of computer-aided manufacturing to
achieve a total 'system," Proceedings,
Computer Aided Manufacturing Con
ference..Arllngton, Tex., 1973.
• Hoskins, Charles, "How concepts
sparr high-Iow volume gap," Produc..
tian, vol. 79, p. 80; Apr. 1977.
• Hughes; John J., et al.; "Flexible
manufacturing systems .for improved
midvolume productivity,' Understand
ing Manufacturing Systems, 'a, series of
technical papers of the Kearney and
Trecker Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.
• Merchant; M.E., "The inexorable
push for automated production," Pro
duction Engineering, vol, 24, pp. 44-49,
Jan. 1977. '
• Perry" 'Carl B., "Variable mission
manufacturing systems,' Proceedings,

Eighth Annual Meeting and Technical
Conference of, the Numerical Control
Society, Anaheim; Calif., 1971.
• Toton, E. J., "Numerical control'
successes-a, contradiction," NC/CAM
Scene, vol. 6, p. 1, -Dec. 1976.

On management
• Abernathy, William J., and Utter
back, James M., "Patterns of industrial
innovation," Technology Review, June/
July 1978.

Points out how the character of in
novation changes as a successful enter
prise matures and how companies can
change themselves to further innovation
in products and processes.
• Cass, E. L. and Zimmer, F. G. (eds.),
Man and Work in Society. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
1975.

A report on the .syrnposiurn held on
the occasion of the 50th anniversary of
studies began in .1954 at Western Elec
tric's Hawthorne Works to investigate
human behavior in the world of work.
Experts view such topic's as management
by involvement and participation, the
design of work, monetary rewards, per
sonal adjustment, and leadership,
• Thompson, 'Paul H" 'and Dalton,
Gene W., "Are R&D organizations ob
sclete"," Harvard Business Review,
Nov./Dec. 1976.

Indicates· the importance of in:'
novative efforts to an engineer's growth
and points out organizational changes
that may be necessary to encourage in
novation and personal development.

• Utterback, James M., "Innovation
in industry and the diffusion of tech
nology," Science, vel. 185, Feb. 1974.-

A classical article on the nature and
sources of innovations in industrial pro
ducts,
• Wolff, Michael P., "Managing the
creative engineer," IEEE Spectrum, vel,
14, pp. 52-57, Aug. 1977.

Provides valuable insights into the in
novative process by some leaders in the
field.

On Government
• Myers, Sumner; and Sweezy, Elden
E., "Federal Incentives for Innova
tions-Why Innovations Falter and, . ',. . . (

FaIl-A Study of 200 Cases," U.S.
Department of Commerce National
Technical Information Service.

The studydiscussed in this article has
been summarized by the authors in
"Why innovations fail," Technology

_Review, June/July 1978.
• "Technological Innovation 'and
Federal Government Policy: Research
and Analysis of the Office of National
R&D Assessment," National Science
Foundation, Jan. 1978.

Program analyses the patterns of
R&D. and technological innovation and
their consequences, the incentives 'and
decisions underlying these patterns, and
the implication of alternative, Federal
policy options for future patterns,
• "Science Indicators 1976," Report of
the National Science Board, 1977.

Ninth annual report of the National
Science Board to the President of the,
United States on the condition of science
and research in the U.S., including such
topics as patents, the U.S. role in inter
national technology transfer, the impact
of company size on innovationc and the
scientific publication patterns -of U~S.

authors,
• "Productivity Indexes for Selected
Industries. 1976 Edition,"U,S. Depart
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistic'S, 1977.

Updates industry indexes of output
per employee-hour and output per
employee for the industries currently in
cluded in the U.S. Government's
productivity-measurement program.
The data cover the years 1939 and
1947-75.
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Professoriof Economics at the University of Colorado,
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State-of-the-art! I Mainstream! I Next generatiqn!

.No matter how you describe it ...
Our LSI Systems Support C~nter
puts you in the forefront
of the technology.
ITT LSI Systems Support Center 'IS a corporate
funded group that provides specialized problem
solving to telecommunications, space, defense,
commercial, industrial, and automotive product
areas throughout divisions of fhe International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation in North
America, Here you'll be given unusual, diversified
assignments that capture the Imagination, And
enjoy all the growth opportunities a breakthrough
oriented environment like ours can provide.

Join us now as we prepare to move into an ultra
modern new headquarters near our present Starn
ford, Connecticut facility, Our relocation is just the
beginning of an aggressive, lone-ranee expansion
plan,

You'll be based in uncrowded Fairfield County-'
close to Long Island Sound and a wide variety of
cultural and educational attractions, Also remem
ber that Connecticut sets standards of public
education that are second to none, , ' and famed
institutions for advanced study are nearby,

For more details on the many personal and pro
fessional satisfactions YOU'll enjoy at ITT LSI Sys
tems Support Center, apply now for one of the
following openings:

SR. LSI APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Interface 'with division engineering personnel to de
velop and support LSI applications using custom and
automated design techniques. Prepare 'and present
LSI applications and training manuals/seminars. Re
quires BSEE with at least 3-5' years experience in the
application of LSI design techniques and products.

LSI CIRCUIT DESIGNERS
Responsible for design of complex LSI circuits in
latest bipolar and MaS techncloqies. Requires BSEE
and at least :2 years design experience in advanced
LSI technologies using sophisticated computer-aided
techniques.

SR. LINEAR LSI DESIGNER
Responsible for development and designof advanced
linear LSI products such as CODECs, telephony cir
cuits and RF amplifiers. Activities include feasibility
studies, chip design, characterization and qualifica
tion studies, and evaluation of new technologies. Re
quires an MSEE and at least 4 years experience with
the latest LSI technologies in complex linear appli
cations.

LSI TEST!R~L1ABILITY

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

SR. LINEAR TEST ENGINEER
Assist in setting up a linear LSI testing capability
using a computer-controlled test system. Develop
test philosophy and strategy to characterize, evaluate
and test state-of-the-art LSI devices such as CODEC
and other devices involving linear functions. Requires
MSEE (BSEE considered) and at least 3-5 years ex
perience in linear LSI device related activities.

Please send resume including salary
history in confidence to Mr.M. atarratt.

SR. RELIABILITY ENGINEER
Perform reliability calculations and predictions for
LSI devices as well as in-depth failure analysis using
SEM and other diagnostic tools. Requires knqwledge
of MIL-38510 and 883 procedures. Applicant should
have BSEE with device physics and circuit back
ground, and a minimum of5 years experience in .the
reliability field.

ASSISTANT TECHNICAL
MANAGER/LSI TESTING
Manage a 'dynamic team of Test Engineers and tech
nicians involved in the development of test phllqsophy
and test programs for characterization, evaluation and
testing 'of LSI devices (custom and standard-linear/
digital) using computer-controlled test systems. He
quires MSEE (BSEE considered) with' a minimum of
5-7 yearsexperience in the above field. Should have
"hands-on" experience with Sentry II or-Sentry VII.

1351 Washington Blvc!., Slamford, Connecticut 06902

ASSISTANT TECHNICAL MANAGER,
APPLICATIONS/PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
Direct interface with equipment division managenient
and engineering' personnel to identify and promote
LSI design and application opportunity. Should be
capable of assesslnq and analyzing the long-range
systems concept leading to technology and product
development. Requires MSEE (BSEE considered) with
a: knowledge of the telecommunications market de
sirable.

SR. LSI DESIGN ENGINEERS
Responsible for custom LSI design using state-of-the
art Moaano bipolar techniques. Activities include
feasibility studies, chip design, characterization and
qual ification studies,and evaluation of new tech
nologies. Requires MSEE and a minimum of 4 years
experience with the latest LSI technoloqies and so
phisticated computer-aided design layout and an
alysis techniques.

LSI DESIGN!APPLICATIONS

ITT LSI SYSTEMS
.• . .•.• SUPPORT CENTER
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1976 Index to IEEE Publications, No. JH41905
Salary and Fringe Benefits Survey, IEEE

1977 U.S. Membership: Part I-Sum
mary of findings,' No. UH01255

Part II-TableS of cross-tabulation,
No. UH01256;

Part 'I & Part II-Combination price, No.
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Integrated and Guided Wave ·Optics....:...Jan.' 16-18,
1978 (Record) NQ.CH12807

Joint Railroad Con tete nee-e. Apr. 11 -13,
1978 (Record) No: CH13458

Micro-Delcon '78-Mar. 2D, 1978 (Record)
No. QH13300

Microcomputer Based lns trurnentatl on-c
June 12-13, 1978 (Record) No. CH130~7

Pattern 'Recognition & Image Prccesslnp-c
May 31-June 2,1978 (Record) No. CH13185

Plasma Science, Internat'I-May15-17, 1978
(Record) No. CH13573

Power' Engineering Society, Winter· Meeting
Jan. 3D-Feb. '3, 1978 (Record) No, CH12955

Pulp and Paper Industry, Technlcal-e-May
,3"':'5,1978 (Record) No. CH13482

Ouantum Electronics-May 29-June 1, 1978
. (Digest) No. CH13011 "

Hellablllty and Malntalnablllty Symposium
"Jan. 17-19, 1~78 (Record) No. CH13086

Software En qinee rf nq-c-May 10-12, 1978
(Record) No. CH13177

Textile Industry, Technipal-Apr. 20-21,
1978·(Record) No..CH13342
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Aerospace and' Electronics, Proceedings
--:-~ay 16-18,'1978 (Record) No. CH13367 22.50

Antennas and .Propagation-May 15-19, 1978
(Record) No.' CH13425 22.50

crrcuns -and 'Systems, _.lnternat'! Proceedings
,..-May17-19, '1978 (Record) No. CH135?1 37.50

comrnunrcatrons, tntemat'l-cJune 4-7, 1978
. (HeQprd) No. CH13508 37.50
COMPCON, Spring 1978-Feb. 28-Mar. 2, 1978

(Digest) No. CH13284 . 15.00
qomB~ter Architecture-Apr: 3-5, 1978

(Record) No. CH12849 15.00
Computer Science and Engineering Curricular

Symposturn tstbj-c-Feb. 2-3, 1978 (Record) No.
CHi~110 9.00

Control of Power Systems-Mar. 1,..3, 1978
(R€!pord) No. GH12823 '.' 12.00

Electriqallnsulation,lnternational-June. 12-14,
1978 (Record) No. CH12872 20.00

* atectromaqnettc Compatibility Symposium
-e-June 20-22, 1978 (Record) No. CH13045 18.75

Electronic Components-Apr. 24-26, 1978
(Recordj No. CH13490 18.75

Electronics in' Resources Management-Apr.
12-14,1978 (Record) No. CH13169 11.25

Energy.'7S....:..:Apr. 16-18, 1978 (Record) No.
CH12831 18.75

'Fau It· To Ier ant Co mput in g, Inte r nat1-
June 21-23, 1978 (Record) No. CH12864 18.75

AUTUTEBT(]UN'78
INTERNATIONAL AUTOMATIC TESTINj; CONFERENCE

Sponsored bv.A INSTITU.TE 0; ELECTRICAL Participating societvci AMERICAN INSTITUT.E OFV AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

THE ANNUAL FORUM WHERE USERS AND DESIGNERS MEET TO SPECIFICALLY
DISCUSSTHE TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF AUTOMATICTESTING

NOVEMBER 28-30. 1978 AT THE HILTON HOTEL. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA
',' " . .,' .', . . ,,' .' . .. ." ,.'.

TECHNiCAL PROGRAM
.Three days of technical papers and panel sessions on automatic test systems and their management today with emphasis on
where the ind4stry, customers and users see automatic test systems in the future. .
ruescav - p,anel session, "Organizations and Roles in ATE," Automatic Test Program Generation (Analog and Digital),

Vehicle Testing, ATE Software Verification and Validation
Wednesday - Status of Air Force MATE, IEEE Test Systems Standards Reports, Non-Electronics Testing, Customer Test

. System Requirements, ATE Software Tools, ATE Management .'
Thursday - Testability, Software Management F-16 Program Status, industry/Joint Service Progreso Report

. REGISTRATION
IEEE/AIAA Advance Registration: Members $60, Non-members $70.
IEEE/AIAA At-Ihe-Door Registration: Members $65, Non-Members $75. Registration includes lunches and acopy ofthe record.

CONTACT: Tony Parinello, Registration Chairman, HeWlett-Packard, 9606 Aero Drive, San Diego, CA 92123

SOCIALPRpGRAM
SPORTS: aring your golf clubs and tennis racket.
LUAU: Aspecial luau on Wednesday evening features a lavish Polynesian buffet and island music.
TOURS: Conducted tours of Tiajuana, Mexico; historic Coronado Hotel; and San Diego Zoo for attendees and guests.
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a/.; Voice Encodlngfor the Space Shuttle UsIng Adap
tlve'Delta Modulation, D. L. Sr;;hilling et a/.; The Space
Shuttle Ground Terinlnel Delta Modulation System, R.
L'AiJger e{ 'ai.; ,PotentlelOlgltizationlCompresslon
Technlques\ lor Shuttle Video, A. Habibi,
e. H. Batson; Video' EncodIng Using Adaptive Delta
Modulation, D. L Schilling et al.; Spread Spectrum Ac·
qUlsltlon & Tracking Performance for Shuttle com
munication Links, W. K. Alem et al.; False Lock
Performance ot Shuttle Costas Loop Receivers, K. T.
Woo et a/.; Antenna Development for the Space Shut·
tie Orbiter Vehicle, .H. D. Cubley, H. Ellis; TDRSS
Performance' Evaluation for ShutileServlces Using
Amilytlcal SlmLilation, W.·C.: Lindsey, W. R. Braun;
Shuttle Communication' Systems Compatlbllity and
Performance:Tesling,J. W. Seyl, A. D. Travis;RF
CoverageAnalysis and Performance ter.snuttre com
munlcation Links,Y. C.Loh, J. A. Porter

IEEE rransecucn on
Cornrnunications(Part .11)

Vol. COM,26,·No. 11, November 1978
JH4684-7 M-$5.00; NM-$10.00
SoineOptlmal :Partition Problems with Applications to
Switching Ne.twor:ks"P. .K. Hwang; A.Review oftha
OevelopmenVand Performance of the ARPANET
Routing Algorithm, J. M.:McQuillan et al.; Bandwidth
ota LeakyCo:axlal Cable In a Circular Tunnel, D. A.
HiJ(,J.R. Wait

Concise Papers
PowerSerlesCharacterlzetlon of' the Discrete
NonlinearSateiiite Channel,G. F. Herrmann; TrackIng
Prcpertles of Phase-Locked Loops in Optical corn
municationSystems, U.. Mengeli, E. Pezzanit· A
TtJeoretical .Performance·.·Anelysis· of a Markovian
Switching Node, E. Arthurs, V. W. Stuck

'Correspondence

Multipurpose Hardware for 'Digltal Codlng'ofAudio
Signals, J. -o.vaonoston; n.J..'Goodman; False Lock
Performance of C6stasLoops with N-PoleArm Filters,
D.T: LaFlarrie; Optical Channels: Practical Limits with
Photon Counting, J. R. Pieroe; On the "Bursty Factor"
asa '. Measure tor Characterizing Data Traffic, A.
Ephremides; :Reply to Ephremldes' Comment on "A
New Mellsurefor'Characterlzlng nete rretnc," S. S.
Lam; combmaucrtet 'Issues in Mobile Packet Radio
Networks; D.'Minoli, I; Gitman

IEEE Transactions on Computers

Vol. C·27, no. '10, October 1978
'JH426H M-$5.00; NM:.....$10.00

Ol'lthe Computational Complexity ot .syetem
Diagnosis, H-:Fu/iwara, K. Kinoshita; Design and con
trol ofa Three.Stage Switch Matrix in the Presence of
Fan-Out, A. Asthana;Controllabi,lity and Fault Obser~

vabilltyin Modular Combinational Circuits, E Cerny;
An Analysis otComputational ccst.ln Image Process
Ing: A Case Study, L P. Cordelia et al./Computer
Aided Loglc,Deslgn of Two-Level MOS Combinational
Networks with Statistical Results, Y.M. EI·Zig, S. Y. H.
Su; On the Hough Technique for Curve Deteclion,J.
Sklansky; A .lIJIultlcode Single 'rrenemcn-rjme 'State
ASSignment f,orAsychronous Sequential Machines,' J.
G. Kuhl,.s. M, Reddy; Sieve Method for Real·Time
Computer·AldedExtraction of Multlvalued Analog
Signals in the Presence of Noise; N..Marovac; Using
an EtflcientSpar,se Minor Expansion .Algorithm to
Compute Polynomial SUbresultants and the Greatest
Common Denominator, M. L. Griss; Sequential
Machine . Implementations Using, Universal' Logic
Modules, A.E A. A/maini

Correspondence
Reduction of.CC·Tables Using Multiple ImplicatiQn,H.
A. .Vink eta/.; On computing the Discrete' Cosine
Transform, 13: n. Tseng, W.G,Miiler;A Prac,lcal Ap
proac~to'Fault Detection in Combinational Neh'l0rks;
A. Tzidon et al.;Analog-to~Gray Code Conversion, C. K.
Yuen

IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices

VoLED~25,no.10, October 1978
JH4323"2 M-"$5.00;NM-$10.00
(Special Issue on Three·Dlmenslonal Semiconductor
Device Structures)
Foreword"H.C. Nathanson

Three·Dimensional Fabrication Technology
Fabricationlof Novel Three·Dimensional Mlcrostruc·
tures by the Anisotropic .Etchlng of (100).and (110)
Silicon, E.Bassous; Anisotropic. Etching ot ,Silicon,
K.EBean;'Holographic Interference Lithogr.aphy for
Integrated Optics" W. W. Ng et al.; A Hy~rid Mass-

mtercennecucn Method by Electroplating, S. Y. Wu .
Vertical Fleld·Effect Transistor Technology
A Theoretical and Experimental Analysis' of the
Burled,Source VMOS Dynamic RAM Cell, F. B. Jenne
et al.;. Sub'mlcrometer Gate fabrlc.atlon of GaAs
MESFET by Plasma Etching, S. T"akahashi er al.; lm
proved Performance !;If GaAs Microwave Field-Effect
Transistors with LQW Inductance Via Connections
Through theSubstrate,L. A. D'Asaroetal.; Nonplanar
Power Field;Effect Transistors, (Invited Paper), C. A T.
Salama, J. G. 'Oakes; OptImIzation of Nonpianar
POwer MOS Transistors, K. P. Lisiak, J. Berger; A
V,Groove senettks-earrter FET for UHF Applications,
T. D. MOk, C. A T: Salama

Novel Three·Dlmensional Devices Structures
Dynamic Micromechanlcs on Sll1con:Techniques and
Devices, K. E. Petersen; GaAs-GaA1As' Hetere.
structure Lasers on SemUnsul.ating Structures, C. P.
Lea, at al.;SlIicon Charge Electrode Array for InkJet
Printing, L Kuhn, et al.; Vert,ical Channel Field·
.CcmtrolledThyristors with high Gain and Fest Switch
Ing,Speeds,B. W. Wessels, B. J. Baliga; Maximum Sur
face and Bulk Electric Fields at Breakdown for Planar
and,Beveled Devices, M. S. Adler, V.·A. Temple

IEEE Transactions on
Informatiol1 Theory

VoI.IT,24, no. 5, September 1978
JH4364·6 M-$5.00; NM-$.1Q.OO
Hidil:lg·lnformation and Signatures In Trapdoor Knap,
sacks, A. C. Merkle,M. E. Hellman; Compression of m
divldual Sequences via VarIable-Rate Coding, J. Ziv, A.
Lempel; Group Characters: Sequences with Good cor
relation propertles.. R. A: Scholtz, L. A., Welch;
Multlphase Complementary Codes, R. Sivaswamy;
Syndrome Decoding of Binary-Rate kin ccnvc'uucner
Codes, J. P. M. Schalkwi/k et a/.; Space-TIme
Tradeolls on the FFT AlgorIthm, J. E Savage, S.
Swamy; Permutation Codes for the Gaussian Broad·
cast Channel with Two Receivers, C. Heegard «.al.;
Group Random-Access Disciplines for Multiaccess
Broadcast Channels, I. Rubin; Some Recent Results
on Characterlxations of Measures of Information
Related to Coding, J. Aczel; Information and Quantum
Measurement, E..B.'Davies; Nonlinear Feature Extrac
tion with a General Criterion Function, K. Fukunaga,
R. D. Short; Error-Probability Bounds for Continuous
-Ttme Decision Problems, J. L. Hibey et al.

Correspondence
Optimum Orthogonal Quantization of Signal Space, N.
Shacham, I. Bar-DaVId; On the Covering Radius of
Binary Codes, T. HeJleseth er al.; On Quasi
Cyclic Codes with Rate 11m, H. van Tilborg; Some
(mk,k) Cyclic Codes in Quasi·Cyclic Form, V. K
Bhargava et et.; Readable Erasures Improve the ,Per
formance of Reed-Solomon Codes, E. R. Berklekamp,
J. L. Ramsey; Decoding of Linear d-Decodable"cedes
lor a. Multiple-Access Channel, T. Kasami, S. Lln;
Some Very Simple Codes for the Nonsynchronized
Two-User.Multiple-Access Adder Channel with BInary
Inputs, M. A. aeeerr, J. K. Woif; On Degraded neue
sian Two~User Channels, H. sero. Improved Decoding
Aigorithms for Arithmetic Residue Codes, F. Berst. P.
Maesfrin!; Further Results on Decoding Arithmetic
Residue Codes, D. M. Mandelbaum; Threshold Reduc·
t1ontor Demodulating a BPSK Suppressed-Carrier
Signal, C,. R. 9ahn, D. K. Leimer; Information' ine·
qualities for the Sum of Independent Ra.ndomVectors,
M. Kanter; On the Optimal Linear Feature, D. Kazakos

IEEE Transactions on
Instrumentation and Measurement

Vol. IM-27, no. 3, September 1978
JH4358-8 M-$5.00; NM-$10.00

Papers
Automatic Calorimeter System for the Effective Effi
ciency Measurement of a Bolometer Mount in 35-GHz
Band, T.'Irlaue ef al.; Papers Improvements of the Pro·
cedures Used to Study the Fluctuations 0' Os;cillators,
E. Boileau; An Analog Parallel Fourie,rTransform (PFn
Equipment and lis Application to the Moving Vehicle
Size· Detection in a Spatial Frequency Domain, T.
Takagi; A Fast·ResPQnse .LogarIthmic Electrometer
for PUlse·Reactor Experiments, T. /ida et al.; Lh"lkCom;
pe,:\sation .In the Kelvin. Bridge, G, J. Johnson;
Manometer ior Measurement 01 Differential Pressure
of the prderof 2 Millibars, J. Paliak; A Technique for
Measuring .the Elliciency of Wavegulde;to'Coaxlal
Line Adaptors, P. J. Skilton; The Electromagnetic
Basis for Nondestructive Testing 01 Cylindrical Con·
,ductors, J. R. Wait; NoIse Spectra for Monolithic
Detector Arrays, M. W. Finkel etal.; Proposed In·
s!rumentatlon for Analytical Video Stereoscopy'Of Ex·

tended Images, .R. R; Real; Multiple-Beam In
terferometry, G. M. Molen; A Frequency·Lock System
for Improved Quartz Crystal Oscillator Performance,
F. L. Walls, S. R. Stein; An Error Analysis' for the
Measureinent .ct Satelllte EIRP Using' a Calibrated
Radio Star, W. C, Daywftfj An 'RMS Digital
VoltmeterlCalibrator for Very Low Frequencies, H. K.
Sohoenwetter; VHF Loop Antenna Loss
Measurements, K. M. Uglow;' Bandpass Filter Corn'
parator for Confirming the Absence of serIous intern
al Voids In Wood Poles, A. D. Shaw; A New Way 11'1 the
Development of Electronic Electrometers with
Varlcap·Oiode Modulators, H. Hersoovicl;' A Precise
Instrument for Measuring Water Waves, A. G. San
choluz; A Combined Total Reflection-Transmission
Method in Application to Dielectric Speclroscopy,
S. S. Stuchly, M. Matuszewski; A Laboratory Setup for
Simulating an N-H-P 2-PSK Direct Regenerative
System, K. Aamo .

snert Papers
AID Controller for Acquisitions of Signals with Dlf·
terent Sampling Periods, J. Kishon, S. Gracovetsky; A
DIgItal Frequency Meter for MeasurIng Low srequen
eies, M. P. Mathur; Electrolyte Conductivity Ap
paratus, L. A. Rosenthal; A Comparison of the United
Kingdom National Standards of Microwave Power In
Waveguide and CoaxIal Lines, P..J.Skilton, A E. Fan
tom; DigItal Generation of a Nonlinear Time Base,J. J.
Hill; Measurement of Impedance by Cross-Coupler
and Sliding Short at Microwave' Frequencies, D: K.
Kisra; A Simple Hlgh·Resolution Measurement of
Motor Shaft Speed Variations, Y.. Netzer; Active
Foldback Resistive Circuit, L. A. Rosenthal

Correspondence
Comments on "Optimization of the Wheatstone
Bridge Sensitivity," E. Takagishi, J. E. Meisel

IEEE Transactions on
Microwave, Theory and Techniques

Vol. MTT.26, no. 10, October 1978
JH4385·1 M-$S'.OO;NM-$10.00

Foreword, R. H. Knerr; Subharmonlcally Pumped
Millimeter-Wave Mixers (Invited Paper). E. R. Gar/son
et et.;Planar ctrcutt Mounted In WaveguIde Used as a
pcwnecnverter, Y. Konishi; 12-GHz-BandFMRecelver
for Satellite Broadcasting,' Y. Konishi; Millimeter tn
tegrated CIrcuits Suspe'nded in the E·Plane of Rec
tangular Waveguide, P. J. Meier; ·Hybrld Integrated
Frequency Multlpllers 01300 and 450 GHz,'T. Takada,
M. Hirayama; Rigorous Analysis of the Step Discon·
tinuity In A Planar DIelectric Wayegulde,. T.- E. Rozzi;
LowlLoss Rectangular Dielectric Image Line lor
Mlilimeter·Wave Integrated Circuits; B.Shindo, T.
Itanami; MlllimeterlWave ImagelGuide Integrated
Passive Devices, J. A. Paul, Y. Chang; Electric Probe
Measurments on Dielectric Image LInes in the Fre
quency Range of 26-90 GHz, K. Solbacn; Channel
Dropping Filter for Millimeter·Wave Integrated. Cir·
cults. T. Itanami, S.Shindo; Silicon Waveguide Pre.
quency Line Scanning Antenna, K. L. Klohn et et.; A
12·Watt GaAs Read-Diode Amplifier at X-Band, H. Q.
Tserng et ai.; Radiation Considerations in the Design
of Linear Microwave. Transistor Amplifiers for Space
Applications, M. Gibson, t. Thomson; Sensitivity
Analysis of Coupled Microstrip Directional Couplers,
S. D. Shamasundara, K. C. Gupta; MiJlticonnector
Couplers, Y. Tajima, S. Kamihashi; Interdigitated
Mlcrostrip Coupler Deslgn,A. Presser; Simplified
Design of Lange Coupler, D. Kailez etal.; A Simple
Method for Computing the Resonant Frequencies of
Microstrip Ring Resonators, S. G. Pinfzos, A. pregia;
Optimization of.the Thick· and Thin-Film Technologies
for rv'\lcrowave Circuits on AlumIna and Fused Silica
Substrates, J. P. Ramy et al.; A Generalized Spectral
Domain Analysis for Coupled Suspended "Microstrip
lines With Tuning Septums,. T.. Itoh, A. S. Hebert;
Microstrlp Discontinuity Inductances, B. M. Neale, A.
Gopinath; Capacitance Parameters 01Discontinuities
in Mlcrostriplines, C. Gupfa. A. Gopinath

IEEE Journal of Ocea~ic Engineering

Vol. OE·3. no. 4, October 1978
JH439H M-$5.00;NM-$10.00
(Proceedings of the Internationel Workshop on Ocean
Instrumentation)
Offshore Geotechnical Instrumentation, P. Arnold; On
the Measurement and Analysis of Waves and Ocean
Currents Along the Northern Continental Shelf in Nor
way, T. Audunson et al.; Quantifying Man's Influence
on Coastal Wafers, W. Bascom;lrriproved Ocean
Measurement Capabilities Using Advanced Engineer
Ing Technology,J. H. Cawley; Instrumentation Prob·
lems Related to Determining G~otechnlca'l Properties
of Ocean Sediments, T. R. Chari; Instrumentation
Needs for Ocean Biology, R. Coiwell,' P.S. Tabor;
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TimothyD. Crowe, Jr.
Personnel Consultant
Box6
Chelmsford, MA01824
Anequalopportunity employer,M/F.

•
We'll talk about the-compensation and benefits packagesafter we've established aharea

of mutual technical interest. They will be an additional inducement in considering my client.
In the meantime, send me your resume or information on howto contact you and let's begin to
discuss these openings. All qualified replies will be acknowledged forthwith, If you Prefer to be
contacted by me before sending your resume, call toll free anytime, 1-800-327-0173 Ext. 36.

££'$bl:
Re~resented
I am representing qualified individuals to one INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
of the nation's leading research and develop-
mentfirms, noted fortheirtechnical manage"' ANALYST (32K)
ment support systems and systems analysis Designand evaluate techniques of aligning,
capability. By acting as an intermediary I allow' calibrating and updating (resetting) inertial
you to remain unidentified to my client until navigation/guidance systems. Model inertial
your interest is established. component errors and other sources of error,

PhDEE CONTROLS and design reduced state Kalman filters for
'. - multi-sensor systems. Design testprocedures
(to 40K) and evaluate test results..Advanced degree

Managea group of professional systems in EE,ME or AE with a working knowledge of
analysts. Performing high level analysis of modern estimation and control theory.
military programs; e.!$. air-to-air rnissilesys- SR. ENGINEER- WEAPONS
terns, fuel conservation analysis and missile SYSTEMS (TO 37K)
guidance studies and analysis,

. Requires a PhD., EEwith a strong back- . Prepare technical program plans for study
wound in Optimal Control Theory. Experience contracts and then operate in accordance
In singular perturbation theory-multiple time with budget and schedule; manage an engi-
scales would be ideal. Management experi- neering staff with responsibility for technical

. encecoupled with some exposureto the mar- quality and customer satisfaction; maintain
. keting of technical expertise is alsorequired. customer contact; prepare technical reports;
.. A good publication record would be an attrac- prepare and deliver technical presentations.

tiveasset. MS in Engineeringwith 10 years' related
The individual selected will have consider-experience In current military program man

able freedom to structure this position around agernent procedures employed during acqui-
their own particular strengths and personal sltion and operational phasesof a weapon

. style.' . system's life cycle; conceptual multi-discipline
SR ENGINEER -JTIDS design oflarge-scaIE') systems; maintenance

• . and training operations.

(3819 .. SR. ELECTRONIC DESIGN
Designand evaluate concepts for organizing

a relative navigation ~rid usingJTIDS equip- ENGINEER (TO 30K)
ment. Determine ability of equipment to meet Design, develop, testand maintain elec-
the navigation requirements of particular mis- tronic test equipment for inertial systems test
sions. Designand evaluate the Kalman filter laboratory. Provide design support to other
algorithms used to tie the JTIDS receivers to- departments and divisions in the evaluation
getherwith thedead-reckoning systemswithin of advanced electronic systems.
the grid. Opportunity for project management, BSEEwith aminimum of 5years' experience
customer contact, and light travel. in design/development/maintenance of elec-

Requires MS or PhD. in Engineeringwith tronic test equipment. Specific experience in
5-10years' experience in the analysis of navi- oneormoreof the following logic designs using
gation systems, real-time software implemen- TTL, CMOS, etc. Technologies, linear circuit
tation and a thorough knowledge of optimal design, design of inertial component testequip-
(Kalman) estimation and smoothing. ment-servo amplifiers or encoding electronics.



CHALLENGING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN

LASER FUSION TARGET FABRICATION
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY

Our Laboratory, a multi-faceted national R&D facility, is seeking experienced scientists, engineers, and
technicians to work in the Laser Fusion Target Fabrication Program, Opportunities include;

~Developinent of ultrasonic, electrostatic, andother techniques to levitate small particles and to fabricate
complex multilayer, muitisheillaser fusion targets, Requires PhD. or equivalent experience in ex
perimental physics or electronics with a minimum of 5 years' experience in applied physics/elec
tronics/ultrasonics R&D and demonstrated ability to solve pragmatic, goal-directed problems,

-Development and bringing on line of automated image analysis techniques used with X-ray microra
diography to measure and quality-characterize mlcroballoons, Will also aid in the development of
new, higher-resolution measurement and characterization techniques and help inthe design, devel
opment, and fabrication of other microprocessor-controlled instruments and devices used in target
fabrication. Requires B,S, or advanced degree in computer science or electrical engineering with
several years' experience in generating software for mini- and microprocessors and in designing and
fabricating interfaces and/or instruments using microprocessors or minicomputers.

-Development and application of techniques to deposit high-quality metal and/or dielectric coatings
to microsphere and microballoon substrates. Requires PhD. or equiValent experience in materials
science, metallurgy, physical chemistry, or experimental solid state physics, with demonstrated ability
to apply metal and/or dielectric coatings via physical vapor deposition, sputtering, and/or ion plat
ing,

SENIOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT POSITION ALSO AVAILABLE IN Ai;lOVE AREA

-Senior technical support in the development of techniques to prepare high-quality targets containing
cryogenic solid deuterium/tritium as the fuel. Will design, assemble, and use apparatus to generate
these cryogenic targets and evaluate their quality, positional stability, and lifetime. Requires skill in
high-resolution optical imaging of submllllmeter objects and experience in fabrication "and assembly
of precision mechanical and optical systems.

Operated by the University of California for the Department of Energy, the Laboratory provides excellent
working conditions and benefits, such as a variety of professional growth opportunities and 24 days' annual
vacation. Our setting in the mountains of northern New Mexico offers a pleasing lifestyle in a setting of great
natural beauty: a pollution-free environment; abundant recreational actiVities; casual, uncrowded living;
a superior school system; and low taxes,

Send complete resume, in confidence, to:

R. B. Brown
DIV-78-AV
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
p, O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: WOMEN, MINORITIES, HANDICAPPED AND
VETERANS URGED TO APPLY, U,S, CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
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large complicated tools for research, the
authors give ashort hlstoryof the found-
i~,g, of CERN in itself, no easy task. It
involved 13 countries and their govern
ing' bodies, and the long-range commit
ment of funds, but these obstacles were
overcome and the European physics
community was provided with three fine
accelerators: a synchrocyclotron, an in
tersecting storage ring accelerator (ISR),
and the 28.5-GeV proton synchrotron
(PS). The PS became operational in 1959
and is still doing productlva.physlcs as
well as serving as the injector for the ISR
and SPS.

In the 1960s, the need for an ac
celerator with an energy of 200 GeV or
greater was becommq more evident. The
difficulties of dealing with the in
tricacies of site selection and. the prob
lems of nationalism were even more pro
nounced than when CERNwas originally
created. The chapters dealing with these
aspects are among the most interesting
in the book because of the similar pro
blems of, siting facilities of this size in
the United States.

A key figure in all the machinations
was John Adams, who worked exten
sively, on, the, PS, returned to England,
and then answered a call to come back
to CERN to lead the SPS program. He
was instrumental in getting the project
going and in making key technical deci
slons.Tt was his leadership that put an
end to , site-selection ,bickering, and
resulted in the SPS being located at
CERN.

The final chapters .of the book treat
the major technical systems of the SPS,
the site and tunneling, acceleration,
maqnets, tactlttes. ,etc. It is e.trtbute to
all the individuals involved that the SPS
was built on schedule and within the
budgetoriginal,jy projected and at an
energy of 400 GeV, twice that originally
conceived.

The book concludes' with a short
description of the uses of accelerators
and anappendlx on theirhistory.

The 'only criticisms of the book are
rnlnor. Many of the illustrations in the
'opening chapter are superfluous., It is
not necessary to devote three quarters
of a page to show people watching a
television set or a half page to show a
crowd of people .. ln 'their technical
descriptions, the authors pay little atten
uon to work 'done outside of CERN, im
plying that CERN originated most ac
celerator ideas. Although the CERN con
tributions are extensive, the worldwide
accelerator community works together
rather closely and 'ideas are transmitted
from ,', one" laboratory' to another quite
rapidly. Also, although the most promi
nant flqureat theSPS was John Adams,
many other people were heavily involved
and made significant contributions.
They are given very little mention in the
book.

The book should be read by anyone
with an interest in accelerators and in
the problems of converting an idea for a
large research tool to a finished project.
It is interesting, readable, and well il
lustrated.

Martin Plotkin
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, N. Y.

Recent books

Applied Electricity and Electronics for
Technology. Faber, R. B.-John Wiley & SoM,
Inc., New York, 1978,359 pp., figs., $15.95.

Large·Scale Dynamic SY,stems: Stability' and
Structure. Slljak, O. D.-Elsevier North
HOiland, Inc., New York/Amsterdam, 1978, 432
pp., $25.00.

Analysis and Design of Sequential, Digital
Systems. Lind, L. F., and Nelson, J..C.
C.-Halsted Press/John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1977, 154 pp., figs., $17.00.

Electroluminescence (Topics in Applied
Physics, Vol. 17). Ed. by Pankove, J.
L-spri nger-Verl ag, Berl in/Hei del bergIN ew
York, 1977, 210 pp., figs., DM 66/$29.10.

The Hamllton-Jaccbl Equation: A Global Ap.
proach (Mathematics in Science and Engineer·
ing, Vol. 131). Benton,S. H., Jr ......:Academic
Press, Inc., New York/London, 1977, 158 pp.,
$13.50/£ 9.60.

Proceedings of the International Conference
- on Magnetooptics (Zurich, Sept. .1976). Ed. by

Wachter, P:-ElsevJer North-Holland, Inc.,
New York/Amsterdam, 1977, 311 pp., figs.,
$38.95/011. 95.

The Solid·Vacuum Interface IV (Proceedings of
the Fourth International Symposium on Bur
face Physics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands,
June 1976)•.Ed. by OostromA. V., and Spar
naay, M. J.-Elsevier North-Holland, Inc.,
Amsterdam/New York, 1977, 563 pp., lllua., Dfl.
185.00/$75.50.

Information Mechanics.' Kantor, F. W.-Wlley
lhtersctence/John .Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1977,410 pp., $21.95.

Analog and Digital Communication: Concepts,
Systems, Applications and Services. Gregg, W.
D.-John Wiley & Sons, lnc., New York, 1977,
622 pp., figs., $21~95.

IC Timer Cookbook. Jung,W. G.;.....Howard W.
Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., 1977,287
pp., figs., $9.95.

Reliability in Engineering Design. Kapur; K: C.,
and tarriberson, L. R.-John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1977, 586 pp., $21.00.

Earthquake Resistant Design: A Manual for
Engineers and Architects. Oowrick, O.
J.-Wiley-lntersciencefJohn Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1977, 381 pp., fi'gs., $27.50.

Low·Energy len Beams, 1977 (Ocntetence
Series No. 38). Ed. by Stephens, K. G., Wilson,
L H., and Moruzzi, J. L.-The Institute of
Physics, Bristol/London, North American dtetr.
American Institute of Physics, New York, 1978,
332 pp., .ill us.,£ 22.00f$44.00

Multiphoton Processes (International con
ference Proceedings, Rochester, N.Y., June
1977). Eberly, J. H., and Larnbropouloe,
p.-I/Viley-Interscience, New York, 1978, 439
PP:, 124.95.

Computer Techniques for Image Processing in
Electron Microscopy (Advances In Electronics
and Electron Physics, Suppl. 10). Saxton, W.
D.-Academic Press, Inc., London/New York,
1978,'301 pp., illus.,£17.55/$27.00.

New Trends in Systems Analysis: International
Symposium, Versailles 1976 (Lecture Notes in
Control and Information Sciences, Vol. 2). Ed.
by Bensoussan, A., ana Lions, J. L.-Springer
Verla~, BerlinfHeidelberg/New York, '1977, 766
pp., figs., $22.60.

FOR THE SERIOUS
STUDENT OF
HARDWARE

SYSTEMS DESIGN

"Thisiis an excellent book...a major
contribution to the literature of com
puter hardware."
-Gerrit A. Blaauw

Technical University of Twente
Enchede,Netherlands

.....a valuable historical record and a
fascinating reference work for engi
neers and computer scientists to gain
insight into the issues and traps of de
veloping and marketing complex prod.
ucts in a fast changing field~"

-Jack B.Dennis
MassachuseUs Institute of Technology

Computer Engineering: A DEC View of
Hardware SystemsDesign by,C.Gordon Bell,
J. Craig Mudge, and John E. McNamara isthe
story of hardware systems design practiced at
Digital Equipment Corporation over the past
20 veers.

Computer Engineering is written tor people
who want to or mustunderstand the evalua
tion of hardware systems design.The focus of
the engineer and student of design will be prl
martly on the highly technical discussions,
while that of the manager/planner will be
more on the economic and marketplace
issues.

The three introductory chapters discuss
computer systems from seven different per
spectives; technology evolution; packaging
and manutacturlna. Five major sections fol
low: "In the Beginning" (transistor circuitry
and DEC modules) "The Beginning of -the
Minicomputer" (18-bit computers, 12-bit com
puters, and structural levels of the PDP~8),
"The PDP-11 Family" (from the beginning of
the Family through VAX), "The Evolution of
Computer Building Blocks"(RTMs, LSI pro
cessor bit slices, and muitl-mtcroprocesscrsl,
and "The PDP-10 Family." Three appendices
cover the ISPS and PMS notations, and mea
suring computer performance. A bibliog
raphy and index are included.

585 pages, 83 tables, 364 figures, hard
cover, $19.95 (U.S. only).

Send check or money order to: Dept. eE,
Educational Services, Digital Equipment
Corporation, Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA
01730.

~DmDDmD
r.:-WOUld ·Ii';-t~rder - - - --;py(ies)~

I.Computer Engineering: A DEC View of Hard-I
ware systems Design.

IEnclosed is a check or money order for I
I~Iease ship book(S) to: I
IName I
ICompany/University I
I

Department I
Street~ ~ ~ _

I City State Zip I

L ~_ ~EES1~

Circle No. 208
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COMPUTER AIDED
DESIGN ENGINEER

Leo Gonzales, Employment Representative
Division -78-AJ
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
WOMEN; MINORITIES, VETERANS, HANDICAPPED URGED TO APPLY

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is seeking a staff member to assume respon
sibilities for the cornputer-atded deslqn activities in the Electronics Division.

These activities include, bur are not limited to, the development and maintenance of
design autornatlon and computer-aided manufacturing systems tor wire wrap, printed
circuit card layout, and schematic drafting. Responsibilities also include interacting
with the using manufacturing groupto insure proper personnel training and utilization
of the system.

Individual must have a 8.S; or M.S. hiengineering or a related technical field. Oom
puter-alded design backgroundand experience preferred but asaminimum must have
experience in FORTRAN code development and maintenance of farge codes dealing
with -large quantities of input/output. Experience with digitalclrooit design pre
ferred.

The University of California's Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is located high in the
mountains of northern New Mexico. The living is uncrowded, casual; the environment
is pollution free; the climate Is superb-cool summersand mild winters; school system
is excellent. The laboratory sponsors a variety of degree-level.courses. Recreational
opportunities include skiing, golf, -backpacking, hunting, fishing, tennis, etc.; fringe
benefits provide for 24 days annual vacation.

Send a complete resume, in confidence, to:
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RELIABILITY ENGINEER
$25,760

(Or Commensurate With Experience)
METRO is.seeking an experienced Reliability Engineer responsible for establishing, reM

viewing, and monitoring the reliability measurement and assessment activities conducted
by various contractorsln the procurement of Automatic Train Control; Communications, and
Automatic Fare Collections systems. Degree in electrical, mechanical or related eng,ineerlng
field with considerable and progressively responsible program experience hiapplied reliability
analysis, ~alue engineering and systemsassuranoerequlred. APPLYTO:

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Alln: Personnel Ollice

600 Flllh Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001
Phone: (202) 637-1070 AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

,---------------------------------. . .. I
I We have been placlnq B.S., M.S. & Ph.D. I

: ENGINEERS :
I in FEE PAID positions Send R~sume andSalaryHistorytoday I
I throughout the U.S. (if none,. send coupon tor confidential :
I since 1959, through our application). I
I PERSONALIZED SERVICE. Nam. I
: Over 1000 client companies Address I
I rely on us to provide carefully City Stat. Zip I

I screened, .technlcal referrals. A L K IEEE I
W ff d b

'd . . raenew, Member I
I e arssta ~ yexpenence ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC.
'. .. graduate engineers. . • Suite C, 1518Walnut St. I
I WORKING FULL TIME FORYOU! Phllad.IPhlo, Po. 19102 I
I . AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY FOR ALL TECHNICAL FIELDS . I

--------------------------- 1

CliniCal 'Laboratory Testing; and corn
putersin Office, Patient Care.

Details are available from Ms. Glenda
L. Snow, Department of, Continuing
Medical Education, Medical College of
VirginiaVCU, Box 91, Richmond, Va.
23298; telephone (804) 786·0494.

Papers are invited
, • Workshop on Computer Analysis of
iTime~V.arying Imagery (Gomp$oc),

I

Philadelphia, Pa., April 5-6, 1979.
roprcsrjwo-otrnenstone: 'and three

[utmansfonat. movement analysis,
II ch~ngedetecti~n an? descrlptlon, hard
ware forvreal-tlrne Image processing,
low-level operators for dynamic imagery,
high-level representations; search arid
control strategies in dynamic en
vironments, biomedical imagery applica
tions, interactive techniques in motion
data acquisition. A 300-500-word
abstract to. Dr. J. K. Aggarwal, Depart
ment of Electricai Engineering, Universi
ty of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712;
telephone (512) 471,1389. Deadline:
December 1, 1978.
• Tenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference
on Modeling and Simulation (Pittsburgh
Sect. et a/.), Pittsburgh, Pa., April 25-27,
1979. Two copies of summary and
50-word abstract (identify one author as
contact) to: Wiiliam G. Vogt or Marlin H.
Mickle, Modelirigand Simulation Ocn
ference, 348·Benedum Engineering Mall,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15261. Deadline: January 31,1979.
• Second IEEE International Pulsed
Power Conference, LUbbock, 'rex., June
12-14,1979.A rso-woro (or less)
abstract to . either: Dr. M. Kristiansen

·1 (Conference Chairman), Department of
Electrical·.· .. Engineering, ·Texas Tech

IUniversity, P.O. Box 4439, Lubbock, Tex.
179409; or Dr. A. H. Guenther (Technical
[Proqrarn Chairman), .Chief Scientist, Air
! Force Weapons Laboratory/CA, Kirtland
i AFB, N.Mex. 87117. Deadline: March 15,
11979.· .

II·. 29th Electronic Components Con
.. ference (S-CHMT; EIA), Cherry Hili, N.J.,

1 May 14-18, 1979. Topics: manufacturing
: technology; materials; hybrid microcir
1 cuits;discrete components; intercon
nection- and packaging; reliability,
svatuatton; and fallure analysis. Ten
copies ,of. a 500-word. abstract and ex~

tended, outline (lncludlnq author's
telephone number) to: Profeesor. W. A.
Porter, Electrical Engineering Depart
ment, TexasA.&M. University, College
sratton, Texas 77845. Deadline:

I November 3,1978.
I • Optimization Days 1979 (S-CS; SIAM)
'I Uointly with the Canadian Conference on
,Automatic Control), Montreal, Que.,
i Canada.vMay 23-25, 1979. Topics in
l otude.: mathematical programming, op
I timal control, numerical methods of op
I timization, systems theory; stability
theory, ideritificationmethods,applica
lions. Two copies of a 200-700-word
summary (in English or French) to: Op
timizaHonDays,'c/o Professor Bruce
Francis,. Department of Electrical
Engineering, 3480 University Street,
Montreal, Que. H3A 2A7, Canada,
Deadline: JanuarySt, ·1979.

I'
I· M.eetings
I'



is de
faults in wire and

assemblies with, up to 99 wires.
Suitable for either production testing or
field troubleshootlnq, the instrument in
dicatesthe precise nature of each faLilt
wlthin1 second-fault, open, or
mlswire-c-and displays its pin number.

A-"from--to'" button permits the dis
pl~y.ofjhe,pinnumberat the destination
end ofa short circuit or miswire defect.

Offered intwci standard rnooersc-as- or
49-wire capacities__the instrum.entis
self-contained ',' and 'uses LED dtsptays..
Each .model includes .a standard probe
and a set of mating connectors.

'An optional five-column printer is
available to print out on paper tape the
"atureand identity of any fault

"discovered.
UniL:pricesare$1825 (99~wrre

capacity) and $1550 (49·wire capacity).
AddlsonDiv., Muirhead ,Group, 1101

Bristol Rd., Mountainside, N.J. 07092.
. Circle No. 42

Contraves AG, Zurich, Schweiz
J

Wir enlwickeln mit grossemEriolg komplexeelektronische
Leitsysteme rur die Fliegerabwehr. 1mRahmen umfangreicher
Auftriige sind anspruchsvolle Enlwicklungsaufgaben zu losen.
Wirsuchen

Dip!. Elektroingenieure
die aufgrund ihrer Erlahrung in der Lage sind, Tatigkeitsgebiete
im Bereich der Systemenlwicklung kompetent zu bearbeiten.
Es handelt sich um sehr selbstandige und enlwicklungsfahige
Stellen in den Fachgebieten Systemanalyse und Systemsoft
ware.

Bille nehmen Sie Kontakt mit uns auf. Unser Herr Jauch er
Wartet geme Ihre Bewerbungc

CONTRAVES AG
Schaffhauserstr, 580

CH-8052 Zurich
Tel. 01151 '72'11

I

I

An· Equal Opportunity Employer

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS/"!l~;,._--

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR ENGINEERS. EXPERIENCED IN FLIGHT TEST
DATA SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE DEVEL
OPMENT, OPERATION AND SUPPDRT OF FLIGHT TEST DATA SYSTEMS ON
F-15, F-18, AV-8 AND ADVANCED AIRCRAFT PROJECTS IN ONE OR MORE
OF THE FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS.

• MINI-COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
• COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
• FLIGHT TEST DATA ASSESSMENT
• SYSTEM DESIGN
• AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION
• INSTALLATION DESIGN - ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
• ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN
• MICRO-PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY

PRESENT AND FUTURE FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS INVOLVE ASSIGNMENTS
AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI,EDWARDS, CALIFORNIA AND PATUXENT RIVER,
MARYLAND, FACILITIES.
Please send your resume in confidence to:

W. B. Kellenberger, Section Manager, Professional Employment
Department IES-08 • P.O. Box 516 . /'
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 -. .

High·acl;uracy frequency
receiver priced at $99.50

T,h,is >:Iow~,coststandard~freq uency
receiver features an accuracy of better
tban one.part tntco billion. It is fixed
tuned to 60 kHz to receive WWVB, the of
ficial NBS .primary-time and frequency
standard broadcast station at Fort Col
li~~;C()lo~ltfunctionsas a phase-lock
receiver, ...and .provldes a time-code
source. ,

Three··I3NC.o~tput·connectors provide
the' user with the60-kHz carrier signal, a
100:kHz phase-locked to the WWVB car
rier, and the demodulated WWVB time
code. All output signal levels are 9 volts

Si~gle.chip microcomputers
havi!11·MHz internal clock

With an H·MHzint"rnal clock, the 8049
'and. 8039 .are •the fastest single-chip
m,icrocomputers, offered by this
ma~ufacturer.,Thetwoprovide 128 bytes

-' of,reC\dlwrite memory. The 8049 contains
204B-, bytes; 'or, twice the" program
rTl'ernory 'of, the rest of the MCS-48
microcomputer tamily.

The 804918039 is a tully programmable
system designed to perform lio control
and processtnq tasks at rates to 720 000
op:erations per second. It contains a
b~sic:prO'cessingandcontrol, sub
'system: an 8-bitgeneral-purpose central
processor, the 128~byte read/write
memory, three, programmable 8-bit 110
ports and eight other control andtiming
lines, .a programmable interval tlmene
vent counter.vprtortty interrupt controls,
a-eyeterrr.clockqenarator, and a full set
9r~'ystelT1 99nt ro Is and ut il itles.
<:,W:iW.i~:,th,~8P4,9 ,'i~ '''~n8~bitcentral',pro~

¢_El~~9r:Vllith" ~).36-tts,i n~truction ,cycle
ti,mEl'·;-Th~rnic:roprocessor,exeputes over
~g·9,.i.ff.~rentinstr~ction,s:,with~() instruc.,
tipfl.requirin'gmorEFthan.twocycles for
execution. .

!n'teLc;orp." 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa
Clara; Calif. 95051. Circle No. 43

Newproduct applications



logic thresholds for testing any of the
following logic families: CMOS, TTL, HTL,
ATL, and DTL.

The instrument includes a built-in,
dual-threshold, high-speed logic state

analyzer that provides the logic informa
tion and stores the static or dynamic
failure. At the same time, the instrument
stores the number of the IC pin being
probed.

The instrument combines a pulser,
logic-analyzing circuitry, a scanning
system, a memory, and a 3V2·digit
multirange dc voltmeter.

The unit is priced at $1295.
Information Scan Technology, 1725

Rogers Ave., San Jose, Calif. 95112.
Circle No. 53

Fluxmeter/integrator
has O.01·percent resolution
The model 710 digital integrating
multimeter is a precision voltage in
tegrator that can be used to measure
magnetic flux, magnetic flux density,
magnetic permeability, or the voltage in
tegral of an input voltage.

A 4V2-digit display provides a resolu
tion of 0.01 percent or 1 maxwell (104

webers). A combination scale factor and
amplifier gain allow full-scale, readings
of 19999 to 19999 x 10' maxwells.

The instrument has four modes of
operation; it will integrate positive
signals only, negative signals only, the
absolute sum of positive and negative
signals for an absolute value, and the
arithmetic sums of positive and negative
signals for an arithmetic surn or bipolar
integration.

Price is $2675, with delivery from
stock to two weeks.

LDJ Electronics, Inc., 1064 Naughton,
Troy, Mich. 48084. Circle No. 54

New product applications

AIR FORCE ARMAMENT
LABORATORY

GUIDED WEAPONS DIVISION
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

The Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, invites
nominations and applications for the position of Technical Director of the
Laboratory's GuidedWeapons Division. The Air Force Armament Laboratory
serves as the Armament Development and Test Center agency responsible
for research, exploratory development and preliminary advanced develop
ment of air-delivered conventional weapons.

The Technical Director serves as the principal technical advisor to the Chief
of the Guided Weapons Division and is directly responsible for the technical
content of the R&D program which is currently funded annually in the twenty
to twenty-five million dollar range.

Candidates should have a record of distinguished achievement in guided
weapons research and development. Qualifications include appropriate
academic degrees in engineering or physical sciences, experience in systems
development, administrative experience and dynamic technical leadership
abilities. In addition the successful candidate should have demonstrated
outstanding technical competence in the development of aircraft-delivered
missile systems and SUb-systems.

This position is classified under Federal Civil Service as a GS-15, salary
$36,171 per annum.

Federal employees should file SF-171, Personal Qualification Statement,
directly to this agency and should include appraisal of current and potential
performance, as.well as career development appraisals.

Other interested applicants must apply under US Civil Service Commission
Announcement 424, Engineering, Physical, Mathematical and related pro
fessions. In order to make this application, contact any Federal Job Infor
mation Center located near you. These Information Centers are listed under
US Government in the telephone directory. If you are unable to obtain the
proper forms or cannot locate a proper Center under US CSC 424, contact
this agency and we will furnish you the necessary requirements. In addition
to applying underUS CSC 424, please forward this agency a copy of the forms
submitted for consideration. Closing date for this announcement is 30 No
vember 1978.

The agency address for all correspondence is:

USAF, Armament Development and Test Center
3201 Air Base Group/DPCM
ATTN: Mrs. Jeanine Williams

Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542
Telephone: Commercial-AC 904, 882·2941

Alternate 882-2251-Autovon-872-294112551

SELECTION Will BE BASED ON MERIT WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION
BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE,
MARITAL STATUS, PHYSiCAL HANDICAP, POLITICAL AFFiLIATION OR
ANY OTHER NONMERIT FACTORS.

llOC



$200 tz-blt AID
converts in 5 "s
The MN5240 tz-btt AID converter provides
throughput rates over 200 kHz, yet is
priced under $200. Extended temper
ature ranges and processing to MIL
STD-883 are available for military and
aerospace applications.

Other specifications include a 5-lLs
conversion time, no missing codes
guaranteed over the full operating
temperature range, and five user
selectable input ranges.

The device is pin compatible with the
ADC84 and ADC85 series converters and
can be used to upgrade system perfor
mance and improve throughput in ex
isting designs employing these AID con
verters.

Price is $193 each in unit quantities
and $151 each in quantities of 100 or
more.

Micro Networks Corp., 324 Clark St.,
Worcester, Mass. 01606. Circle No. 59

Display system plotter
is for design and mapping
With a 63.5-cm diagonal screen, a
resolution of 4096 by 3120, and to-rnu
wide vectors, the 4016-1 computer
display terminal can find application in

contour mapping, seismic analysis, and
energy-field modeling. It is priced at
$19500, with rentals, quantity dis
counts, and OEM terms available.

The 4663 interactive digital plotter has
built-in processing power and can plot
on up to 420- by 594-mm paper on Mylar
with felt-tip, ball-point, or wet-ink pens. It
is priced at $9495.

The c-stae plotter offers dual program
mable pen control and is capable of pro
ducing'dotted or dashed lines from local
firmware. A parameter-entry device pro
vides a convenient way for the operator
to identify or select operating
parameters. The device replaces binary
switches, straps, and status-display
devices.

Information Display Group, Tektronix,
~~d7';'.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oreg.

Circle No. 60

Broadband transistors
rated at 40 watts and to 1 GHz
This series of high-gain transistors is
designed for military and industrial ap-

New product applications

The grass~ greener
You're a systems professional, and you're probably at work in the field
of secure communications, airborne information handling, command
and control, or data processing. But you know there just has to be
something better. Check this.

YOURS OURS
D GZJ The vitality of Florida's east coast
D GZJ Fortune 500 company
D GZJ 35% growth in fy 78, $872 million in sales
D GZJ Advancing careers, creative challenges
D GZJ Nearby graduate schools
D GZJ R&D of $89 million, more than 10% of sales
D GZJ Professional Opportunities

• Systems Engineers • Program Managers
• Programmers • Digital!Analog Designers
• Mechanical Engineers • RF Designers

For additional information on these opportunities, forward your resume
in confidence to: Mgr., Professional Staffing, Harris Government
Systems Group, P.O. Box37, Dept. E-I,Melbourne, Florida 32901.

m~=W INFORMATION HANDUNG

HOE



News from Industry

TI AND ROCKWELL PURSUE ONE-UpMANSHIP IN MEMORIES

Hot on the heels of Texas Instruments' recent announcement of a quarter
million-bit magnetic bubble memory, Rockwell International, has introduced
production versions of a similar memory. , Both memories have low-volume
prices of, $500 each. Early last month, Rockwell was quoting delivery of 60
to 90 days whereas TI, in its earlier announcement, had said the fourth
quarter of 1978. In addition to the bubble memory device, Rockwell also
introduced a one-megabit linear bubble memory module and a programmable con
trol'Dlodule, both based on the 256-kbit memory, and a 1!4-megabyte develop
ment system composed of two linear modules and one control module and a
Rockwell System 65 microcomputer development system.

Meanwhile, back in Houston, TI announced that sample quantities of a new
64k dynamic random-access memory (RAM) priced at $125 each would be available
late this month with voluDle production scheduled for first quarter 1979. The
new RAM, designated the TMS 4164, organized as 64k X 1, is expected by TI to
be the first available single 5-volt 64k dynamic RAM on the market. It comes
in a l6-pin, 300~mil standard dual-in-line package, complying with JEDEC
standardized pin-out requirements allowing upward compatibility with the 16k
dynamic RAM. The 5-volt power supply is TTL-compatible, offers low power
dissipation, and is inunune to much system noise... Access times range from
100 to 150 ns maximum with minimum cycle times of 200 to 250 ns. The memory
features a 256-cycle refresh with a 4-millisecond maximum refresh period.
Two clocks control the gating of the 8-bit addresses.

INTEGRATED OPTICAL DEVICE SHOWS PROMISE FOR VARIED APPLICATIONS

A new device developed at Bell Labs can be used as a logic element in
optical memories, as a pulse shaper and limiter, as ,an optical switch, a
differential amplifier, and an "opdcal triode." It operates at low optical
powers over a broad band of wavelengths. The device is an optical waveguide
version of a nonlinear Fabry-Perot resonator in which the nonlinearity is pro
duced by driving an electrooptical element in the resonator with the output
of a photodetector, which samples the transmitted light. Bell scientists
are hopeful that the new device will find many signal-processing uses in
future light-wave communications and data-processing systems. That hope stems
from the versatility of the device as evidenced by these features: It accepts
electric or optical inputs; its nonlinearity may be modified using a non
linear circuit; it can accept multiple inputs for optical logic operations
such as AND and OR gates; and multilevel operation is possible, which allows
more complex optical logic operations andanalog-to-digital conversion of
optical signals.

PACIFIC INTERTIE GETS 2160-AMPERE THYRISTOR VALVE

A string of 80 series-connected thyristors is used in a water-cooled
thyristor valve rated at 133 kV, 2160 amperes, and now in service for HVDC
transmission at the Sylmar Terminal of the Pacific Intertie. Said by its
manufacturer, ASEA, to be the world's largest ilVDc water-cooled thyristor
valve, it helps reduce convertor station costs and losses. According to
ASEA, the basic design used for the thyristor valve makes possible the pro
duction of valves that can handle currents up to 3500 amperes without paral~

leI connection.

IEEE spectrum OCTOBER l!n8 III



6500 performance, one-chip price.
Tb8.t's Rockwell Micropower.

The fastest selling microproces- R6500/1 PROJECTION

sor is now a one-chip microcom- 7

puter - Rockwell R6500/1. 6

The low-cost solution for high 5

speed controllers, instrumentation :;'4
and much more, the R6500/1 has ~
6502 CPU, 2K-byte ROM, 64-byte "'3

RAM, 16-bitprogrammable, 4-mode
counter/timer, and 32 bidirectional I 1

ports. It operates on single 5V power.
Proof is its performance. 6500 in- I 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

struction power-13 addressing modes. 11Ls minimum instruction execution
at 2 MHz. Benchmark it against any available one-chipper at any clock rate.

R6500/1 is totally upward/downward compatible with the entire 6500 family.
It's fully supported with disk based SYSTEM65 and high levelPL/65 language.

And Rockwell provides Emulator device for PROM prototyping.
R6500 on one chip-that's Rockwell Micropower!
For more information,contact Department 727-G2, Microelectronic Devices,

Rockwellintemational; P.O. Box 3669; Anaheim, CA 92803,or phone (714) 632-3729.
·High Volume

Rockwell International
...where science gets down to business

Circle No. 214



And innovation is our client's stock in trade. We're
LRK Associates and we represent one of the top
10 employers of creative hardware and software
design professionals. If your experience matches
the areas below, consider initiating aprofessional

dialogue with us now. We can introduce you to a
multitude of long-range projects and programs
that will prove not only financially rewarding and
professionally stimulating, but will also afford
you a tremendous measure of personal pride.

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES EXIST IN THE AREAS OF:
• software Systems Design and Development
,; Command & Decision Software Definition

&DElsign NTDS Systems
.$ignal Processing Design
• IntelligenCe Systems Software Design
• Documentation Engineers
• Software Project Management
• Proposals Expertise for

Large Scale Systems

• Command and Control
• Simulation Design Engineers
• Data Base Design
• Digital Logic Design
• Microwave Design
• Ship Systems Design
• Combat System Integration
• Systems Analysts: Radar (ASW),

Communications and Weapons

'IQJheEast:
703·790-8640
LRKAssQcia:tes
Management Consultants
6845 Elm SIree', Rm. 4608

:::M~,Lean, Virginia 22.101

l.RC
ASSOCIATES

u.s. Citizenship Required
representing equal employment opportunity MIFIH

In The West:

714-848·8494
LRK Associates
Management Consultants
16371 Beach Boulevard #141, Rm. 4608
Huntington Beach, CA ·92647
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If' With recent and important increases in our
contractual responsibilities, I'm vitally interested in
bringing on board individuals wtth diverse talents.
We've got excellent posts open for engineers who
can apply modulation and coding theory and
compression techniques to low data rate
systems. . engineers to provide technical support
in the development and acquisition of submarine
antenna systems as well ,as satellite communication
systems ... engineers to assist our clients in the
analysis and evaluation of studies, test plans and
procedures prepared by govemment laboratories
and contractors.
I!! I!! The Computer Scientists we seek should be
familiar with software development, from Inception
to life cycle maintenance including preparation of
software documentation to government standards.
They should also have experience in Configuration
Management/Quality Assurance and verification
and validation techniques.
I!! I!! Finally, I am looking for management
scientists, preferably with a technical background,
who can develop integrated logistics supporting
documentation, program plans, training plans,
program networks, and similardocumentation.
I!! I!! I really want to encourage bright, recent
graduates to contact me (if you're not afraid of hard
work as a firm stepping stone to success) , .es well as
mature engineers and managers who can work
effectivelyon their own. , ,

WE AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORT
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

If you'd like to chat further with CSC
Communications and Systems Operation
Director Dave Blumberg, he will welcome
your call on (800) 336·0429, or telephone
him collect at (703) 533·8877.
Otherwise, mail your resume in confidence
to Mark Havard, in care of Dept. 393.

112 E

You're likely to hear answers like these:

I!!I!! We're proud of our 12 year association with
the Navy, providing a wide variety of technical and
management services. Today we are serving a
number of Navy clients responsible for R&D and
acquisition of shore, airborne, satellite and on-board
strategic and tactical submarine communications
systems which operate at frequencies from ELF to
EHF.
I!!I!! We assist the Navy's Research and Techno
logy Directorate in preparing various R&D technical
and management documents. We also perform
analyses to support programming and budgeting. In
addition, we support the Naval Material Com
mand's Computer Science R&D Council in its effort
to develop a master plan for tactical embedded
computer resources.
I!! I!! Our systems efforts span the spectrum of
systems acquisition. In the early phases, we develop
initial concepts for command .and control· and
communications systems, and perform technology
analyses and trade- off studies. Further on, we
prepare specifications, statements of work, planning
guides and other technical requirements
documents. Finally, we assist our clients in
monitoring the efforts of production firms, and in
introducing the new capability into the operating
forces. Throughout, we provide plans for test and
evaluation, configuration management and quality
assurance of both hardware and software.
I!!I!! The people on my team possess qualities of
technical, entrepreneurial,· and management
leadership which have contributed greatly to our
growth. There ate great satisfactions to be derived
from the challenge and freedom of action that
comes with frequent client interfacing, exchanging
ideas, and bringing innovative solutions to bear on
the client's problems.

Ask Dave Blumberg about opportunities
on Navy Support Programs at CSC.

t COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION
, SCIENCES 6565 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church, VA 22046
- CORPORATION Major Offices and Facilities Throughout the World.
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If you are interested in going
beyond your own specialized field.
If you recognize the need to monitor
developments in other fields that relate
10 your own ... If you are curious about
new research and developments in
electrical and electronics engineering,
the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE is
for you.

Published monthly', the PROCEEDINGS,
interdisciplinary by design. covers in
depth the major advances in increasingly
related fields. 11 you haven't seen
the new PROCEEDINGS. you an:, in lor
some pleasant surprises.

Write for descriptive folder today.
Circle No. 219

•

IEEE SERVICE CENTER
445 Hoes Lane

• Piscataway. N.r.088M

If you are not
subscribing to the
PROCEEDINGS
OF THE IEEE,
you maybe
underestimating
yourself.

Texas Instrument
TI-25 . .. $24.95
SR-40 .. . 21.95
TI-55 . .. , 39.95
TI-57 49.95
TI·58 94.95
TI-59. . . . .. , .. 219.95
58/59 Mods ... 29.95 '
PC100A . .. 149.95
PROGMR . .. 47.95
BUS-ANAL 24.95
MBA 57.95

$5.00 Rlbatll on 11-57 TI-5040. . . . 79.95
Coo..pon IncluOOd wilh calculalor DataChron..... . .. 39.95
Hewlett-Packard
HP·27 $94.95 HP-37E "';'" $81.95
HP-19C 199.9S HP-38E .. . 9US
HP·29C 139.9S HP..fl7 359.9S
HP-31E, 49.95 HP-91 259.95
HP·32E 65.95 HP·92 ...•....399.95
HP·33E 82.95 HP·97 .; ..... :599.9$

Accessories available at discount
Sharp PC-1201 .. $73,50 Sharp EL·5808 ' .. $32.95
Sharp EL·8145 33.S0 Canon P1Q.D .... 72,50
SCM 2200 259.95 A1arl CX2600 .. ;149.95
For faster delivery use cashiers check ormoney order.
Add shipping: 1% ofyour order ($2.00 min.). East of
Mssp. Rlv. add $1.00. Calif. Res. add 6% tax.(Vlsa/Me
accepted, 3% surcharge on HP celcs.). Subject to
availability.

ORDER . N OUTSIDE
TOLL-FREE Circle o. 207 CA, AK, HI

800-421-8819
For technical fntormetlcn call (213) 744~1444

tam's TAM'S Dept. SPO
3303 S. Hoover St.

INCORPORATED LosAngeles, CA 90007
SINCE 1947 (213) 744.1444

In 100-piece quantities, the EPROM is
priced at $36.92 each.

Texas lnstrurnents, Inc., Inquiry
Answering Service, P.O. Box 1443, MIS
660 (Attn: TMSZ516), Houston, Tex.
77001, Circle Nc>. 74

Spectrum's hardware review
For more information on the follow
ing products, circle numbers on the
Reader Service Card corresponding
to bracketed numbers.

Di rect-re ad. a fte r- write Ia ser
recording material, available in pro
totype quantities, requires less than
one half the laser power for recording
than any such material previously
available, Drexler Technology Corp.
[90]; Porcelain-ceramic multilayer
capacitor kits for UHF and mlcro
wave circuitry contain a wide selec
tion of values and tolerarices in chip,
pellet, or microstrip leaded styles,
JFD Electronic Components Corpora
tion [91]; Pin· and performance
compatible replacements for Analog
Devices' AD7541 CMOS multiplying
D/A converters need no ladder
resistor trimming, Micro Power
Systems [92]; Multijunction silicon
reference diodes feature negative
temperature coefficients of approx
imately -1.7 mVl°C per -junction,
Microsemiconductor Corp. [93]; Solid
state relays feature 2500-volt stan
dard isolation and 4000·volt optional
isolation, Opto 22 [94]; Ultrahigh.
capacity nickel-cadmium cells in
standardsub-C, e,and D sizes offer
2'0 to 30 percent more -capacity
(amperehours) than conventional
cells of the same size, Electronic
Components Division of" Panasonic
Company [95]; Complex National
Semiconductor, Fairchild Semicon
ductor, and Sig netics LSI device's
are available in lead less ceramic chip
carriers, hermetically sealed and
screened in accordance with MIL·
STD·883, Sertech Labs, Inc. [96];
Miniature three-terminal vQlta"ge
regulator features adjustment-free,
high·efficiency performance and
delivers an overcurrent-protected
negative 5·volt dc output for Inputs
ranging from 4.5' to 16 volts dc,
Semiconductor Circuits,lnc. [97];
3116·inch·diameter Temp-Plate model
410 temperature recorder is factory
calibrated to within' :!: 1 percent ac
curacy in ranges from 110 to 500°F,
William Wahl Corp., Temp-Plata Div.

,[98]; Fixed coaxial attenuators,
available in nine standard nominal
dB values of 1, 3, 6, and 10 through 60 •

. (10·dB steps), cover two frequency
ranges of dc to 12 and de to 18.0 GHz
and feature low VSWRs of less than
1.20 (to 12.4 GHz) and less than 1.25
(to 18.0 GHz), Weinschel Engineering
[99]; Vibration- and sunproof,
infrared-operated line of limit swlt
ches are designed for application in
extra. rugged atmospheres of wet,
Vibrating, and dusty environments,
Xercon, Inc. [100].

Ne.VlP~oducl
apPllcallons

New.productapplications

eighf asynchronous 01/0 ports, a hard
.ccpy terrnlnal, a 300-line/min printer, an
.80·Mbytestorage module, and two flexi
bla.dlsk drives. This system is priced at
$10~OOO,fnclud,ing all software.

p. larger system will Include 512
kbytes of memory, 16 asynchronous I/O
portsj'the _hard-copy terminal, a
600'lIne/min printer, two 300·Mbyte disk
drives; dual flexible disk drives, and
three video display terminals. This con
figuration is priced at $200 000, in
cludlnqall software.

Initial deliveries will start during the
first quarter of 1979.
',Computer Automation, Inc., 18651
Von Karman, Irvine, Calif. 92713.

Circle No. 73

S;volt MOS EPROM
has. 16·kbit capacity
rhts s-vott, MOS, 16-kbit EPROM is organ
Lied as 2k a-ott words and is, according
t6themanufacturer, the only 16·kbit
EPROM completely compatible with the
Intel 2716.

Offered in a standard 24-pin DIP, the
TMS2716 is also pin compatible with
other s-vott ROMS and EPROMS. Operation
i~fu'lIy'static,and inputs and outputs
'are'fully TTL compatible: Outputs are
three-state, enabling OR-tying. Other
features include a guaranteed de noise
immunity of 200 mV and maximum ac
cess and minimum cycle times of 450 ns.

Power dissipation is typically 285 mW
during active operation 'and 50 mW duro
inga. -standby state. During the read
niode,bnly asingle s-vott supply is reo
qutred. Programming requires one so-ms
TTL-level pulse.

Computer system expandable
t02 Mbytes of main memory
'rhe"Protos" system is a general·
purpose', terminal-oriented, multiuser vir·
tual memory computer..Features-include
a hiqh-speed cache memory, overlapped
instruction executfon.. virtual memory

'operation, an error-correcting memory,
~.xtel1S:ive_ memory mapping and protec
t'loniogic, _and expandability up, to 2
million bytes of semiconductor memory.

-rh~,initial'small configuration of the
system Includes a 256·kbyte processor
'Nith memory mapping, integral cache,



Pro'esSional consulting serVices
fPower'Demographic

Radio Shack. ;, , ...• , ... " .. " .. "

"U=Uchrri'anResearch ccrp.. .. , ... , , . ,

RobicoriCorp" .'i•• ,; •• ;

... 15
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DONALD RICHMAN
Consulting; Research arid Development
Automatic Process Control,. AVionics,
Communications, Radar, Sonar, MLS,
Mtcrocrccesaors. 'Displays, .. Color TV,

DtgltalSyatems, Signal Processing
Richman ReseClrch Corporation

445 Northern Boulevard
Great Neck, N.V.nOZl (516) 487-3445

R. C. HANSEN; INC.
Corisultingengineer in radiating sys
tems, antennas, and electromag
netlcs.

Box215
Tarzana, California 91356

213-345·07)0 .
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112A

" " B
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. .BD

DAVIS & ASSOCIATES,INC.
Telecommunications consuttants

proposals analysis
system designs construction

I microwave-s-TV·-digital-UHF-satellite

802 L1ngco Drive (214) 234-5422
Richardson TX75081 D. K. Davis, Pres •

EMACO EMC CONSULTANTS
Electromagnetic Compatibility (FCC. CI$PR,
VDE, MIL-STD-461). Accurate German~English

Translations of
VDE

Regulations
HerbertK. Merlel

P.O. Box 22D66, SanD/ego, CA 92122
(714) 453·2480
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MSI TELECOM ENGINEERS
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Microwave, • Cable. Mobile Radio. Switching

Surveys· Designs. Specifications. Construction
FrequencyDataaM Planning. FCC Rules

Established 1952 Denville. N.J, 07834
V. J, Nexon. Director 201-627-7400

SAMUEL SENSIPER, Sc.D., P.E.

CO'NSULTING, ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
ELECTROMAGNETICS AND ELECTRODYNAMICS

ANTENNAS, MICROWAVE COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

P,O, BOX 3102. CULVER CiTY, CA90230

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

INFORMATION NETWORKS

LEONARD R. KAHN, P.E.

A. J. McPHEE CONSULTING ENGINEERS

AnalysiS,·Appraisal, Implementation

455 Old Hook Road Tel: 201-957_9415
Emer$Ol1, N.J. 07630 Telex: 125285 McPhee

CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS. INC.

. C. Raymond Kraus, President
A group of experts from the Bell System.
GUidance, Counsel,. Studies, Programs,
Expert Testimony. Quality of Service De
termination • Mergers • Seminars tor
Telephone Executives. Interconnection.

845 Mt. Moro 2'~.52~~~:450va, Pa. 19085

Consultant in Communications and Electronics

Single-Sideband and Frequency-Shift Systems
Diversity aeeeetrcn - Stereophonic Systems

Modulation Systems
74 North Main Street

Freeport, New York 11520
516-379·8800
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ALBERT E. HAYES, JR., Ph.D.
. Consulting Engineer
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Box 2946, Fullerton, CA 92633 (714)558-6031
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If unable to call, please send resume to:

RYCOMINSTRUMENTS
9351"Easl 59th Street, Raytown,MO

64133
An Equal OppOrtunity EmploYerMI F.

POS~~~~~,~SE~!~i~es~~~o~~~~9MI I
circuitry from DCto ,10meaaherte, familiarity with
RFcircuitry, counters, A to D converters andtimers
plusa M$EEdegreeanda minimum7 yearsrelated
experience, with at least 3 years In a management
capacity. A strong background in telecommunica
tions Is required..

We offer an excellent income commensurate with
your experience and abilities, plus benefitsIncluding
group medical insurance, a tuition reimbursement'
program, a 'prolll sharing plan, and assistance with I
relocation expenses.

FOR IMMEDIATE ATIENTION, PLEASE CAll
FOR APPOINTMENT:

(816) 353·2100

• !!:!!!!!.~.

Rycom Instruments, a small manufaclurero! rre
qcencv eeiecwe volt meters used primarily by
communicaUon, telephone, andoil corporations, has I
Immediate andchallenging opportunltles for degreed
Engineers.

Relocate to Kansas City. Missouri
For Growth Potential

Physicist or
Electronics Engineer

ENGINEERING
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

(Electro~pticaf Specialist)

GS-12, $21,883";'$28,444 Per Annum
Plus 5.5% due 1 October 1978

(Salary dependent upon experience
and present salary)

Develops performance models and analytical tools
for use In evaluating signal processing concepts and I
effectiveness of current, and projected electro
optical systems. Prime emphasis .ls on automatic
target acquisition, utilizing techniques such as pat
tern recognition, spatial/spectral discrimination,
efvancedfccal plane arrays and micro-miniature real
time digital processors.•Conducts extensive ex
perimental research Including design and calibration
of, complex special-purpose electro-optical in
snumentenon devices.

NOTE: Candidates with less than 3 years experi
ence in the areas of' signal processing, pattern
recognition, digital electronics, systems analysis,
optics and solid state electronic components are
invited to apply and will be considered for the grade
level for which qualified.

This is a career Civil Service position with all the
normal fringe benefits. Travel and transportation
expenses, including shipping 'of household goods.
will be paid for the selected applicant.

Interested applicant should submlt Standard Form
171, Personnel Qualifications 'Statement, or detailed
resume to:

Naval Research Laboratory
Civilian Personnel Office
AlIn:Code 1813/55-034

4555 Overlook AYenuet·S.W~

Washington, D.C. 20375
(202) 767-3030
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W.L. McAmis

rn Amecom Division
LITTON
SYSTEMS, INC.

Litton
5115 Calvert Rd.•College Park, MD 20740
An equal opportunity employer. M/F/H

114

Careers for
Engineers
and .

Scientists
at the

APPLIED PHYSICS
LABORATORY

The Johns Hopkins University Applied PhysicsLaboratory .
defines and develops unique applications of science and
technology. many of which directly impact on areas of
national interest.

Current APL activities have created especially challenging
career opportunities in the following areas:

• WEAPONS SYSTEMS TEST AND EVALUATION
- Determine the operating characteristics. accuracy,
and reliability of ballistic weapon systems.

• COMBAT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - Participate
in analysis. test planning. and evaluation of a wide
range of' naval surface. systems including radar. EW,
combat direction. weapon direction. and military com
puter display systems .

• C'SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - Analyze technical.
operational. and cost tradeoffs of the Navy FBM strategic
communications system and surface navy comunica
lions broadcast systems.

• OCEAN ENGINEERING - Participate in
testing. underwater experiments. and ocean' data

processing analysis. .

Engineers and physicists at all degree and experience
levels with a desire to commit their knowledge to applied
research. analysis. and systems engineeringare invited to
inquire about these APL career appointments.

You will enjoy the stable work environment. cornpre
hensive benefits and excellent facilities at APL. The
Laboratory has approximately 24<Xl employees including
over 12(x) technical professionals and is located on 360
acres midway between Washington. D.C.and Baltimore.
Maryland. affording a choice of city. suburban or rural
living.

Please send your resume to:
. James Knowles. Professional Employment

The Johns Hopkins Universil~·

APPLlEI> PHYSICS
I,ARORATORY
Johns Hopkins Road. Laurel. Md. 20KlO

An equal opportunity cmployer m f.
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At the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,
Inc., people with bright ideas have time to
develop them. We specialize in productive
thought: working solutions to questions of
national interest.

Here are the facilities to test your idea in
real-world conditions. Here is the time to
develop your idea to its fullest potential.
Here, your inquiry, reflection and innovation
are encouraged in a free, academic
environment adjacent to MIT.

Consider an engineering career with us.
We currently have the following open ings:

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
with real-time programm ing experience to
design and program for an airborne digital
communications instrument.

ELECTRICALENGINEERS OR PHYSICISTS
to monitor the development of LSI devices
for the Trident Program requiring knowledge

. of IC design and processing and interfacing
with integrated circuit manufacturers.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
with control theory and software experience
to design prototypes for industrial assembly.

CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGNERS
to evaluate and advance the state-of-the-art
in distributed parameter control systemsfor
large space structures.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
with experience in circuit design and/or
semi-conductor testing. Entry level position
in nuclear weapons effects section designing
and using instrumentation for radiation test
ing of guidance system components.

CCD TEST ENGINEERS
to operate and assist in the construction of a
computerized test station for CCD's.

Call John S. McCarthy, collect, at (617)
258-2678. Or, if you prefer, you may send
your resume, or a detailed letter to his atten
tion at The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,
Inc., 555 Technology Square, Cambridge,
MA 02139.

112H

AT DRAPER,
TODAY'S BRIGHT IDEA

COULD BE TOMORROW'S
BREAKTHROUGH.

","' . --~"".......-q;;;nlA'~
.~~ .. ~~
'. , ..: r ..~....""

rAj~' . ~ .
• The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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Circle No. 13

Digital Ie tester
provides low-cost multiplex
The model·725 digital IC tester is:a
24-pin, MPu-based instrument with
multiplex capability. Handling virtually
all SSI and MSI devices, the unit perform!:;"
functional as well as parametric testinq,

The standard .conflquratlon operates
with a Single manual test site, IC handler,
or wafer prober. In this mode this system
can be used in conjunction with the
manufacturer's cassette-taped test pro
grams as a turnkey system,

The tester is also available as' a:
multiplex system, or the basic lnstru
ment can be upgraded to this capability.
This allows two-test-site operation. Any.
two-element combination of manual test
sites; IC handlers, or wafer probers can
be used.

The unit is priced at just under $25 000
in its.basic version.

Siemens Corp., 2 Pine Oak Lane,
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034. Circle No. 71

Fiber-optic data link
includes transceivers
This TTL-compatible fiber-optic data link
combines two transceiver 'modules and
a predetermined duplex cable 30 meters
long. Interconnection of the link to arc
board is accomplished by bringing the
necessary signals to a: standard PC

-board header.
Cable attenuation is typically 30

dB/km, and connector attenuation is1
dB per mated pair. The transceiver
modules have an infrared-emitting GaAs
LED light source and a PIN photodiode
light detector: The module incorporates
a ten-contact socket on 0.254·cm
centers that mates with the eo-board
header. The link requires a micro
processor-type power supply with out
puts of ± 7 to ± 15 volts and 5 volts.

Data rate is 10 Mbits using a biphase
coded line format. Error rate is 10- 10 at
10 MHz over a so-meter cable.

Trade price for the complete-data link
is $695; delivery is within eight weeks.

Dept. EP8-26, 3M Co., Box 33600,St.
Paul, Minn. 55133. Circle No~ 72

the Intel "Multibus" interconnection
standard.

The synthesizer can be used as the
digital equivalent of avoltage-controne~,
oscillator in a phase-locked 'or
frequency-locked loop. It includes an on
board crystal-oscillator frequency, stan
dard with 100·ppm stability. The on
board oscillator can be locked to anex
ternal reference at 1, 2, 5, or 10 MHz,

Output waveform of the PR080sYh··
thesizer is a sine wave with harmonics
40 dB down from 10 Hz to 600 kHz and 35
dB down 'from 600 kHz to 2 MHz. Phase
noise is - 50 dB in a 30-kHz band,:-ex~:

eluding 1 Hz about the carrler.
Price of the synthesizer is $1300,
Proteon Associates, tnc., 24 Crescent

St., Waltham, Mass. 02154.Circle No. 70

New prOduct
applications

1010 Rockville Pike
P.O. Box 2148 '
Rockville, Maryland 20852
(301) 762-1100

WALLACH
associates..

• Minicomputers • Radar Systems
• Microprocessors • Communication Systems
• Software development. EW/SIGINT/ELINT
• Signal proceSsing • Microwave Systems
• Digital systems • Electromagnetics
.. Command & Control • Fire Control Systems

If you want to join one of the fastest growing firms. in the
country, call Robert Beach, Vice President, collect at
(301) 762-1100 or, if you
prefer, send your detailed
resume, in confidence. We'll
make you an offer you can't
refuse.

WALLACH ." Your career
connection
EQualOpportunity Employer Agcy.

If you currently
earn between
$15,000 - $36,000
we've got a better
jobfor you ... NOW!
Several new contract awards have created numerous, immediate,
long term career opportunities for oeqreeo. technical professionals.
We are only· interested in top caliber, creative individuals with
proven records of success in engineering, management &
consulting.

Opportunities include technical/management consulting, project
management, R&D, test and systems evaluation. Major contract
areas include Communications, Satellites. Weapons, Intelligence,
Computer, Energy and Aerospace systems. All positions require
U.S. CITIZENSHIP, MINIMUM OF A BS degree (MS/Ph.D.
preferred), and a minimum of one years' experience in one or more
of the specific areas listed below.
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New prOduct
applications
testing to Federal Communications
Commission specifications in the 902· to
928-MHz medical electronics and in
dustrial scientific band, the 470- to
80B·MHz UHF band, and the 947- to
952·MHz oral broadcast band.

A 50-ohm input is provided for com
munications measurements from 10
MHz to 1 GHz at an average sensitivity
of 100 mY. An optional external 30-dB
wide-band amplifier plugs into the
50-ohm cable system to provide sen
sitivity to 5 mV for troubleshooting low
level stages.

Price of the instrument, designated
the FC51, is $975.

Sencore, 3200 Sencore Dr., Sioux
Falls, S.Dak. 57107. Circle No. 67

Smart CRT terminal
displays taz-cotumn data
This smart CRT terminal can display full
line-printer format: up to 132 characters
per line. It can display up to 40 lines on
the CRT with up to 4096 characters.

The standard font is the full upper-and
lower-case ASCII character set, but, by
using the supplied font editor program;
the user can easily modify the set to
match a new group of characters.

Foreign language fonts can be im
plemented.

The interface does not require any
special protocol from the host. It com
municates via an RS-232 line and looks
like a simple printer/keyboard cornblna
tion to the host. This feature permits
either direct hookup or remote 'use via
dial-up lines, wlth keyboard-selectable
baud rates from 110 to 9600.

A text-editing program permits com
plete off-line editing and supports the
transmission of data at a character, line,
or block at a time to a user. The unit will
also execute user-written Basic pro
grams.

The terminal is priced at $7900.
ECD Corp., 196'Broadway, Cambridge,

Mass. 02139. Circle No. 68

Emulator upgrades
passive terminals and ports
This emulator provides the necessary
HDX interface protocol for ,passive ter
minals and passive computer ports, per
mitting high-speed switched network
operation up to 4800 bits/so This allows
passive terminals to operate HDX
modems like the, tzun-baud-ecousnc
coupler.

No secondary channel or modem slav
ing technique is needed. Normal
operating procedures are maintained
because there is no loss of data during
the RTS-CTS delay. Because the
emulator interfaces with synchronous
as well as asynchronous modems;
start/stop terminals can also achieve the
higher bit rates.

The emulator permits the computer
front end, normally restricted toFDX in
terfacing, to use a single dial-up connec
tion to less active terminals.

For more information, contact
ComfTech Systems, Inc., 44 Beaver St.,
New York, N.Y. 10004. Circle No. 69

2·MHz synthesizer Card
offers O.0023·Hz rllsolution
This frequency synthesizer PC card
covers the range froiJl10, Hz to 2 MHz
with O.0023-Hzresolutlon. ,It is designed
for use with such microcomputers as the
Intel SBC-80, the National Semiconduc
tor BlC-BO, and others that conform to

S9.95

59.95
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rdlCPOPlZOCESSOR
SELF.STUDY COURSE
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MICIlOCO!oO'UI'R
PROGRMtMING:

'.,

NAME POSITION I
COMPANY

ADDRESS I
CITY STATEIZIP --
o C201 0 C207 OC200 OC202 OOTHER _
o Payment enclosed [J Bill company 0 Bill me

ADD $l.SO/BOOK FORFAST SHIPPING
o charge my 0 Visa D Master charge
o Number Exp dale __

Signature 0 Send catalog.

o FREE CATALOGI ORDER FORM 0

PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS:6502
ByRodnay Zaks,250 pp, ref t202,

ALSO USED WORLDWIDE AS UNIVERSITVTEXT. How to connect to
all the usuai perlpherais, from keyboard to fioppy disk, including
AID, displays, standard busses (RS232, S100, IEEE 488) and
dynamic RAMs.-----------------

NEW. How to program microprocessors, with;:p502 examples:
arithmetic, input-output, peripherals. Interrupts.' An educationql
text requiring no prior programming knowle(j,Qe, yet usefuLto
those wanting to learn about specific programming technlques.
Applicable to PET, KIM,VIM, APPLE.

MICROPROCESSORINTERFACING TECHNIQUES
S9.95 ByAustin Lesea and Rodnay Zaks,416 pp, ref C207,

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES

~"''':,'~~ i

~

IS ,.,.,,-

TO ORDER
eBY PHONE: call (415)848·8233 s·
BankA.mericard/M.,tercharge accepted . S·YBEX·
eSHIPPING: no charge when payment .

included.
ADD: $1.50/book for fast shipping.

eTAX: in California. add sales tax, '
80VERSEAS' 2020MIMe St.
SYBEX·EUROPE,313 rue Lecourbe, Berkeley,
75015 - PARIS, France Tel:(1 )8282502 Calif 94704

Circle No_ 36

USED WORLDWIDE AS UNIVERSITY TEXT. A comprehensive, yet
detailed and clear introduction to all aspects of microprocessors.
How they work. The ROM, RAM, PIO, UART. How to interconnect.
SVstemdevelopment.

MICROPROCESSORS:from chips to systems
ByRodnay Zaks,416 pp, ref C201

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL AND BUSINESS COMPUTING
ByRodnay Zaks,250 pp, ref C200 S6.95 .

NEW. For the beginner. How to use and purchase a system, from
the microcomputer box to the peripherals. Why. Business require
ments. How to fail. Programming. Which BASIC?
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTES· 3 hrs, ref S10 S14.95

.. NEW BESTSEU.ERS
&l:",A:;.4_;;:;s;:;t:W~ '''' 1
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YOU are our client, but the
companies pay an fees and expenses.

Please include present salary.

i·GHz counter designed
for 806· to 947·GHz band
This 1-GHz, all direct-reading push
button frequency counter measures in

AJD·D/A data-acqulsltlon
cards tit Micronova micros
These 32 AJD and two DIA channels on a
single board slide directly into Data
Genera's Micronova microcomputer.
The system is expandable up to 256
channels and offers speeds up to 45 000
AJD samples per second. A comprehen
sive systems manual and paper-tape
diagnostic program are included for im
mediate teletypewriter printout.

The AID section features' an output
resolution of 12 binary bits. Standard
units are supplied with two'e
complement coding and a ± 10-volt in
put range. AID nonlinearity is ± % LSB
maximum, with full-scale drift of ± 30
ppm of FSRJ"C, and zero drift of ± 7 ppm
of FSR{OC. Sample-and-hold aperture
time is 50 ns With a 12-p.s acquisition
time and 8 IlS of AiD conversion.

Datel Systems, lnc., 1020 Turnpike St.,
Canton, Mass. 02021. Circle No. 65

Programmable gain amplitier
handles i0·mV to i0·.volt signals
This proqrarnmable ,gain .Instrurnenta
tion amplifier offers 11 binary gains
selected by a 4-bit TTL word. When used
with a tc-btt AID converter in a "ttoatfnq
point" system, the 210 gain range of the
amplifier, plus the 210 range of the con
verter, produce a total system accuracy
of 1 000 000 to 1.

Gain nonlinearity is 0.01 percent max
imum, gain error is 0.02 percent max
imum, and gain drift is 10·ppm/oC max
imum. CMR is 110 dB minimum at a gain
of 32 VfV or more; input resistance is 10
x 109 ohms.

Prices in quantities .ot 100 or more
range from $51.50 in a ceramic package
to $70 in a metal package.

Burr-Brown, P.O. Box '11400, lriterna
ttonal Airport Industrial Park" Tucson,
Ariz. 85734. Cirde No; 66

New prOduct
apPlications

the newly authorized 806- to 947-MHz
two-way communication business and
police band.

The 0.5-ppm accuracy also enables
8J

MonarchL. Cutler, Chief Executive

P' n B Consultants
Box 49'4-A, Wayne; Pa. 19087
(215) 687-4056

THE BEST &THE BRIGHTEST
ENGINEERS COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

$18-35K

The best and the·brightest choose P'nB to market them
to the best and the brightest companies in the United
States - Because I'm an engineer who talks your
language.

I know what you want-I was there myself for 25 years
as a deslqn specialist, systems engineer, project man
ager, operations researcher.proqram manager. I am an
engineer out of M.LT. many years ago. It was lots of fun
and worth every minute of it. So let me find you what you
really want. For starters ...

Just send your resume or write me about yourself. I'll
be in touch with you about unadvertised positions for
degreed engineers, computer scientists, physicists in
the Electronics, Computer and Aerospace Indus
tries.

Exxon Research and Engineering Company has career opportunities for an
experienced Electrical or Electronic Engineer with a strong computer
background.

You will be working directly with Exxon scientists investigating fundamental
electrical properties of hydrocarbon materials. Responsibilities include the
design and computerization of specialized experiments in which the data
acqufsitlon rates range from conventional to ultra high speed. You will have an
opportunity to travel toworfdwlde Exxon plants in which you will be assisting in
the practical implementationof instrumentsdeveloped fromthis research area.

You should havea degreein Electricalor Electronic Engineering and more
than three years experiencein analog and digital circuit design and Inetrurnen
tation. Strong skills in minicomputer hardware/software systems are required
with microcomputer experience a plus. Specific experience in high voltage,
high speed electronic techniques are desirable.

Our Research Center is located in Linden, New Jersey, a northern New
Jersey suburban area offering easy access to the recreational and cultural
attractions of New YorkCity.

If your experience, interests and credentials match bur requirements;
please submit your resume, with salary history, in complete confidence, to:
Professional Recruitment, Dept. ERgS, Exxon Research and Engineering
Company, P.O. Box 45, Linden, New Jersey 07036;

EXXON RESEARCH and ENGINEERING COMPANY

E'KoN

ELECTRICAL or
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER

We are an equalopportunity employer,mIt
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New·s from the Regions

CONTINUING EDUCATIQN IN IEEE

The IEEE's intensive th,ee-day microprocessor course featuring a take
home microprocessor and power supply has been scheduled in Regions 1 and 6
next month: at the West Coast University of California on November 16-18
and at the Holiday Inn in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., November 30-December 2. The
course is designed to update midcareer engineers familiar with the design
of logic circuits with the·use of the microprocessor as a replacement for
wired logic controllers. The laboratory is based on the Motorola MEK6800D2
Evaluation Kit. Enrollment is limited to 50 participants. Fees are $475
for IEEE members and $525 for nonmembers up to 14 days in advance, and $500
and $595 ,respectively, at the door.

A two-day microprocessor seminar is on the agenda for Toledo, Ohio,
November 9-10, and Bridgeton, Mo., November 16-17. This course covers
characteristics, availability, and use of microprocessors in ind~stry.

Sample systems will be described. Advance registration fees are $130 for
members and $165 for nonmembers. At the door, these fees will be $150 and
$188 respectively.

Portland, Oreg., will host three IEEE courses. On November 3-4, Basic
Project Planning, Scheduling, and Control addresses itself to such problems
as mushroOming manpower requirements and delays that result in hasty deci
sions, and will suggest how to make the right choice and take the proper
corrective action. Also on November 3-4, a course on fiber optics will
introduce the practicing communicator to the new technology of optical wave
guide digital communications via intuitive and nonmathematical notions. And
Protection and Grounding of Distribution Systems is the title of a course-
on November 29-30--that will describe the basic technical fundamentals of
systems grounding and its influence On system protection. Course fees in
each case are $130 for members and $165 for nonmembers in advance, or $150
and $188, respectively, at the door.

Information and enrollment:
tinuing Education, 445 Hoes Lane,
981-0060, ext. 174/175.

Vincent J. Giardina, IEEE Manager of Con
Piscataway, N.J. 08854; telephone (201)

112

NEW ORLEANS SECTION WILL MEET

The tenth Annual Seminar of the IEEE New Orleans Section will be held
at the Hilton Inn in New Orleans, La.,November 16. Some 11 papers by au
thors from various parts of the U.S. will be presented in three areas: power,
communications, and general engineering. Advance registration fee of $15
(before November 10) should be sent to: Roy C. Hingle, South Central Bell,
3500 North Causeway Blvd., Room 620,Metairie, La. 70035.

~~TING SEMINAR ON FIBER OPTICS

The first fiber-optics conference devoted strictly to markets will be
held in Newport, R.I., October 23 and 24. Some 16 speakers will cover pre
sent and future markets, and four sessions will focus on the specific markets
for fiber~optic sources, cables, connectors, and detectors. Details: Kessler
Marketing Intelligence, 22 Farewell St., Newport, R.I., 02840; (401) 849-6771.
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New producl
appllcallons
plications in the 600· to 1000·MHz band.
The family of four devices has power
output ratings ranging from 3 to 40
watts.

The MRA·0610 is glass passivated and
gold metallized. All units are internally
matched for broadband capability, pro
viding as much as 10 dB of usable, addi
tional dynamic range.

In OEM quantities of 100, the device
ranges in price from $38.25 for the a-watt
version to $169.79 for the 40-watt vet-

eron. Delivery ranges from off-the-shelf
to four weeks, depending on quantity.

TRW RF Semiconductors, 14520 Avia
tion Blvd., Lawndale, Calif. 90260.

Circle No. 61

Dual outputs provided
by small dc/de converter
A single 5- to 16-volt dc input is con
verted to a pair of positive and negative
isolated outputs of the same value by
this tiny dual isolated dc/dc converter (1
by 1 by 0.3 inch or 2.54 by 2.54 by 0.76
em). Contained in a 20-pin cerarruc oIP,i.'t
is designed for use in process control,
but is also expected to find use in
medical, clinical, analytical, nuclear,

and test instrumentation.
The two output channels are isolated

from the input to 3500 volts continuous
(8000 volts test). Channel-to-channel
isolation is 2000 volts continuous and
5000 volts test. Isolation impedance is
'tO" ohms in parallel with 6 pF. Leakage
current is 1 lA-A maximum at 240 volts, 60
Hz. Output channels can be connected
in series or in parallel to produce higher
voltages or currents.

Operating temperature is - 25 to
+ 70 Ge. Unit price is $30 in quantities of
1 to 24, $24 in quantities of 25 to 99, and
$22 in quantities of 100 to 299.

Burr-Brown, International Airport In
dustrial Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85734.

Circle No. 62

A wholl~ owned subs,d,ar'y 01 Atlantic Rlchl.eld Coroor ano-

305 North Muller. Anaheim, Cautorrna 92801

Alphanumeric subsystem
is on a single board
'These alphanumeric display sub
systems for OEM applications tncor
porate a single-chip l;Hsplay/keyboard
controller. 'The conlroller, display
drivers, and LEOS are 'contained on a
single 20.3- by a.a-em printed-circuit
board.

The boards interface directly to an
a-brt bidirectional data bus or 1/0 port.
They can be connected directly to most
microprocessors, including the 80BOA
and the 6800. All mounting hardware and
a red filter are included.

The on-board alpha chip includes 22
intelligent commands for display data
manipulation, including clear display,
blink, shift, rotate, and cursor rnanlpula
tlon commands. In addition, the chip
provides a controller for scanning and
debouncing up to 64 keys.

The displays require a single +5-volt,
BOO-mA supply only. Prices start at $280
for a complete ts-character display
($380 lor 32 oharacters) and drop below
$200 in OEM quantities.

Matrox Electronics Systems, P.O. Box
56, Ahuntsic Station, Montreal, Que.
H3L, 3N5, Canada. Circle No. 64

Driver modules available
for testing ICs

These two driver modules and a high
speed 110 switch are specifically de..
signed for testing logic assemblies and
integrated circuits. The.model 10800 is a
200-MHz Eel driver with a 600-ps rlse
time. It can transmit data through a
50-ohm terminated 0.6-m,eter coaxial
cable at data rates frojtf:~j6)o~ 0~,~r200
MHz, at a 1.2-volt peak-fa-peak output.

The model 150 is a dc-coupled,40-volt
data/clock driver. It accepts standard
TTUOTl inputs and can be driven directly
from 54/74 series gates or flip-flops.

The model 700 is a high-speed,
general-purpose 110 switch that provides
an inhibit switch for the driver's output.
It offers a 50-ns switching time max
imum, a TTL input drive level, and FET

switching.
All three modules are available from

stock. Prices are $115 lor the 150, $90 for
the 700, and $200 for the 10800.

EH International, tnc., 515 Eleventh
St., P.O. Box 1289, Oakland, Calif. 94606.

Circle No. 63

• Thick Film Micro-electronics

• Product Management

• Applications Engineering

ADVANCE
TOA

BETTER
POTUREIN
SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

• Analog Design

• Software Development
Design

• Technical Management

A~~~2~EA •

Somecompanies only talk about the word "GROWTH"-at ANACONDA
we are committed to Growth in our PRODUCTS, our TECHNOLOGY
and our PEOPLE. We offer talented engineers real opportunities for
recognition, responsibility and advancement in beautiful Orange
County,an exciting, year 'round, enjoyable way of life.

Anaconda is a major industrial enterprise best known for the mining,
processing and manufacturing of metal products; however, in the
recent decade, we have also become a leading producer in the
growing telecommunications and electronics industries. Asampling of
our products includes station carrier, switching, transmitting, PBX,and
computer controlled toll processing equipment.

We are a dynamic, fast growing company with present and projected
openings. We are looking for key people with formal educational and
background skills in iechnical and/or related disciplines that have
prepared you for a move up to Anaconda. For advancement into a
brighter future consider the following positions:

We recognize the high demandfor top level professionals and havean
excellent compensation and benefits program (including relocation
assistance) and advancement opportunities that you will find exciting.

We invite you to send your resume, including salary history, to the
address below and/or telephone (714)635-0150, ext. 201 in California
for further information and an interview appointment.

We Ase an Equal Opportunity Employer MlF
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New product
apPlications
Digital/synchro converter
has 16·bit resolution
The model 1667 digital-to-synchro con
verter provides 16-bit resolution and 1
arc-minute of accuracy. It delivers 1.5 VA
of output power for either synchro or
resolver configuration. Magnetic varia
tion is below 0.01 percent.

The series is available for 50/60 or 400
Hz and can be supplied to deliver a varie
ty of output voltages. Dimensions are
7.938 by 9.208 by 3.175 em (3.125 by 3.625
by 1.25 inches).

Units are available for temperature
ranges of 0 to 70°C or - 55 to +55 to
+85'C. Reliability levels of 883B or MIL
M·38510 can be supplied.

Price is $950, with delivery from four
to six weeks.

Transrnaqnetlcs, Inc., 210 Adams
Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.

Circle No. 55

s-btt D/A converter
operates from - 25 to +85°C
This B-bit OIA converter has a standard
operating temperature range of from
- 25 to +85°C. It operates from a single
+ 5-volt supply.

The unit is available with either a-btt
binary or two-decade BCD input coding
and requires no adjustments to meet
specifications. The family also includes
+ 15-volt, single-power-supply versions
that operate from -25 to +85°C.

Each unit includes a bullt-ln reference,
a precision resistor network, and swit
ches. The current output settles to
within the specified ± D1f2 LSB linearity
in less than 1 /-ts for a full-scale range
change and may be converted to voltage
by means of a resistor to ground.

Price is $17 each in quantities of 1 to
24.

Hybrid Systems Corp., Crosby Dr.,
Bedford, Mass. 01730. Circle No. 56

Socket connectors protect
pins during disconnect
This series of 14 - and 16-position
socket connectors can be mass ter
minated to flat cable, without wire strip
ping or soldering. Mating contacts are
completely enclosed jn a plastic hous
ing to provide contact protection during
repeated disconnect/reconnect cycles.

Applications include logic or Wire
Wrap panels with 0.64-mm round or
square posts on grid patterns of 2.54 by
5.08 mm or 2.54 by 7.62 mm.

The connectors are terminated by in
serting the cable into the connector
opening and simultaneously crimping all
conductors with a hand or bench
tool-an operation that takes a few

seconds.
Socket connectors can be terminated

to 28 - 30 AWG stranded or solid wire
and 33 AWG equivalent flat conductor
wire. Socket connector prices are as low
as $0.08 per contact in quantities.

T&SIAnsley, 3208 Humboldt St., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90031. Circle No. 57

Synthesizer interlace is
compatible with IEEE 488
This interface for this manufacturer's
series 5600 frequency sy.nthesizers is
compatible with the IEEE Std-488/1975
instrumentation bus. It plugs into the
associated synthesizer and the host
system via standard cables. The inter
face not only satisfies all bus timing and
loading constraints, but also accom
modates up to 1-Mbyte/s data transfers.
Full buffering of all data is provided;
data entry is byte-serial, but no transfer
is made to the companion synthesizer
until a load command is sent.

The interface contains 'its own
regulated dc power supply; only ac
power need be supplied. It is compatible
with any program source having the
standard IEEE-Std 48811975 format and
signal level, including programmable
calculators, many interactive terminals,
properly equipped minicomputers and
microcomputers, and automatic test
equipment systems.

Rockland Systems Corp., 230 W.
Nyack Rd., W. Nyack, N.Y. 10994.

Circle No. 58

Work on exotic equipment••• in exotic places.
The latest Hughes electronic equipment is used allover the stepping stones with long term growth potential. If you'd
world ... and we're looking for individuals to provide the like to work on new technology in new territory contact
engineering technology to support it. Current assignments G.N. Quick, Professional Staffing, Support Systems Division,
include England, Germany, Spain, Greece, r------------------, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. Box 90515,
Turkey, Iran, India, Pakistan, Japan and Korea : HUG'HES : Los Angeles, CA 90009. Or call collect (213)
plus nearly 20 States. Typical assignments last : : 670-1515, Ext. 6741. A BSEE, BS Physics or
one to five years and can be excellent career ~ J equivalent experience is highly desirable.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

U.S. citizenship required, Equal opportunity MjFjHC employer.
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New product
applications

Analog Devices Semiconductor, 829
Woburn St., Wilmington, Mass. 01887.

Circle No. 49

CMOS 4-kbyte RAM card
has ballery backup
This 4·kbyte CMOS RAM memory card has
a battery backup that permits power-off
retention of data for from 5 to 20 days.
The model 8122 is expandable in 'l-kbyte

increments, with each 1 kbyte of
memory having a write-inhibit switch
that prevents inadvertent memory over
writes.

Upon detecting a loss of power, the
recharge circuitry automatically swit
ches to battery power and immediately
write-inhibits all memory. The 8122 can
be removed and transported without las
lnqdata,

Other features include a tuu 64·kbit
address-decoding capability, a separate
input and output data bus, and a jumper
selectable, three-state 110 data-bus op
tlon.

The 8122 ranges in price from $150 to
$450 in single quantities, depending
upon the amount of memory selected.

Pro-log Corp .• 2411 Garden Rd.•
Monterey. Calif. 93940. Circle No. 50

Modular ATE family covers
wide range of testng
The modular "System 390" is a family of
cornputer-controtted, automatic test
systems that are capable of performing
static, functional, and dynamic testing
of analog, digital, high-frequency, and
hybrid units under test (UUTs).

The system uses Atlas, a hlqh-level
language with common English test ter
minology. In addition to this UUT·
oriented programming language, there
are on-Ilne editing and compilation
capabilities and completely flexible
hardware switching that minimizes
patch panels and the need for adapter
boards.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

Electromechanical &
Hydromechanical Controls

SOLAR TURBINES INTERNATIONAL, located in San Diego, Oalifornia,
is a leader in the design and development of gas turbine packages with
a wide spectrum of industrial applications. We are a prime supplier of
sophisticated turbomachinery for the oil and gas industries.

We are presently looking for talented electronic and electrical engineers
who would like to be part of a dynamic team developing sophisticated
control systems for energy producing applications. We are primarily in
terested in individuals with experience or aptitude for systems design. You
will be inventing control systems for steam power equipment such as
boilers and steam turbine auxiliaries, condensing and feed water systems,
and shutdown systems. You will participate in the total planning. inte
gration, development and qualification of these systems.

You should have a degree in either Electrical or Mechanical Engineering
and some experience in the development of state-of-the-art controls for
rotati~ machinery and their auxiliaries. Experience with microprocessors
would be a plus.

Our compensation is highly competitive and our benefit package, including
a 3 week vacation and a Christmas recess, is one, of the best in the
country. To explore these opportunities. please send a DETAilED RESUME
including your salary history to Tom Graham:

I
An Operallng Group orInlemall_1 Harvesler
2200 Pacific Highway. p.O. Box 80966, San Diego. California 92138

An equal opportunity and affirmative action employer

I10B

A remote service capability permits
real-time, instant service assistance via
bidirectional data transmission between
the user and a factory service center.

Instrumentation Engineering, 769 Sus
quehanna Ave., Franklin Lakes, N.J.
07417. Circle No. 51

Low-cost four-channel D/A
card designed for "EXORciser"
The model ST-6800DA4A Is a four
channel D/A converter plug-in PC board,
with the dc/de converter on the card. It
permits low-cost interfacing of the
M6800 EXORciser microcomputer
system to the outside world. The low
price of $560 includes a diagnostic test
program, as well as a comprehensive
systems manual.

Organized as a 16-byte memory block,
the card slides directly into the
microcomputer's card slots. Features ln
etude 12-bit binary resolution; 4'l1s settl
ing time to within ± % LSB for a zo-vctt
step; and full-scale output voltages of 0
to +5. to 0 + 10, - 5 to +5. and -- 10 to
+ 10 volts.

The converter's on-board dcfdc supply
provides linear circuits with ± 15 volts
from the EXORciser 5-volt bus. A 12-bit
digital output port can be used as a
device select or control port to external
logic.

Datel Systems, Inc., 1020 Turnpike St.,
Canton, Mass. 02021. Circle No. 52

Logic troubleshooter tests
down to the component
The model 57008 permits the user to
probe the pins of IC modules. A panel
switch enables the user to select the
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Expansion
Mufttport memory

(41<: by 16 bits)

rhrsmenutacturer expects to make
available .. shortty: input "Proce ssor
modules specifically 'designed for: the
Data General Hne ot mtrucorrtputers and
for lnterdata'a rnodels 732 and 832 mini-
computers. .,

TheMIP;;3/Aand MIP-3' are available
from stock.

Full specifications can
from Computer Design, & Apptlcatlone,
Inc., 377 Elliot St., Newton, U_u nn~ ....

tions sensitive to time-base stabillty and
precise. spectral fidelity.Those.inclu~e'

sonar slqnaland telemetry processing,
vibration analysla-selsrruc research.and
exploration, acoustic analysis, .ocean"
ographic research and exploration, elec
tronic intelligence, and nuclear in-
strumentation.· ,

According to' the manufacturer, this is
the first ott-the-shelf ttme-bese correc
tor. The ,instrument can be. configured
for use with general-purpose, portable,
or airborne rec.order~,· which' may. have
relatively higher time-base 'erron::;.tnen
high-performance laboratory-type ,in.
strumentation recorders,

Bancomrn Corp., 1121 -San Antonio
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94303.

Circle,No~.40

Address

Address
HfJllUt

Address
iwnmn;

Data

Data

til

Unibus'

Unibus
interface

Data

Sample-hold
12-bit AID converter

Dataacquistion

1&--64:channel multiplexer'

, Input
processor

Users" ofPDP-1·1rriiriicomputerscan now expand thetrmlnfccmcuters' ,p()\Ver
cost with this intelligent input.processor module (block diagram of elements shown).

The MIP·3/A requires 5' volts dc to
operate.. -An onboard dc/dc 'converter
provides the voltages for' the analoq clr
cultry. A connector and cable are.provlo
ed for hooking analog signals into the
Mlp·3/A. .'

For-those applications requiring no co
converter, the MIP·3 is' available at a
slnqle-unit price 01-$3400.

dards). Each' recorder is configured for a
given IRIG recording mode. Stock
models are configured for direct (wide
band-2 MHz) and FM (wide band-
group U)recording. .,

The instrument can. operate with
recorders using any, 'of eight speeds:
15116,1718; 33/4,71/2,15,30,60, and 120
in/so The operattnq speed is selected
manually by a tront-panelvswltch, or
automatically. by using a BCD "speed
bus" switch. All signal levels and im
pedances are prespecified, 'and no
amplitude adjustments are necessary.

The Tymcor 1000 instrumentation
recorder is designed for use in applica-

acqulsltlon; the
behaves as a cqnventional

memoryand may be 'used for
operating systems and Fortran

proqrarns.
Input processor controls the data;

lsltlonvsys te m. and provides
memotv addresses for writing AID data

, memory. It may also .re·
from the host CPU. The

j con
in-the

1 minicomputer ad-

LllW:Cost intelligent processor module
expands the computing power 6f PDP·11 minicomputers

NewproduClapPlicalions

,108

Here's'a tow-cost method of boosting
the fhrouqnput of Digital Equipment's
PDp·11 minicomputer. The M1P-3/A in
t~llj'gent input processor withan AID con
iJertercan assume the burden of data
processing and leave the PDP-11's CPU to
do what it does best: peripheral-supervi
sion. The $3995 device (stnqie-unlt prlce)
consists of 'a Unibus tntertace.ca data
acquisltfon .eubsyetern, an expandable
puffer memory; and an Input.processor.
The $3995 price Includes the necessary
software to operate under DOS, RT11,
and RFX·11 M'9perating. systems.

TheMIP·3fA .rnctuoes. an input
I multiplexer for 16 slnqle-ended and eight
differen,tial .channels;sampl.e:-and-ho,ld
amptlfier, and a 12-bit AID converter with
a,100"kHz maximum throuqhput rate.
Conversions are ihitiated either from an
extemai -ctcck 'or .. an -onboard .crystat
oscillator.. Basic memory capacity, for.
the :~rocessor Is 4096·16"bit words. Jhis
is expandable to a 'maximum of 65536
. - ... ',.. ; '. expander

contains

This',,-$6995 'digital time-base corrector
provides on-line correction of time-base
errorsvcaused by 'uncorrected tape
speed-and stretch varlattons.occumnq
ln. .Jo nqi tudln a l instrumentation
recorders. These time-base errors con
stttute a form of signal distortion that
can easily obscure pertinenttiming rete
tloriahtps or spectral features of the
original signal.

The table-top: or rack-mounted instru
ment effects this correction online, us
ing digital processing techniques. It is a
wlde-bandwldth (2~MHz) system that 'is

'compatible with most standard rn
strumentatton recorders (IRIG stan-

Precision tape-rscordernma-basa corrector
js available in a small bench-top instrument case



C1asSlfted adverllSlng
(continued from p. 105)

Senior Research Associate II. Five years' ex
pertence in following .areas ..01 expertise:
epitaxial growth of high purity III-V semlcon
ductor compound .from the liquid phase;
metalization, photolithography and related
device fabrication technology; electrical, op
tical and structural assessment of semicon
ductor materials; device testing and evalua
tion. Should be self motivated and have the in
itiative, supervisory and organizational ability
to coordinate laboratory research in the area
of 11l~V compound semiconductors. Electrical
Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
~4853, clo Dr. C.E.C. Wood. 607-256-3704. Cor
nell University is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Department Head.' The Department of' Com
puter Science at vlrqinla Polytechnic Institute
&Stafe University is seeking outstandtnq can
didates for the position of department head.
Applicants should demonstrate research and
teaching credentials indicative of senior rank.
Academic' administrative experience is
desirable but not mandatory. The department
has 17 FTE faculty positions, an under
graduate enrollment-of 400, and approximately
70 on-campus and 200 off-campus graduate
students.. .Deqrees.care..granted at. the .bac
calaureate, masters,and doctoral levels. Cur
riculum Vitae, including at least three
references, should be sent by December 1,
1978.to: Professor Thomas. C. Wessel kamper,
Chairman, Search Committee; Department of
Computer Science, Virginia Polytectrnlc In
stitute & State University, Blacksburg, VA
24061. Virginia Tech is an Equal Oppor
tunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Magnetic Recording Research, Applied
research openings are immediately available
for self-motivated, analytic-minded engineers
or scientists. These positions tnclude concelv
ing new knowledge of magnetic recording
devices and systems via combined theoretical
and experimental investigations; and evalua
tion of state-of-the-art components of related
research projects. .Oandldatee must' havean
advanced degree in electrical engineering. or
applied physics with a minimum of two years',
practical digital/analog' circuit and system
design experience. A working knowledge of
microprocessor interfaces and the use of com
puters in problem solving is highly' desirable.
Background in magnetic recording and signal
processing or communications is preferred.
Please submit your resume to the attention of
Janet Perretti at the Sperry Research Center,
100 North Road, Sudbury; Massachusetts
01776: An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Research Engineer, possibly Faculty. Position.
A, .position is. available. for an -etectrlcal
engineer to assume a major role in ongoing
and self initiated research and development
projects in diagnostic ultrasound. Current pro
jects include development and evaluation of
ultrasonic computed tomography for breast
imaging and. performance evaluation and
dosimetry of dtaqnostlc ultrasound systems.
Part time commitment to general bioengineer
ing. projectaavattabte It desired. Applicants
should possess a doctorate, or an M.S. with at
least four years experience,and should have
extensive acaoernfc.tratntnq and experience in
analog and digital system design and
assembly language programming. Acoustical
physics, scattering theory, signal processing,
image analysis,. pattern recognition. and
statistics are additional deetrableareas of ex
pertise. Salary and academic appointment up
to assistant' professor are commensurate with
qualifications. A .. resume, references and
copies of transcripts and relevant publications
would be appreciated. Contact: Paul L. Carson,
Ph.D., Radiological Sciences Division or K: C.
Rock, Director .of Bio-engineering, University
of Colorado Medical Center, 4200 East Ninth
Avenue.. Denver, CO. 80262. An EqualOppor
tunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. De
partmenlof f ntcrmatlon Engineering.

106

Assistant/Associate Professor posltton is
available for September 1979. Duties include
undergraduate/graduate teaching and re
search. An earned Ph.D. in computer science
or electrical engineering is required, and
demonstrated teaching and research abilities
are highly desirable. Preterred. areas' of
specialization are as follows: .1) Theoretical
Computer SCience; 2) Computer Vision. Send
resume, selected publications and three
references by February 28, 1979 to: Professor
B. H. McCormick, Head, Department of Infor
mation Engineering, University of Illinois at
Chicago Gircle; Box 4348,Chicago, Illinois
60680. The University of Illinois is an Affir
mative Action/Equal opportunity Employer.

Manufacturing' Engineer/Methods Engin,eer,
$22,0001$26,000. Industrial Engineers. Super
visor knowledge of N/C machinery, processing
and fabrication of medium to heavy equip
ment.3-10 years exp. Contact Selectability,
lnc. 1011E. State Street, Rockford, IL 61104
(815/964-0078).

Applications are invited for "assistant .pro
fessor tenure-track positions in the School of
Electrical Engr. & Computing Sciences. Two
poetttons are now available in the areas of
digital systems and power systems; and.addt
tiona! positions may be offered dependent
upon funding. Duties will include student ad
vtstnq, graduate & undergraduate teaching,
supervision' of graduate research, and.develop
merit 0.1 research programs and support. Appli
cant must hold an appropriate doctorate & a
combination of education & experience that
will contribute to the ongoing program
capability..Posjtlons open Sept. 1979 or earlier
it mutually agreeable. Applications must be
received by Dec. 1, 1978, to receive considera
tion in initial screening; however, applications
will be accepted until positions are filled. Ad
dress inquiries ,& applications to: M. E, Coun
cil, Director, School of Electrical Engineering
& Computing Sciences, College of Engineer
ing, University of Okla., Norman, OK 73019.
The University of Oklahoma is an Equal Oppor
tunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

General Manager.' Our client is a joint-action
public. utility responsible for developing
dependable and economical electric power for
several growing Texas communities (current
population approximately 300,000.) Our ex,
ecutfve search is for a GeneralManager to ex
ercise full management responsibility, report
ing to a Board appointed by the member cities.
Successful applicant must demonstrate ap
plicable management experience with large
scale construction (preferably electric utility)
and' possess exceptional organization, coor
dinative, technical, and public relations skills.
Salary open. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Reply in strict confidence to Box 6272.

Electrical Engineering and Electrical Engineer
ing Technology: Faculty positions; The'depart
ment invites applications for openings at the
assistant/associate professor level beginning
January 1979, August 1979. The candidate
should have demonstrated abilities' and in
terests in one or more of the following fields:
control, communications, electronics, com
puters and digital systems. A doctorate in the
field is expected although persons with excep
tional qualifications will be considered. This is
a dual curriculum department with a strong
commitment to undergraduate instruction,
creative curriculum development and scholar
ly inquiry. It offers asuitably qualified person
excellent opportunities to contribute in those
fields which support the departmental cur
ricula. We are an affirmative action employer.
Rank and salary commensurate with qualifica
tions and experience. Please submit detailed
resume and a statement of professional
aspirations to: Chairman, Department of Elec
trical Engineering and Electrical Engineering
Technology, Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois
61625.

Electrical Engineering Faculty. Openings exist
for faculty in computer engineering, electronic
materials and devices, and communications.
Other,specializations n:!ay be of interest.

Direct responses to Dr. Richard F.'Sbhwartz,
Head, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Michigan Technological University, Houghton,
Michigan 49931. An equal opportunityeduca
tional institution/equal opportunity employer.

University of California, Davis. The .' Depart
ment of Electrical Engineering, University of
California, .Davis, invites applications for a
faculty position in the area of computer soft
ware, particularly operating systems and pro'
gcamming language design and implementa
tion. A broad background In computer science
and engineering is also required' of all can
didates. The department is seeking individuals
who are,versatile and strong in both teachlnq
and research who are willing and able to teach
large undergraduate classes. Graduate
teaching and vigorous and productive
research are also expected of the faculty
selected. Applicants' must have a Plio. or
equivalent degree. Position is available start
ing with the Spring Quarter 1979.The Univerai
tyis an affirmative action employer and en"
courages applications from women and
members of minority groups. Deadline for
receipt of applications: December 15, 1978.
Send resume to: Faculty Search Commit
tee/OS, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of California, Davis, CA 95616.

University of California,' Davis. Applications
are invited for a faculty position in a Graduate
Group in Computer Science to teach at the
undergraduate and graduate level and to con'
duct research in medium and large scale infor
mation storage and retrieval systems, A strong
interest and commitment to teaching as well
as vigorous and productive research are ex;
pected of the faculty selected. Applicants
must have a Ph.D. or equivalent deqree.. The
University is an affirmative action employer
and encourages applications from women and
members 91. minority groups. Position to start
9/79. Send resume to: Professor Richard F
Walters, Dept. of Community Healtfi.Lntversl
ty of California, Davis,CA 95616; by December
15, 1978.

University of California; Davie. The department
ot Electrical Engineering, University of Oaljtor
n!a, Davis, invites applications for a faculty
position expected to be available for academic
year 1979-80 in. the area of Information
Systems. A broad background in computer
science is also required of all candidates. The
department is seeking individuals who are ver
satile. and strong in both teaching and
research who are willing and able to teach
large undergraduate classes in thebastecom.
puter sctence courses offered by the Electrical
Engineering Department. Graduate teaching
and vigorous and productive research are also
expected of the faculty selected. Applicants
must have a Ph.D. or equivalent degree. The
University is an affirmative action employer
and encourages applications from women and
members of minority groups. Deadline for
receipt of applications: January 31,1979. Send
resume .to: Faculty Search Committee/DB,
Department of Electrical Engineering, Univer
sity of California, Davis, CA 95616.

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Depart
ment of Information' Engineering. Assistant/
Associate Professor position is available for
September 1979. Duties include under
graduate/graduate teaching and research. An
earned Ph.D. 'in electrtca! engineering or com
puter science is required, and' demonstrated
teaChing and research abilities are highly
desirable. Preferred areas of specialization are
as follows: 1) Digital Data Communications; 2)
Computer Architecture; 3) Computer Design
Automation. Send resume, selected publica
tions and three references by February 28,
1979 to: Professor B. H. McCormick, Head,
Department of Information Engineering,
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Box
4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680.The University of
Illinois is an Affirmative Action/Equal Oppor
tunity Employer.
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Classified advertising Fort Collins, Colo. 80523. Closing date for ap
plications is February 1,1979. Colorado State
University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Op
portunity Employer.

Positions Open

The following positions of interest
to IEEE members have been
reported as open. Apply in writing,
.addressing reply to address given or
to Box Number, c/o IEEE Spectrum,
Advertising Department, 345 East
47th st., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Classified Advertising Rates for this
column: $15.00 per line. No advertis
ing agency commission is granted.
Copy must be received by the 10th
of the month preceding date of
issue.

Positions Available-Electrical & Electronic
Eng's. Over 1000 US client companies pay our
fees for selected teohnical referrals. Est. 1959.
Send resume & salary history. Atomic Person
nel, tnc., Box C, 1518 Walnut, Phila. Pa. 19102.

The sencer ot'Electrical Engineering, Georgia
Institute of Technology, seeks applicants at
the assistant professor level. PhD in E.E. and
clear potential for distinguished performance
in teaching, research, and service are required.
Areas of special need include computer
engineering, telecommunications, and electric
power engineering. Resumes and statements
of interest should be addressed to Director,
School of Electrical Engineering, Georgia In'
stitute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia30332.
Georgia Tech is an equal opportunity/affir
mative action employer.

Engineers: Recruiting for nationwide ctlentesmce
1949. Electronics hardware,software, components,
systems. Military, commercial. In confidence
Brentwood-Box 11, Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Energy Search, EE, field encrneer to operate
electronic instruments to evaluate wells drill
ed for oil and gas. Various locations USA. 0-3
years experience, only U.S. citizens and im
migrants. Apply Garter Robinson, Schlum
berger Well Services,P.O. Box 2175, Houston,
Texas 77001. An equal opportunity employer.

Communications Erigineers-Exec. search
and contingency placements nation-wide:
Hardware/software system & .component
design, implementation & test. All fees paid.
Cal', submit resume with salary & location re
quirements to F. Jones, Eastern Executive
Assoc., Dlv. F. X. Jones -Assoc., 881 Allwood
Rd., CHfton, NJ 07012 (201) 777·6900.

Texas, California, Florida, other SW, SE, W'&
Foreign location opportunities for sharp EE's
having instrumentation, power, minicomputer,
mtcrocomputer, semiconductor' or electronics
exp.-hardware, software or systems.
$19-3.2,000.base starting. Positions with private
industry mfg., design and consulting cos having
impressive growth. Each contact is made selec
tlvety Iyou are in control) and held in strict con
fidence. Our client cos assume all placement
fees. Resume to J. L. Gresham, BChE, MBA will
contact you at home first Est. 1966, member
AIChE. Systemation Consultants, Inc., employ
ment service, 1410 Post Oak Tower, Houston,
Texas 77056. (713) 622·1370.

Eogineering' Position-Our clients are involv
ed in Communications, Telecommunications,
Computer Equtp., Power, Consumer Products,
and Mil. in design and manufacturing. All fee
paid. Call, submit resume, salary and location
requirements to F. Rogers Aesoc., 25 South
Service Rd., Jericho, N.Y. 11753 (516)
997-4373.
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GaAs Device/Circuit Designer. An opening ex
ists for a Member of the Technical Staff .to
work on the design, evaluation and
characterization of GaAs MESFET and other
advanced digital logic devices. The succesetut
candidate will have an advanceddegree inEE
or physics (or the equivalent experience) with a
good understanding of device physics.
Familiarity with IC layout and processing is
destraoie in order to Interact with others on
Sperry's high-speed logic programs. Please
submit resume to Janet Perretti, Sperry
Research Center, 100 North 'Road, Sudbury,
Massachusetts 01776. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Signal Processing Research. Sperry Research
Center has a research staff opening for a Ph;D.
E.E. with several years' experience in signal
processing for sonar, radar, or communica
tions systems. Demonstrated ability to apply
advanced theory to practical signal processing
problems, such asspectral estimation, digital
filtering, or array processing, is required. An
understanding of modern signal processing
implementation technology is also desired,
particularly digital techniques. Please submit
resume to Janet Porrettl, Sperry Research
Center, 100 North Road, SUdbury"
Massachusetts 01776. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Engineers-"-SE Locations, Process,
Powerlight, Software, Hardware, Systems,ln
strumentatton, Facilities. Fee Paid. No Con
tracts, 12 yrs. experience. Beall Associates,
P.O. Box 5042, Spartanburg, S.C. 29304.

Faculty Positions. Applications are invited for
two permanent positions expected to start
September 1979 in electronics, one at the full
professor level and one at the assistant pro
fessor level. Areas of primary interest are in
tegrated circuits and solid state devices, In
cluding optical and microwave applications.
Applications are also invited for temporary
positions which may become available at the
levels of assistant, associate or full professor
to start September 1979. Apply to Chairman,
Department of Applied Physics & Information
SCience, C-014, University of California, San
Diego, La Jolla, California, 92093. UCSD is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer.

AssistantProfessor.;.;..Solid State Electronics,
Desired is a' Ph.D. with one or two years tn
dustrial experience who will establish his/her
own research and graduate training program
within our solid state electronics program.
Preference given to an individual with strong
analytical skills and microwave interests.
Teaching and curriculum development at the
undergraduate and graduate level in the solid
state, area is expected. Qualified individuals
should send resumes with professional
references to: Professor Eric D. Thompson,
Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics
Department, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106. An equal oppor
tunttv/afttrrnatlve action employer.

The Department of Electrical Engineering, Col·
credo State University, expects to fill one or
more tenure track faculty positions for the Fall
1979 academic semester. Although it is ex
pected that these positions will be filled at the
assistant professor level, a higher, rank is
possible depending upon the qualifications of
the individual. Applicants should possess an
earned doctorate, experience in research, and
an interest In both, undergraduate and
graduate teaching. Some preference will be
given to the areas of semiconductor materials,
solid state electronics, digital systems, and
digital communications. Applicants should
send an up-to-date copy of their resume;
references, and copies of recent publications
to Dr. D. K.Ferry, Head, Department of Elec
trical Engineering, Colorado State University,

Chairman,Department' of Electrical Engineer;
lng, University of Rochester. Applications and
nomlnatlons for the Chairmanship are invited.
Fourteen tu'l-tlme faculty offer an ECPD.-aC
credited B.S. program to about 160
underqraouate students, and M.S. and Ph.D.
programs to about 30 graduate students. The
faculty, emphasizes research in the general
areas of biomedical, engineering and
bioacoustics, solid state electronics and
superconductivity, computer engineering and
applications, communication engineering and
Signal processing, and control engineering
and systems theory. This research involves
cooperative efforts with the nearby School of
Medicine and Dentistry.. The chairman is ex
pected to have 'a well established research
record and active research in one of the depart
mental areas-as well as a' firm, commitment to
both undergraduate and graduate education.
Application deadline is January 1, 1979. Send
full resume or nominations, including names
and addresses of references and copies of re
cent publications to: Chairman, EE Search
Committee, College of Engineering and Ap
plied Science, Gavett 204; University of
Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627. An
Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F).

Faculty Position: The School of Engineering,
University of California, lrvine seeks an Assis
tant Professor in Computer Engineering.
Duties include undergraduate and graduate
teaching. Doctorate and, specific research
competence -tn computer engineering and
digital systems required: Appointment will in
terface with Department of Information and
Computer Science. Send resume to Prof. Bet
shad, School of Engineering, University of
California, Irvine, CA 92717. Applications from
all qualified candidates welcome; .womenand
minority candidates are encouraqedto apply.

Faculty Position: The School of Engineering,
University of California, Irvine seeks a Pro;
fessor in Solid State Electronics and Device
Engineering.' 'Duties .lnclude undergraduate
and graduate teaching. Doctorate and specific
research competence in the theory, design and
processing technology of solidstate devices,
including medium and large scale integration
required. Send resume to Prof. Bershad,
School of Engineering, University of Califor
nia, Irvine, CA 92717. Applications' from all
qualified candidates welcome; women and
minority candidates are encouraqed toapply.

Faculty Positions in Electrical Engineering.
Two positions are anticipated for 1879-80.
Resumes are solicited for all EE areas but par
ticularly in electric power systems. Doctorate
is required. Applicants should be interested in
graduate and undergraduate teaching, and
willing to work energetically to obtain
research sponsorship. Send resume by
February 1, 1979 to: Head, Electrical Enqlneer
ing Department, VPl&SU, Blacksburg, VA,
24061. An equal opportunity affirmative-action.
employer.

Laboratory Supervlaor fn Electrical Engineer.
ingat Michigan Technological University to
provide interface between faculty-and support
personnel. Applicants should be interested in
all phases of electrical laboratory equipment
maintenance and instrument calibration, have
knowtedqe of enop procedures, be able to deal
effectively with faculty and support staff, be
able to handle lncloentat.paper work, and be
able, to supervise support staff and student
assistants. Preferred credentials are a BSEE
degree with some experience; minimum
credentials are an associate degree in EE
technology with additional experience. Send
resume to Professor W. T. Anderson, Michigan
Technological University, Houghton, M149931.
MTU ls an Equal Opportunity Educational In
stitution/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Distinguished speakers will keynote
next month's. computer software conference

MBllingS

COMPSAC '7~-the IEEE Computer
Socletys Second International Com
puter Software and Applications Con
terence-c-wlu feature five- keynote ad
dresses by well-known engineers and
scientists. The conference will be held at
the Palmer HouseIn Chicago, III.,
November 13-16,1976.

Hans Mark, Undersecretary of the U'.S.
Air Forc e.vwlll d~liver the opening
keynote address, setting the overall tone
for the meeting. Atthe special Technical
Keynote Session, RW.Lucky of Bell
Labs will answer the question, "Com
puters and Communications-Married
or Just Living Together?";AFIPS presi
dent A.S. Hoagland of IBM will discuss
"Impact of Mass Memories on Software
and Applications"; A.P: Ershov, U.S.S.R
Academy of Sciences, will speak on "The
Golden Key of Mixed Computation"; and
P.B.l:'iansen of the University of
Southern California will address the sub
ject of concurrent programming.

The 49-session technical program will
cover a wide spectrum of topics, ranging
from data-base management systems to
social, legal, and regulatory issues. In
addltlon, three day-long preconference
tutorials are being offered on November
13: Software Engineering; Distributed
Data-Base Management; Microcomputer
Programming and Support Software. '

Further information on the con
ference, includlnq registration details,
may be obtained from Harry Hayman,
P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901;
telephone (301) 439·7007. The following
is a list of the technical sessions, with
their chairpersons .

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Afternoon Sessions
Management ofComputers and Computer Pro:

jects. D. B.Simmons, Texas A&M Untv,
ASET-A Modern Computer-Aided Software

Component. LJ, Osterweil, Boeing Com
puter Services

Software Maintainability. H. Mills, IBM
Federal Systems

Operating Systems and Languages. J., Y. T.
Leung, NorthweStern Univ.

Microprocessors: Filling the Software Gap.
G. A. Kom, Univ. of Arizona
Management Aspects of Software
Methodology. D. Tajima, Hitachi Ltd.

Modeling and Software Design. T. L. Booth,
Univ. of Connecticut

Software Testing. E. ueotein, U.S. Army
Communications R&D

Very-Hlqh-Level Languages and Automatic
Programming. N. Prywes, Univ. of Penn
sylvania

Software and Applications for Attached Arith
metic Processors. G. P.D'Leary, Floating
Point Systems.

Evening Sessions
Security and Privacy. G. I. Davida, Untv. of

Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Student Papers, H. H. So, Univ. of Cetttomte,

Berl:<eley
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Morning Sessions
Software Development Approaches. Y.

Nakamura, Fujitsu, Ltd.
Distributed Data Processing-A Tutorial with

Applications. E. D. Jensen, Honeywell
Topics on Distributed and Relational Data

Base Design. R. S. Kaplan, Bell Labs
Process Computer Software- Languages and

Maintenance. A. B. Long, Electric Power
Research, Inc.

Software Testing and Analysis. W. E. Howden,
untv. of Victoria, Canada

The Software Development Syetem-c-Ex
pertence and Evolution. C. G; Davis, U.S.
Army BMD·A TC

A Distributed Data-Processing Development
Technology. J. E. Scalf, U.S. Army BMD~ATC

Data-Base Design. R. T. Yeh, Univ. of Texas,
Austin

Organization of ADP Software Development.
K. Riddle, U.S. Civil Service Comm.
Current Software Tools. G. Ugler, Texas

Instruments

Afternoon Sessions
Modeling Aspects of Software Development.
R. C. T. Lee, National Tsing Hua Univ.,
Taiwan
Contribution of Modular Computer Systems to

Software Engineering. B.Zolotar, EPRI
Ouery Lanquaqes and-Hetrleval Techniques. P.

Scheuermann, Northwestern Untv.
Software Management in the ICAM Environ

ment. B. Luong-Hong, NBS
Software Tools: Integration with Methodology.

T. Rauscher,GTE Sylvania
Software Development. N,F. Schneidewind,

U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
Distributed System Software. L Belttrachi,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm,
Data Dictionaries. Y. M. eetea, Arthur And

erson & Co.-
Major Issues of Software Engineering Project

Management. R. H. Thayer, U.S. Air Force
Software Testing Tools. H. H. Bate, Texas

fnstruments

Evening.Sessions
Software Testing: Status and Prognosis. R. R.

Bate, Texas Instruments
Software Standards. H. Hecht, SoHaR

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Morning Sessions
software Reliability and Safety. M. Marks,

USAF Data Systems Design Center
Distributed Systems. T. Agerwala,

Univ. of Texas, Austin
Hardware/Software Tradeoffs: Different Per

spectives. W. Toy, Belf Labs
Trends for the '80s in Computer Science and

Engineering Education. R. Fair/ey, C%
rado State Univ.

Software Applications l. R. T. Chien, Univ.
of ttttnots, 'Urbana

Fault-Tolerant Sottware.," S. S.-· Yau, .North
western Univ.

Communication Processes. J. Scanlon, Bell
Labs

The Impact of Hardware.Archltecture.cn
Future Data Base Management and

Information Retrieval Systems. P. B. Berra;
Syracuse Univ.

Trends for the '80s in Applications and

Societal Education. A. Dekock, Univ. of
Missouri, Rolla

Software Applications II.· H. Trauboth, Nuc
lear Research Center and Univ. of Karlsruhe,
Germany

Afternoon Sessions
Software Engineering Experience. R. Williams,

TRW
Software Techniques for Reconfigurable

and Dynamic Architecture. Steven and
SvetJana Kartashev, Untv. of Nebraska, Un
ootn

The Relationship and Future of Data-Base
Systems and Information Systems. P. Chen,
M.I.T.,

The Impact of Changing Technology on Com
puter Education. E. C, Jones,.Jr., Iowa State
Untv.

Software Appttcatlcnstll. P. Ens/ow, Georgia
Tech

Display research
is topic this month

On October 24-26, the 1978 Biennial
Display Research Conference will be
held at the Cherry Hill Inn inCherry Hill,
N.J. The meeting issponsored by IEEE,
the Society for Information Display, and
the Advisory Group on Electron Devices.

The meeting will feature five half-day
sessions: Liquid-Crystal Displays;
Luminescent Displays; Passive
Displays; Matrtx-Addreesed Liqujd·
Crystal Displays; and Plasma Displays.
In his keynote address, AlanC. Kay of
the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center will
discuss "Displays in the Personal corn
puter."

Registration fees at the conference
are $40 for members and $45 for
nonmembers. The conference secretary
is ThomasHenlon,Palisades Institute,
201 Varick Street, New York, N.Y. 10014.

Symposium'focuses on
computers in medicine

The Sheraton Inn in Washington, D.C.,
will host the Second Annual Symposium
on Computer Applications in Medical
Oere: (CompSoc, S-EMB, Northern
vlrqlnia Sect, etal.) on November, 5-9.
The purpose of the meeting is to bring
physicians, computer scientists,
biomedical .and clinical engineers, and
other health-care. professionals. up to
date on the latest advancements in the
expanding field of medical computing
appl rcetrons.

C.A. Caceres, editor of Clinical Engi
neering, will present the keynote ad
dress on "The Need for Automation in
Health and Medical Care." Two tutorials
are-also scheduled: "Introduction to and
Review of Recent Developments of Com
puter Techno.logy," and "Software Con
cepts for Biomedical Computing."

The technical program will present the
following sessions: Medical Imaging;
Computers in, Nuclear Medicine; Com
puters in Radiation Theory; Computers
in Psychiatry and Ollnical Psychology;
Computers in Mental Health Care; Com
puter-Patient Dialogue;. Computerized
Use of Medical Knowledge. Also:
Medical Data Bases; Language Process
ing Representation; Representation of
Medical. Knowledqe: Cornputer-Dlrected
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(
with take-home )

MICROPROCESSOFl

Here's an exciting new short course that
teachesyouthe basicsof microprocessorsys
tems design and programming through three
daysof "total immersion" in lop-notch instruc
tion combined' with extensive lab work. De
sighed for practicing engineers, engineering
managers, and programmers, the course fea
turesa personal computer laboratory for use
during the sessions and to take home with you
at the end of the course .

The Motorola MEK6800D2
Evaluation Kit II

Instruction is based on the Motorola M6800
microprocessor family. For use with your per
sonal Evaluation Kit, we supply, during the
course, "outrigger" boards containing de
vices for numerous exercises- from simple
input-output to robotdesign. You select those
of greatest interest to you. Expert,Instructors
are at hand to guide you at all times, H you
wou.ld .like to be able to program a micro
processor in machine language, to be capa
bteot designing systems involving micro
processors- then this' strictly "how-to" course
is just what you have been waiting for.

A call for stiJdents
Our'JEEE Continuing Education Department
witlpresent this course wherever the need
exists, for sponsorship by IEEE units (Sec
tions, .Chapters, etc.): or by universities or
companiesIin-house training). If you are in
terested in sponsoring the course for local
presentation, pleasewrite to Vincent Giardina
at the address below, or call him at (201)
981-0060. If -you are interested in taking the
course locally, please complete and mail
co.upon below, ...-------'-'-.,I lam interested in attending the IEEE 3-DAY

I ,MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING I
WORKSHOP With Take-Home

I Microprocessor. Preferred sponsorship: I
:[J'-IEEEUnit 0 University 0, My Company

I .. EH-AI
I I
I :Name- "" '-':~IEEENo.----;.1
1______________ I
I Coon''"' .. I
I:~<rnpany Address I
I City, State/Country Zip I
I

Send te.. Continuing Education Dept. IEEE Ser-I
vice Center, 445 Hoes lane, Piscataway, N.J.:

08854 ...
L; ... '

Circle No. 34
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Book reviews
Technology and Social Shock. Lawless,
E. W.-Rutgers University Press, New
Brunswick, N.J., 1977,606 pp., $6.95.

Edward Lawless and the National
sclence Foundation are to be' con
gratulated on this plcneerlnq effort-c-a
readable and, highly instructive sum
marizati.on of 45 episodes of public
alarm over technology, social shock
waves created by unanticipated effects
of developrnentsvranqlnq from the
building of the WeHandCanal to the in
troduction of a new sleeping pill and
more effective detergents.

The first two-thirds of the book
presents 45 case histories, each in
cluding an abstract,background, key
events and, roles, disposition, interpreta
tion or comment, and list of refererrces.
An "event train" or chronology diagram
is also included. Some of the cases are
well known-i-e.q., thalidomide, the Salk
polio vaccine, the SantaBarbara oil
leak-but many, though less recoqniz
ed, are equally fascinating. For example,
from 1939 to 1949 sea lampreys invaded
the upper Great Lakes via the Canadian
Weiland Canal System and extensively
destroyed commercial fisIJing. The
origin of the. problem dates back to 1829
when the completion of the canal provid
ed a waterway for both ships and lam
preys between Lake Ontario and Lake
Erie" but it was a century laterthat the
predatory lampreys' moved into Lake
Huron. By 1949 the trout catch in that
lake had declined from' 1.7 million
pounds ·to 1000 pounds and by 1951 the
income tosa to commercial fishermen
aloneamounted·to $3.5 million.
However, the story has a happy ending.
After testing nearly 6000 chemicals, Dr.
Applegate discovered TFM, which kills
infant lampreys without harming fish.
Since 1966, TFM and restocklnq of trout
and salmon have achieved a tremendous
transformation of the economy, growth,
and hopes ,of every community in the
area surrounding the Great Lakes.

Other exotic examples are the case of
the 'bronze horse (470 B.C.), synthetic
turf and football injuries, and MSG
(monosodium glutamate) and the
Chinese restaurant syndrome.

Of equal value is the last third of the
book, an integrated analysis of the 45
cases. The following aspects are
discussed: technological origins, threat
development, factors influencing Im
pact, available technological tntorrna
tton, governmental units involved,
prtvate-sectorpartles involved, impacts
and dispositions of cases, the role of
technology assessment, and reflections
on the impacts of technology on societal
institutions. We' find some' provocative
comments:
• In 40 percent of the cases, an early
warning signal that could have reduced
public alarm was missed (e.g., oral con
traceptive safety).
• In over, half of the cases, the
technology had been employed, in part,
with less than adequate responsibility
by its users (e.g., unapproved herbicide

in cranberries).
e In at least half the cases, a previous
alarm had been raised over a. related
technology.
eln nearly half the cases, a conflict-of
interest existed in or between govern
ment agencies.
• Media coverage leads to public'
awareness; headllne-slze names, bizarre
effects, and consumer products provide
the best media focus.'
• In none-of the cases did initial publlc
concern or media coverage lead to
removal of the threat. Government agen
cies always became involved.

For technology assessment (TA), the
following insights, are significant:
• A good TA could probably have tore
seen the future threat in 40 percent of
the cases (e.g., nerve-gas disposal). ,It
would have been of little help in 15 per
cent (e.g., X rays trorn color TV). In the re
maining 40 percent, a TA might have
identified a future problem correctly if
the group doing the TA had asked just
the right question-a' remote likelihood
(e.g., the corn leaf blight). In cases where
a TA would have been effective, it could
have been done. many years in ad
vance"'-in the case of artificial in
semination, a century.
• Even if a threat from a technology has
already been identified, a TA would still
be useful in reducing the shock in over
60 percent of the cases. But timing is'
critical and speed may be vital (unlike
the setttnq for the TA done to avoid a.
threat).

The book also contains many useful
tables comparing the ,45 cases, a sum
mary of the TA process, and a discus
sion of causes of public concern.

All in all, this book is adrnlrable-s
.unencumbered by.academic jargon and
valuable for TA practitioners, policy
analysts, bureaucrats, and public"
interest· groups. And its cost is
reasonable.

Harold A. Unstone
Portland State. University
Portland, Oreg.

Europe's Giant 'Accelerator (The 'Story of
the CERN 400·GeV Proton Synchrotron),
Goldsmith, M., and Shaw, E.-Crane,
Russak & Company, ,Inc., New York,
1977,261 pp., illus., $27.50.

The CERN (Conseil Europeenne pour
laHechercheNucleaire) organization,
located outside G~n~va in a village
called 'Meyrin,:is,an 'outstanding exam~,

pie of cooperation among many coun-'
tries in a scientific endeavor. Recently, ,8 ,
very large' high-energy proton ac
celerator-the Super Proton syn-:
chrotron, or SPS-came into operation'
there. This book is the story of how the
task was accomplished.

The book is written for the moderately
well-informed layman and is profusely il"
lustrated. After a.brief .deecrlptlon of the,
-development of science leading to the
necessity for designing and building
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CHALLENGING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PHYSICS
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY

Our Laboratory, a multi-faceted national R&D'facility, ls seekinq outstanding sclentlsts and engineers to contribute
to new initiatives in the study of the physics of highly-excited matter. Opportunities exist in the following areas:

• HIGH DENSITY GAS EMBEDDED Z-PINCH PROGRAM

-Involves the study of very high density and temperature plasmas, the devising and implementation of diagnostics

for both the plasma and pinch discharge, and partiCipation of the interpretation of experimental results; Requires

a minimum-of 3 years' combined experience-in experimental physics,'plasma"physics,and/or plasmadiag
nostics.

. • PLASMA HEATING WITH RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS

-InvOlves participation in the relativistic ElectronBeam heating experiment, design and use of plasma and beam

diagnostics, and analysis and interpretation of experimental results. Requires at least three years' combined

relevant experience with background in plasma physics, REB physics, REB accelerators, design and operation

of REB diodes, and/or plasma and electron beam diagnostics techniques.

• LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS

-Involves participation in the study of fundamental processes associated with interaction of intenSe laser beams

withmatterandthe physics of highly excited matter. Requires a. totalof2years' experience in two or more of
the following fields: gas laser physics and optics, physics of laser-plasma interactions, application of high-speed
electronic instrumentation to experimental measurements, x-ray or charged particle d!agnostics for plas
mas.

Successful candidates inthe-above areasmust haveaPh.D. in physlcsor electrlcal engineering anda proved record
of performance as evidenced byoriginal publications.

• THEORETICAL Z-PINCH STUDIES
~Involves work in the area of theoretical high-density plasma physics and magr'letohydrodynamics. This position

requires a Ph.D. in plasmaphysics, nuclear engineering, or equivalent, withbackground in plasma physics or
MHO. Experience in numerical simulation, plasma instability analysis andnon-ltnearetfects isdesirable.

Operated by the University of California for the Department of Energy; the Laboratory provides excellent wOrking

conditions and benefits, such as a variety of professional growth opportunities and 24 days'. annual vacation. Our setting
in th,emountains of northern NewMexicooffers a pleasing lifestyle ina setting of greatnatural beauty: a pollution-free
environment; abundant recreational activities: casual, uncrowded living; a superior school system; and low taxes.

Send complete resume, in confidence, to:

R. B. Brown
DIV-·78-AN
Los Alamos Scientific Laborato(y
P. O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: WOMEN, MINORITIES, HANDICAPPED AND
VETERANS URGED TO APPLY. U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
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ment, M.J. Cruiokshank; Improved Platform Design,
R. E. Harin9... fit aL; Needs for Oceanographic Data to

'Determine loads on Coastal and Offshore Structures,
S. R. Mpssel; The Processing of E· and p. Data from
the Norwegian Continental Shelf, P. Myrvang; Earth.
quake .Reslstant Design ct Offshore Bulldlng seuc
tures, M. Ozaki, S.Hayashl;Communication of
Creditable Measured Data; M. E. Ringenbach; Ocean
Dumping Research and Monitoring: Strategies and
Tools, D. C.Simpson et al.; Infonnatlon Reliability In
Marine Waste Disposal Studies, P. N. Storrs, L.
Meiorin; An Informatlori System· on EnvlroAmental
Conditions for the Construction and Operation of a
Storm;Surge Barrier, J.H, Van Oorschot

Short Papers

Instrumentation for Offshore Structures, R. Begg; Re·
cent Trends In Underwater in-sftu Soil Testing, U.
Dayal; Marine Sensors for Ocean Sea Berth Terminals,
B. Le Mehaute; Instrumentation-Ali at Sea, A. G.
Parker; OCean Instrumentation. by Satellite, D. K,
Warne

IEEE·Transactions on
Power Apparatus and Systems

Vol.PAS-97, no. 5,SeptlOct 1978
JH4402-4 M-$7.50; NM-$15.00
Inclusion of' Interarea Transmission in Production
Costing Simulation, A. M. Adamson et al.; The Navajo
SMF Type Subsynchronous Resonance Relay, C. E. J.
Bowler et et.; updete'cn Power Generation In Canada
to. 2000. A.D., K. L. Broe; Safety Considerations of
Joints In Towers Utilizing Corroslon·Reslstant Alloy
Steels, L E. Burnett, et et.: The Occurrence and con
trol of Interference from 011 Mist In the Detection of
Overheating In a Generator, C. C. Carson et ,at;.Prac
tlc'al Approaches to Supplementary Stabilizing from
Acc,eleratlng Power,F. P.. de, Mello etal.; Computa·
tlonal imprementauen of On-Llna Load Flow, L. W.
Emark, .Jr.; Detection of .PartlalDischarges in"
Transformers.Using Acoustic Emission Techniques,
E. Howelh!;, E. T.Norton; An On-Llne Topological
Equivalent of a Power System, T. E. Dy Liacco et al.;
Static and. Dynamic VAR Compensation in System
Planning, H.. H. Happ, K,. A. Wirgau; Heat Transfer
Characteristics of Gas Spacer Cables, K, !taka et al.;A
Fast Load Flow ~ethod Retaining Nonlinearity, S.
lwamoto;-V. Tamura; System Planning for Bay of Fun
dy Tidal Developments, A. N. Karas; A Correlation
Method for Transmission Line Protection, M. Vifins;
Economic Shift in.Electric Power Generation with Line
Flow Constraints, K. R.-C.Mamandur,'G. J. Berg; Asyn.
chroncus Operation of AC .Sychronous Machines the
UnearEqulvalent· Circuit, D. W. Olive, G. Richards;
Concepts on .Field Excitation Control 01 .subeyn

, chronous Resonance In Synchronous Machines, B. T.
001, M.M. Sartawi;State·Space Modeling of a senee
Compensated Long.Distance' Transmission System
Through Graph.Theoretlc Approach, L. N. Paliwal et
al.;,A General M_ethod for the Evaluation of Possible
Systems for Electric Generation with Solar Energy, W.
G. Pollard; 'Impact of Voltage Reduction on Energy
and Demand, R. F. Preiss, V. J. 'Warnock; Application
of Partially Conductlrig Polymetric Materials for High.
Voltage Outdoor Insulator In Polluted Environments,
M. R. Raghuveer eLal.; Surge Propagation
Characteristics of Plpe- Enclosed Underground
Cables, R. Schinzinger, .A. Ametanl; Motor Starting
Protection by Impedance Sensing, J. M. Shulman et
a/.; Analysis of a Deep Bar Induction Motor and Com'
pressor Load During Startup, R.F. Smith, J.D. Nioho/s;
An Initial Comparative Analysis of the Market Penetra·
tlon Potential 9f Coal Derived Fuels in the U.S. Utility
Industry· (1985-2005), D, F. Spenoer et al.; Power
System Security Control C!lICulatlons Using Linear
Pr6grlimming,Part I, B. Stott, E. Hobson; Power
System·· Security· Control Calculations. Using Linear
Programming, Part II, B. Stott, E. Hobson; Develop·
ment of 500~kV Gas Spacer Cable, Part I:
Characteristics of Current·Carrylng .Capacity, T.
Takagi et al.; Development of 550·kV Gas. Spa.cer
Cable, Part II: The Voltage Characteristics and the
Construction; To Takagi et al.: Effects of Charge Injec
tion and Extraction on Tree Initiation In Polyethylene,
T.Tanaka, A. Greenwood; Design of a Low·Reslstance
Grounding System for a Hydroelectric Plant Located
oriHighlyReslstlve Soils,- R. ,Verma' et al.;
Mathematical Model for Economic Evaluation of Tidal
Power in the Bay of Fundy',S. T. Y. Lee, C: Dechamps;
Applications. of Improved TeChniques to the Evalua·
tion of Electric Energy Alternatives for New York
State; F. E. Wicks et a/.; Flashover Tests of Insulators
Covered with'lce or Snow, Y. Watanabe; Modification
and PerlormanceEvaluatlon of the Faster-than~Real·

Time Hybrid Simulator, L N. Walkeret al.; Economic
A'ssessment of the Utilization of Fuel Cells in Electric
Utility Systems, W.· Wood et al.; Ultra.high·speed
Relay for EHV/UHV Transmission Lines-Installation·
Staged Fa.ult Tests and <?e.eratlonal Experience, M. T.
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Yee,·J. Esztergalyos; Design Features for J:leference
Coal Fuefed Generating Station Auxiliary Electric
Power Systems, J. H. Brendlen, G. F. Ferris; Parallel
Processing of Power System Analysis Problems Via
Simple Parallel Microcomputer Structures, J.:Fong, C.
Pottle; Synthetic Test Facility for Distribution Types
of Apparatus, Part I: Development, D. F.wtnter et al.;
Expression of erecnte. Fields for Systems 01
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es.; Dynamic Decoupling of. a Remote Manipulator
System, J. S. -c. Yuan; Robustness and Ocmputa
trona! Aspects of Nonlinear Stochastic Estimators
and Regulators, M. G. setenov. M. Athans

Techriical Notes and Correspondence .
A Dlacrete-Ttme IdentilicationAlgorithm with an fm
provedConvei:gence,' R. Subbayyan,R.,Nagara;an;
Model Reduction Using the RouthStability Criterion,
V. Krishnlimurthy, V. Seshadri; Order Reductlon by 1,
alldloo-Norm Minimization, R. A. E/·Attar, M."

. Vidyasagar; A Simple. Proof of the Separation
Theorem for Linear Stcchastlc Systems with Time
Delays; R. E. Schmotzer, G. L Blankenship; Notes on
Separate-Bias Estimation, B. Friedland; An Algorithm
for the catcutettcn 01 Transmission Zeros 01 the
System (C, A, B, D)Using Hlgh·Galn Output Feedback,
E. J. Davison, S. H•.Wang; On Transmission Zeros and
Dynamic Output Feedback, R. V. Patel; A Basis forthe
Controllable Canonical Form of LInear 'tfme-tnvertent
Multlinput Systems, W. S. Chan, Y. T. Wang; Cyclicity
and ccntrcuecunyln linear Time.lnvariari.t Systems,
P. J. Afltsaklis; Some Properties 01the Value Matrix in
fnttnlte-j'lme Linear-Quadratic.DifferentjaIGames, M.
Pachter; Matrix Calculus and the Sensitivity Analysis
01Linear Dynamlc,System~, J. W-.Brewer;Calculation
of Derivatives' of Characteristic Polynomials, S. P.
Blngulac; Optimal· Proximity Controls, R. D. Barnard;
Transfer-Function Synthesis UsingPID.Controliers, M.
R.Javdari; Guaranteed Margins for LQG Ragulators, J.
c. Doyfe; A Note on the Characteristic Frequency Loci
of Multlvarlable Linear Optimal Regulators, I.
Postlethwaite; On the Calcuiation of Optimum'Feed·
back Gains for Output·Constralned Regulators, OJ. R
Petkovski, M. Rakic; Further Comments on "Design of
Piecewise Constant Gains for Optimal Control 'via
Waish Functioris," O. N. Dalton; Remarks on
"Author's Reply" to "Comments .on 'Design of
Piecewise Constant Gains for Optimal Control Via
Walsh FUhctions,' " G. P. Rao.' T. Sfinivasan; Com·
ments on "Minimal Dimension ReaHzatlon and Iden
tifiabilityof Input-Output Sequences;" V. L.
Shrikhande et al.; Author's Reply, R. Liu, L. C, Suen

Short Papers
Decomposition of Dynamic Team Declslori Probllims,
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Control of Titanium Dioxide Kilns, G. A. DiJmoflt, P. R.
Befanger; Self·Tunlng Control 01 a TItanium D,loxlde
Kiln, G. A. Damont, P. R. Belanger; A Microprocessor
System for Multifunctional Control of Upper·Limb
Prostheses Via MyoelectriC Signal Identification D.
Graupe et al.; Theory.and Error Analysis of Vibrating
Member Gyroscope, B.'Friedland, M, F. Hutton; Adap·
tlve Control· 01 Single.lnput, Slngle.Output Linear
Systems, A. Feuer, A. S. Morse; Stable Adaptive Con
trClilerDesign- Direct ,Control, K. S. Narendra, L. $.
Valavani; Stationary Linear· and Nonlinear System
ldentillcation and Predictor Set,Completeness, P. E
Caineil; Canonical. Forms for. Bilinear Input/Output
Maps, J.. G. Pearlman; Estimating .the Domain of At
traction of Nonlinear Feedback Systems, 1(.A. Loparo,
G. L. Bllinkenship;Bounded Peaking in the Optimal
Linear RegUlator with Cheap Control, B. A. Francis, K.
Glover

Survey Pa'per
Tracking' Methods in a Multltarget Environment, Y.
Bar-Shalom

IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control

Proceedings ot the IEEE
Vol. 66; no. 10, October- 1978
JH4203-6 M-$q.OOj NM-$10.00

tspecterreeue on FaulHolerant Digital,Sysierns)

Fault Tolerance: The Survival Attribute of'Dlgl,tai
Systems, A. Aviziimis; FaulUrilEirant Design of LCl,cal
ESS Processors, W. N. Toy; Pluribus-An Operatlcnal
Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor, D..Katsuki et al.; Fault·
Tolerant Computer System with Three Symmetric
Computers, H. Ihara et al.; A Case Study of C.mmp,
em-, _and C.vmp:. Part I-Experiences with Fault
Tolerance in Multiprocessor Systems, D. P. Siewiorek
et al.; A Case Study of c.mmp, cm-, and C:minp: Part
!1-PredicUngand Calibrating Reliability of
Multiprocessor Systems, .D. ,P. Siewiorek et et.;

. FTMP-A Highly. Reliable Fault-Tolerant
Multiprocessorfor Alrcraft;A. L. Hopkins, Jr., et al.;
SIFT: The Design llndAnalysls of a. Fault-Tolerant
Computer for Aircraft Control! J. H. WensleYer et.: Ar·
chitectures for Faull·Tolerant Spacecraft Computers,
D. A. Rennels

Letters

Comments on "On ,Minimal Realization of Transfer
Function Matrices', Using M~rkov P.arametersand
Time MOfl:lents," J.Hickin et et.; Formulation of
Multiport Equation Via Block Matrix Eliminaiion, I. N.
Hajj; An Alternate Method for Construction of a,Net
work Function from Its Given Odd Part, S. K. Mitra; A
True Integrable Nonlnvertlng Integrator wlth Adaptive
Gain Constant, S. K.,Seth et et.;Comments,on "Active
RC Realiiation of RL Impedance," S. C.Dutfa, Roy et
al.; Integrabl~ Circuit Prtnclpla: for Synthesizing
Voltage.Controlled Nonlinear Impedances, S.
Pookayaudom, C.Surawatpanya; An AdaptiveAp·
preach for O~slgnlng Phase Compensation Filters, R
David et et.; Flat Magnitude tcw-saee Filters with
Multiple Pairs of Imaginary-Axis Zeros, P. tnetc
hayapong; Identlllcationof the Parameters of a
Multlcomponerit. Signai Class, S. Scavarda; Trans
resistance Instrumentation Amplifier, D. C. Agouridis.
R. J. Fox; ccrreeucn to "Active Opllcs: A New
Technology, for the Control 01Light," J. W. Hardy,' lm
aging a rwe-mmenercner Target by Means of
Hologram Matrix-An Ultrasound Experiment, J. ;1.
Nakayama et et.;Mullifrequency Hologram Matrix and
Its Application to 'rwc-utmenstcner Imaging, J. -I.
Nakayama et et.; Correction to' "The Cepstrum: A
Guide to Processing," D. G. Childers et al.; Further
Comments on Windowing in the Power Ceptrum;J. C.
Hlissab, R.' E Boucher; An Inherent Tradeoff In Non
coherent Detection, R. J. Gutmann, K. Rose; .Load Fre·
que'ncy ContTol Usinq a Governor and VO,ltage Con
trols via a New Approach,G. Shirai; An Analytical Ex·
press!onfor the Specific Output of Wind Turbine
Generators, J. Asmussen et al.
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professor of Economics at Dartmouth College in Hanover,
N.H.

J. Fred Bucy (F) became president of Texas Instruments,'
Dallas, in April 1976, after 23 years of service that began in the
company's research laboratories. As a member of the Defense
Science Board of the U.S. Department of Defense, he has
chaired task forces 011 design-to-cost and on the export of U.S.
technology. 'He is also a member of the Technology Assess
ment Advisory Council of the U.S. Office of Technology
Assessment.

Jay W. Forrester '(F), Germeshausen Professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, directs the System
Dynamics Program in the Alfred P. Sloan School of Manage
rpent. The-program. is designed to evaluate how alternative
policies' affect growth, stability, fluctuation, ,and changing
behavior in corporations; Cities, and countries. Professor For
rester also was a pioneer in early digital computer develop
ment, and holds the basic patent for 'random-access
coincident-current magnetic storage.

Hazel Henderson codirects the independent Princeton Center
for Alternative Futures, Inc; She 'is a member ofthe Advisory
Council to the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment.

Dale W. Jorgenson has taught economics since 1959, and is
currently professor of economicsat Harvard University. In ad
dition, Dr. Jorgenson is a consultant for Data Resources, 'Inc.,
Lexingtonv Mass., and consulting editor to the North-Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam.

Florizelle Liser is an Associate Fellow at the Overseas
Development Council, Washington, D.C.

Morris D. Morris conducted his study of the PQLI in 1976-77
while a visitingFellow at the Overseas Development Council.
He, is now a professor of economics at the University of
Washington.

Oeorge E. Munson manages marketing for Unimation Inc.,
manufacturers of the Unimate industrial robot. A former pro
ject engineerv he is the joint holder of a patent on program
mable" robots.

RobertT. Nash (M), as associate professor of technology and
public policy, and electrical engineering, at vanderbilr Univer
sity',hasbeen involved in studies of the relationships between
technological innovation and productivity. Dr. Nash's profes
sional memberships' include the' Operations Research Society
'of America, the International Solar Energy Society, and the
Society for the History of Technology.

Sumiye Okubo is a member of the Division of Policy Research
and Analysis in the Directorate for-Scientific, Technological,
and International Affairs oftheNational Science Foundation.
An economist, he is program manager and' staff analyst for
studies relating to the' effects of science and' technology on
U.S. private-sector international transactions.

Gustav Oiling chairs the Department of Mechanical
Technology at Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., where he also
serves as a professor. He received B.S. and M.S.degre~s in in
dustry and technology from Northern Illinois University, the
M.A. in higher education from Bradley, and the Ph.D., in
1974, from Purdue University's School of Technology;
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Rolf Piekarz is an economist with the National SciencePoun
dation. He heads the group in the Division of Policy Research
and Analysis responsible for improving the measurement and
assessment of the socioeconomic effects of science .and
technology.

Jacob Rabinow (F), who prefers to be called "inventor" (he
holds 211 patents), was chief engineer at the National
Engineering Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards
until his retirement from full-time Government service in 1975.
Now" as a reemployed annuitant at NBS, his main duty is,the
evaluation of energy-related inventions. He has received many
honors during hi's career with the Government and as head of
his own company-the latest was IEEE's Harry Diamond
Award in 1977.

Samuel J. Raff (SM) has been associated with Weinschel
Engineering, Gaithersburg, Md., for more than 20 years in
various capacities, including consultant and director. Dr. Raff
previously had worked for the National Science Foundation.
was president of Raff Associates for ten years, and has taught
at the University of Maryland, M.l.T., and George
Washington University.

Eleanor Thomas, a statistician with the National Science
Foundation, is the program manager and staff, analyst for
studies relating to the contribution of .private and public in
vestment in science and technology to economic performance.

Roland T. Tibbetts is also a program manager-for small
business-at the NSF Applied Science and Research Applica
tions Directorate. The recipient of the M.B.A. from Harvard,
he joined NSF in 1972 after holding anumber of executive
positions ,in various business, as, well as ,n'oncommercial,
organizations, including Logetronics, Inc., of Springfield, Va.;
the National" Small Business Administration, Washington,
D.C.; and the U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce of Tulsa,
Okla.

Edgar Weinbe,rg has joined the U.S. Department of Labor,
following the recent dissolution of the National Center for
Productivity and Quality of Working Life, where he was assis
tant director and head of its Human Resources arid Economic
Research Program while writing his present Spectrum article.
At the Labor Department, he will be responsible for special
assignments on labor-management cooperation to improve
productivity.

Bruno O. Weinschel (F), IEEE's Vice President for Profes
sionalActivities, has been president of .the Weinschel
Engineering Company, Inc., Gaithersburg, Md., since 1952.
His, earlier career included posts with the Industrial In
strumentsiCompany, "Western",ElectriC",and the National
Bureau of Standards. He received the Dr. Eng. degree from
the Technische Hochschule in Munich, Germany, in 1966.

Arthur F. Wulfsberg (F) recently completed two years as assis
tant professor of engineering, University' of Wisconsin
Extension, studying and teaching in the areas of product in
novation and project management. He is now a consultant to
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, St. Louis, Mo. During his
industrial career with ITT Aerospace and Collins Radio Com
pany, he was responsible for the development of a variety of
commercial, military, and space communication and naviga
tion equipment and systems and 'meteorological satellite in
struments.
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• PRODUCTIVITY For further readina

Obviously, productivity has come a long
way from the village cobbler painstak
ingly handcrafting a pair of shoes' 'from
the. finest Spanish leather" for the lady
of the manor. And although to some,
the Chaplinesque production line re
presented on cur front cover may have
Orwellian implications of a dehuman
ized, mechanized life style; that same
production line has meant that the-many
now can choose from a variety of goods
that once were reserved to the elite few.

In this issue, Spectrum's staff, and
outside experts in the field, discuss many
facets of this complex subject, par
ticularly as they affect life in the U.S. to
day. Here are some suggested readings
for further. independent explorations in
the field of productivity.

Thlil name of the gamlil
• Berndt. E. R.,"Aggregate energy;
efficiency, and productivity mea
surement," Annual Review of Energy,
pp. 225-273, May 1978.

Surveys alternative measures of full
efficiency and economic notions of pro
ductivity.
• Berndt, E. R., and Jorgenson, D.
W,,"Production structure;' in Jorgen
son, D. W." et al., U.S. Energy Re
sources and Economic Growth, final
report to .Ford Foundation' Energy
Policy Project, Washington, D.~., Oct.
1973.

Discusses energy-capital' complemen
tarity and energy-labor substitutability.
• Berndt, E. R., and Wood, D. D.,
"Engineering and econometric ap
proaches to industrial- energy conserva
tion and capital formation," American
Economic Review, 1978.

Reconciles engineering notions of
energy-capital substitutability with the
economic notion of energy-capital com
plementarity.
• Boulding, Kenneth, E., The 'Eco
nomics of Love -and Fear: A Preface to
Grants Economics. Belmont, Calif.:
Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1973.

Describes 'human transactions as they
have evolved from threats and simple ex
'changes to a system of'wider social
responsibility.
• Boulding, Kenneth E., Beyond
Economics. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univer
sity of Michigan Press, 1967.

Wide-ranging, essays on knowledge,
information, evolution, organizations
... and the limits of "cowboy eco
nomics.' ,
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• Forrester, Jay W., The Collected
Papers of Jay W. Forrester. Cambridge,
Mass.: M.l.T. Press, 1975.

Analyzes industrial and urban systems
and; discusses, control of urban growth,
etc,

• Forrester, Jay W., World; Dynamics.
Cambridge, Mass.: M.l.T. Press, 1971.

Covers effects on economic growth of
population, capital investment,
resources, agriculture, and pollution.
• Gyftopoulos, E. P., et ai., Potential
Fuel Effectiveness in 'Industry. ' Cam
bridge,Mass.: Bullinger Publishing
Company, 1974.

Discusses numerous technological ex
amples of energy-capital substitutabili
ty.
• Henderson, Hazel, Creating Alter
native Futures: The End ofEconomics.
New York: G. P. Putnam, 1978.

Essays on the socioeconomic transfer
mationnow occurring in mature in
dustrialsocieties. Expanded models, are
proposed for measuring sustained-yield
productivity based on: renewable
economics.
• Hudson, E. A., and Jorgenson, D.
W., "Energy policy and U.S. economic
growth," American Economic Review,
vol. 68, pp. 118-123, May 1978.

Summarizes effects of higher energy
prices on economic growth and produc
tivity.
• Jorgenson, D.W., "The role of
energy in the U.S. economy;" discussion
paper no. 622, Harvard Institute of
Economic Research, May 1978.

Expanded discussion of the role of
energy in the U.S. economy.
• Kapp, K. William, The Social Costs
of Private Enterprise. Cambridge,
England: Cambridge University Press,
1955.
• Mishan, E, J., Costs of Economic
Growth. London: Penguin, 1967.
• Polany, Karl, The Great Transfor
mation.Boston: Beacon Press, 1944.

These three books argue that a society
that tries to maximize material produc
tion does so only at the cost of subop
timizing its social and ecological
systems.
• Schipper, Lee, and Darmstader, Joel,
"The logic of energy conservation,"
Technology Review, pp. 41-50, Jan.
1978.

When'energy is short, conservation
becomes the primary concern. But, as
this article points out,energyis still only
the tail of the economic dog-e-one-of a

number of resources that must be used
wisely.
• "Productivity Centers Around the
World," The National Center on .Pro
d uct i vit y and Work Quality,
Washington, D.C., May 1975.

Describes the current objectives, func
tions, and operations of major produc
tivity centers in Europe, Australia,
Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and South
Africa, and suggests some reasons for
their growth and influence.
• "Papers and Proceedings of a Collo
quium on Research and Development
and Economic Growth/Productivity,"
National ScienceFoundatiori,Dec.
1971.

Four papers by leading researchers
discuss the relationship between R&D
and economic growth/productivity, the
contributions of R&D to economic
growth in the U.S., the progress
generating sector's claim to high priori
ty, and the evidence for a positive return
from R&D.
Also of note:
• Forrester, Jay 'W., "Changing
economic patterns," Technology
Review, Aug. -Sept. 1978.
• Morris, Mortis .D., Measuring the
Condition of the World's Poor: The
Physical Quality of Life Index. New
York: Pergamon.

On electrotechnoloqy

• "Load and Use Characteristics of
Electric Heat Pumps in Single-Family
Residences," Electric Power Research
Institute, Palo Alto, Calif., vols. land
2, June 1978.

Report of joint EPRI/Association of
Edison Illuminating Companies .project
initiated to obtain information on
residential heat-pump heating-systems
operation based on field tests of 120 in
stallations in 12 different geographic
locations.
• Residential Demand for Electricity
by Time of pay: 'An Econometric Ap
proach," Electric Power Research In':'
stitute, Palo Alto, Calif., May 1978.

Data from time':'of-day metering
survey of residential electricity use and
anFEA-sponsoted peak-load vpricing
field test .conducted on randomly
selected· customers of the Connecticut
Light arid Power Company.
• "Survey of Utility Load Management
and Energy Conservation Projects. Part
2. Final Report," Energy Utilization
Systems, Inc.

Account of the most innovative
energy cons-ervation programs being in
stituted or planned by the electric utility
industry. Presents summaries of 44 pro
jects,including objectives, descriptions,
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NSF's three-phase program helps the
small-business innovator bootstrap an idea
to commercial success

create technological opportunities, it
does not automatically lead to their
employment. Unutilized technological
developments contribute nothing to pro
ductivity improvement. Unfortunately,
many Government-sponsored inventions
go unused, partly because market fac
tors are often ignored by the developers.

A new National Science Foundation (NSF)
program, introduced in part as a result of
interest on the part of the U.S. Congress,
has among its 'objectives greater utilization
of small science, and technology firms in
U.S. Government R&D, and conversion of
that research to technological innovation in
the private sector. Called "Small Business
Innovation Applied to National Needs,"
the new program solicits high-risk, poten
tially high-payoff, proposals from small
business relating to the research objectives
of the Applied Science and Research Appli
cations (ASRA) Directorate.

The' NSF, program is a, three-phase ap
proach; -the first two phases are funded by
NSF and the third is targeted for private in
dustry. Phase I solicits small feasibility
research proposals from small business to
determine, insofar as possible, the prac
ticability of the idea and the capabilities of
the finn within the' limits of $25 000 six

'month awards. Phase IUs for the principal
"research effort at levels of two to three
professional person-years .for one to two
years. This phase also requests a commit
ment for venture capital, from a third par
ty, that is at least equivalent to the amount
of research funds requested from NSF. This
capital is for, a follow-on development ef
fort (phase III) to pursue commercial objec
tives-that will justify continuing investment.
U.S.' Federal funds are for research on
Federal objectives. Private-venture capital is
used to fund further development directed
toward, commercialization. Obtaining the
venture-capital commitment from a third
party is a' key to the approach.

In phases! and II, proposals are judged
principally-on a scientific-merit basis; then a .
critical additional consideration is applied.
If proposals are found to be of approx
imately equal technical merit, the venture-

Roland T. Tibbetts
National Science Foundation
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A notable exception is found in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Because its
research groups carefully consider
market factors" the success rate of their
projects has been quite high.

The influence of, public .policy is fre
quently ignored because major techno
logical innovation and the attendant

capital commitment affords an extra point
of 'merit in the evaluation and award pro
~ess. In other wordsv proposals that appear
to have commercial potential in addition to
meeting 'Federal objectives receive extra
consideration.

The proposing firm can select any firm or
institution to provide venture capital. The
venture-capital firm, or manufacturer, may
also initiate the contact as it seeks potential
investment opportunities, or sources of new
technology ~ If the R&D, is successful and

. the small firm wishes to continue into pro
duction rand marketing, it may want to
work with venture-capital firms. On the
other hand, if the innovation has a poten
tially larger market where production and
marketing' -capabilities are important, the
small finn might increase its chances of suc
cess by working- with a major manufacturer
already in the field.

The use of the small firm for its innova
tion capability and the large firm for
production, marketing, and financial sup
port has a number of advantages. Small
science and technology firms, particularly
those .competent enough' to win in' the
strong technical competition, may be an' ex
cellent "farm-system" for technological in
novation for large business, as well as the
base for a growing independent company.

The financial-opportunity incentives to.
the small firm' are considerable. Not only
does the program. offer a chance to par
ticipatein Federal research, but it also
opens a door to front -end high-risk capital
and -apath to continued support all the way
to commercialization, if the performance is
there and the idea has market potential.
Government research in both phase I and
phase II can be substantial and can serve as
preventure capital. This research can lower
the risk for private capital, which, in turn,
can provide continuing financing "to the
small firm.

The program. may be one of the fastest
and 'most capital-efficient ways of bringing

productivity improvement always look
quite simple in retrospect. In fact, that is
precisely the hallmark of a: successful
innovation. •

(The preceding material' is part of, a report
prepared for the U.S. National Center for Pro
ductivity and Quality of Working Life.)

new technological ideas to commercial at
tention and to the market. Highly compe
tent small firms are often highly innovative
but lack the resources and time to pursue
both ideas and capital. They nero the assis
tance of others'. .

An equal opportunity is open to the small
firm that wants to work alone and take its
own ideas on into- production and the
marketplace.' Here the coupling is to the
venture-capital firm or small-business in
vestment company.

A third option exists-for those ideas that
show promise but are not.far enough.along
in the research stage, to . attract '. .venture
capital commitments. For example, the
Connecticut 'Product Development Cor
poration and the proposed Massachusetts
Technology Development Corporation
both have indicated an interest -in the pro
gram. They would contact award winnersin
their states who were unable to obtain
private commitments to determine if state
funds should provide 'support for further
development. And they might assist the
small firms in obtaining private capital after
some development effort has taken place.

The Swedish Industrial Corporation and
the Israel-U.S. Binational Industrial
Research and Development Foundation
also have' discussed possible funding sup
port or joint R&D efforts in return for
licenses to utilize the.technology in their
own or other selected ccuntrles.

The first solicitation:ru~der the new pro
gram resulted in 329 phase-I proposals and
42 phase I awards, totaling $1028 000, to
39 small firms, About 70 percent of the pro
posing firms and of the awardees in phase I
stated that they felt their research also had
commercial potential and that they would
seek venture-capital commitments. The
phase I effort was completed March 31,
1978. Phase II proposals were due by May
30. Thirty-three proposals are under review
and approximately one half of these will be
funded by the end of October.

About half of the firms also had venture
capital commitments or third-party letters
of conditional intent from venture-capital
firms or large businesses, with the degree of
commitment varying widely.Some received
more than one offer. One found a Japanese
firm more willing to commit support than
were U.S. companies. •
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periments also included trying out altern
atives for using time when the production
standards had been met. Where previously
an employeewas free to stop working when
he had produced his quota, but was re
'quired to stay at his work station, the ex
perimenting groups invented their own
bonus systems, includingaccumulatingpaid
time off through over-producing, extra pay
for extra 'production, and leavingthe work
station when the entire group had. met the
standard for the shift. One experimenting
group agreed to meet for a socialhour after
work, and later its members developed a
first aid class.

"What most attracted the attention of
employees outside the experimentinggroups
was the use of the time that could be earned
by getting finished early. More than
anything else this motivated additional
groups of employees to ask the Working
Committee to allow them to form ex
perimenting groups. Several additional
groups were formed. Other employees
pressured the Working Committee to ex
pand the opportunity to earn time to all
employees. Eventually, the Company and
the Union agreed that every depart
ment in the plant, through its core group,
could develop a plan for earning time.

"What are the results of the Bolivarpro
ject? Overall, the factory's workforce has

. doubled, profits have risen, and the average
hourly wage is more than twicewhat it was
before the.project was initiated. Where the
work was at 70 to 80 percent of standard
before in the polish and buff department,
now it is 100percent in lessthan a full eight
hours. 'In other departments, the rise has
been less dramatic, but significant.. Prob
ably, the major productivity gains since the
beginning of the project are due to new
technology and methods. but even here
the project has helped in the acceptance,
and in some cases, the participative design
of these innovations.

"However, the narrow economic con
cept of productivity (i.e. output per man
hour) is inadequate to describe the
economic gains of the project. The new
cooperative spirit has resulted in workers
helping to gain new business by coming in
on the week-end to set up new equipment
for a rush order.

"The first notable instance of improved
effectiveness through management-union

, trust occured in 1975 when Harman Inter
national Industrieswas in danger of losinga
major contract and with it one hundred
jobs. Management tried to save. the contract
by accepting a lower than usual profit
margin. Management opened its books
and, with the union, re-examined all work
standards in order to make the lowest pos-.
siblebid. The bid wasaccepted and the jobs
were saved." +

groups through "core" groups and a work
ing committee to the test of theplant. This
allowed a continuous search for alternative
ways of doing -therequired work, with the
"best" ideas eventually being adopted by
everyone. This is how the concept "earned
time off" originated.Maccoby explainsjust
what happened once the program was
underway.

"Gradually, ideas for improving the
work began to emerge. Changes included
production methods, alterations in the
distribution of work, and the introduction
of team work where previously jobs had
been carried out individually. The ex-
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[1] Volvo's auto assembly plant at Kalmar, Sweden is a two~story hexagonal design
(top). The car body and chassis move around and between floors (bottom) before a
finished car leaves ,the plant. Painted bodies entering the plant are washed (purple)
then sent to the second floor (red dash) for assembly. Chassis assembly begins on the
first floor (green dash). At the proper moment, chassis and body are brought together
and "married" (solid green). Further assembly continues on the first floor (orange),
then the carIs given a final rust-proofing (black) and leaves the factory.

more satisfying (it was also agreed that
any productivity gains would be shared
equitably). Distrust between manage
ment and union made it impossible to
start the project with the goal of improv
ing productivity. The workers would
have considered that an attempt' at
speed-up. Only later, once trust had
been created, was it possible for the
union .to work cooperatively with
management toward economic as well as
social-human goals."

Though all employees were part of the
program, changes were allowed to ripple
out from volunteer. "experimenting"



of the control group increased about the
Same as that of the test group." The
control group response may simply be
the worker's reaction toward being
"studied." Obviously, both the -test
group and the control group knew they
were under observation.

Interviews were used in Hawthorne to
find out first hand what employees
thought about their jobs, supervision,
working conditions, etc. It was
discovered- that very often: complaints
could not be taken at face value. Unhap
py childhood experiences and current
personal problems _were often found
disguised as grumbling about bosses and
piece rates. For example, Cass and Zim
mer report "An employee complained
that his piece rates were too low. Ashe
continued to talk, he related that his
wife was in the hospital, and that he was
worried about his doctor' bills. In effect,
the complaint about 'piece rate is an ex
pression of his concern about his ability
to pay his bills."

With Hawthorne outlining the prob
lem as multifaceted and complex, defy
ing a simplesoltition, we skip forward to
the 1970sj to examine a few case history
"solutions" to worker morale and pro
ductivityproblems; Volvo's Kalmar
plant; Jamestown, N.Y.'s Labor
Management Committee;' and Harman
International Industries' "earned time
off" program.

Teamwork tackles monotony
The Volvo -factory in Kalmar, Sweden

has gained renown because it has eliminated
the traditional assembly line in order to give
employees greater opportunity to influence
their own work. How has it worked out?
Management and employees of the Kalmar
plant jointly requested the Rationalization
Council to look into the situation.

The Rationalization Council is a non
partisan body established in 1972 through
an agreement between the Swedish
Employers' Confederation and the Swedish
Trade Union Confederation. Its purpose is
to serve as a body for communication and
joint consultation with respect to improved
productivity, increased job satisfaction, a
better work-environment, and stronger job
security. Here are highlights of what they
reported -about Kalmar.

During the 1950, and 1960s, Volvo's
auto manufacturing facilities were
thoroughly overhauled and modernized.
The production processbecame increasingly
mechanized and automated, and numerous
narrow and highly specialized jobs were
created. For individual_ workers, this pro
cessmeant constant changes in the work en
vironment. In _some respects, the work
became easier; in others, more burdensome.
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One indication that personnel problems
were deteriorating was turnover, which in
some departments during this'pericd rose to
extremely high levels.

It was against this background that the
search for "new car assembly methods began
at Volvo. The central new idea was that
more attention should be focused on the in
dividual and his job. Furthermore, the new
working methods should also provide a
spur to efficiency, primarily lower turnover
and less absenteeism.

The basic shape of the factory (Fig. I)
emerged from the idea of production
teams.Each assemblyteam has its own area
ofthe factory where it carries out its part of
the assembly operation. The autonomy of
the teams has been emphasized through the
shape- of the building and the supplying of
each-team with its own personnel facilities.
The' components Inventory_that supplies
materials to all the teams is located in the
ceriterof the building. The teams are spread
out along the outer walls of the building.
Production began in February 1974. The
factory is designed for the assembly of
30 000 cars per year, with one shift of
assembly workers.

An important innovation in the new pro
ductionsystem is the battery-powered
assembly carrier that functions both asa
transport device and assembly platform, A
central computer keeps track of all the car
riers and checks their movement along the
production process between work areas.
They are powered through magnetic tracks
embedded in the floor and can be
maneuvered manually with operating
levers.

Thanks to' this ingenious carrier,
assembly can be carried out 011 stationary
cars, which is an extremely important dif
ference from conventional moving-line
fixed-pace assembly. Moreover, the carrier
is designed so that it can be·easilytilted by
90 degrees' when components are being
assembled on the undersideof the car.

Before and after each work team's area,
there 'are places for incoming and outgoing
assembly carriers. These buffers make it
possible for the teamv within certain limits,
to work ahead and accumulate time for ex
tra work breaks. The work is arranged so
that it takes the same amount of time to
carry out the tasks at one work station as at
another. The basis for this balance of task
cycles is worked out with the help of
method-time-measurement studies, and the
task packages at the various stations are
normally known as "balances."

After observing the Kalmar operation at
close range, and interviewing many
employees, the Rationalization Council's
investigators reached anumber of conclu
sions, among them:
• Assembly times iri the Kalmar plant and

in a conventional plant are the same.
However; indirect time (planning, quality
control, etc.) is less at Kahnar. In addition,
the Kalmar plant has some advantages that
the conventional factory lacks, though it is
somewhat more costly. The extra invest
ment is to some extent offset by production
advantages, such as a smaller number of
supervisors, ease of altering production ar~

rangements, and low absenteeism and
turnover.
•. The total effect of these advantages will
become even more marked at full capacity
production, and it Is estimated that at that
point the extra investment cost willbe com
pleteiy offset.
• The team organization and the
technological production apparatus permits
a higher degree of, influence by employees
on their own work than in a conventional
assembly system.
• The design of the factory has provided a
good basis' for team organization.
• Most workers are very positive toward
the team organization, and have a strong
feeling of belonging to their team.
• Switching between teams, which is
sometimes -necessitated by such factors as
absenteeism, is regarded by workers quite
negatively.
•. -The company has delegated responsibil
ity to the teams to. design their own
organizations within a certain framework.
In a traditional organization, all division of
the work is planned at a superior hierarch
ical level in the line organization. At
Kalmar, .considerable leeway has .been left
to the teams to decidethe distribution of the
work. What happens between the time the
incoming materials are received and when
completed assembly is dispatched is largely
up to the teams to decide. In order to fulfill
their assignments, the team members must
organize their own work. This includes,
-among other things, setting rules for job
switching and working ahead of extra
breaks.

Though Kalmar may be considered a
qualified successsince it cost around 10per
cent .more than a conventional plant of
equal capacity, over a half dozen new plants
(one in Holland, six in Sweden) have been
built. recently based on the Kalmar .ex
perience. These installations cost no more
than conventional -plants. Recent statistics
from V.ohio show that their total blue collar
turnover, which .ran 25-30 percent annually
prior to Kalmar, now runs at only 6.5
percent-at Kalmar. Likewise, sickness
typically ran 20 percent annually, .while
Kalmar boasts only 9 percent.

In both cases, the Kalmar figures are well
belowSweden's national averages. It should
be noted that high absenteeism and turn
over are often attributed to Sweden's liberal
social benefits system, which provides sick
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In praise of the small company and the
technical manager as innovators: they're not
afraid to take a chance

should undertake the task of complement
ing the private sector in providing the na
tion with a pool of basic.knowledge. With
close cooperation between the two sectors,
improvement of productivity. in research ac
tivities may well offer the most significant
opportunity to accelerate growth and re
duce inflation.

Dwindling leadership
The United States still maintains

leadership in microelectronics, com
puters, aerospace, and some weapons
systems. However,it is Jagging behind
the rest of the industrialized world in
areas such as shipbuilding, steel produc
tion, .textile machinery, and consumer
electronics.

The reasons for the success of other
countries are complex and varied. Coun
trieslike West Germany have stressed in-'
novation, product quality, and reliabili
ty of service. Their tax laws favor in
novation and their educational systems
emphasize practical applications of ac
quired ·knowledge.

Countries such as Japan have focused
on the development and understanding
of world markets as well as on emphasiz
ing the style and quality of their pro
ducts. Japan's success depends to a great
extenton the rapid growth of private in
vestment, which,In turn, has acted as a
catalyst for the growth of the whole
economy. Rapid domestic growthmade
possible huge economies of scale that
enabled the Japanese companies to
lower .costs sufficiently to penetrate

New companies in high-technology fields
tend.to ·b,emCire innovative than the large,
mature ,cOmpanies-and they also have
other characteristicsthat are desirable to the
economy. 'Inthe .United States, for exam
ple', Science Indicators 1977 shows that
from 1953 to 1977 an R&D dollar spent by
a company with fewer than 10CX> employees
produced 25 times as many innovations as a
dollar spent by a company with more than
10 000 employees.

Another interesting fact, revealed bya

&amRaff
\.JSAB Task Force on U.S.
.Innovation in Electrotechnology
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markets overseas. In turn, the growth of
export markets helped to increase
domestic-scale economies still further
and so enhance productivity andreduce
unit costs.

The "learning curve" .principle ap
pliedto the economy as a whole sum
marizes the positive effects of greater use
of standardized parts, longer production
runs, improved work methods, and ac
cumulated managerial experience. The
combined rates of growth for Japan and
its major export markets are so high that
in many industries accumulated ex
periencedoubles within less than five
years,whereas in the U.S. reliance only
on the growth of the mature U.S;
market requires a much longer period to
increase production experience.

Many of the successful technological
drives in other countries are due to their
rebuiiding efforts after World War il. It
was a natural reaction after the destruc
tion of the war, a "catching-up" effort
'made easier by the absence of con
straints such as consumerism, concern
for quality of life, and emphasis on
welfare, which have hindered the in
novative process in the United States. In
time; other, countries will go through the
same phase of development as the U.S.
and those same constraints will begin to
slow their innovative spirit.

The U.S. could do better, of course.
Other countries enjoy more favorable tax
laws (particularly in the area of capital
gains), stronger export promotion, and
fewer antitrust restrictions. Moreover,

survey conducted in 1977 by the American
ElectronicsAssociation, is that employment
growth rates in 1976 for high-technology
U.S. companies that were started between
1971 andl975 was 57.5 percent,compared
with 0.5 percent for companies in the same
industry established before 1955.

New .high-technoiogy·· companies are
usually managed by engineers, scientists, or
inventors.' whereas· older companies are
directed by management specialists, ac
countants, attorneys, or financial or
marketing specialists. This difference in
management philosophy is certainly a fac
tor in the company's relative willingness to
innovate and .take: longer-term R&D risks.

However, a factor of more immediate in-

almost half of the U.S. R&D effort is spent
on defense, space.and socially oriented ac
tivities whereas virtually all Japanese and
about three' fourths of the German R&D
are aimed at economic development and
advancement of knowledge.

In particular, Japan's R&D efforts differ
from those in the U.S. in several respects:
• A focus on commercial application and
economic payoff
• High reliance on private-industry
technology
•. Improvement of overseas technology to
lower production costs
• Active Government policy to encourage
and set the -terms of technology flows
• Strong cooperation between industry
and Government
• A world-viewperspective on the part of
business

The orientation ofthe educational system
is also important. One striking difference
between engineering education in the U.S.
and West Germany is in the production of
engineering graduates for careers in manu
facturing. This tradition is well established
in Germany and weak in the U.S.

Lastly, a word of caution: Ratherthan
formulate uncoordinated policies or adopt
the government policiesof other countries,
the U.S. first Should examine and set its
priorities. Then it shouldreduce the barriers
that would hinder or discourage creative
solutions to the problems.

It is only with clearly defined objectives
and a good understanding of the techni.cal
difficulties that an intelligent policy can be
formulated. •

terest is probably the role of chief executives
of small high-technology companies who
generally.hold large, not readily negotiable,
equity interests in th~ir· companies. Thus,
their long-term economic future depends
directly upon the company's performance.
Subject to constraints of cash flow,this
relationship leads them to' favor R&D· in
vestment entailing immediate financial
sacrifice for the benefit of increased earn
ings 5, 10, or 20 years in the future.

The presidents, board chairmen, or
managers of larger U.S. companies rarely
have this kind of motivation. The principal
financial benefits they derive from their
work are in the form of salary, retirement
accrual, and sometimes stock options, all of
which depend on the short-term perfor
mance of the company.

Stock options confer some long-term in
terest,but this is greatly mitigated by the
ready market for the stock of large com
parries. These options can usuallybe ~:;~r

cised in a few years and the stock soId':~':l~r

fact, an executiveoften has to see the st0¢~'
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Texas Instruments' short-term 'Idea' programs
and its long-shot 'Wild Hare' programs
stimulate the company's innovators

"bean counter" should not anticipate a cor
dial reception to the idea, and probably not
even a vague understanding of the concept.
Certainly the idea must be _presented with a
sense of proportion. Company manage
ment should not be expected to invest in a

People make innovations. Butane has' to
create an environment in'which people will
be stimulated to innovate. And what few of

.us realize is that one can' actually plan and
organize systems to spur innovation.

The system used at Texas Instruments is
called OST-for objectives, strategies, and
tactics. It's designed to help the company
foster and manage innovation. The' TI
system starts with the idea that innovation
has to' be nurtured, very carefully. It can
starve if it isn't quickly nourished. More
over, innovations perish without cham
pions-so at TI we make initial resources
available quickly and easily. Being able to
allocate resources properly is the real key to
the system. The best way to motivate in
novators 'is' to provide resources to help
them carry out their ideas;

We have two basicways to provide funds
for innovations: the Idea program and the
Wild Hare program. Under the Idea pro
gram, we distribute modest sums of money
toa 'large number of Idea program rep
resentatives throughout the company. An
engineer who says, "I have an idea fordo
ing such-and-such, andI think I can prove

- its feasibility in six months," merely has to
convince the' Idea representative, who has
authority to provide funding without' fur
ther approval:

The engineer will have a timetable to
prove that progress is being made. At some
point, an extension may be needed. Andat
some" point; -the idea -may develop to the
point where it enters' into competition with
other ideas for further funding. If the idea
proves successful, 'the engineer may move
with it as it goes into further development
and into production.

We believe deeply that someone who sees
an .opportunity to be pursued outside the
immediate area has the responsibility to do
something about it. Perhaps it should' be
brought to the attention of one's peers, the

J. Fred Buey
Texas Instruments
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money-losing product development solely
for the purpose of capability-enhancement,
unless a "buy-in" strategy is clearly in
dicated.

The fact that a dollar number cannot be
put on' something does not mean' that it is

boss, or a committee. Then, if theerigineer
is'given responsibility for developing a' new
idea, and' has to call on resources in' other
departments, the OST system will provide
the' funds to buy those services. That hap
pens frequently.

In TI's Wild Hare system, we're looking
for ideas that are more nebulous. We're
working long shots. In these programs we
may make large investments, but they are
spread' over a long' period of time.. Since
these are important programs, possiblywith
long-range impact, we don't fund them as
quickly as we do the Idea programs.

Ofcourse, when thousands of people in a
corporation are encouraged to innovate; we
must often, face the problem of deciding
what business we're really" in, especially
when' we examine some of the Wild Hare
proposals. And that's precisely one of the
functions of the OST system. A newbusi
ness can sometimes" be all outstanding
payoff of' the OST system, which,
remember, is 'first and 'foremost a
philosophy-a philosophy that keeps point
ing to the fact that we are in the businessof

. innovation. There are two criticalaspects to
this philosophy. First, we try to make the
status quo uncomfortable.' Second, and
very important, we don't punish innovators
for unsuccessful programs.

TheOST systemhelps us to generate new
ideas.-To help us-improve' on these ideas,
we instituted the concept of design-to-cost
(DTC).

In the first step of the DTC approach, we
determine basic performance requirements:
What does the potential customer want the
product to do? Next, we determine the price
elasticity: How' will the market expand as
the price'of the product is lowered?After
this careful market study has .established
prices and volumes, we determine and ap
ply profit' margins necessary to finance
growth and reward stockholders. In this
way, working backwards from price, we
establish the unit production cost objec
tives. Taken together, these estimates"of
performance" price, cost, and volume give

without value. The ability to conceptualize
such values and see well beyond this year's
bottom line seemsto be an important factor
in,differentiating the innovative companies
from those destined for decline,moribundi
ty, or, atbest, a "me-too" product line. •

us a definitetarget for product design.
Engineering support of a product does

not end with that product's entry into the
marketplace. DUring'both design and pro
duction, the designercontinuallyencounters
new findings, such as lower cost estimates,
new performance-enhancing ideas, and new
technologies.The designermust continually
trade off these new findings against existing
performance to' optimize performance-with
out violating the 'market-price demand.

Design-to-cost evolved as an' engineering
discipline for high-volume manufactured
products. Creative managers recognize,
however, that its powe~.'::canb~ applied in
modified form to limited-volume: 'custom
products, service sold o6HIdethe 'company,
and products 'and services delivered within
the company. In every case, the' basic ques
tions must be, "How can we deliverthe best
possible combination of user" benefits,
quality, and reliability without exceeding
the lowest reasonable price?"

Long-term perspectives
Technological innovation can be en

couraged by managers who maintain a
long-term perspective. Thinking long
term, however, 'is analogous to. thinking
strategically. Any student of corporate
strategy would agree that technological
innovation will always make competitive
advantages-c-such as size, cost, and effi
ciency-obsolete. Therefore, behind
corporate growth and -longevity is the
careful management of.the-technological
innovation process.

If the allocation ofstraiegic funding is
left to individual managers, they are
forced into conflicts, between today's
profitability and tomorrow's growth.
For the same reason, one must segregate
the reporting of strategic and operating
expenses so that one doesn't Unwittingly
penalize managers who carry out stra
tegic programs.

In our OST system, an innovator is
responsible for the' project. Most of the
time the innovator is in a group and it's
most likely that the idea will be in the
manager's own -.area of interest. Thus,
the manager has a great deal to gain
from supporting the' fresh idea, as it
might result in additional resources that
will make the business a success.

The OST system is dedicated in large
measure to" stimulating managers into'
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effort, .but by how frequently we find
ourselves caught by technical surprises."

A complex process
The innovative process is extremely

complex and a need exists for a high
degree of interaction between problem
exploration and knowledge exploration.
Neither single-minded devotion to deter
mining market needs nor emphasis on
technical development and awareness is
likely to be sufficient for success. It is
the subtle and synergistic combination
of both that seems to work.

In the early 1960s, for example, Col
lins Radio Company (now a part of
Rockwell International, Inc., in the
form of various divisions still retaining
the Collins identity) introduced -a new
line of airborne communication and
navigation receivers called the
"Triple-S" line (for. 'Solid State
Systems). These receivers, which proved
highly successful, incorporated 'three
major innovations: elimination of all
electron tubes, made possible by ad
vances in transistor technology; elimina
tion -of motor-driven tuning, .mechan
isms, made possible by the development
of electrically variable capacitors; and
elimination of mechanical rotary swit
ches, through use. of high-performance
switching diodes developed for com
puters.

Were these innovations driven by the
known needs of the market for-im
provedreliability and lower power con
sumption, weight, and cost? Or were
they driven by the emergence of 'new
technologies and someone asking the
question, "How can we apply these in
teresting new devices?" The answer
must be that knowledge of, and concern
for, market needs and knowledge of new
technology and curiosity about potential
applications were present. Similarly, was
the innovation exploitive to get a-jump
on the competition by being the first to
employ the new devices, or was-it defen
sive, to protect the market position of an
existing product line?

And .. what about the recent develop
ment of liquid-crystal display (LCD)
technology, now so widely -used in
digital watches and calculators? Was
that development stimulated by know
ledge of a general need for alphanumeric
displays employing very little' actuating
power, or was it driven by knowledge of
the curious optical behavior of certain
compounds when an electric field is ap
plied to them?

Why innovations falter and fail
The consideration of the two major

variables in product innovation, and ofthe
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risks (as well as the opportunities) that
departures from the home base of existing
products bring, naturally raises a question:
Which direction of innovation-e-moving to
new markets on the basis of existing tech
nology, or. adopting new technology to
serve familiar markets-is the more hazard
ous to 'follow?

A recent study of innovation failures-in
the producer goods industry (equipment,
machines, and materials marketed primarily
to other manufacturers) by the Denver
Research Institute appears relevant to this
question. In this study, only innovations
that had entered the development, test, pro
duction, and marketing pipeline, but at
Some stage of the process were canceled, set
aside, or significantly delayed, were con
sidered.

Of the 200 innovations that failed, only
11.5·percent failed because of technology
related obstacles. However, over 50 percent
failed because of market and management
problems, and the management problems
were largely related to marketing. Of the
"market-blocked" innovations (27.9 per
cent of all failures), the five largest obstacles
cited- were limited sales potential, no
perceivable market for "public-interest" in
novations, unacceptable cost/price ratio,
unfavorable customer cost/benefit ratio,
and inability to combine or aggregate a
fragmented market for the new product. Of
the "management-blocked' innovation
failures (23.5 percent of ail failures), about
30 percent were the result of, poor market
analysis and 20 percent related to organiza
tion and staffing, particularly .in the
marketing organization.

Thc. predominant causes of. technical
failure, .according to the survey, were the
existence of a superior technical approach,
design'problems, and difficulty in controll
ing process quality, in that order. A specific
case was cited in which lack of staff techni
cal capability delayed the completion of a
product by two years, at which time the
market was no longer penetrable. This case,
however, Was identified as a management
organization and staffing problem rather
than a technical failure.

The study did not specifically indicate
that 'the innovation failures identified as
market-and management-related occurred
in products planned for introduction into
new markets. But from the nature of the
failures reported, it would appear that new
products introduced to established market
areas would not have had the same kind
and number of problems that were in
dicated,

The fact that there are substantially more
market- and management-blocked innova
tions than innovations that fail for technical
reasons suggests that the feasibilityof a new
technical approach can be, and usually is,

adequately evaluated in an advanced de
velopment Or technical feasibility phase
before major funds are committed. Market
related research, evaluation, and planning,
on the other hand, tend to be done-poorly,
or not at all until late in the overall product
program.

Technical information is relativelyeasy to
communicate, but knowledgeof the subtle
ties of the marketplace is not. A product
designer familiar with the needs of a market
can easily obtain technical data from col
leagues, suppliers, and the technical
literature. Technical information tends to
be quantifiable; it is expressed in a common
language of scientific terms. Existing chan
nels of communications are such that with a
little ingenuity and diligence, one can nor
mally learn what one needs to know rather
quickly.

It is difficult to communicate market in
formation to scientists and engineers who
are technically competent but without ex
periential knowledge of customer needs and
requirements. This difficulty manifests itself
when optimizing the "performance dimen
sions" of a product, design to provide the
most 'attractive combination of such factors
as technical performance, reliability, main-.
tainability, appearance, and operating con
venience for the target set of customers.
Achieving this optimization, particularly in
products used by sophisticated customers,
seems to require intimate knowledge of the
customer and the operating environment of
the product. A track, record of success in
designing products for a specific market
would appear to .be a most important
predictor of future success.

Although the Denver Research Institute
study was addressed to a specific segment of
the industrial market; its results and conclu
sions Should be applicable to other market
segments as well. The evidence is rather
strong that adventures in unfamiliar
markets are substantially more prone to
failure than is the adoption of new tech
nology. The evaluation and utilization of a
new technology is a reasonably objective
and predictable' process. Effectively asses':'
sing and acting upon information 4I new
markets, however, is SUbjective anti dif
ficult.

As the Denver researchers put it, "In
novations do not seem to fail because
management lacks information about the
market-although there is some evidenceof
that problem. They seem to fail primarily
because management does not correctly
evaluate the plethora of information that is
already available. The chief management
problem with respect to marketing is not the
lack of market information, but poor
organization, staffing, planning, and
judgment.... "

The difficulties a company, especially
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PRODUCTIVITY III

Management
to >tbe rescue

Measuring risk, both technical and marketing,
lsan important step in launching successful
innovative products

Despite some-earlier analyses suggesting
the .contrary,' .management .and labor
have demonstrated time and again the
validity of the old adage that where there
is a will, there is a way-s-in this case, to
increase productivity . Behind the
various strategies described in this sec
tion is the recognition that technological
innovation, if it is to be completely suc
cessful, must be nurtured and protected
as it evolves through several stages.
Hurdles will appear at the point of con
ception, through development, in pro
duction, and last, but.hardly least, in the
marketplace.

There are two primary, factors of risk in
product, innovation-technical risk and
marketing risk. Technical risk is the pos
sibility that the, new product will fail for
technical reasons, either in laboratory and
field tests or in actual use by the customer.
Marketing risk is the possibilityof failure in
the marketplace even though the product is
a technical success.

Any organization with a strong aversion
to accepting these risks is not likelyto be in
novative. However, if risk cannot be avoid
ed completely, .it seems.logical to assume
that it can be minimized. Thus, identifying
the nature and magnitude of new-product
risks should be an important factor in the
conception and assessmentof new-product
ideas;

A matrix, model of technical and mar
keting novelty is proposed to assist in
analyzing and minimizing technical and
marketing risks. It can be used to stimulate
and guide innovative efforts toward pro
ducts that will have a betterprobabillty of
commercialsuccessthan might otherwisebe
the case. And it can be used to explicate the

Arthur H. Wulfsberg
Consultant
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The point is underscored in the ,lead
off article by Arthur Wulfsberg. He
points' out ' that wisemanagemc:;nt
policies directed, toward minimizing
both the 'technical' and 'marketing· risks
of new product development can' make
the difference between a low or high cor
porate batting average.

Next, the strategy aimed at encourag
ing innovation at one of the world's
most innovative companies-Texas In
struments-is described by the com
pany'spresident, J. Fred, Bucy.tIt is a
strategy that makes it possible for any"
designer to receive support for a new

strategy of concurrent and progressive pro
duct innovation and capabilitydevelopment
that some successful innovation-oriented
product-manufacturing companies appear
to follow.

A major assumption used in developing
the matrix is that thelevels of technicaland
marketing risk are approximately propor
tional,to the degree to which the new pro
duct employs technology new to the organ
ization, and the degree to which the efforts
required to market the new product are
new. An indication of the marketing efforts
required, for example,would be the need to
deal with a new set of customers or ,to
establish a new advertisingand distribution
system.

The.matrix
Figure I-a simple' matrix of product

technology and marketing capability
indicates, in each axis, two degrees of
departure from present products and
hence increasing risk in product tech
nology, marketing capability, or both
simultaneously. The matrix .does not
take into account such important factors
as manufacturing capability and quan
titative, economic aspects of new
product, planning and analysis (for ex-
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idea, one that might even lead the com
pany into an entirely new business.

In the succeeding article, a proposal is
put forth by Sam Raff that would tie
financial rewards of top executives of
large corporations to the company's
long-term performance. In this way.Mr.
RaH contends, more large, established
corporations would be encouraged to
make long-range R&D commitments.

Finally, Associate Editor Don Mennie
describes ways labor and management
have cooperated to devise novel and
unusual strategies to improve worker
motivation.

ample, cash-flow and return-on-invest
merit projections). These topics are well
covered in the literature and are beyond
the scope of this discussion.

The propositions relating to the
matrix chart are as follows:

I. Each currently successful item in a
company's product line (indicated by the
A-I block of the matrix) implies the ex
istence of a specific set of technical and
marketing capabilities. The rationale for
this proposition is, that if these capa
bilities did not exist to an adequate
degree, the product would not be sue
cessful,

2. Any proposed new-product ideas
(other than, for example, a minor im
provement in an existing product for
sale to the same customers) implies some
degree of technical and/or' marketing
risk.

3. As mentioned previously, the degree
of risk in either axis is roughly proportional
to the degreeof departure from the familiar
grounds represented by present products.

The classificationof a proposed newpro
duct as A-2-a product incorporating
modest technical novelty but sold in the
same market as a present product-would
imply moderate technical risk but low
marketing risk. Similarly,a B~1 product im
plies low technical risk and moderate
marketing,risk.

Any product proposal requiring depar
ture in both dimensions probably implies
compounding of the total risk factor. For
example, if a market is not well known, it
may be difficult to ascertain what kind or
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Montpelier, Vt., dispatch room Burlington, Vt., Dorset Streetsubstation-20 MVA

Signal supervision

Feeders
distribution

network

South Burlington School

60 space heaters
arranged in four
groups of 140 kw

\

[2)Autom"atic cycling of load-in this case, electric space heaters at the South Burlington
SChool in Vermont-is effected by the "ripple control" method. The Green Mountain Power
Corporation of Burlington is conducting the test. Cycling-is initiated either by a signal from
the demand meter at the school, when the total power is excessive, or by a command from
the utility's control center, when the total system load is excessive. The cycling arrangement
helped to reduce the peak demand at the school by 26 percent in January 1.977, compared
with demand in the same month the year before. The school's total electric bill was about
$11000, or 18 percent lessin,19IT than in the previous year.

I. Twelve·month savings in steam (for space heating) and electric energy, in three
buildings in Manhallan (New York City), as a result of various energy conservation
measures.
BUilding Steam·Saving Electric·Energy Saving

No. Total rerital space, m' 1000kg $ 1000 kWh $
- 1 45300 5 943 154400 629 49 200

2 20800 3015 50200 22 3100
3 58000 12230 179800 1212 111200
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Curtaining industrial demand

Industry is the biggest consumer of
energy in the United States, and tech
niques for reducing its consumption, as
well as for curtailing power demand at
peak periods, have been available for
some time (Dec. '77, pp. 26-32).

Demand controllers (Fig. 3) are in use
for rearranging "deferrable" loads.
These are power loads whose continuous
operation is not vital. Computers
employed in control, for example, are
nondeferrable loads, as is lighting .in
critical manufacturing areas. The con
trollers include logic, memory, and in
put-output boards. With one out of
several possible types of logic, the con
troller continuously monitors the incom
ing total power. It begins to shed load
(disconnect it frompower source) accor
ding to a preprogramrned sequence,
whenever that input power exceeds a
predetermined value.

The potential economic benefits from

and when viewed on an oscilloscope, it
looks like ripple-hence, the name. Rip
ple control has been used successfully by
utilities in other countries for more than
30 years to turn on. and off the power
supply to water heaters and space
heaters. However, in 'those applications
the signals travel in only one direc
tion-from the utility's control center to
the customer's appliance.

for controlling appliances. One system
(Fig. 2) at the Green Mountain Power
Corporation, Montpelier, Vt., is about
to complete its second year of operation.
Using the utility's power lines as well as
a leased telephone line for communica
tion, this system involves the automatic
cycling from the company's dispatch
center of 60 space heaters at the South
Burlington School. Load -cycling is, in
itiated by a signal, sent by a transmitter'
at the power-demand meter in the
school, as soon as the demand exceeds a
predetermined value, or by a command
from the dispatch -center, whenever the
total load of the power system exceeds
its allowed limit.

The system is based on the so-called
"ripple-control" technique, which
employs a low-frequency signal (200 to
1000 Hz), superimposed on the utility's
power-line- frequency. to transmit the
measurement and control data.

Thefnjected control signalis small,
compared with the power-line voltage,

distribution lines, and utilities' control
locations will be examined under a pro
gram cosponsored by the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy and the Electric Power
Research Institute. These techniques in
volve the use of carrier signals sent over
the -- power lines, and using telephone
communications exclusively. Different
approaches to the former technique are
to be tested by three utility-manufacturer
teams, whereas the latter is represented
by a fourth team.

Another concept has already been
undergoing testing at the Massachusetts
Electric Company (Aug. '77, pp. 46-50).
Since last year, the DOE-EPRI program
has been expanded to include another
group of participants using radio
equipment-LILCO itself and West
inghouse, as manufacturer.

The manufacturing of the com
ponents for participants in the nation
wide two-way communication experi
ment is already well in progress. By the
end of this year, the _equipment is ex
pected to be installed, and the pre
liminary results of. tests of the various
systems in the project may begin to" ap
pear in early 1980..

Elsewhere, other two-way com
munication systems are being tested for
monitoring customer __-power loads and
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(3) Hourly costs ·0' human -tebcr vs. robot
labor in the automotive industry.

predictions for robotics. From a 1977 base
of about $40 million in sales, an estimated
compound growth rate.that takes into ac
count capital availabilityand government
employmentpolicies points to a mature an-

beneficial. In the forging shop at the
Taylor-Wharton Company in Easton, Pa.,
two men used to work the hoist that remov
ed the glowing, white-hot steel billets from
the forging press~ The labor turnover for
the job was frequent. When a robot was in
stalled to take over the dangerous and ex
hausting work, the two men who held the
job lastwere reassigned to more pleasant
work. And in numerous automobile-as:'
sembly plants, the spray-painting of car
bodies, long considered among the most
difficult,unhealthy, and fatiguing of jobs in
assembly work,is being .tumed 'over to
robots.

The delegationof such tasks to robots is
also relieving manufacturers of conflicts
with OSHA and its stringent rules. In case
after .case, workers. have been removed
from high-heat, noisy, and polluted en
vironments. 'Ihe' robots, thathave taken
over their jobs are largely,immune to the
dangers and discomforts.

Robotics is clearlypartof the answer to
the search for humane use,'of 'humans 'in
employment. •

nual market of $3 billion.
That forecast assumes that robots will

take over 5 percentof the blue-collar jobs in
the United States and Europe in the next 50
years. By its nature, a robot is not nearlyso
labor-displ~cingas, for example, a grain
harvesier- in agriculture or a multiple drill
press in industry. Moreover, whenever the
economic leverage of the robot is only
marginal and a job is attractive to a
human-e-at premium pay rates, for ex
aruple-the choice is likely to be the
human. Nevertheless, widespread ap
prehensions are often expressed that
robotics causes unemployment,

Despite repeated refutations of that
charge over the years, it still remains in the
public consciousness. The latest refutation
comes from Ruth M. Davis, Deputy
Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Defense. She cites a British research paper
that concluded that every lo-percent rise in
industrial productivity yields'a 7-percentin
crease virtually' across the industrial board.

As for the reactions of the workers to
robots, some are fmding the displacement

Unimateprice $40 000
Usefullifli--eight yearsat two shifts
Costof money--8 percent
Installationcost-two at $5000
Mamtenance ccst l.05/hour
Powercost 0.25/hour
Overhaulof two DAD/hour
Depreciation 1.25/hour
Installation 0.80/hour
Mcneycost OA5/hour

Robotcost assumptionsasof 1977
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Techniques that optimize the use
of the world's dWindling energy supply
inevitably affect productivity as well

Energy-an inescapable input in all pro
ducts and services-s-is becoming scarcer
and more expensive. Every fluctuation
in availability and price affects the world
economy; in general,and national pro
ductivity growth rates, in the specific.
Just how to make the most "produc
tive" use of energy resources is therefore
a subject of great importance.

With electric energy, techniques for
making better use of power-generating
equipment are being ·'stlldied..Utilities
have devised electricity rates that en
courage a more even spread of electric
power use throughout theday than the
present pattern, and these rates are being
tested as part of load management-the
process of altering the pattern of use of
electricity. The, tests involve tech
nological innovation in measuring power
demand and energy .consumption.
However, the techniques themselves face
legal, technological, and economic prob
lems that must be resolved before there
can be large-scale implementation.

There are various ways in which

Gadi Kaplan Associate Editor

energy consumers can curtail power use
during the hours of peak demand as well
as reduce overall consumption. These
techniques, which. involve' a variety of
steps-from changes of operational pro
cedures of equipment, at minor or no ex-.
pense , to use ,of sophisticated,
computer-based, demand-control, and
energy-management systems at a large,
investment-have already helped cut
energy costs.

Watching power with meters
Most industrial and commercial users

of electricity pay not only for the
amount of energy they consume each
month but also for their power demand,
based on a predetermined formula. The
formula, which varies from one utility to
another,depends on local energy
availability, and regulatory and other
factors. For example, at Public Service
Electric and Gas of New Jersey, the
value of power demand employed in bill
ing large customers-those whose de
rnand exceeds 1000 kW-is computed as
the average of the four highest demands
in 15 minutes on different days.

At PSE&G, the power-demand ele-

ment comprises about 35 percent of the
total electricity bill for such customers.
The rest is the actual energy consump
'tion. It is anticipated that in a few years,
when the utilities expect more nuclear
power-generating plants to come on line,
the demand component may increase
even further, to about 50 percent of the
bill. This rate structure is to reflect the
higher capital costs of nuclear power
plants, as compared with fossil-fueled
generating facilities.

To bill its medium to large customers
for power demand, PSE&G employs a
technique that it initiated about ten
years ago for its largest.customersonly.
It involves the recording, of pulses de
rived from the revolving' mechanism of
the customer's wattmeter. An optical ar
rangement is used. The rate of the pulses
is .proportional to the instantaneous
power, and the pulses are recorded on
magnetic tape at the meter itself. In ad
dition, time pulses at IS-minute intervals
are also recorded on the tape, on
another track. At the end of the billing
month, the tape cartridge is unplugged
from the recorder at the meter and
plugged into a "translator" that
automatically computes and produces
the bill from the pulse information.

One possibility offered bysuch meter
ing and recording is the much talked
about billing .of customers according to
the time when they use power from the
utility. The basic object is to improve the
utility's "load factor" -the ratio of the
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{1] Key parts of the internal control computer of a Unimate industrial, robot.

where robots spray foam into molds -for
making automobile instrument-panel
members and other interior items on
moving conveyor lines. The great variety
ofspray patterns and the random nature
of the sequence of products moving
down the line made necessary a
multitude of robot programs, which. are
stored in a disk file. in the central system
computer. Upon identification of each
product as it arrives at the work station,
a program appropriate to the required
spray pattern is fed into the robot's in
ternal memory.

A highly sophisticated adaptation of
robots to manufacturing is theUnimate
robot designed for assembling small
parts to tight tolerances. This robot is
used alongside people engaged in
assembly operations with parts that
weigh less than five pounds. The robot
holds positions to -tolerances within ,0.1
millimeter ,. and it can even be program
med to a new job while still engaged in
the previous one. The human working
with the robot can teach -it with a few
simple instructions expressed in English.
Thus the operator informs the robot's
microprocessor where a part is to - be
found, its destination, and so on. Soft
ware language does the hard work of
determining the best routine for the
robot to follow.

Laboratory to production line
An acknowledged -pioneer in robotics

is George C. Devol. In the 1950s he set
01Jt to design a machine that would be
"teachable"-that is, reprogrammable,
not restricted toone specialized task,
and therefore immune to obsolescence.
His concepts were promising enough to
attract the _attention of Joseph F.
Engelberger, at that time a physicist in
volved in the design of aircraft controls.
Messrs. Engelberger and Devol joined
forces in 1956.

Their 'earliest .efforts were In a
mechanical format that has become the
prototype. for most robots since: a
hydraulically powered arm; 'controlled in
its movements by solenoids and servos
and equipped with a "hand" that does
the work. In 1961, they introduced the
first commercial Unimate industrial
robot, a unit with five axes' of motion
and equipped with a magnetic drum
memory. It simply stepped from one in
struction to the next upon completion of
each task. It also initiated signals to start
or stop external devices or equipment.

In most of the applications of that period
there were islandsof robots within conven
tional plant arrangements. Robots unload
ed die-casting and injection-molding
machines, fed stamping and punch presses,

Hydraulic
supply

Piston

Servo valve

Hydraulic
actuator

course; the modern automative assembly
line, and the 1970 installation of the 26
robots at the General Motors plant in
Lordstown placed robotics squarely in
auto production. But what is not as well
known is the proliferation of robotics in
smaller-volume batch manufacturing
processes,' best typified - by the die
casting industry. Many high-volume
foundries employ robots, but the
greatest concentration appears in
smaller, independent' shops where bat
dies are as small as 1000 castings and
dies are changed as often as twice a day.
The robots not only unload the hot
castings; they also assist in secondary
operations, such as die lubrication, trim
ming, and quenching. The easily
reprogrammable robots lend themselves
well to changeover 'of tooling, so that
setup time is minimized and productivity
of the capital equipment is maintained at
high levels.

A variation of the batch approach oc
curs - at the Inland Division of GM,

Shaft encoder

=-
Controlpanel

auxiliary taught
functions

(OX WXTID, etc)

Rec~

""

ioms of robotics. One is that the
engineer should not attempt to duplicate
a-human operator's exact manipulations
but rather should deploy the robot ac
cording to its superiorities _and limita
tions. Another rule is that the robot. be
mated with compatible equipment. For
example, although the robot may have
no problem in inserting a workpiece into
a stamping press, it may not be able to
keep up with a press capable of 1200
strokes a minute. And obviously the
marriage of a robot with an ancient
machine that has no automatic chucking
would be a disaster. But even with an
automatic machine, if no means exist for
presenting workpieces to the robot in
correct orientation, the result will be low
productivity at _best or wrecked tooling
at worst. Nor can the robot overcome
basic manufacturing deficiencies, such
as usually exist in an environment with
vagrant machines, tools, and work
pieces.

The antithesis of that situation is, .of

Teach control
push buttons
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Robots quietly take their places alongside
humans on the production line to raise
productivity-and do the 'dirty work'

system is a broad base 6f implementa
ti~n within a company-a systems ap
proach directed by top management. In
troduction of CAM, techniques' should
be a major managerial decision, and the
program should be assured strong high
level support, in view of the long delay
experienced before tangible returns are
realized. Such a total systems viewpoint
encourages optimization of the corn
parry's overall operations, rather than
undue concentration .on an 'isolated
aspect, that may account for only a
small savings potential.

Cooperation is the key
Most industrialized nations are aware

of the forces that act to change the
character of. manufacturing through
development and implementation of
computer-integrated manufacturing
systems. Many companies realize that
the years ahead will be, filled with [n
novation and evolutionary change. The
term "evolutionary" is appropriate,
because computer automation of. the
total manufacturing system, from engi
neering design to assembly and inspec
tion, must follow social and economic
needs, education,understanding, and,

Contemporary robots do not at all resemble
science-fiction humanoids. But they can do
much of the work stillperformed largelyby
humans, .even .in .. plants .... filled with
automated heavy machinery.They, can han
dIe materials, load and unload, sort, stack,
and do assembly operations. They can posi
tion workpieces on machines. They weld,
spray, rivet, ladle,rout, sand; and grind.
They can do many,of the monotonous, hot,
disagreeable, dangerous, tasks formerly
assigned to humans, as well as new tasks
that humans can't do. They can work for
thousands of hours with, typically, lessthan
2-percent downtime. Humans can
reprogram .robots to different tasks by
literally leading them by the hand through
the new routines. And the digitalelectronics
of their control systemsplacesthem square
lyon the computer-aided manufacturing
sceneof the near future.

George E. Munson
Unimation Inc.
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finally, standardization of the numerous
subfunctions to be automated.

The computer is available as a fun
damental tool, but manufacturing, still
far from a science, must be standardized
before it can be automated. Generally,
CAD and manufacturing techniques ex
ist and have ·individual··merit; ·they do
not necessarily lend themselves to. inte
gration into a total cohesive interactive
system. Development of such a system
demands that there be modules within
the system, such as detailed design, pro
cess planning, and workshop tech
nology, which today have a stand-alone
capability, but must be redesigned for
integration into the whole system. Also,
communications within the system
modules must be based on standards
that are agreed upon by the system
participants.

The problems encountered in creating
and understanding such systems are, in
general, beyond the capability of any
one company or single industry. Lack of
a universally applicable standard, insuf
ficient funds, and traditionally competi
tive ,drive has hindered intercompany
cooperation. The required skills and
technology are fragmented, and manu-

It is beyond dispute that the economics
of industrial productivityinevitablydemand
the substitution of robots for humans in an
increasing varietyof tasks, and indeed it is
estimated. that at least 3500 robots are
already at work in the world, with their
numbers increasingevery month.

Versatile and teachable

Because robotics is such a dynamically
changing field, it isdifficult to attempt a
definition of robot that will stand the
test of time. But it is probably safe to
limit the definition to thisr.A robot is an
easily programmable 'manipulator with
several axes of movement. This em
braces a variety of such machines, all of
which can be taught to perform a multi
plicity of actions. Examplesinclude the
robot shown in the lead illustration and
Unimate's Series 2000 robot; which has
six axes of articulation: The arm can
move out or in, up or down, orln rota
tion; the wrist of the hand can bend up
and down, yaw, and swivel. Clearly,

facturing R&D funds are traditionally
invested in short-term proprietary pro
jects. Therefore, cooperative work and
discussion must take place before a bet
ter understanding and optimal solutions
are obtained with CAM systems.

Computer-aided manufacturing is a
dynamic and, evolutionary development
that will continue to expand its influence
over design and manufacturing proceses
and their management. The results of
the Delphi-type forecast mentioned
earlier are' based, on expert knowledge,
and represent the best available opinion
over a given period of time.

Although the growth of CAM does
, not appear to be fast enough, depending

on technology and economic and social
trends for its realization, the role of
computer-integrated manufacturing
systems will expand in importance.
Thus, the future will be filled with the
excitement of innovative change as
technical, ..economic, and social ostacles
are overcome. •

The author acknowledges the cooperation of
Robert Berdine, Caterpillar Tractor Company,
Peoria, III.; Joseph EIGomayel, Purdue University,
Lafayette. Ind.; Watson N. Nordquist, Cincinnati
Milacron, tnc., Cincinnati, Ohio; and Robert L.
Moraski, CAM·I, Inc."Arlington, Tex.

these replicate the movements of human
shoulders, elbows, wrists, hands, and
fingers, though obviously the rotational
movements exceed human capabilities.
The prime force for each movement is a
hydraulic actuator. For the rotational
movements, racks and gears convert
hydraulic linear travel to rotary motion.
The payload is 25 pounds at high
operating speeds and up to 125 pounds
at reduced speeds. Positioning accuracy
is 0.05 inch in every dimension. Other
models are available with 5OD-pound lift-
ing capability. .

The robot is programmed by being
"led by the hand" through the sequence

'of operations to be performed. Playback
speed is independent of teaching speed.
The nonvolatile memory has capacity
for 1024 program steps, adequate for
point-to-point travel or continuous-path
operations, such as seam welding or
spraying (Fig. 1). Multiple programs can
also: be stored in memory and called
upon at random; base and subroutines
can be taught tofacilitate complex tasks;
program portions can be altered to ac
commodate external variables without
interrupting operations; motions can be
synchronized with moving objects, such
as conveyors; and programs can be ex
tracted from memory for external stor
age. Further, the internal robot com-
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Caterpillar shop' supervisors with ten to
25 years of machine-shop experience and

"about three .weeks of intensive training
became proficient at routine: and
elementary diagnostic tasks. One prob
lem is that continuous higher-level 'soft
ware support from the, manufacturing
department is required indefinitely; For
example, the company found that to im
plement some of the benefits gained
from operational experience into the
system would require significant changes
in, software configurations.

Manufacturing peoplegenetally
understand best what works on the shop
floor. In attempting to change control
logic of a machine, it often becomes
more of an effort to change software
than it would be for an electrician to
change the wiring in a relay panel.' The
technology requires highly trained .pro
fessionals with competence and: sue
cessful software design, debugging, and
maintenance experience. Thus, a tenden
cyis to purchase software-from the'NC
system supplier. Of course, .users of
'computerized manufacturing systems
with'In-house software expertise have
the advantage of flexibility compared
with ·those who purchase software from

, the system's vendor. But, how many end
users have trained programmers who are
involved in changing, the operating pro
gram in a DNC system?

Flexible manufacturing systems
"Flexible Manufacturing Systems"

(FMS) is the name given to its concept of
multipart,midvolume production
machining. systems by the Kearney and
Trecker Corporatlon, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sundstrand's "manufacturing systems"
approach is similar to, FMS in that both
systems employ custom-designed: ar
rangements of various machine tools
linked" ,bY ,mechanical parts-handling
equipment, with the entire system under
computer control. ;AnFMS is also a
turnkey project, as defined by' the
customer. The' machine tool vendor

, must be capable of providing full floor-

In ,any plan involving production,
manufacturing planning, processing
management, and the processing system
itself must betreated as interrelated but ln
dividual major functions.
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plan design, centralized chip and coolant
systems, piece-part programming, tool
ing, flxturing; prove-out, and system
start-up and implementation.

Computer model simulatiorr plays a
very important part in' designing and
utilizing an FMS. The work stations in
the system may be a mix of standard NC
machining centers, 'process-specialized
machines (used, for example, to do
heavy-duty or high-speed drilling), and
other machine tools performing specific
operations on. one or more of the parts
processed in the system. Washing,
assembly, and inspection stations may
also be included. One such FMS is
located at the Allis-Chalmers Corpora
tion's Agricultural Tractor Division in
Milwaukee.

Allis-Chalmers had planned the in
traduction of a, line of new tractors that
would require the machining of eight
new major castings, with planned pro
duction levels of the various cas
tings/housings, ranging from 6000 to
15000 pieces per year. Various machin
ing techniques were investlgatedc fn
eluding the purchase of an individual
transfer line for each type of housing,
the rebuilding of existing transfer lines
to handle both the old and new parts,
the continued manufacturing of many of
the larger castings on' standard NC
machining centers, and FMS. The
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)
approach was selected because it best
met the objectives of minimum
operating cost and high flexibility, and
the choice of the FMS was based on con
siderations that included:

1. Only two basic machine types are
involved: horizontal machining centers
and head indexers. If any machine were
to go down; it would be possible to work
around it and continue production by
rearranging tooling.

2., None of the machines was designed
to. accommodate a.specific workpiece. If
sales forecasts were not met, Allis
Chalmers couldretool at modest cost.

3. If the forecast of product mix was
inaccurate', the system could be adjusted
quickly and' inexpensively.

4. The system offers a redundancy in
machine control and a, progressive
backup capability. The machines could
be operated automatically, or as stand
alone DNC machines (computer supplies
tape data, as selected by the operator at
the machine), or by using punched tape
at each machine.

5. The system employs a simple
material-handling system, already prov
en in other industrial applications. The
cart-type system fits well into the low
overhead shops at Allis-Chalmers, yet

leaves all machines easily accessible from
the floor.

The system utilizes' ten 'c0trlpute~-.

directed machine rools.t five standard,
Milwaukee-Marie Modu-Line machining
centers, one NC rough milling machin
ing center, and four duplex head index
ers. Each head indexer storesapprox
imately 20 heads, each randomly 'selec~

table and tooled for drilling, tapping,
boring, grooving, and other needed
operations. The computer-directed
material-handling system carries fix
tured castings, mounted on' steel 'pallets
through various process loops, via a
floor-mounted towline system.

The system is controlled by two
minicomputers. A subordinate DNC
computer performs the functions of
parts-program storage, data distribution
of a parts program to the machine tools,
monitoring and reporting from the
machine tool, and parts-program
editing. The FMS minicomputer con
trols the DNe, 'minicomputer, handles
system control, of materials, maintains
status knowledge of all materials
handling system features, and locates
pallets, transporters, and parts in the
system. It also handles communications
with the .load/unload and inspection
areas, performs traffic and machine
shuttle control, and monitors tool life.
Communication with the system
manager is via teletypewriter.

The system is capable of randomly
processing eight different parts at an ag
gregate volume of about 20 000 parts per
year. Up to 48 palletized parts can be ac
commodated at one, time. Allis-Chal
mers reports that the FMS has excellent
flexibility and is particularly well suited
to intermediate, volume production for
complex parts. However, it requires
highly skilled maintenance people, par
ticularlyin the electronics area, to keep
the system 'running.

Variable mission manufacturing
Early in 1965, Cincinnati Milacron

Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, initiated a study
to find a better way to manufacture
parts at production rates too high for
conventional NC and too low to justify
transfer-line methods. The company
considered medium-volume 'production
to be in the range of 2000 to 3200 parts
per year, based on a two-shift operation,
The study group evolved a plan that
would:

I. Identify deficiencies in present
manufacturing systems.

2. Assess the magnitude of the deft
ciency in terms of various levels of im
provement.

3. Assess the probability of develop-
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clock, with five operators per
sonnel refixture the partsv monitor-and
change tooling, and perform all required
rework. A machine repairman 'and an
electrician are also assigned to the-line,
full-time, during the first shift.

The computer performs many func
tions beyond thedlrect control' of the
hardware components of the system.
They include an elaborate scheduling or.
priority system .for maintaining system
flow, balancing the burden of ,the
machine tools, monitoririg machine
downtime and cutting time per tool in
minutes, reporting on the frequency of
tool changesv and counting operations
per shift on ,each machine. A standard

'utility package is available with
diagnostic programs for library
maintenance and system backup.

Wanted: supervisors with
computer expertise

The Sunstrand system has been in pro
duction for, about 4Y2 years. As ex
pected, design errors and software -bugs
were uncovered and corrected during the
start-up phase of this system. The-most

l

reliable component ofthe.eystem was
the computer; with a 99-per,cent-plus up
time, but other electrical problems, par
ticularly with the transporters, had to be
resolved.

Even 'when thesyste_m (including all
the programs, hardware, and data sets)
was designed to .be nearvperfect, a
significant amount of debugging had to
be done on-site to make it operational.
In addition to technical problems, the
people involved had to learn how to
manage a very complex system, from
both a software and a hardware stand
point. Supervisory personnel who
monitor the system require more than
personnel management capability. They
need experience in highly technical fields
of computer hardware, systems soft
ware, real-time process-control pro
grams, communications hardware and
noise control, machine-tool service
systems, computer terminals, NC pro
cessors, and machine-tool-design.: And
they need the judgment to make difficult
tradeoff compromises.

At present, there is no such array of
competence in many of the companies
that have ventured into DNC. To obtain
the necessary experience, supervisors
must be more directly involved with the
machine-tool, control, and computer
builders during the design, debugging,
and maintenance phases of the system.

After several years of operation of its
DNC line, Caterpillar feels that
manufacturing-oriented personnel can
learn how to handle the computer.

(135 kg) and the larger one approximate
ly 600 pounds (270 kg). Each housing is
made up of two units-a case and a
cover. The _units arrive at the facility in
rough casting and leave as an assembled
pair.

The system operates in a nearly auto
matic fashion and revolves' around a
16-statio'I1'_.load/unload area located
midway-along the line's length. The
rough case'and cover are manually load
ed at a dedicated load station. After
loading, .the system recognizes the' part
and delivers itio the appropriate
machine tool. While the machine tool
completes the operations on the part, the
system-builds successive commands to
the transporters to deliver the part to the
next . station, . The part is processed
through all machining, inspection, and
refixturing operations in a similar man
ner. Th~{"System operates around the

CAM·I's Advanced' Technical Planning Committee hasdeveloped a long·range plan forthe
durable·goods industry. .

tractor-type transporters, each equipped
with two cross-travelling shuttle
mechanisms capable. of handling two
piece parts in any combination, and
capable of 'servicing any. station in' the
system, thus' providing in-process
material handling.

Directed by the computer, the CON
CO shuttle cars also deliver parts to the
DEA coordinate-inspection machine.
The. machines and the transporters are
fully controlled by a Sundstrand Level
One - Omnicontrol computer system.
Seven plug-in type CRT display and
keyboard consoles can be used at each
machine station for inputting data, or
for interrogating the computer from the
shop floor.

The parts being machined on this line
are two families of housings for auto
matic .transmissions. The smaller hous
ing weighs approximately 300 pounds
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Experts look ahead to the day of
the full-blown computer-integrated
automatic factory

this last step, the .computer takes over
completely. Since the mask coordinates
are already stored in the computer, it
drives an optical',beam to make a lOX
enlargement of the final mask on film or
an electron beam' to' make a life-size
master on glass.

Before thecomputer took over, each
mask layer started as a sheet of Rubylith
several feet on each side. An operator
cut the Ruby by hand after placing it
over master layouts. Suchva process
could take months today, but now few
cut such' patterns. Even if they wanted
to, there aren't cameras large enough in
the world to photo-reduce the Ruby for

Sweeping changes and rapid advances
are taking place in U.S. industry at an
ever-accelerating,pace, characterized by
new trends in labor and product
markets. The devices, machinery, and
processes of industry are continually be
ing updated or replaced by more com
plex instrumentation and more
sophisticated techniques. And the digital
computer is helping industry automate
functions to a degree'not contemplated
in the past.

Changes in industrial production
methods have not been unforeseen. The
International Institution for Production
Engineering Research (CIRP-for Com
mittee lnternationale dela Rechercheet
Productione) conducted a Delphi-type
survey among its members worldwide on
the evolvirigttechnological future of
manufacturing from 1975 to the year
2000. Results of the study show that one
overall trend stands out: development
and implementation of computer
automated manufacturing, leading to
the realization 'of the computer
integrated automatic factory as' a full
blown entity. Of the 94 forecast events
in the study, 24-or over one fourth
strongly forecast such a development.
Three of those 24 forecast events' sum
marize its' nature and timing}.

1. By 1980(median date), a computer
software system for full' automation of
all steps will be in wide use.

2. By 1985 (median date), full on-line

Gustav Oiling Bradley University
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complex patterns-a hypothetical VLSI

Ruby would now be room -sized.
While the computer has interacted at

many states' with' the designers in the
mask-making process, and mayor may
not have': contributed to the designer's
decision making, it has contributed
nothing to the design in any creative
way. Nor, according to many designers,
is it likely to do so in the foreseeable
future.

Many companies are looking at addi
tional ways for the computer to ease
some of the burdens of design and lay
out error detection and correction. One
such technique, which is described in the

automation and optimization -of' com
plete manufacturing plants; controlled
by a central computer, will be a reality.

3. By 1990 (median date), more than.
50 percent of machine tools"produced
willnot have a stand-alone use,but will
be part of a versatile manufacturing
system featuring automatic parts hand
ling between stations and control from a
central computer.

problems with batch processing
Less.than 25 percentof the U.S.in

dustrial output is the result of mass pro
duction. The rest is produced by batch
manufacturing, a system plagued by
long lead times, high in-process' inven-'
tories, low machine utilization, and very
little automation. Studies have shown
that, on an average, a part in production
spends less than 5 percent of itstimeon
a machine, and the rest moving or
queueing between operations. And, of
the time spent on the machine, only 30
percent is ina cutting mode. Fortunate
ly, most batch-manufacturing people are
aware of the digital computer's potential
to correct these problems.

One area in which the digital com
puter has found increasing use over the
past 20 years is in the numerical control
(NC) of machine tools. An estimated
40 000 NC machines are.in use today,
and NC sales are running at an annual
rate of 4000 machine tools and are in
creasing. .Many machine-tool builders
are producing significant quantities of
NC equipment-from 40 percent to 60
percent of their total machine-tool out-

box on page 58, has been under con
tinuous development for a number of

. years by designers.Dave Gibson, Scott
Nance, and Steve Sapiro at .American
Microsystems, Inc. While the· system
does not actually "think" for the
designer, its authors say that it doeshelp
the designer to think niore clearly about
complex topological problems in the
mask layout. •

The author wishes to thank Hisashi 'Takemoto of
the Nippon cteers Oita Works, Lionel Cartwright
and Julius Miklosy of Inland Steel, for some of the
information used in this article.

put. A few are approaching an output of
100 percent. '

Developmentof NC .systems is fast
moving and highly competitive, and is
being pursued aggressively by many con
trol manufacturers. The result is con
tinuous pressure for lower costs and
higher reliability. Thus, the more-than
20-year-old technology of hard-wired
NC controls has peaked out and has
given 'way to computerized numerical
control (CNC) with microprocessors.

Despite the fact that NC machine
tools are widely used in manufacturing
in stand-alone contexts, even for small
shops, the,proportion of NC equipment
in basic industries is low. In the U. S.
metalworking industry, for example, on
ly about 2 percent of all machine tools
are of the NC variety.

The main reason for the· slow in
troduction of NC is the inability of cur
rent production management methods
to utilize the potential of this technology
fully. Analysis of the activities involved
in keeping an NC machine tool cutting
metal fa! its entire running time in
dicates that human involvement in the
production process is the primary
slowing-down factor.

A number of independent studies have
shown that a solution is to automate as
many of the. production functions as
possible, in the same manner as the NC
cutting process. The concept of the
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
System (CIMS), which represents an
automatic computerized job-shop sec
tion, has thus evolved.

ClMS has the flexibilityof a group of
general-purpose machine tools, and is
composed of several NC machine tools,
integrated with materials-handling
systems, to perform machining opera
tions on randomly sequenced parts. All
parts of the system normally operate
under computer direction. Direct labor
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Simplified table (left) shows how symbols replace topology. A color (right)CRr symbol
display, shown here for a random-logic design, can indlcate,all the mask layers with
a single frame.
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aided design programs can be used,
and these do not have to deal directly
with the topological complexitites
until the actual masks are needed. A
printer is used to print out the
layouts,instead of a .costly plotter.
Design rule checking is 'reduced to
checking symbol-to-symbol adjacen
cy and location.

We have found that SLiC maintains
circuit sizes, on the average, within
10 percent of the hand-drawn
method. With SLlC, the time from
drawing to mask generation can be
cut approximately in half, compared
with the' hand-drawn approach,and
with half the cost. The resulting cir
cuits have no design or logic errors
and require virtually no turnarounds.
Tailoring of layout rules and grid
sizes can reduce area loss even
more.

Scott Nance
American, Microsystems, Inc.
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quired for the hand-drawn layout.
This happens because the symbolic
layout designer ts forced to use a
coarse grid system in order to trade
off area for speed.

But we have found that experlenc- I

ed.Iayout designers find ways of mak
ing the symbolic layout spacings
work to their advantage. Since the cir
cuit is on a much coarser grid and,
rather than the many layers of the
real topology, the layout 'deelqner is
able to see the entire Circuit, he can
get a feel for how it is developing and
make appropriate changes. The
layoutdesigners can "play" with and
redraw a given area several times, im
proving the packing density each
time, and still take less time than it
would have taken to draw the same
area once by the hand-drawn techni
que.

Because the symbols are very sim
ple, very sophisticated computer-

Geometry
represented
by symbol
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SLIC layout saves time
Sy:mbolic layout of integrated cir
cuits (SLlG) Is a mask-design method
that uses symbols to represent mask
topologies. The symbols are con
verted to the mask topologies by a
computer program.

Consider a simple four-mask MOS
process, where the first mask is diffu
sion, the second mask gate oxide, the
thlrd contact cutout, and the fourth
metal. The table shows a set of sym
bols that could be used to draw sim
ple circuits in this process, and the
color illustration shows a symbolic
layout on an interactive color CRT
system. (In actual practlce.a more
complex symbol set is used.)

Symbolic layout techniques have
been around for several years, but
have, not gained general acceptance
in the semiconductor industry.

If a sept ion of circuitry that was
previously "hand drawn" is redrawn
with symbols, the area used for the
symbolic layout can be as much as
30 percent greater than the area re-

Symbol Definition

tion for its on-line steel-automating
system and- the Kimitsu Works of Nip
pon Steel has reported a cut of 2000
workers out of 17 000 through automa
lion. The Nippon Steel Oita plant has
'cut its scheduling work force in half
'through a 'program that can route 85
percent of its orders through the mill
without human assistance. But Inland
Steel, the leading U.S. automator, says
that adding computers so far has only
added people, with no work-force reduc
tion 'seen for the future.

To a large extent, this paradoxical dif
ference in the results of automation in
the U.S. and in Japan may be resolved
by keeping in mind that when the
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Japanese. plants were designed, to cut
labor, unemployment was not, as it is to
day,a problem, and Japanese manage
ment was happy to employ the dis
possessed workers elsewhere. Also, In
land Steel is expanding its facilities, so
its total job count must go up, with or
without labor-union prodding.

Cornputers in the
semiconductor industry

While steel sells its products by the ton
and the semiconductor industry by the
gram, that is not really an important
distinction for process automation.
What does matter is that the semicon
ductor industry is really selling a unique

product-functionality, or the. number
of electronic functions .that can be per
formed by a sirigleintegrated circuit (ic).
That functionality is increasing some 50
percent per year per package, whether it
be logic functions or the ability to recall
stored bits of information.

The major strides made by the in
dustry in increasing functionality have
been leamingv as a continuing process
without. increasing cost,: how to put
more functions on .a given area .of
silicon, and how toincrease at the same
time the total area of each silicon die.
This discovery process, has. required the
combined work of tc designers-whose
concepts lead to the photolithographic

,
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system will" wind down if peak-power
premium rates are about to go into ef
fect and will reschedule the casting cycle
for lower rates.

Hierarchical control
What of the programming concepts

available for implementing steel-mill
automation? Referring to Fig. I, we see
that automation control these days' is
programmed and installed in hierar
chicalIevels. At least theoretically, it
starts at the top of level 4, with a
management information system (MIS),
and ultimately 'winds up with local
machinery, valve, and' furnace control
loops. The last maybe directly' digitally
controlled (DDC) or, as in
prernicroprocessor days, be controlled
by analog electronics. Each layer con
trols the immediate layer below'it and in
terferes as little as possible (except for
feedback information) with any level
above it.

The top level may indeed consist of a
single mainframe, which all the steel
companies have already installed' for
order-entry processing. But as one goes
from the top down, the number of com
puters increases at each level to form an
inverted pyramid of distributed process
ing machinery. The computers at each
level "talk" to each other via either a
high-speed data highway or phone link,
depending on the urgency of com
munication.

Complete automation ofa,yard would
require dozens of computers and hun
dreds of controller systems, depending
on the intelligence content assigned to
each. The pig advantage of micro
processors at the lower levels of automa
tion is that a microcomputer can be
placed next to man and machine. In
steel-processtng automation, the
machines can't be moved, the unions
don't want the men moved, and the
automation experts are willing to leave
the operators just where they are, even if
in the future they do less operating and
more monitoring.

The basic layout of lower-level control
is shown iriFig. 2'for a basic oxygen fur':'
nace, The consoles in the operator's
pulpit are likely to change from analog
indicators to color graphics as automa
tion proceeds, as in the new Inland Steel
blast furnace at Indiana Harbor, but the
console remains in place.

The theoretical hierarchy of Fig. 2
starts with an area-supervisory computer
(level 3 of Fig. I) controlling a group of
basic oxygen furnaces (BOFs). Each
BOF:computer, which may",internally
have several control layers, manages the
furnace during' the iron-to-steel conver-
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sion; routes input from the hot-metal
and scrap yards; and controls output
hot-metal ingot pouring.

At present, steel management in the
U.S. decides the-production scheduling
strategy, and dispatchers implement that
strategy by matching the incoming order
stream against finished inventory, work
in process, and future steel runs. 'If this
matching is to be computerized, Dr.
Williams feels that the overall strategy
for decision making, based on manage
ment'sinput rules, has been 'pretty well
developed with excellent linear program
algorithms, But at the yard production
scheduling level, he feels a great deal of
analysis remains.

The missing algorithms
Production supervision, which takes

place both at levels 3 and 4 of Fig. 1, in
volvesdifficult nonlinear programming,
much of it proprietary to each plant.
What is involved are the kinetics of ore
reduction and metal purification; energy
transfer rates, equipment fouling, or
jamming; and the interaction of product
quality and price with processing effort.
Also to be optimized is the cost of raw
materials, and the price paid -for fuel.

At level 3 of Fig. 1 is the production
and inventory-locator program. Its job
is to keep track of each piece of steel.
The program is supposed to prevent a
piece from being lost; it directs people to
pull stock from inventory at any stage of
passage through the mill and processes
the stock to customer order.

Inland Steel already has a locator pro
gram on two IBM 360-168s, at its In
diana Harbor mill. The program sug
gests to a human yard scheduler what
slab to pull from inventory, but the
operators make the final decision.

Dr. Williams says, "No one 'has come
up with a programming model for com
plete production supervision - that' can
run cost-effectively on today's com
puters." His associates at Purdue-as
well as the Japanese and at least Inland
Steel in the U.S.-are working on such a
model. The Oita Works reports a fairly
effective one, already in place.

At the lowest two levels of direct con
trol, while specific process control
languages-like those of Honeywell,
Westinghouse, Texas Instruments, and
others-can be used with great saving
of programming time, they take too long
to execute and use up too much memory
space, Dr. Williams feels. So he is look
ing forward to another order of mag
nitude in DDC computer operating
.speed.

Present DDC computers-he says.also
have too rigid a software comrnunica-

tion interface, which makes it difficult
to connect them" to their supervisory
computers. Even small details' in
language incomparability chew up a lot
of program, writing time at the higher
levels, and' Dr. Williams is hoping for
industry-wide compatability of Fortran
compilers; so programs written for one
make of computer won't have have tobe
rewritten for another.

Data collection
Then there is the physical problem of

collecting massive amounts of data to
implement automation. To get an idea
of the inventory problem, consider the
stock lying around Inland Steel's huge
Indiana Harbor plant, which occupies
roughly a one- by four-mile peninsula
jutting. into Lake Michigan. The area
locator has to track about 7000 ingots,
15 000 slabs, 50000 billets or bars, and
30000 finished products. The inventory
is used to produce over eight million
raw-steel tons of steel a year.

Gathering data from a single furnace
is also difficult. Inland's new blast fur
nacehas 4000 sensors, and to collect the
data, the company went to a multiplex
system. All sensor information' is' corn
bined into a single FM time-multiplexed
5@-MHz carrier on a single coax cable at
a 2.S-MHz data rate. The carrier is
demultiplexed by 'a Camac-standard
microprocessor, is processed ,by two
Westinghouse DOC computers and
passed on to a PDPII-70 at the top of
the control hierarchy. The CAMAC in
terface, which has been used extensively
by nuclear physicists for hooking,.com
puters to their experiments at particle ac
celerators,has so far been used only by
Alcoa to supervise furnace control. This
interface' is as good acandidate as any,
according to Dr. Williams, for a stan
dard interface badly needed by the steel
industry.

The Indianavl-larbor electrical
designers feel that getting a' good data
highway with carrier rates to 300 MHf is
going to be crucial to further automa
tion.

Computer modeling of furnaces
Most steel-process-control experts

agree that while the 'steel industry
understands the steady-state behavior of
blast furnaces and basic oxygen fur
naces, few have a good handle on
predicting how any change will affect
the metallurgical quality of the yield.
Even routine changing of the brick lin
ing of a blast furnace will change perfor
mance in unknown ways.

Unlike a blast furnace, a basic oxygen
furnace works in 20-minute cycles by
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Inland Steel's new blast furnace at its
Indiana Harbor plant is the largest fur
nace to date in the WesternHell1isph~re;

with some 4000, ;computer-an~lyze~
checkpoints. Many of the checkpoints,
however, will be used, not on-line, but
by the research department' toLflgure
how to run a blast furnace' more effi
ciently-c-with less energy. optimum raw
materials, and less sulfur in the molten
iron.

Since almost every piece of steel
making machinery, from furnaces to
rolling mills,is already 'under some sort
of electronic control, it doesn't make a
lot of sense to ask how computers are
going to affect steel productivity in the
U.S. without further definition of what
is meant by computer automation. This
was the subject of a study by Theodore
Williams, head of the Purdue
Laboratory for Applied Industrial Con
trol at Purdue University.

If one means total hierarchical control
of the whole process, including linking
up the main. office' sales and inventory
mainframes with the mills and furnaces,
then Dr. Williams estimates a 6- to
8-percent gain in productivity, though
he points out that this figure is really on
ly an educated guess. This wouldn't pro
duce any gleeful somersaults in the
boardrooms of U.S. semiconductor
firms, but that could be a telling dif
ferential after freight charges between
U.S. and Japanese steel. And it also ex
plains why the Inland Steel programmers
are extending their computer systems
vertically upward and downward
ultimately to forge a hierarchical chain
for the company's Indiana Harbor
Works.

Even if Dr. Williams is correct, that
doesn't mean all steel yards are going to
reach a 6- to 8-percent gain in the pro
ductivity figures. It won't be cost
effective to computerize antiquated
machinery that can't be accurately con
trolled, and no totally new plants are in
the offing, except one from U.S. Steel at
Conneaut, Ohio. The Indiana Harbor
Works is worth updating because,
although not new, it is a blend of old
and new equipment and is judged to be
one of the most efficient in the U.S.

If one asks what computers can do to
save energy. costs in steel making, again
one must pursue the matter and ask fur
ther whether the saving is in real energy
(Btu's)ar through the use of cheaper
fuels. Many of today's steel-making,
energy-saving computer programs save
fuel dollars, not Btu's, by switching to
that day's most cost-effective fuel or, in
the case of electricity, holding off pro
duction temporarily if the mill is ap-

Japanese Nippon Steel Oitaplant on the
island of Kyushu is said to have put 160
programmers to work for four years to
automate that operation in part.

In the semiconductor industry, while
hand assemblyis still the rule, and com
plete hierarchical control still in the
future, mi~ropr()cessors~re,us~d to con
trol almost all other new' processing
machinery from beginning to end of the
production cycle. This includes control
of mask-exposure cameras, ion-beam
implanters, diffusion furnaces, and
various' sorting, testing, cleaning, and
machining operations. But in contrast to
steel making, many of these intelligently
controlled operations" both are hand
loaded and operate independently of
each other. Linking them cost
effectively with hierarchical computer
control may be more difficult than for
steel making, although partial automa
tion is under study in the early produc
tion phases prior to assembly.

In the steel industry, microprocessors
and minicomputers do save fuel for
some types of furnaces and cut time and
product waste in rolling mills, while
large computers keep -track of some
10 000 to 100000 pieces of steel in
various stages of production proceeding
through a plant.

Computers in steel making
But sometimes, at least in the steel in

dustry, computers are installed just to
gather data to figure out what to do next
to automate production.

machinery and perhaps new 'processes,
neither of which may yet be on the draw
ing board.

So with these limits to analysis in
mind, let us explore the present state of
the computer art for both steel and
semiconductor making with an ey'e to
estimating payoff in productivity now
and in the future. The big difference in
required payoff between the two in
dustries, as one might expect, is based
on big differences in their growth
strategies. "High flying" semiconductor
makers count productivity gains by fac
tors of two or three as impressive
whereas steel rriakers rarely achieve gains
of two"or three percentage points. The
other difference is that to get these big
gains, semiconductor makers can install
new machinery in new plants, since they
are continually expanding and their
machines usually cost well under a
million dollars. Steel makers are more
hobbled. Inland Steel, for example,
unlike many steel makers is also expand
ing, but its new blast furnace and a coke
battery are costing a cool $500 million at
the company's Indiana Harbor Works in
East Chicago.

The steel industry paradoxically has
had to become more knowledgeable
about hierarchical computers in process
control than the semi makers, who fur
nish the integrated circuits for every
computer . Inland Steel, for example;
keeps a staff of 60 programmers and
hardware experts just partly automating
its Indiana Harbor plant and the

The Westinghouse supervisory.computers for the Inland Steel Indiana HarborWorks SO·inch
hot-strip mill, which is shown here, control a hierarchical arrangement of other computers.
One of these, a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP 11·34 controls 11 sequential roUstands and is
located a quarter mile away in the motor control room.
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t.Reat GNP (Gross National Product) is the nation's output of goods and servtces, adjusted tor in
flation.
2. Real Business Fixed Investment is private sector expenditures on plant and equipment
(nonresidential structures and producers' durable equipment).
3. Employment is the annual inanhours of labor purchased by the nation's private sectors.
4. Average Labor Proouctlvlty is output (Real GNP) per mannour of labor input (of nonfarm workers).
5. Rate of Return on Capital is the annual percentage return on investment in physical capital, ad
justed for inflation.

I. Two postwar economic recoveries in the U.S.

Growth rate Growth rate Employment Growth Rate Rate of
of Real 'of Real Chanqe," of Average Return on
GNP,1 Business Fixed million Labor Capltal,"
percent tnvestrnent,s rnanhours Productlvlty,' percent

percent percent

1970 -0.4 -3.6 2.0 -1.2 3.7
1971 3.3 -0.6 1.4 . -0.3 4.0

6.2 9.1 1.6 3.7 4.6
1973 5.9 12.8 2.2 4.3 5.5

.1974 -2.1 -0.4 2.3 -3.5 3.8
1975 -2.9 -13.2 1.6 2.2 3.6
1976 6.0 3.6 2.1 4.0 4.2
1977 4.9 8.6 3.5 2.2 4.6

For further reading, see page 88.

depress both the demand for capital spend
ing and the rate of return. The table 'shows
that in the current recovery, rates of return
have deteriorated steadily compared with
earlier recoveries. Moreover, a fall in the
rate of return leads to decline in the rate of
new capital formation and a rise in con
sumption. This is precisely what has hap
pened inthe current recovery-the recovery
of investment in plant and equipment has
been disappointing, while a rapid increase in
consumer spending has led the economic
recovery.

Turning to the supply side of the labor
market, 'we note that as workers face
greater. demands for their services, wages
rise.andemployment increases at first. This '
also has happened in the current recovery;
most of the .impact has been to increase
employment. (The persistence' of a high
percentage of unemployment, in spite of
rapidly expanding' employment oppor
tunities, is attributed to the rapid growth of
the labor force.)

Outlook lor productivity
In the short run, the economic effect

of higher energy prices will be to boost
the demand for labor and materials and
to dampen the demand for capital. In
the near future, then, we can expect con
tinued growth of employment at high
levels; continued deterioration in the
rate of return on physical capital, com
pared with earlier recoveries; relatively
weak growth of investment in plant and
equipment; and continued strength in
consumer spending.

To consider the. long-term impact of
these developments, we must focus on
the level of capital formation; since the
accumulation of capital provides the
capacity. for future growth of output.

Historically,- gains in U.S. productivi
ty can be attributed about equally to in
creases in the capital portion in produc
tion processes, through 'the substitution
of capital for labor, and to increases in
the efficiency with which all inputs
capital, labor; energy, materials
have been used, Because higher energy
pricestend to depress the rate, of capital
formation, and thereby to reduce the
rate of substitution ofcapital for labor,
the long-term outlook for labor produc
tivity is.a slowdown in its rate of growth.

Finally, since higher energy prices
reduce the rate of capital formation, the
stock of plant and equipment passed on
to the next decade will be smaller than in
the absence of energy price increases.
Because of this smaller stock, the pro
spects for future economic growth are
also dampened. +

puts-c-capital, labor, and materials-we ex
pect the U.S. economy to behave very dif
ferently, compared with earlier periods, as a
result of the dramatic rise in energy pricesin
late 1973 and early 1974. The salient
features of the recessions and recoveries of
1974-1977 and 1970-1973 are compared in
Table 1.

We:see that real economic growth in the
United States, measured by the growth rate
of the Gross National Product over the
1974-1977 period, is a little less than in the
earlier 1970-1973 recovery. But it is about
average in comparison with the five other
past recoveries. The GNP refers, of course,
to the total output of goods and services
produced by the nation. Also, the recovery
of capital spending in 1976-1977 has been
weak after the collapse of investment in
1975.

Another result shown in the table is that
employment has grown relatively rapidly in
1976-1977. Even though the GNP grew
more moderately in 1977 than in 1976,
employment has continued to grow very
rapidly, well above rates that characterized
the recovery of 1970-1973.

Closely related is the very recent lag in
growth of average labor productivity, com
pared to the growth during the 1970-1973
recovery. And we find that the rate of
return on physical capital for the economy
as a whole, corrected for inflation, has been
drifting 'steadily downward compared with
the earlier: recovery,

Up to this point, we have described the
demand side of the impact of higher energy
prices. To provide a complete picture of the
economy, we must also' address the supply
aspects. In the short run, when the supply
of capital plant and equipment is relatively
fixed, the effect of higher energy prices is to

Energy and economic growth
In view of the relationships between

energy and other productive in-

mand for energy sufficiently, .the demand
for physical capital may also fall. So it can
be argued that energy and capital are com
plementary ratherthan substitutable inputs;
an increase in the price of one decreases the
demand for both, for a fixed output. The
results-of recent research convincingly
demonstrate that, on balance, energy and
capital are complementary in the U.S.

.economy as' a whole rather than sub
stitutable inputs;

These seemingly contradicting 'theories
can be reconciled as follows:

Engineering-economic studies consider
the task to be performed as delivered
energy-cfor example, thedeliveryof space
heat or manufacturing process heat. If
delivered energy is held constant, energy
and physical capital are substitutable inputs,
as shown in the graph (To)' But they are
complements when the delivered' energy is
allowed to vary, but the total output is heid
constant.

Empirical evidence on the energy-capital
relationship indicates that results vary, in
different sectors of the U.S. economy. Both
we and other authors have found that in the
manufacturing area,' energy and capital are
complements. However, we have found
that in the service sector, energy and capital
tend to be substitutes. In the overall U.S.
economy, the net, effect of higher energy
prices is to reduce the rate of capital forma
tion-t-the purchase of machines, buildings,
and other durable goods that contribute to
the production of other goods and ser
vices-s-and to increase the amount of labor
in production processes.
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How energy, and its cost, enter the
'productivity equation'

'thel.mderpfivileged, and aid farmers, are
accused of a giveaway when they pennitan
inventor to retain rights to his or her own
inventions?

A patent that is available free to everyone
is not a patent but simply apiece of paper.
If inventions produced under Government
support really become useful to society only
when everyone has free access to them, then
one cannot support the logic for any patent
system at all. Instead, society should pay an
inventor a sum of money equal to so much
per hour for:the time spent in developing an
invention and for out-of-pocket expenses
and then tum the invention over to the
public.

If this free-for-all procedure were serious
ly suggested, of course, it would provoke
laughter. Yet it is exactly what is done under
most Government contracts. When
Government-supported R&D results in an
lnvention.jhe Government should certainly
get a license for its own use but everything

Energy use, economic growth, and average
labor productivity are closely related to one
another,and an analysis of these relation
ships in the United States shows that the
next decade is likely to .be one of reduced
rate of growth of labor productivity, ac
companied by a lowered rate of economic
growth. These reductions can be traced to
the fourfold increase in petroleum prices in
late 1973 and early 1974.

To examine the link between energy use
and productivity we· analyzed relationships
between .fuel, capital, labor, and materials
inputs in production tasks. Focusing initial
lyon the first two inputs,westudied the
relationship between fuel efficiency and the
design of machines and equipment that use
energy. The results indicate, as might be ex
pected, that higher energy prices provide in
centives to conserve energy and to increase
capital spending to accomplish conserva
tion.

We further, considered the relationship
between the use of fuel and fuel-consuming
equipment and the Use of labor and
materials. Empirical evidence here shows

Ernst R. Berndt
University of British Columbia
Dille W. Jorgenson
Harvard University
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else should be left to the inventor or the
company that employs the inventor. There
is no reason for the Government to keep
complete rights or receive royalties.

When.the Government permits a com
pany to retain patent rights it automatically
becomes a 50M percent partner in any in~me
that accrues for that invention or any other
inventions that relate to it. Actually, the
total taxes 'on 'profits are much greater than
50'percent when one' includes taxes on
wages and sales, and taxes by the city and
state. Moreover, collection on-the share of
profit in the.form of taxes is much simpler
than the collection 'of royalties, the defense
of the patent, suits or infringements.rete.

In the private sector
It is unrealistic to propose a system

whereby an inventor keeps the rights to
an invention when it is made directly as
part of his or her work. On the other
hand,itis highly unfair that many com-

that increases in energy prices provide an in
centive to economize on both energy and
capital by substituting labor 'and materials
for fuel and equipment. ~

Finally, by weaving the relationships
'among capital, .labor, energy, and materials
into the picture of the economy as a whole;
we arrive at the conclusion that the growth
rate of . labor productivity and economic
growth itself are both headed downward.

Fuel-capital relationship
It is possible to calculate the minimum

amount of fuel that a given piece of
equipment will need to perform a
specific task. The actual process of
transforming 'both fuel and the use of
eqtiipment-"physical" capital-s-into
the task "output'v-obeys u functional
relationship-namely, the task is a func
tion of both fuel and capital inputs (see
graph in accompanying, box). In the
residential sector, the task could .be
space heat delivered by a furnace to a
home in winter. In industry, the task
could be heat delivered to an industrial
process by, say, a blast furnace. .Such
tasks can' be measured in calories (or
rrrusj-The quantity of fuel itself can be
measured 'in .calories or in physical units,
such as tons of coal.

The capital input consists of the ser-

panies demand rights to all inventions
made by their employees, whether or not
these inventions are related to their jobs.
Even an invention in the same field in
which the company. is involved should
not necessarily belong to the company
since large corporations cover various
fields of efforts in their subsidiaries scat
tered all over the globe.

A fair way to treat an employee is for
the company to receive full rights to an
invention made by the employee when
the work is related directly to the
employee's job or .is related directly to.
the work done by the company at the
place where" the inventor works and
when the inventor has access to the
knowledge of the company's art in
volved. All, other inventions should
belong to the employee and arbitration
procedures could be established to take
care of those cases in which a conflict of
interpretation arises +

vices performed by structures and
equipment-blast furnaces, 'boilers, tur
bogenerators, pipes, insulation, heat
pumps. These services can be measured
in hours, months, or years of output.

As, for fuel efficiencv-c-the ratio of
minimum fuel theoretically required to
actual fuel used to perform a given
task-c-it-isnow but 5 to 15 percent of the
maximum possible value, if the Second
Law of Thermodynamics is taken into
account. This raises two questions: Why
is present fuel efficiency so low? Can we
expect it to improve in the coming
decade? The accompanying graph
answers the first question. It shows
(F min) that the optimum will never be
achieved without limitless capital spend
ing.

As to the second question; that needs
more elaboration. The graph (A B)
shows that the factors that give
economically optimal energy conserva
tion for a given task are a combination
of physical capital and fuel that will hold
the total" annual cost of that task to a
minimum. It is useful to note that
because of the recent fuel price in
creases, many investments in energy
conserving. plant and equipment that
would not have been economical in the
golden age of cheap energy have become
cost-effective. Further fuel price hikes
would reinforce this move toward less
energy-intensive (and more capital
intensive) production techniques.

Energy and productivity
We now consider delivered energy in the

larger context of labor and material inputs,
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How to improve· the U.S. patent system,
and encourage the 'middle level' inventor
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large organizations. Instead, the innova
tions come from what I call the middle class

Of inventors.
In an oversimplification.Inventorscan be

p aced in t.hreeclasses. First is the basement
o attic inventor, who is not highly trained
technicallyand whose contributions are not
litelY to be .basic or extremely important
efen though they may earn money for 'the
e 'trepre~eur.

Second, and most important, is the in
vntor who is highly trained technically-and

i o does not work---or at least whose in
v ntions are not part .of his or her basic

f
ork- in large laboratories. Typical inven

t rs. in this. middle class· are engineers,
p ysicists, and chemists who are either
t~achers, managersof their.own companies,
or Government workers who are permitted
tJ keep certain inventions that ate done
oLtside of their assigned work. Or they may
b~ inventors who work for large companies
ahd, again, 'are permitted to retain inven
t

1
·1 n rights for inventions in fields outside of
t ose of their employers. . .

Among innovations that were the result

~
. efforts by people outside of large cor

p rate laboratories-the important second
c ass of inventors-c-are atomic energy, cam
p ters, radar, microwave technology, the
c. clotron, inertial guidance, mechanized

.ring, the mercury dry cell, optical
character'recognition (OCR), and rockets.
Irterestingly, these particular inventions all
came out of Government..sponsored re
s6arch, mostly due to the war effort during,
World War II.

I
Other innovations produced by this

, middle class" include the -vacuum tube,
)l:erography,·FM radio, lasers, penicillin, in
aulin, the jet engine, fiber optics, flotation
~ass, magnetic: recording, heterodyne'
radio, DDT, streptomycin, the gyrocom-

I

This article is based on a statement by Dr. Baruch
before a joint hearing of the Senate and House
Committees on sman Business, August 9, 197R

tion we receive will be of value to the Com
mittee on Intellectual Property and Infor
marion (CIPI) as it considers its recommen
dations on the treatment of patents result
ing from Government-sponsored research.
This question has not been included in the
overall study because ofCIPI's current ac
tivities, but it is Clearly relevant to the ques
tion of technological innovation.

We are 'committed to the industrial de
velopment of the United States and recog
nize the critical role that technological in
novation and the small-business community
play in that development. We are-also com
mitted to exploring how the 'tovernment
can influence and encourage that develop
mentin the public interest. •

A middle class of inventors
When one looks at the great techno

logical innovations of history, one is'struck
by the fact that these innovations almost
never come from the large laboratories of

jective judgment-are inevitable in the i

handling of approximately 100 000 pa- '
tent applicationsv and the, issuing of ap
proximately 70 000 patents, each year.

The U.S. "is the only country where th
person- who is "first to invent" can wi,
an interference against other inventors
who file applications on the same sub
ject matter at about the same time.
Other countries issue patents to the
"first to file" -who is not necessarily
the first to invent. The first-to-file ap
proach simplifies the! entire procedure
and eliminates interference proceedings
such as those that plague the U.S. patent
system.

I am astrong believer in the first-to;"
invent system, but I also-think that the
interference proceedings.Jn practice, are
far from optimal. A simple interference
proceeding, for example, may go on for
10 arlO years. The result is that an in
ventor may receive a' patent that
dominates a field to which he has made
no contribution; a field that developed
while his application was still secret.
Most interferences could be. handled
more expeditiously and be resolved in
one or two years.

straints and the extremely short timetable,
we have had a marvel6us response from the
private sector. Over -300 senior executives
from businesses both large and small have
volunteered to work. Their response de
monstrates clearly the perception in in
dustrythat a collaborative approach to this
problem can generate, a solution. We are
particularly impressed that, executives from
small finns-executives with small staffs
and enormous time pressures-s-have re
sponded with enthusiasm.

One particular option area-patents and
information policy-should be mentioned
briefly; Questions 'concerning the function
ing of the-U.S. patent system, commercial
exclusivity of patent rights and its relation
ship to small-business formation, and a host
of similar. questions will be addressed. I
have little doubt that much of the informa-

An/invention 'is both an artistic and an
economic phenomenon.An elegant inven
tion; like anything else that is elegant, is tru
ly a form of art. But any invention is in
fluenced by the technological and economic
climate.

Even though I enjoy inventing, I certain
ly would not spend the money or effort that
it takes to develop an invention and bring it
to commercial fruition just for the fun of it.
What worries me is the difficulty of work
ing ..in the present technological and
economic climate in the U.S.-which dis
courages invention and innovation, and the
increased productivity' that results from
them. Of course, there are marty factors
that contribute to the U$. patent situation:
the patent system, corporate unwillingness
to support radical innovations, the question
of Government support of R&D and inno
vation, and the right-or lack of rights
of an inventor employed in industry.

Jacob Rabinow Consultant

The U.S. patent system
The U.S. patent system is probably

the- best in the world. Here, more than
anywhere else, the inventor is its center.
However, the system is not 'perfect.
Employees of the Patent and Trademark
Office are human and, on occasion,

that should not be issued.
technical errors-or errors in sub-

trying to become successful leaders of small
businesses. Their task is not to have a mass
gripe session about what they think is
wrong w.ith Government, but to focus
positively on Government and innovation.
Specifically, they are being asked to answer
the question, "What options are open to
the Federal government that will encourage
industrial innovation in the United States at
minimum cost to society and withoutsac
rificing other national goals?"

They are not being asked to provide un
founded advice or vague generalities. They
are being asked to bring the weight of their
own experience to the problem, to present
data, relate anecdotal evidence, demon
strate their contentions with respect to ac
tual decisions made in firms in their in
dustries, and otherwise exercise a judicious
approach to the question. Despite our con-



installation of antipollution 'and safety
devices, expenditures that do not result
in modernization of existing plant or the
construction of new capacity.

The United States must acquire ,a
more realistic understanding of the
limits to which social change 'can be
brought about through legal compul
sion. Legislation, .litigation, and regula
tions may be useful for achieving some
social goals, but today Government is
regulating more than it can handle.

Adverse tax legislation. Increases in
the U.S. capital-gains taxes in 1969 and
1976, along with inflation-which
helped create.a poor stock market dur
ing the entire period-have pretty much
dried up venture funds from people who
were willing to take high risks solely on
the strength of an innovative idea. Pro
fessor Levitt reported recently in The
New York Times that the number of
high-technology companies founded an
nually in the U.S. declined from more
than 300 in 1968 to zero in 1976.

Innovation cannot be forced by the
application of funds, but it can easily
strangle without them. Innovation is a
fragile thing and needs nurturing during
early stages, but the payoff to the
economy can be large. There is a lot of
untapped potential in the United States,
and a lot of venture capital that has
retreated- to tax shelters and municipal
bonds. It is essential that both potentials
be tapped through' the creation of an im
proved environment for risk taking and
innovation. That is the country's best
hope for. the future.

Uncertain economic environment. In
novation is inherently risky; Without the
necessary market opportunities and climate
for risk taking, the flow of innovation will
dry up.

Tcday's inflationary climate is extremely
deleterious to innovation .. Inflation creates
uncertainties about future costs and returns,
increases the cost capital required for the in
novative process, reduces the real value of
individual savingsand business profits; thus
contributing 'to the shortage of investment
funds, and leads to shorter-time horizon
planning.

As stated by Lowell Steele (manager of
R&D planning at General Electric) in
testimony before .the Senate .Subcommittee
on Science, Technology and Space: "R&D
managers report a heavy shift in emphasis
to shorter-term projects aimed at incremen
tal change and regulatory compliance. Fur
ther evidence of the shift toward shorter
term emphasis in industry is the declining
support of basic research.

"According to National ScienceFounda
tion data, constant dollar funding by in
dustry fell by 21 percent between 1966and
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(2) Technological innovation' is the
single most important element ,affecting
productivity gains. In this Brookings ln
stitution anafysis, it accounts for afmost
half of U.S. increases in productivity.

Excessive Government regulation.
The recent past has seen a massive ex
pansion of governmental controls over
the private economy. For the most part,
the motives behind efforts to regulate
economic activity have been well inten
tioned. Ostensibly, Government
regulates in an effort to improve eco
nomic performance and promote -in
dividual welfare.

But regulation imposes heavy costs on
society. One of these is a reduction in the
rate of technological innovation. The
longer it takes for a new product or pro
cess to be approved by a Federal reg
ulatory agency, the less likely it is that
new products and processes will be forth
coming. For example, the main impact
of drug regulation has been to 'delay the
introduction of effective drugs by about
four years and to lead to higher prices.
The loss to consumers is in the
neighborhood of $300 million annually.

Federally mandated cost increases
have also had an unfavorable effect on
productive capital formation. A growing
portion of new investment in plant and
equipment is being directed toward the
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[3]1n U.S. manufacturing Industries, productivity gains in high·technology industries
have led to relatively high increases in employment. Figures shown reflect an average
annual growth from 1950 to 1976.

11] Although the absolute productivity
level in the U.S. remalns high compared
with other industrial nations, annual pro
ductivity gains in terms of output per
man-hour are among the lowest.
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Barriers to innovation
In the United States, the major bar

riers to be surmounted in the area of
technological innovation include:

cupations in which they can be utilizedmost
productively. High-technology industries
have. increased employment at an average
annual rate of2.2 percent. In comparison,
this rate has been 1.8 percent for the mixed
technology industries andall almost negligi
ble 0.1 percent in' the low-technology in
dustries (Fig, 3).

Another incipient myth is that the service
sector, because of its very nature, is in
capable of achieving high productivity
gains. Theodore Levitt, of the Harvard
Business School, summed it up nicely:

"Service has been'historicallyassumed to
be humanistic. Yet it is preciselyour attach
ment to that ancient conception of intimacy
that has for so long kept service so
backward, kept it from seeking alternatives
to personal attendance in solving the
modem problems and approaching the new
tasks to which service addresses itself.

"The humanistic bias of service failed to
reach out for newsolutions arid new defini
tions. It prevents the kind of thinking that
might redesign the tasks themselves, that
might create new tools" new'processes, new
organizations; that might figure out how to
eliminate the conditions that require,servic
ing in the first place,"
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Morgan Guaranty Bank in New York,
which wrote in its January newsletter, "On
January 27th the U.S. economy will pass
the $2 trillion GNP mark. Although
reaching the first' trillion required over 200
years, the second trillion was added in a lit
tie over seven years.... Ofthe second trillion,
nearly two-thirds was inflation."

The essence of this issue is that while we
are' all familiar with the typical S-curves
associated with diminishing returns and the
plateau stage of many specific tech
nologies-for example, the progression
from 'radio and the vacuum tube to the
transistor, to integrated circuits and, micro
processors-we are less familiar with the
Idea of the scenario of diminishing returns
and the plateauing of an entire constellation
of technologies underpinning an entire type
of, society:"industialism itself. There are
many evolutionary pathways out of the
trap-s-all we need to do is invent-them.

Hazel Henderson

Economic growth is the' realization of' a
kind of evolutionary potential. What we do
not know is how large the potential is, and
how much of it is still unrealized.

There is considerable evidence that we
have passed the peak of the·realization of
this particular potential that created the
modem world and that we are now in a
period of continually decelerating growth,
like a human being in late adolescence, and
that' unless there is recreation of evolu
tionary potential, which is always possible,
we 'have entered the age of what I have
called the "great slowdown. "

In terms of the kind and quantity of
human artifacts, the great age of change
was between 1880 and 1930. When I first
came to New York in 1932, I saw the.Ern
pire -State and Chrysler buildings, auto
mobiles, telephones, radios, movies,
airlines. New' York today, in general ap
pearance, 'is not very different from what it
was in 1932, 46 years ago. Suppose I had
come into New York harbor 46 years before
that, in 1886. I would have seen a rather
charming, almost medieval city-no sky
scrapers, no"electricity, no telephohes,' no
automobiles, no airplanes, with a structure
of human life and human artifacts not real
ly very different evenfrom ancient Rome. I
have seen 'perhaps greater social' changes
than my grandfather did, though I am not
even quite sure of that.

The slowdown in the rate of 'increase in
productivity in the United States, therefore,
may be something that is as natural and in
evitable as the slowdown in the growth of
an adolescent when maturity is approached.
If, for instance, Japan' and Germany are
growing .faster than the United States, it
may be' that in terms of realizing their
evolutionary potential they are a little
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younger, just as a 14~year·old boy grows
faster than his 20-year-old brotheror sister.

On the other hand, we cannot be' quite
sure of this. There may be some malforma
tions, even social cancers, that have also
sturlted it.' We need to look'into this. What
we must not do,' however.Js to suppose that
we will grow forever. Constant rates of
growth are very rare in nature, and occur,
approximately, only In the middle of a
period of realization of, potential, like
adolescence. Furthermore, in maturity
growth means fat and can become path
ological. An increase inhuman-value effi
ciency, however, is never pathological and it
is this by which 'fe have to judge all the
other things that are happening.

Kenneth E. Boulding

The .industrial economies exhibit several
modes of cyclic fluctuation-sbusiness
cycles; investment, or Kuznets cycles; and
Kondratieff cycles".or the so-called long
wave. The long wave, which spans some 45
to 60 years, is closely related to what is now
happening in capital plant and productivity.
The latest long wave seems to have started
with the depression of the 1930s. During the
depression and World War II was a period
of about 15years when little new capital in
vestment was made. By the end of World
War II, capital investmentwas very subnor
mal, and economic incentives existed for in
creasing capital plant per worker.

In consequence, the capital-producing
sectors . grew to' a .size that could replace
capital plant in a short period 'of
time-about 20 years. Probably the U.S.
came to, about the right ·balance .between
capital and labor around 1965. After that,
capital plant continued to pour into the
economy at a high rate because of the mo
mentum from the prior 20·years.

In spite of changing economic condi
tions, there has been a continuing belief that
more capital plant means more productivi
ty. Banks continued to believe they could
loan successfully for new capital plant, even
in industries that were showing excess
capacity. Managers had developed the con
viction that the road to success forever lay
in more capital investment. The momentum
has led to overexpansion of capital plant in
most Western economies.

We are now at a point, I believe, where
capital plant is excessivein many sectors of
the economy. This is demonstrated by the
decline of return on investment, which has
been going down since 1%5. It is indicated
by the failure of the rate of new capital in
vestment to come back up to the old trend
line after the last recession, .as has been
much discussed' in recent years in politics
and the press.

A long wave consists of recurring cycles
of capital investment. One wave culminated

in the 1920s. Another is culminating now.
Each capital boom of the long wave
revolves around a particular mix of
technology. The technology of anyone
wave is restricted to mutually supporting
developments. Everything is interconnected
with everything else. Each wave is built
around a style of living and an accompany
ing technology that carried with it an expen
sive infrastructure. In, time, that mix of
technology is pushed as far as is practical.

Our present, technology is entering the
kind of mature phase that the railroads .
reached around 1920. We have achieved
about as much from airplanes and central
ized electric systems and oil technology as is
reasonable to expect. When one arrives at a
fully developed technology there is a huge
capital investment that one does not want to
extend further, but which still has a high
book value so' that one does not wish to
throw it away and replace it with something
else. That means a period of coasting, a
period of using up what we have built. That
period can go on for 15or 20 years, as it did
in the 1930s and '405.

I think we are now entering a time be
tween capital investment waves. We will
use our existing capital plant until it wears
'out. Then, as it again becomes insufficient,
there will developa new technological wave
that may be of a totally different character
from the present one-which brings us to
the question of research and development.

There have been political moves toward
trying to solve present. national problems
through research and development. But
what problems through what R&D? Con
tinuing with present R&D would mean in
cremental improvements in products that
arc already showing declining. return from
R&Dexpenditure. And radical innovations
that might be suitable for the future do not
fit the existing infrastructure of capital plant
and education. We now need to look
toward the R&Dthat will'come into its own
in some 20 years. We face a hiatus in
technology while we disengage from the
technology of the last 30 years and learn
how to engage ourselves in the technology
of the year 2CXXl. The big institutions that
have been successful in chemical fibers,
microelectronics, and aircraft probably will
not be able to shift gears and look at a kind
of technology that will be as different from
today's as today's is from that of 1910.

Slowing of the rate of rise of man-hour
productivity is directly related to a peaking
of the long wave. Through the 1950s and
1960s, productivity rose because capital
equipment per worker was increasing rapid
ly from a deficit condition in capital invest
ment. But now capital-investment needs in
many sectors of the economy have been
substantially satisfied; more capital plant of
the existing kinds .does not significantly in-
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tion that gives rise to them. The chicken egg
never produces a hippopotamus. It does not
have 'the know-how. It only knows how to
make a chicken. Paleolithic humans could
never have made.an automobile. They did'
not know how.: Any particular process of
productionis .limited .by the. know-how in
the genetic material that originated it.

The ongoing processes of evolution, of
which economic development is merely a re
cent example, are limited by the evolu
tionary potential of the system. This is a
puzzling phenomenon that we understand
very little. The development of an evolu
tionary potential, however, follows the
same kind of principle as the development
of the potential of an egg. It never produces
exponential growth. It produces a pattern
of growth, maturity, stability and eventually
death.

These considerations may. seem rather
remote from the problem of U.S. producR

tivity, but in fact they underlie that pro
blem. The modem world has been
developed as a result of the creation of a
remarkable .evolutionary potential in .the
rise of science and science-based tech
nology. Science is a small, specialized sub
culture; specializing in the cumulative pro
duction of knowledge, especially "know
what," which .is constantly translated into
"know-howv-c-which is technology.

Kenneth E. Boulding
University of Colorado

But even if all of this is set aside, if we
holdto GNP and view its decline with great
alarm, even then the.. conventional. wisdom
may be completely wrong.

For example, future articles in this issue
wili discuss the declineof u. S. R&D-sup
posedly the cause of the allegeddecline in
"productivity." But what if it turned out
that U.S. R&D was not declining? That
there was' no connection. between produc
tivity and R&D? And that government
funded R&D did not have much impact
anyway? According to one team of resear
chers, that is· what the evidence shows so
far....

Three observations recur .in 'discussions
about the performance of U.S. economic
growth and about Federal actions suggested
to improve the situation:
• U.S. growth and productivity improve
ment have both. been slow throughout the
past quarter century, compared with other
industrial nations.
• During the past decade Ll.S, R&D
spending first declined and then levelled off
while other industrial nations' have in
creased their R&D efforts in comparison.
•. Compared with other industrial nations,
R&D in the U.S. is heavily concentrated in
defense- and space-related activities.
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These observations have been used. to
support claims that the relatively poor per
formance of U.S. economic growth results
in part from the relative levels of R&D

. funding, and its 'distribution over various
industries. Such conclusions are made
plausible by the widely believed hypothesis
that U.S. R&D is declining and that there is
a causal connection between relative iriter
national differences in R&D spending and
in economic growth. Theusual result is sug
gestions for Federal action to . stimulate
R&D or redistribute it throughout industry.

We set out to examine some of these
assumptions by comparing international
R&D levels and looking at correlations bet
ween R&D, output growth, andproductivi
ty improvement for four classes of manu
facturing industries. Comparing available
data is not easy, and presents problems we
are well awareof. We just wanted to seeto
what extent the available data support the
simple causal arguments that are often
made on the basis of even more aggregative
observations.

Our analysis indicates that arguments for
Federal actions to stimulate industrial R&D
cannot be based soundly on the three obser
vations .described earlier. Our data . show
that from 1%3 to 1973, the period studied,
U.S. R&D.intensity in manufacturing com
pares favorably with that of other industrial
nations. 'And we could find for manufac
turing no clear relationship between inter
national differences in R&D intensity and
economic growth. More work can be done
to see whether this is-merely the result of
statistical problems, or whether there is
some other reason why no such relationship
turned up. The point is, when we went
looking for these relationship's, which are
widely assumed to exist, we found no
evidence for them.

The relevant data usually presented show
that U.S. economic performance (output
growth and/or productivity improvement)
during the past 25 years falls substantially
short of that for nearly all other industrial
nations.i Taking, for example, the annual
growth of domestic product per employee
in Constant prices in.1961-72, U.S; produc
tivity improvement compares' favorably on
ly in the sectors of agriculture and transpor
tation. In manufacturing; 'wholesale and
retail trade, and public utilities; the U.S.
performed less well than Canada, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, etc. These general
relationships hold across a variety of
measurement and computational methods.

A decline 'in the U.S. ratio of R&D to
GNP in absolute terms,' and relative to
other nations, frequently is.cited as a cause
of the relatively poor U.S. economic perfor
mance. From 1964to 1973 the U.S. devoted
a declining portion of its GNP to R&D,
while the ratio increased in most other

countries or remained constant. Since 1973
the ratio has stabilized in the U.S., and a
number of otherindustrial countries have
reduced the share of GNP that they allocate
to R&D.

Interpreting these. figures is not easy,
however, because productivity improve·'
ment depends on using scientific knowledge'
and technology in production. R&D ex
penditures only represent the effort to
generate the required knowledge and
technology. Those' expenses say nothing
about the economic application of the
results of R&D activities, or about the ex
tent and effectiveness with which the infor
mation is applied to production. Applica
tion depends on' investments in equipment,
education, training, and managerial irn
provements,and on the willingness and in
centives to change.

Also, in the aggregate, the impact of
government R&D spending tends to have
only a low short-term effect, since it is
focused on appliedR&D that goes for such
public needs as 'defense' and health. Its ef
feet, is partial and indirect, especially com
pared with industry, which provides the
predominant near-term influences on
economic growth .

These observations suggest that to look
at R&D levels from one country to another
we should look at enterprise-funded R&D
for the manufacturing sector, where the
bulk of it is found.

We picked 12industrial Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) nations and divided the manufac
turing sector of each into eight groupings:
electrical machinery .and equipment;
nonelectrical .machinery and instruments;
chemicals; aircraft; other transportation
equipment; metals; food, textiles, rubber,
and plastics; stone; clay, paper, wood, and
other manufacturers. Then we used R&D
data from the OEeD International
Statistical Year surveys. The first step was
to .establish the intensity of enterprise
funded R&D in these nations from 1%3 to
1973. The results are intended as indicators
of the average level and trend of
economically motivated R&D. The intensity
was figured by comparing the R&D expen
ditures with the value added, which
represents a measure of economic activity
or economic contribution by a sector or in
dustry. Value added is a clearer measure of
the services used to produce a given output
than is gross output or sales.

Table II shows the ratio of R&D expen
ditures to value added in manufacturing.
One part shows enterprise-funded R&D
and the other part shows the total funds
available to firms for R&D from enterprise,
government, and overseas sources. By in
cluding the' total funds, it is possible to

assess the importance of government fund-
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A minority report: Experts look at. some of
the assumptions used in traditional' measures
of productivity and probe productivity's impact

Tom Collins
Contributing Editor

Theconventional wisdom aboutproductivi
ty generally consists, these days, ofa lot of
hand wringing about the terrible things that
are about to occur because of the altezed
decline in the rate ofproductivity growth.
This point of view is well expressed by
Edgar Weinberg ~n the previousarticle (p.

34), and will be taken up in detail through
out the test of this issue.

First, however, .the reader ought to be
warned that not everyone agrees with any
of theassumptions involved in allthat wor
rying.Ln fact, a numberof very distinguish
edpeople.. whohavebeen studying themat
ter, havecometo rather startlingly different
conclusions. Forexample, objections to the
GNP havebeen raised. . . .

"Productivity;" as measuredby the output
per unit of input, is both conceived and ap
plied inappropriately to the analysis of the
U.S. socioeconomy, its institutions, and its
human environment. [The most widely
published set. of productivity statistics is
issued quarterly by the U.8. Bureau of
Labor Statistics and is based on gross na
tional product divided by a measure of in
put labor.] Such productivity measures as
this are excessively simplistic and based 'on
the historical ability of producers to exter
n-alize costs to others-including taxpayers,
municipalities, and consumers.

A typical example of misunderstanding
these factors is a recent'study, by Edward
Denison of the Brookings Institution, being
circulated by the U.S. Departmentof Com
merce. Denison is one of the most widely
quoted experts in the area of productivity.
Although only part of a major, long-term
study that he, is conducting, his published
work represents an important statement of
thevcouventional wisdom' on this subject,
and as such is,worthy of examination.

He focuses on three factors ,that
"reduce't output per unit of input (as con
ventionally defined by economists). These
areantipollutiori requirements, job health
and safety requirements, and a rise in
dishonesty and crime: .He estimates the
socialcosts of.these factors, quite credibly,
at $40 billion, or almost 2 percent. of the
GNP. However, this detracts.. attention
from the systemic array of social and en
vironmentalcosts already produced by our
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particular type of ecologically and socially
incompatible technologies.

This much wider array of socialcosts in
cludes many far greater than the three he
cites; for example, the costs-borne largely
by the public-of smoking and alcohol
abuse, recently estimated at $60 billion, or
on the cost of reducing sulfate and par
ticulate levels in the air by 50percent, which
would save an estimated $7 billion by de
creasing pollution-related sickness and
death. Both these groups are created and
"externalized"by producers.

A better approach than focusing on areas
of interestto producers, rather than to con
sumers or taxpayers, is to plot the costs of
all major sectors of the U.S. economy (in
cluding the costs borne by the public) such
as those created by the tobacco and alcohol
industries, rising drug .abuse costs at
tributable to drug companies and their
advertising, health costsof tooth decayand
poor nutrition due to advertising promotion
of oversweetened, cereals and snacks, clean
up costs of polluted waters, costs of cancer
related to environmental carcinogens, etc.

During the past decade, producershave
been forced to internalize many of these
costs through new .laws and regulations,
rather than continue passing them on to
others as both monetary and nonmonetary
costs-whether for municipal refuse collec
tion or cleaning costs, or for ill health,
stress, and environmental degradation.

"By 1975," Denison says, "output per
unit of input in the nonresidential business
sector of the, economy was 1.8 percent
smaller than it would have been if business
had operated under 1967 conditions.Of this
amount, 1.0 percent is ascribable to pollu
tion abatement, and 0.4 percent each to
employee safety and health programs and
to the increase in dishonesty and crime.The
reductions have been small in 1968-70 but
were rising rapidly in the 19708."

All Denison is saying is that under 1967
conditions, output per unit, of input was
overstated. He then proceeds'to draw an in
correct conclusion: .that we should try to
focus on reducing regulations and their
costs, rather than deal with the much more
structuralproblemof identifying and modi
fying the particular types of socially and
ecologically disruptive technologies that in
evitably require regulation, and, where
necessary, replacing them with more social
ly and ecologically compatibletechnologies.

By using the traditional input-output

measures Denison focuses on costs to pro
ducers; including those of regulation, while
omittingclasses of costs not reflected in the'
price system or borne by others. It sounds
dramatic to say that $40 billiona year is lost
due to pollution control, job safety regula
tions, and rising crime, but that leaves out
many other important socio-economic fac
tors becauseof his own, often unconscious;
weightings, judgments, and biases-just as
economists have traditionally employed
"productivity" measures that simply have
overstated productivity gains for decades.
Now those overdue socialand environmen
tal bills are coming due.

Also, because it is simplistically linear
rather than multidimensional and dynamic,
Denison's model fails to describe the sys
temic decline in productivity due to the ris
ing information and bureaucratic costs of
complexity in all late-stage industrial soci
eties of Western Europe and the United
States today. Those societies can only be
understood in multidisciplinary -terms that
require going beyond GNP to one of the
more holistic"qualityof life" indicators like
Japan's new Net National- Welfare, the
Tobin and NordhausMeasure of Economic
Welfare, or the Physical Qualityof Life In
dex (PQLl) created by the Overseas
Development Council.

Any of these are an improvement over
the GNP, whichis shockingly inappropriate
as the catch-all indexof general"progress"
that it has become.For example,if wewent
home at night and all served dinner to our
neighbors for a fee, and let them servedin
ner to us for the same fee, and all slept at
eachother's houses-at commercial rates" the
GNP wouldsoar. In fact, the easiest wayto
raise. the GNP is for us all to go out and
start breaking windows.

The American Economics Association,
the National Association of Business Econ
omists, and other groups have known all
this for years, but have done nothing as
professional societies to come up with an
alternative, or to warn peoplethat the GNP
isnot a sensible measureto use as an overall
basis for allocating our resources. What
other professional societies would so ab
dicateresponsibility for qualitycontrolas to
permit such a situation to go unchecked?

HazelHenderson
Princeton Centerfor

Alternative Futures

The alternatives to the GNP just men
tioned may deserve some elaboration. The
Measure of Economic Welfare, which has
been aroundfor at least a decade, is not
greatly differentfrom the GNP, and by its
calculations, GNP overstates gross product
by about 5 percent..A more elaborate for
mula is used to calculate the Net National
Welfare, which attempts to combine "real"
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National Center for ProductiVity and Quality of Working Life
In November 1975, the U.S. Congress varying backgrounds differ about the
passed the Naticnal Productivity and methods of achieving progress. The
Quality of Working Life Act to create National Center for Productivity and
a national awareness ofthe benefits .the Quality of Working Life was
of productivity growth and to en- formed on the premise that a bipar-
courage initiatives for improving the tite or multipartite. organization
nation's performance. The law ern- might provide a forum for reconciling
phasizes joint deliberation and ac- these differences and for developing
tion by leaders of business, labor, a consensus in supportof productlvl-
and the public, and success requires tylmprovement.
the commitment and contribution of At time of writing, it Was expected
each group. that this center would be disbanded

Although there is general aqree- on September 30 inan Administrative
ment about the national importance Branch reorganization effort· toward
of productivity growth, people from greater prcductlvlty.

different incentives, and are. rewarded in
different ways.

The Center concentrated on this innova
tion process and on the opportunities that
exist at the interface of producers of new
technology, potential users, and the univer
sities, among others. Industry and universi
ty experts report a variety of barriers, which
slow the diffusion of new technology. These
include:
• Producers' lack of information about
the specific needs of their potential cus
tomers
• Neglect of industrial marketing of in
novations in management education
• The tendency for more decisions on in
novations to be made by conservative fi
nancial managers of large companies who
resist innovative ventures that do not pay
off ina short time
• The difficulties of small firms, which
have contributed substantially to tech
nological progress, to raise capital for new
projects

~
The lack of a close relationship between

university engineering schools and manu
facturing industries is also an impediment to

, productivity improvement. Although the
supply of engineers appears 'to match the
demand, the direction and relevance of
engineering education have been ques
tioned. According to engineering educators
and industrial employers, recent graduate
engineers often lack the practical knowledge
needed to encourage productivity improve
ment at the factory level. One reason for
this deficiency may be .that engineering
educators are rewarded more for theoretical
research than for participating in .solving
'practical problems of industry.And one in:'
teresting comparison is provided .by the

. Japanese educational ·s)'stem,'··which ·in:'
volves potential engineers .in industrial
techniques.

TWo prime targets
Numerous examples of productivity-en

hancing technology that are commercially
feasible have not been adopted widely
because of barriers that individual 'firms are
not able to overcome .. For instance, we
identified technologies in two ... major in
dustries-c-metalworking and food distribu
tion-c-as ihaving substantial, potential if
system improvements could be made.

In metalworking, .greater use of
numerical control and flexible manufactur-

systems could help raise productivity in
many.batch-processing firms, but adoption
of. these technologies is impeded by
economic;social.rand managerial problems
that can be resolved only through closer
cooperation among producers, 'users; and
educational institutions. A report to the
Center by the Illinois Institute of
Technology identified. as major barriers to
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wider adoption of . new metalworking
techniquesthe inabilityof a small manufac
turer to analyze his operations, to estimate
cost/benefits of new equipment for making
his products, and to. repair costly complex
machinery quickly. Another study reports
that the lack of an adequate system for
training workers in new maintenance skills
is a serious handicap to manufacturers who
wish to use these productive tools.

In food.distribution, modularization of
shipping containers could reduce food
wastage, raise truck capacity utilization,
and increase productivity in warehousing,
However, adoption of this simple innova
tion requires that grocery manufacturers,
truckers; retailers, and Wholesalers 'agree on
container standards, and such agreement
has. so- far been elusive-.Significant produc
tivity increases might also be realized if
industry-wide agreement could be achieved
on standard symbols for identification of
the contents~f shipping containers; but
here . again . a workable consensus among'
food. processors, \\iholesalers,retailers, con
tainer .manufacturers, .and equipment ven
dors has yet to emerge,

Accelerating the introduction of pro;.
ductiyity-enhancing. technology requires a
broader perspective than often exists. while
rilarket. forces are •the pnme. movers of
technical change, some· ind~stries need. a
mechanism to coordinate the .. various
elements. In fragmented industries', no
single. firm .caIlintroduce certain critical
operational changes without the coopera
tion.ofmany othersv both in the industry
and outside. Insuch cases, ,careful interven
tion of the,government~by acting only as a
caralyst-s-can play an important role in
~elpingthose iflvolVedresolve not only
technological but also economic, social; and
political issues that cannot .be settled
through the working of the marketplace
alone.

Besides innovation, a, second major ele-

ment in productivity is capital formation. A
steady flow of capital .investment is

, necessary for the application of more and
improved productivity-improving tech
-nology. Expenditures for. new plants and
equipment, whether for expansion or
replacement, allow the stock of capital to be
modernizedand more efficient automated
technology to be introduced.

In assessing opportunities for increasing
productivity-enhancing investment, the
Center, in cooperation with a committee of
business, labor, and government leaders,
examined studies on the outlook for capital
formation. Much of the research empha
sized the importance of inflation, business
uncertainty, employment instability, and
the insufficient return to investment as
restraints Jon the volume of saving and in
vestment. A number of unfavorable trends
are noteworthy.

First, the rate of growth in the
capital-labor ratio since 1%7 has slowed
down significantly. This measure of capital
intensity is closely related to the growth of
labor productivity. The capital-labor ratio
(i.e., the ratio of the net stock of fixed, non
fJIIIl business capital to total employee
hours) increased at an annual rate of 3.3
percent for the 1947-67 period. The rate for
the 1967-73 period declined to 1.9 percent a
year, and to 1.2 percent a year for the
1973-77 period. These figures exclude in
vestment to meet environmental standards.
Economic adjustments to take cyclical fluc
tuations into account in the capital-labor
ratio show about the same degree of slow
down.

Second, real fixed investment in pro
ductive facilities is .lagging behind the
lO~percent annual rate of increase that
the Administration estimates is needed
to bring recovery along a balanced path
to full employment and to meet the
capital requirements of the 1980s. The
increase in 1977 was 8 percent; in the
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The Iron and steel industry as if existed in the 18405 at the English Butterley Iron
Works. The scene shown is taking place in the-iron works foundry-or, as It was then
called, the cast-house,

The experience of the early 1960s
demonstrated the anti-inflationary im
plications of high productivity growth,
Price stability was achieved in the first
half of the 1960s because output per
employee-hour gained at the substantial
rate of 3.6 percent a year, which was
about the same tate of increase as hourly
compensation. In the period when real
hourly compensation increased at a
slightly slower rate: than rising producti
vity, unemployment gradually fell below
5 percent.

During "the past decade, however,
hourly compensation increased at an
average annual rate of 7.8 percent while
output per hour rose, on the average,
only 1.6 percent a year. The result has
been a 6.1-percent annual increase in
unit labor 'Cost, and about a 5.9-percent
rise in prices. Compounded over a de
cade, a 6-percent inflation rate reduces
the purchasing power of fixed incomes,
by almost half.

Productivity affects jobs in another
way. As the historically higher rate of
productivity growth offset higher U.S.
wage costs, U.S" industry's competitive
position in expanding world markets was
strengthened, conserving domestic jobs

without resorting to restrictive trade
policies. However, the more rapid in
crease in manufacturing productivity in
Japan, Germany, and elsewhere has nar
rowed, and in.some key industries (such
as steel) eliminated the U.S. productivi
ty advantage,

BetweenJsvn and 1975,6ther coun
tries experienced more rapid increases in
hourly compensation and unit labor cost
than the U.S., which diminished the ad
vantage of higher gains in productivity.
But in 1976 and 1977, the increase in

. unit labor costs was slower in West Ger-
many and Japan than in U.S. manufac
turing. Currency devaluation and pro
tectionist trade policies can serve only as
short-term palliatives for overseas corn
petition. Long-term stability and job
conservation depend on improving .the
underlying productivity growth rate of
U.S. industries. To the extent that U.S.
firms increase their market by improving
productivity, employment in the U.S.
can be increased.

The third area directly affected by pro
ductivity is standard of living. The growth
of productivity is a key factor in the long
term expansion of the economy, which, in
tum, enables the U.S. to raise its average

levelof living.In thdO yearssince 1947, the
real output of the nation's private business
increasedtwo and a half times. Only a small
fraction of the increase reflected an in
creased labor force. About three fourths of
the rise was accounted for by increasedpro
ductive efficiency of the work force.
Moreover, it will be even more urgent to
maintain a high rate of productivity growth
over the coming decade if the economy is to
expand at its historic potential growth rate
of 4 percent per year. Since the potential
work' force is expected to increase at only
about 1 percent a year-a reflection of the

'steady decline in U.S. birth rates since
1960-the potential growth of the economy
could fall below its historic trendy unless
output per hour increasesat a rate closeto 3
percent a year.

Productivity growth is even more impor
tant in accounting for the improvement in
real output per person, a rough measure of
the average levelof living. Over the 3D-year
period, the hours worked per person in the
U.S. declined. As a result, the entire growth
in real output per person reflects the irn
provement in real output per hour-s-that is,
productivity.

Economic growth has meant a better life,
not only in terms of greater amounts of
goods and services per person, but in their
variety. And although such economic pro
gressis ..sometimes associated by those
critical of the consumer-oriented economy
with the loss of environmental amenities,
increased productive efficiency often' yields
savings. per unit 'of output in scarce re
sources of land and water. Greater produc
tivity is also a means to generate income
that can be directed to controlling and even
reversing environmental pollution, without
sacrificing other economic goals.

Most important, increased productivity
and economic growth could provide a basis
for reducingpoverty, by creatingthe oppor
tunity to share in" a larger real output, in
stead of taking income away from one
group to give to another. In an expanding
economy, productivity gains that are more
equitably shared would contribute to a
climate of industrial and social peace.

Finally, as more and more people are
able to meet their material wants, they place
greater value on .leisure, education; health,
and recreation. Historically, U.S. citizens
have shared productivity gains not only by
increasing the per capita consumption of
good and services, but by experiencing,
without loss of pay, shorter workdays,
shorter workweeks, and more vacations
and holidays. The reduction in labor time
per unit of output has also led to extended
years of schoolingand a shortened worklife
through .pensioned retirement. A person
born in 19CXJ could have expected to spend
only 16 years doing something other than
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PRODUCTIVITY I

Defining the game and
the players

it's measured, what its growth trends have
been and are likely to be, and what all this
means should the trends 'continue without
any special effort to affect them.

For the most part, this'section depicts a
"gloomy scenario, but, in the interest of a
full debatec one group of contributions (p.
40) by expert authors takes issue with the
assumptions and conclusions upon which
the bulk ofthis specialissueis based-those
that revolve around current,fears that pro
ductivity is on the decline.

For the full effect, Spectrum's editors
suggest that you read the articles that follow
in their order of presentation.

which averaged an annual increase of 3..6
percent over the 1966-76 decade.
However ,even this was down from the
7.2-percent annual rate for the 1947-66
period. Telephone communications re
corded a 5.6-percent annual ,rate of in

'crease from 1966.,..76; this compared with
7.2-percent -growth over .the 1951-66
period.

Perhaps the' most often cited example
of decreasing industrial productivity is
provided by the plight of the U.S. steel
industry; Improvement in output per
hour has lagged, averaging only a
1.8-percent annual gain over the 1966-76
period, whereas European and Japanese
competitors have improved productivity
at a rate several times greater. By 1976,
Japanesesteei producers had actually
exceeded the U.S. steel productivity
level, and the-competitive position of
their U.S. counterpart has so deterior
ated that Federal .intervention has
become necessary.

Even the fact that the U.S. is currently
in a postrecession expanston does not
alter the view of those experts who
predict trouble ahead. As capacity
utilization rates improve in the early
stages of a business expansion, substan
tial advances in productivity can be ex
pected. The rate of productivity growth
then levels off in the later stages to the
extent that theU .S. comes up against
capacity constraints. So far, during this
expansion, the early advances have
taken place at a slower rate than during
previous expansions. Further, the pro-

technology policy. But all three agree that
the future- of innovation is in peril.

How does this relate to productivity? 10M

novation: and productivity form a closed
loop. Without innovation, productivity
growth cannot occur; without productivity
growth, the capital necessary to spur in
novation will not exist. And without both
innovation and productivity" increases, ac
cording to these men, the very quality of
our lives must decline!

The following 19 pages of this special
Spectrum issue on productivity provide a
forum for expert authors to define the
issues-e-tc tell us what productivity is, how

Economic Advisors and the Council on
Wage and Price Stability have concluded
that even when rates are corrected statis
tically for business cycle fluctuations,
productivity growth rates for the past
decade were significantly lower than
they had been at any other -timesince the
end of World War 11.

Also, the slowdown' was fairly
widespread among industries. Approx
imately two thirds of the 62 industries
for which the U;S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) reports - data showed
declines in rates of productivity growth
during 1966-76. There was an absolute
decline in productivity in mining of cop
per and coal, indicating increasing real
costs (inflation corrected) of obtaining
the raw materials essential to industrial
progress. After two decades of rapid im
provement averaging 6.8 percent a year,
output per hour' in coal mining. during
the last decade declined at a rate of 3.6
percent a year; copper mining declined
at about 0.2 percent a year.

The story 'has been rather different in
- industries employing substantial jium

bers of electrical engineers. Output per
employee-hour continued to rise at
above-average rates in electric utilities,

In a little noticed sentence in the 1978
Economic Report of the President of the
United States, the U.S. Council of
Economic Advisors 'states that the
slowdown in productivitygrowth in the
United States is "one of the most signifi
cant 'economic problems of recent
years." The slowdown, affects almost
every major issue facing U'.S. citizens
the U.S. trade balance, the expansion of
inflation, the number of jobs available,
the very quality of life. And yet, this
phenomenon has attracted insufficient •
attention among the nation's policy
makers.

The slowdown has been underway
since the late 1960s. After World War 11,
for the first two decades the rate of in
crease of -output per employee-hour in
the private economy averaged 3.2 per
cent per year; then,' in 1967-77 that rate
dropped. by half, to 1.6 percent. The lat
ter period did include the 1974-75 reces
ston-e-the most serious of the postwar
period-s-when production declined
measurably. However, the Council of

Edga~ Weinberg
U.S. Department of Labor

Who's worried about productivity? We all
should be, if we're to believe IEEE Fellows
J. Fred Bucy (p. 45), Jacob Rabinow(p.
48), and Jordan Baruch (p. 47). These three
men operate in vastly different environ
ments with equally diverse concerns. Dr.
Bucy, as presidentof 'Texas Instruments, is
a :"captain of industry"; Dr. Rabinow,
chief research engineer at the National
Engineering Laboratory for tho U.S. Na
tional Bureau of Standards, is one of the
great, independent inventors; Dr. Baruch,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Scie~ce and Technology, has "much to do
with the development of governmental

Ac::allfor focusing on productivity: It
directly affects inflation, cost of living,
job stability-and the quality of life
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"Jobs are at stake," some say. "Our very quality of
. life is in jeopardy." The speakers are no mere
prophets of doom; their growing ranks include
leaders of government, industry, and academia as
well as social and physical scientists and, last but
not least, engineers. The common target of their
concern is productivity.

. Throughout the industrialized world, productivity
as measured by conventional formulas has been
tailing off. It's notthat the U.S., Japan, Europe, and
the U.S.S.R. are reporting absolute declines, but,
during the last few years, post-World War II produc-

. tivity growth trends have not held up.
In the U.S., for example, productivity growth over

the last ten years has been half of what it was over
the previous two decades. Further, the U.S. in
dustrial leadership position relative to that of other
industrialized nations (particularly Japan and West
Germany) has clearly eroded. In steel, Japan has
surpassed the U.S. in productivity measured in out
put per employee-hour. In consumer electronics,'
the vast portion of subassembly work by U.S. color
TV makers has shifted to such countries as

Ellis Rubinstein Senior Associate Ed itor

,

Taiwan and Mexico. And even in computers-long
1he domain of U.S. industry-Japan is making ma
jpr strides toward sales competitiveness.
! But Japan itself has seen its previously unrivaled

.productivity growth rate founder of late and, for the
first time in decades, the Japanese corporate
giants have found it difficult to guarantee lifetime
j?bs to their employees. Similarly, the powerful
'West German economic machine has begun to
Ifalter. The question all this raises is: Are we merely
s~eeing in these productivity setbacks the effects of
the recent worldwide recession, or are weseeing a
grander pattern based on a decline in technological
lrmovatlon, a lack of farsighted economic policies,
9r a combination of factors?

i Acknowledging the importance of the problem,
Spectrum has devoted this entire issue to the topic
of productivity. Beginning on page 34, we have at
tempted to define the issues-what is meant by
"productivity," what evidence exists that traditional
growth trends are imperiled if not already "by the
board," and what key elements (social, fiscal,
governmental, and, of course, technological) have
an impact on productivity growth rates.

i As elsewhere throughout the issue, this first sec
tion-i-whlch essentially answers the question
i
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Coming In Sp8clrum

Views are invited
on 'applying for a patent'
Recognizing that a patent application
can represent technical writing at its
most demanding level,the IEEE Trens
actions on Professional Communication
will devote its June 1979 issue to the pa
teht area.

In issue no. 2 next year, the editors
will be looking at such topics as the can
cept of creativity and inventive'ness, the
requirements forclaiming invention, and
the documentation of inventions.
mscusstona atso will cover patents as
technical literature and an lntroductlori
to the Patent and Trademark Office.

Original contributions on these sub
jects and suggestions for others are
welcome. Further information can be ob
tained trom theedltor. Dr. R. J. Joenk,
IBM Corporation, P.O. Box 1900,
Boulder, Colo. 80302.

treatments in medicine, electricity for
medical use is often associated with
quackery. This article" discusses how
this bad reputation came about and
gives examples of quack machines.

EEequipment in college labs.
Engineering underqraduateIabs across
the U.S. are facing severe 'budgetary
problems-partly due to' severe infla
tlon: As a result, engineering students,
in many cases, are learning onobsolete
vacuum-tube equipment with limited
capabilities, or the engineering labs are
shrinking. This special report presents
the results of a survey of 20 top schools
and a survey of industry labs tor corn
parison.

(NATO) Postdoctoral Feliowships in
Science '(due November 3).

The competition for ths tour programs
is open to all citizens andnationals of
the United States who meet the eligibili
ty requirements. Awards are made on
the basis of rnerlt and in 'all fields of
science, including lnterdisclpllnaryvand
multidisciplinary areas." The,NATO
fellowships are awarded for scientific
study or work outside the U:S. in a coun
try that is a member of, or cooperates
with, NATO.

For copies of the announcements and
application rnaterlalsvfor the NSF
fellowships, write to: Fellowship Office',
National Research Council, 2101 Con
stitution Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20418. For the NATO fellowship an
nouncement and application forms, con
tact: NATO Fellowships Program, Divi
sion of SCientific Personnel Improve
ment, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C. 20550; lelephone (202)
282-7154.

Competition now open
in four fellowship. programs
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
plans to award approximately 640
fellowships in the spring of 1979 for ad
vanced study to help meet the need for
trained scientific personnel. Apptlcatlon
materials are now available for all four
proqrarns: NSF Graduate Fellowships
(due November 3); NSF Minority
Graduate Fell~wships (due December
12); NSF National Needs Postdoctoral
Fellowships (due November 3); and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization

The President
discusses •. productivity

President Carter responded to questions
by Spectrum Editor Christiansen regard,
ing lnnovatlcn and productlvlty, the sub
ject of this special issue, at a recent
meeting at ,the White House.Th~

President's responses are summarized
in Spectra/lines, page 31.

article examines one of the latest
methods of implementing urban traffic
control-the use of microcomputers in a
multilevel distributed control system. It
consists of a hierarchy of local intersec
tion controllers, master controllers,and
network processors.

Remote sensing and the Nimbus
satellites. October 23 is the next
available date for launch of the last of
the Nimbus satellites, Nimbus 7: This
article gives a oornprehenetve revlew of
the" accomplishments of the first six
satellites in the series and what is hoped
to be accomplished with Nimbus 7.

Electric quackery in medicine. Despite
legitimate machines for ,electrical

frequently' occurs in a subsequent year,
however,reconsiderationrequires resub
mission of a new nomination form.
References are' acceptable for, two sue
cessive years.

Fuel-cell power plant. The prototype
of a new electric power option, a 4.8:MW
fuel-cell module, is scheduled for in
stallation and operation on the Con
solidated Edison Company of New York
electric system as part of a joint govern
ment/electric utility proqram, It will be
the first effort to apply the fuel-cell con
cept in a utility environment. This article
describes in depth the technology
bahtnd thts elqnlflcant project.

_ . Microcomp~ters in traffic control.
Automated systems for urban .traffic
control have gained prominence overthe
past 25 years. During this period, many
different types of systems and methods
of implementation have been tried. This

Deadline is set for
1980 Fellow nominations
April 30,1979, is the last : date for
nomlnatinq candidates for election to
IEEE's Fellow 9rade for 1980. Forms for
nominations, together with the "Guide for
I~EE Fellow Grade Nominations," are
available from IEEE Headquarters in New
York City.

The IEEE Bylaws define the Fellow
grade as one of unusual professional
distinction, to be conferred only by lnvlta
tlon ofthe Board of Directors upon a par
Son of outstanding and extraordinary
quallflcations and experience in the field
of' electrical engineering, or the related
arts and sciences, who has made impor
tant individual contributions to one or
'mare of these fields. A nominee must be a
Senior Member 'of the Institute, arid have
been a member In any grade for at least
five years prior to January 1 of the year of
consideration.

In the, Fellow Committee processing,
candidates' dossters are, evaluated on a
basis of nine criteria: (1) individual in
novative technical contributions; (21)

evaluattons by an iEEE Group(s)· or
Societytles); (3) team contributions
resulting from leadership and manaqa
rnent clearly identified with the nominee;

,(4) publications and patents" and/or other
visible eVidence of technicalac
cornplishments: (5) opinions of five

.references (special arrangements,apply to
Regions 8, 9, and-10); (8)service to iEEE;(7)
service to other organizations; (8) opinions
of other endorsers; (9) total years in the
profession.

Selections, based on the consensus of
committee judgments, are, submitted to
the Board of Directors for consideration
and election. Fellows elected for 1979will
be announced in December 1978.

The number of nominations received
each year exceeds the number of new
Fellows permitted by Institute Bylaws, and
thus favorable action on all candidates in
a given year is notpossible. Such election
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·EEs'lOOls I ToyS
Std 488 gets
some Jine tuning
After 3% years of use by industry and
implementation in approximately 500
products throuqhout the world, IEEE Std
488isabputtoget a slightly new look.
Experie ncawith thadi9ita I·jnterf ace
standard for proqrammable instrumen
tation has shown that portions of the
written text could be more clearly stated
and thatotherminorelaborations could
further-Irnprove the standard's useful
ness.None of the changes in IEEE Std
488-1·978~due out this month-e-lnvall
date present applications or contradict
the technical concepts of the original
standard published, in 1975.

Exemplifying a technical change, one
that broadens rather than narrows the
original specification, is the increase of
the driver low-state output voltage from
0.4 to 0.5 volt de. The increased margin
permitsi ncoroorat ion of Schottky-tran
alator-t rariststor-tou ic components,
which were not as readily available when
the original standard was published as
they are now.

Exemplifying a clarification of word
ing is the stipulation that an END
message be sent on its signal line con
currently with a data byte. The original
document.ccntalned olauses that might
have given the impression that all END
message could be sent at other times.

In addition, the revised standard
closes a minor loophole in the 1975 pub
lication. In rare cases, it was possible
for attention (ATN) and data valid (DAV)
messages to coexist" temporartlywlth
the result that an idle device could con
ceivably misinterpret a data byte as a
command. The presentstandard inserts
an optional term in the accept or hand
shake (AH) rntertece tunctton as an in
terim standard, A .ttnal solution, lnvolv
ing a minor addition to the controuer tc)
interface function, 'is under ,considera
tion by an IEEE subcommittee.
'The revised document costs $10 to

nonmembers and 10 percent less to
members, plus $2 per order (regardless
of the number of purchases involved) for
shipping charges, To order, write to the
IEEE Service Center, 445 -Hoes Lane,
Piscataway, N.J. 08854.

Mammoth handbook
spans entire EE field
Withih its 2146 pages, Electronics
Engineers' Handbook (McGraw·Hill,
$49.50) brings together the essential
principles, data, and design techniques
of all the specialties that make up the
field of modern electronics engineering.

Written by a corps of experts, the
handbook includes practical data from
many diverse books and papers along
with previously unpUblished informa
tion; and it covers such topics as corn
ponents, circuits; equipment, assem
blies, and systems. The book also con
tainsmore than 2000 illustrations..

20

The volume was edited by Donald
Fink, a Fellow of both the IEEE and lEE
(London) and former Executive' Director
and General Manager of; IEEE. The as
sisting editor in this work was Alexander
A. McKenzie, a Contributing Editor for
IEEE Spectrum.

Thermal equipment program
runs on printing calculator
As many enerqy-conscious designers
have discovered, insulating 'thermal
equipment like pipes,boilers, and
heaters can be costly. The challenge is
to find a balance between heat loss arid
insulation prices-a feat that typically
requires dealing with complex equations
or the use of computers.

Now there is an easier way. Consul
tant Marvin Dodson and Michael Wilkin
son, a professor, haze developed a
series of programs' for computing
economic insulation' thicknesses with
out the difficulty of hand, calculation or
the expense of a full-size computer.
Designed for nearly all insulation ap
plications, .the program series is based
upon the HP-97 portable printing calcu
latorv The programs were developed
from equations and data generated by
the U.S. Federal Energy Administration.

For more information, or to obtain the
Dodson and Wilkinson packet.Includlno
seven program cards and a descriptive
booklet, ,.contact Labor Management,
Inc., P.O. Box 1172, EI Dorado, Ark.
71730.

Microprocesso~ course
offerstake·home micro
Enrol!" in IEEE's three-day intensive
workshop' on microprocessor" program
ing whenit comes to yourarea and you
can take home a working microcomputer
complete with power supply at the end
of the course. Designed for practicing
engineers, engineering managers, and
programmers, the workshop has been
held at various sites throughout the U.S.,
and its travels have by no means ex
hausted its popularity.

During the first day ofa workshop, the
basics .ot microprocessors and' elemen
tary programming are covered: On the
second day; indexing, tables, con
trollers" and numerical' processing are
amona the toplcs.The thtrd day focuses
on higher~level languages and product
development. Laboratory exercises are
part of the schedule on each of the three
days.

Each registrant receives his or her
own Motorola MEK6800D2 evaluation
kit, piLis a preassembled and tested
power supply. During the workshop.a
student may select those exercises' of
particular interest.

Class size rs limited to the first 50
registrants. Fees are $475 for IEEE
members and $525 for nonmembers.
(The difference between member and

nonmember registration fees can be ap
plied to IEEE membership, provided the
nonmember registrant applies for
membership before the end of the
workshop.) The fee includes all course
material, lecture notes, and manuals.

For more information, or to find. out
when the course will be given in your
vicinity, call Vincent Giardina. at' the
IEEE Service Center, (201) 981-0060, ext.
174/175.

New York gets
the Computer Flea

.Hobby computer enthusiasts in the New
York area can now look forward do a
monthly show and market. Beginning
Sunday, October 15, the New York Oom
puter Flea gets underway 'at Manhat
tan's Dotal Inn, Lexington Avenue and
49th Street. .

Intended for both the experienced
hobbiest and _the neophyte owner of,
say, Commodore's Personal Electronic
Transactor (better known as PET), the
computershow will have exhibitors run
ning "the gamut from manufacturers to .
computer stores and sellers of used or
surplus equipment. Organizers' of the
show expect that vendors with new hard
ware or software may want to use the
facility as a vehicle to test the
marketability of their wares.

An estimated attendance of 1000 has
been predicted for the first day of the
show. The admission fee is only $1;
hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Subsequent
shows will be held on the third Sunday of
every month. For more information, write
to: Robert Schwartz, 375 Riverside Drive,
New York, N.Y. 10025.

Loyal employee: 45 years
with one company
The saga of how giant, multinational
Philips developed from a modest maker
of light bulbs to its present prestigious
leaderehtp in electronics .and elec
tr.otechnology is told by the chairman of
the board of governors of its 'holding
company, FrederikPhilips, the only son
of founder Anton Frederik Philips. ,The
vehicle for the telling is an autoblo
graphical, account, 45 Years With
Philips, just published in English by
Blandford Press.

The zan-oeoe, haro-cover volume con
tatns eome 48 pages of photographs,
many of them recording personal events
in the life of the author. The volume is
hardly a recipe for building an industrial
empire, although Dr. Philips is clearly a
firm believer in capitalism and free
enterprise as he acquaints the reader
with the problems Philips has 'en
countered in technology, labor relations,
pricing, and marketing. More important,
one gains insight into Frederik
Phutpe-c-enqtneer.: cartoonist, antique
collector, family man, and last, but far
from least, "company man."
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Circle No. 29

Data Corporation as an example of
microprogrammed emulation-the
AYK·14 emulating the YUK·20.

The YUK·20 referred to is, in fact, the
Sperry Univac UYK-20-which also uses
microprogrammed emulation. It
emulates the Univac 1616 and, in addi
tion, provides many 'new functions.

K. E. Warhol
Univac Field Service
Subic Bay, Philippines

RevieW corrected
In the review of the book, Future
Developments in Telecommunications
(sept., p. 78), the words "geostationary"
and "geosynchronous" were inserted in
error in the last sentence of the fifth
paragraph by the Spectrum staff. The
paragraph should have read as follows:

The first tshls statement that "There
are many frequency allocations ... for
geosynchronous (tlxed) communica
tions satellites ..." This statement can
be confusing or misleading to the un
wary reader since it implies that the
allocations are only for those satellites
that are fixed with respect to the earth.
Actually, the allocations can be used.
both by satellites that move with respect
to the earth (e.g., the Russian Molniya
satellites) and those in geostationary or
bit. The use of the word "fixed" in the
allocation table that Mr. Martin is dis
cussing refers. to theearthstations that
are at fixed locations as contrasted with
mobile earth stations.

Patent rights
The articles on inventors' rights and pa
tent legislation (Mar., pp. 54-59 and
60-64) are the most complete I have
seen in any IEEEpublicatioh, and they
also have the merit of looking somewhat
beyond U;S. frontiers.

For anyone seekihg patent rights in
other countries, the. International Patent
Research Office (Stuyvesant Straat 120,
The Hague, Netherlands) supplies corn
prehenslve Information on the procedure
forpateht registration in almost any
country in the world.

Giorgio G. Muller
Sao Paulo, Brazil

High achievers
Heavy readers are high achievers, wrote
Hans Jenny in the September issue (p.
66)" He based this conclualon on the
results of an RCA survey of its engineers
and their supervisors; Constructed for
the survey was an achievement index
designed to produce a distribution of
respondents ranging from high
achievers to low achievers. It was this
distribution that enabled Mr. Jenny and
RCA to conclude that tne twoextremee
had 'statistically different reading
habits.

For lack of space in that article, Spec
trum was unable to include Mr. Jenny's
caveat regarding the achievement index.
He writes:

"The achievement in.c!~x.. constructed
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Bruce Lusignan's "Sinqle-sldeband
transmission for land mobile radio" (July,
pp. 33-37) shows what can be done with
relatively simple equipment. The results,
although preliminary, do indicate the prac
tical possibilities of spectrum conserva
tion and signal-to-noise ratio enhance
ment using bilateral speech-processing
techniques,

Of particular note is that relatively inex
pensive equipment, designed for use.on
the Amateur Radio Service, was used for
this survey. Indeed; the 2-meter (144-148
MHz)Amateur Radio Band was utilized for
on-the-air tests, This demonstrates once
again the usefulness of the Amateur Radio
Service for experimentation and is consis
tent with its history of furthering the com
munications art. I hate to think what the
costs of these tests would have been us
ing custom-made equipment, not to men
tion the additional bureaucratic red tape
that would be involved in securing special
authorizations from the Federal Com
munications Commission.

Then too, how many EEs got their start
in electronics, sometimes at a tender age,
at the Morse key!

Emulation

another question. Mr, Bachelst will
doubtless/eave that to the railway
engineers to settle." (emphasis added)

Perhaps this Will add some historical
perspective to the consideration of a
64~year-old "new technology."

A note 01;1 the source: The Annual is'an
omnibus edition of the Boys' Own Paper,
a somewhat jingoistic British youth [our
nal that ceased publication in the 19605.
My copy of the 1914 edition (a gift from
an uncle) is 'now in London, England.lt
contains stories by Jules Verne, such as
the' original, serialized versions of
"Master of the World" and "Robur the
Conqueror"; and instructions on how to
build a crystal set, including the
"condenser" of sheet metal.

Ray W. Nettleton
Purdue University
'West Lafayette, Ind.

The article on "Computers: con
solidating gains"(Jan., pp. 26-30) cites
the AYK·14 developed by the Control

John F. Sehring
WB2EQG
Oradell N.J.

Simple SSB

Unfunded testing
An item in "Best bits" (July, p, 23)describ
ing, work on neurobehavioral testing. at
Vanderbilt University erroneously at
.tributedfunding to the National
Cooperative Dialysis Study, when, in fact,
this work was largely unfunded.' Partial
funding came from NIAMDD for develop
ment of a Sternberg test system last year,

John R. Bourne
Professor of Electrical and

etomeaoet Engineering
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tenn.
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Forum
Reader's are invited to comment in this department on material previously published in
IEEE Spectrum'; on the policies 'and operations of the IEEE; and on technical,
economic, or social matters of interest to the electrical and electronics engineering
protesslon.Bhort, concise letters are preferred. The Editor reserves the right to limit
debate on controversial issues.

AM stereo: pro Kahn
As suggested in the article on AM stereo
systems (June, pp. 24'-31), I wish to in.
dicate my preference among the five
competing options described. My vote
goes to the Kahn/Hazeltine ISB system.

Based on my long experience in the
development of FM multiplex systems,
including the first FM stereo ,broadcast
system in 1950, and as a proponent of
one of the five FM stereo systems tested
and evaluated in the early 1960s, later
adopted by the FederalCommunica
tions Commission (FCC), I feel that there
are good' reasons for selecting this
system for public broadcast service.

My choice stems partly from the fact
that I' have etten heard AM stereo pro
grains broadcast by XETRA, a 50·kW sta
tion in Tijuana, Mexico, that has been
using the Kahn system for a number of
years. In driving between Los Angeles
and my home in Woodland Hills, Calif., 
about 30 miles west of the city, as well
as in driving from Woodland Hills to San
ta Barbara, about-so miles in a north
westerly direction from my home,1 have

,noted that the stereo broadcast signals
from XETRAas received by my mono
phonic re'ceiving, equipment have an
outstanding audio quality and are,in my
opinion;' superior to program signals
from any of the AM-type stations in Los
Angeles. And when I use a tow-cost por
table AM receiver. to supplement my AM
car radio and home receivers...the stereo
separation of the XETRA signals is very
effective and greatly adds to the overall
program quality.

One of the main reasons, however, for
rny preference·for the Kahn system is
that atthe outer limits of the receiving
locations: I have described, averaging
about 150 alrllne miles from XETRA, the
use of two single sidebands as em
ployed by that system avoids the serious
fading and distortion problems that can
occur between sundown and the night
hours in the transition from ground-wave
to sky-wave modes of 'radio signal
transmission. During those hours, I have
noticed no adverse, effects on stereo
broadcasts fromXETRA. Stereo signal
quality also is described as excellent in
reports on the performance of the Kahn
AM stereo system at very long distances,
as between Tijuana and Alaska, during
nighttime hours. , "" ,,'

It is unfortunate that M~~ Kahn did not
participate officially in the proceedings
of the National AM Stereophonic Radio
Committee. I know,as a result of my
own vexpertence with the National
Stereophonic Radio Committee (NSRC),
how costly and time consuming these
proceedings can be, especially for small
firms like Mr. Kahn's. My firm, Multiplex
Development Corporation, was also very
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small. Such .problems were not a factor
for General Electric and Zenith, whose
FM stereo systems were proposedduring
the NSRC proceedinqs.iMr. Kahn right
fully states that his AM stereo system
has been in successful public 'operation
for many years, and the FCC has a large
quantity of test and measurement data
in its 'files as a result of expertence wlth
his system. "

William S.Halstead
Telecommunications Consultant
Woodland Hills, Calif.

A matter of degree
The "Spectral lines" entitled "Soyou're
an engineer. But what do you do?"
(June, p. 23) hits me where it formerly
hurt. ltbegins wlththe assumption that
the reader lsan engineer. How has this
been determined? A common definition
is the possession of at least a B.S.
degree in some field of engineering, in
addition to several years' of work ex
penance. , .' ,', , •

For 25 years I held a position des
cribed by my employer as "electrical
engineer." 1 obtained this job on the
baslsof experience and skill tn the fields
of radio and electronics, which I was
able to translate into industrial elec
tronics work. I did not have a B.S.degree
of 'any kind and' my compensation
reflected this deficiency, which was my
own fault. When the state of California
started to register electrical engineers, I
applied under the "grandfather" clause,
but was not accepted. Since I was
qualified to do so by my experience, I
took-and passed-the written ex
aminations and was 'registered as a pro
fessional engineer:

I soon discovered that registration
was not' considered ,an' acceptable
substitute tor aRS. degree. This was
true, 1believe, because many expert and
well-qualified electricians were able to
obtain registration as professional elec
trical engineers under the grandfather
clause.As for a happy ending: 1resigned
from myjob,returned to college on a
full-time basis, and in three years earned
an, M.S.E.E. degree. I then was able to
obtain a position suited both to my
knowledge and experience,

John P. Isaacs
Long Beach, Calif.

Engineers and public policy
Although lam a mechanical engineer, I
read Spectrum regularly. It inevitably
contains articles of technical and pro
fessional interest to all engineers, such
as that by Myron Trlbua on "The
engineer and public policy-making"

(Apr., pp, 48-51). Dr. Trlbus makes many
perceptive and accurate observations,
and his material is well written, with
humor and logic properly blended.

Engineers do have much to contribute
beyond the mere performance of their
dally jobs. They are not unique saviors of
society nor are they wiser than other
groups, but ina world built upon
technology and needing a bit of rational
thinking amid the emotiorialturmoll;
engineers are conspicuously absent
from society'S decision-making pro
cesses.

I've heard one definition of the word
"expert" as a person who can give all
the reasons why something cannot be
done. Who ever came up with that defini
tion must have been thinking of
engineers. Engineers tend to. gripe
among themselves about how badly
they are treated,howthey' are
unrecognized second-class ·.profes~·

sionals how the country is going to the
dogs" and so on. Yet few Of them
demonstrate any initiative togo out and
dosometh ing-anything. They prefer to
remain. private little "experts:"

With the' increastnqv recoqnltlon,
ponderously slow though it- may be.-of
these views by theengineeririg
societies, and some small growth in the
engineers' interest in society andJn
engineering professionalism, things
may improve. 'If they can stop being
smug; living room experts, andover-,
come some .laudable but overdone at
titudes 'that have. ~ecome weakness,es,
engineers can. ·use.,their strengths '.' to
benefit both. themselves and society.: 1
have some honest doubts that this will
come about, but I can hope;

Brian G; Boden
Madison,' N.J;

Maglev circa 1914

The recent. correspondence (Feb.,"p"'10;
July, p. 8) concerning magnetic levlta
tion,(Maglev) 'itrallsportation ·..·systell1s
has, in general,tended to Implythatthe
idea is new. Hewever. tttere ts.evloertce
that the conc:ept(includingworkin'g
models) is actually at least64 years bid.

An arttcle trorn theBoysDwn Annual,
published in England in thewinter6f
1914, asserts that the "levitated
railway," using electromagnetic energy
for both levitation and traction, was In
vented by an Emile Bachelet, and
describes a public demonstration of a '
working model. From theph6tographs, 'it
is clear that Mr.Bachele,t's "railway"is
nons other than the currently proposed
"new technology" turned. inside out; the
levitating and propulsive coils are part of
the guide, leaving the .vehlcle as the
passive element.

The most ·piquant part of the article,
viewed in retrospect, is the follOwing
quote: "The 'levitated. ratIway'i s.sald to
be so far perfected that a mlle of Ilne.bn
which. cars capable of carrying JOO
pounds of" mail .matter might 'be run at .,
300 miles an' hour, could be builtwithin
three months. Whether thiswonder-ful
invention can be developed ,so 'as to>
become commercially feasible fora ser
vice of passenqer or goods trains
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Energy .report

The authorization bill for the U,S, Department of Energy, which covers
the coming fiscal year, is being held up in the Congress, The bill is
awaiting resolution of the natural-gas part of the energy bill that was
developed by Congress as a result of the President's energy plan. Two other
portions of the energy plan involving utility rate reform and energy con
servation are expected to pass without difficulty. The energy bill in its
entirety was not expected to reach the U.S. Senate before some time this
month, and it is questionable as to whether either bill will be acted on
this year.

A new transmission line now interconnects the power systems of Con
Edison (New York City) and the Long Island Lighting Company. Spanning some
28 km underground and underwater between the LILCO substation at Glenwood
Landing in Nassau County, N.Y., and Con Edison's Dunwoodie substation in
Yonkers, the line comprises a 345-kV cable, with a power-carrying capacity
of 900 000 kilowatts. The new intertie is expected to increase the reli
ability of electric power supply for both companies' customers--close to
four million people. It is also expected to result in some savings to both
the companies and their customers by facilitating purchases of cheaper power
from other utilities in the New York Power Pool. The total cost of the
project, which was started in 1974, was $75 million.

The British success in electric load management--the process of alter
ing the pattern of electricity use--can benefit other utilities and cus
tomers, as well as manufacturers of appliances. That was the tenor of a
seminar given last month in four major cities in the U.S. by the British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers Association, in conjunction with the
Electricity Council of London, U.K. That success is primarily attributed
to 20 years of successful marketing in Britain of space and water heating
systems that have thermal storage and .use "off-peak" electric power at re
duced rates. More than 2.3 million storage-heating systems are now in
stalled in Britain, and the use of off-peak power in that country has in
creased from 0.3 GW in 1956-57, to 17 GW in 1976-77. That led to the im
provement of the load factor of the power system in Britain from 48 to 57
percent during the same period. (Load factor is defined as the ratio
of the average load on the power generating equipment over a designated
period of time to the peak load occurring in that period.)

Combustion tests with synthetic liquid fuel derived from coal--a poten
tial alternative to conventional petroleum--took place last month at the Con
Edison generating station on 74th Street in Manhattan. Sponsored by the
Electric Power Research Institute, the tests involved burning the fuel con
tinuously for periods of up to ten hours over a five-day period. Data were
taken on emission parameters such as NOx, particulates, opacity of smoke,
carbon monoxide, and oxygen. In addition, the combustion was qualitatively
examined via television cameras. The data will facilitate a comparison be
tween the synthetic fuel and conventional petroleum, from combustion and
emission viewpoints.

A new installation for res.earch. in nuclear fusion was dedicated last
month at the General Atomic Company in San Diego, Calif. Sponsored, in part,
by DOE and EPRI, the facility is based on the principle of confining hot
plasma by magnetic fields. It employs a vacuum chamber with a peanut-shaped
rather than circular cross section, a configuration that is expected tore
duce the power requirements of future reactors.
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Some of the world's toughest
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equipmentforthe U,S, Air Force E-3A, Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS), pioneering satellite
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ELECTROMECHANICS AND
ELECTRIC MACHINES
S.A. Nasar, University oj Kentucky, &
Lfi.Llnriewehr, Ford Motor Company
This book emphasizes the basic concepts arid fundamental
laws of rotating machines and electromechanical devices.' It
offers guidance in the efficient application of the governing
principles of electromechanical devices, while keeping mathe
matics to a minimum.
Complete and up-to-date, the text includes:
• Solid-state devices and their use in the control of electric
motors
• Steady-state arid transient analysis of machines and
transformers
• Electronics transformer theory and development
• The use of machines and transformers in control, electronic.
and communications circuits
• Electromagnetic field theory as applied to electrical machines
• Magnetic circuits-including circuits involving permanent
magnets
_. The general theory of electrical machines
The authors also examin-e the increasingly important topic
of "energy efficiency" They include details of economics and
energy conservation to show how to reduce the energy con
sumption of many systems by increasing the efficiency (or
reducing the losses) of the electromechanical devices in the
system. Numerous worked-out examples and problems follow
every chapter to illustrate theories developed in the text. It
provides many tables on magnetic material characteristics,a
summary of characteristics of all solid state devices used in the
electronic control of motors, and a summary of computer-tech
niques for modeling electrical machines.
o471-03536-X . 1978 approx. 512 pp. $2ll.95 (tent.)

POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Charles A.Gross, Auburn University
Providing, a balance between theory and practice, this text
begins with an analysis of the basic electrical problems asso
dated with the design and operation of electrical energy deliv
ery systems. The first chapter also includes a short history of
the electrical power industry, a discussion of electrical power
transmission, and a look at available sources of energy. In
chapter two, the author presents circuit theory as applied to
power systems. He shows how the method of "per phase arialy
sis" rigorously follows from symmetrical components.
Individual chapters offer your students detailed coverage
of:
• The basics of power system representation and the
system
• Circuit models of the three major power components-clines,
transformers, and generators
• The power flow problem-s-providing a clear understanding of
the problem, its solution and application, and the use of the
computer ,
• The general problem of power system stability-explaining
transient, dynamic, andsteady-state stability .
A thorough examination of fault analysis and system pro
tection spans four chapters. The basic fault types-e-the balanced
three phase fault, the single line to ground fault, the line to line
fault, and the double line to ground fault-care analyzed via
symmetrical components. Dr. Gross provides detailsof fault
analysis by computer methods and covers power system protec
tion in terms of devices and lines.
Almost every major point is illustrated with an example

.problemas wellas solution methods for these problems.
0471-01899-6 1978 approx. 520 pp. $20.95 (tent.)
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• A single TESTER that will ..... do the work of
more than four ordinary teste-s.
• Mil : O~ 1.999Mil·19. 99Mil·199. 9Mil·1999Mili 500V
• n : 0 -199. 9il·1999il·19. 99Kfl· 199.9Kil
.• AC V: 0 -199. 9V· 500V (Mox. ~OOV)

• All symbols clearly shown Mn·.Kn·n·v
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